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Abstract
As it had been found that there was little authoritative 
published evidence regarding the crafts in Scotland, this 
research programme was initiated in 1975 to rectify that 
situation.
The subjects were broadly defined as being self-employed, 
engaged in all aspects of the craft business and within the 
range of skills and creativity which combine to form the 
commonly accepted basis of a craft.
Within the overall objective, emphasis was placed on the 
identification of the craftsmen and craft businesses, of the 
influences upon them and on the general trends. From 
the combined results it was anticipated that development 
potential might be assessed.
The co-operation of bodies such as the Scottish Development 
Agency was sought and received, providing invaluable source 
material, and leading to the development of an index of craft 
businesses. That index, up-dated annually throughout the four- 
year period of research, was the basis for analysis of ele­
ments such as the movements in craft population, phy si 
distribution and the numerical strengths of the individual 
ova.'f'ts» Such analysis established a clear relationship be­
tween the location of craft businesses and population density, 
found the .largest craft groups to be ceramics, silversmithing 
and jewellery and weaving, and identified an increase in the 
craft business population between 1975 and 1977 and a decrease 
in 1978.
0
n
(x)
A pilot survey in 1976 confirmed the feasibility of a survey 
which was conducted in 1977» The survey results established 
the importance of these businesses in terms of employment and 
contribution, and identified the strong characteristics of 
independence and personal association with the craft on the 
^ part of the proprietors. The principal influences externally
—I were found to be those exerted by market forces, the attitudes
adopted by the retail trade, the policies adopted by govern-u
n ment agencies responsible for the crafts, and internally by
the background training, experience and motivation of the
n
0
n
proprietor. It was found, despite the rich variety of back­
grounds and the lack of training and experience of many, that 
there were insufficient features which could adequately dis-
^ tinguish the performance potential in a business at this point
in time.
The strategy being adopted by the Scottish Development Agency, 
as one of the principal planners and administrators for the 
crafts, of directing assistance towards entrants with 
assessable levels of training and of exerting pressure towards 
improved standards, was noted.
It was therefore concluded that an alternative staged strategy 
should be adopted - of improving basic knowledge of factors 
such as the reasons for failure in business; of providing a
n
broad base of assistance in the initial stages of a business 
with more specialised and appropriate assistance being made 
—* available as the business develops according to the capability
n and motivation of the proprietor.
n
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Notes 
The Index
As approval to investigate and record information from the 
Scottish Development Agency and other bodies was gained on an 
assurance that such information would be kept on a confiden­
tial basis relating to individuals, detailed information is 
not recorded in this Thesis. The Index will be available for 
assessment purposes only.
The Survey
Similarly, as subjects agreed to interview on the basis of 
confidentiality detailed survey results which could be 
identified against individuals have not been included in the 
Thesis. The Questionnaires will be available for assessment 
purposes only.
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CHAPTER 1
Objectives and Scope of Research
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Chapter I 
Objectives and Scope of Research
1.1,1. Personal involvement in the craft field is the 
motivating factor for this programme of research into the 
craft based businesses in Scotland.
From the early 1970*s» with some ten years of intensive 
involvement in an educational and practical capacity within 
the crafts in Scotland, it became clear that many statements 
were being made about the crafts as a whole and about crafts­
men which could be neither supported nor repudiated by 
evidence.
Perhaps of greatest consequence was the sense of lack of 
direction emanating from bodies and institutions which, by 
tradition, were expected to provide such direction. At that 
time, for example, the Scottish Education Department with 
responsibility for degree equivalent courses in art and design 
were still thinking almost exclusively in terms of teaching as 
the end-product of their courses for painters, sculptors, 
designers and craftsmen alike. Only occasionally was an 
industrial end-product envisaged and indeed there was evidence 
of positive discouragement of entry into industry and scep­
ticism of self-employment opportunities.
Among existing craftsmen too there was uncertainty evidenced 
by conflicting views on elements such as the degree of 
'commercialism* needed for survival and the ♦artistic com­
promises* which were considered by many to be unacceptable. 
Views expressed by individual craftsmen, purported to be those
u
2.
J of craftsmen as a whole, were frequently contradictory and
r-i without supporting evidence.
□
Within this environment it became clear that for a variety of 
purposes information was necessary and on occasions imperative.
—I 1.1.2 The programme of research was initiated with the
objective of establishing within the Scottish context answers 
to a number of questions:
_ i) Who are the craftsmen?
—I ii) What are the major influences on them?
iii) What trends or patterns, if any, can be identified 
relating to numbers, location and personnel over a 
^ period of approximately 4 years?
iv) What is the development potential?
(--j 1.2.1 Next, it is necessary to define the scope of
research.
The physical boundaries are clear - research being exclusively 
^ concerned with the craft businesses in Scotland and with
^  information from other countries or areas considered for com-
parative purposes only. The people and work associated with
the word 'craft* are not as simply defined. Bolton (l97l)
points to the arbitrary division between "small scale
nU  producers of articles of high quality in a number of different.
n usually traditional, media" (l) and those who are employed in industry "who practise craft skills" (l) - the former being
^ generally regarded as craftsmen primarily because they are
self-employed. A case, George Hensher Ltd v Restawile
u
3"
Upholstery (Lancs) Ltd (1974), submitted to the House of Lords 
as an appeal concerning copyright produced an interesting and 
relevant contribution in judgement from Lord Simon of 
Glaisdale;
" "Craftsmanship", particularly when considered in 
its historical context, implies a manifestation of pride 
in sound workmanship - a rejection of the shoddy, the 
meretricious, the facile. But the craftsmanship - not 
the work itself - must, in addition, be artistic. Before 
turning to the various criteria which have been pro­
pounded it may be helpful to consider some examples. A 
cobbler is a craftsman, and those in the Arts and Crafts 
movement would have valued his vocation as such. But 
neither they, nor anyone else using the words in their 
common acceptation, would describe his craftsmanship as 
artistic, or his products as "works of artistic crafts­
manship". A dental mechanic is a similar example: so is
a pattern-maker, a boiler-maker, a plumber, a wheel­
wright, a thatcher. At the other extreme is the maker of 
hand-painted tiles. He too is a craftsman; but his 
craftsmanship would properly be described as artistic and 
his products as "works of artistic craftsmanship". In 
between lie a host of crafts some of whose practitioners 
can claim artistic craftsmanship, some not - or whose 
practitioners sometimes exercise artistic craftsmanship, 
sometimes not. In the former class, for example, are 
glaziers. The ordinary glazier is a craftsman, but he 
could not properly claim that his craftsmanship is 
artistic in the common acceptation. But the maker of 
stained glass windows could properly make such a claim; 
and, indeed, the revival of stained glass work was one 
of the high achievements of the Arts and Crafts movement. 
In the latter class is the blacksmith - a craftsman in 
all his business, and exercising artistic craftsmanship 
perhaps in making wrought-iron gates, but certainly not 
in shoeing a horse or repairing a ploughshare. In these 
intermediate - or rather, straddling - classes come, too, 
the woodworkers, ranging from carpenters to cabinet­
makers: some of their work would be generally accepted
as artistic craftsmanship, most not. Similarly, printers, 
bookbinders, cutlers, needleworkers, weavers - and many 
others. In this straddling class also fall, in my 
judgment, the makers of furniture. Some of their pro­
ducts would be, I think, almost universally accepted as 
"works of artistic craftsmanship"; but it would be a 
misuse of language to describe the bulk of their products 
as such. Where and how is the line to be drawn?" (2 )
These considerations presented by Lord Simon as part of his 
judgement effectively pose the question and provide the answer
n
0
D
0
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This research is not intended to provide a judgement on 
craftsmanship - it is intended to establish knowledge and 
information about a group of people who derive their living, 
or the greater part of it, from their own business which is 
engaged in the production of articles by a craft process in 
which they have a degree of skill. The fact, noted by Bolton,
that they operate their own businesses is critical. The
skilled employee is normally engaged in the production of 
prescribed articles or even parts of articles whereas the 
self-employed craftsman carries the total responsibility for 
all aspects of that article including the design emd creative 
elements. Nor do they include cobblers or glaziers but will, 
because of the common acceptance noted by Lord Simon, include 
leather workers and stained glass artists. Therefore, 
virtually by process of elimination rather than positive 
identification, I propose to limit the scope of research to 
those who create their own employment within a discipline 
which is commonly accepted as a craft.
1.2.2 Finally, there is the problem of scale. Bolton
(1 9 7 1) included businesses employing up to 200 people as small 
firms. Preliminary investigation with the Small Industries 
Council for Rural Areas of Scotland suggests that employment 
of up 50 people would be more appropriate in Scotland and in 
the case of a craft business would cover almost all situationsn[J Given the definition reached under para 1.2.1. employment on
this scale would certainly appear adequate.
1 .3 . 1  The pattern of presentation is as follows:-
uD
0
5.
Chapter 2: investigation and assessment of the prime sources
of information from Government and professional bodies 
associated with the crafts to general literature on the 
subject area.
Chapter 3: description of action taken to record base infor­
mation; assessment of findings over a period of four years 
relating to general factors such as the number of craft 
businesses, craft groupings and locations.
Chapter 4: consideration of the need to obtain direct evi­
dence from craftsmen over a range of factors; description of 
arrangements for a pilot survey, assessment of the results of 
that survey and description of preparations for a major suirvey. 
Chapter 5: description of the survey results; detailed
analysis of specific individual results and consideration of 
related factors.
Chapter 6; assessment of the overall findings and of the 
development potential, leading to the final conclusions.
1.3*2 Examples of my own craft work undertaken during the 
period are contained in Appendix A.
0
D
CHAPTER 2
Investigation of potential sources of information 
on Scottish Craft Businesses
[]
7.n, ■
lJ Chapter 2
n Investigation of potential sources of information
on Scottish Craft Businesses
n
nLJ
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2.1.1 The potential sources of information related to the 
craft businesses were considered and listed as follows:-
a. Government and local government bodies and agencies.
b. Craft societies and associations.
c. Professional bodies associated with crafts.
d. General statistical sources.
e. Special reports and general literature on the subject.
2.2.1 Initially two main bodies or agencies were identified 
as having, between them, a large measure of responsibility for 
these businesses in Scotland.
Firstly, the Highlands and Islands Development (Scotland) Act, 
196 5 made provision for the establishment of a Board (HIDB) 
with the wide remit of assisting the people of the area to 
improve their contribution to the nation as a whole. Perhaps 
the most succinct appraisal of that remit and the early 
experience of the Board is contained in their Annual Report 
(1 9 7 0 ) in the words of their Chairman of some two months.
Sir Andrew Gilchrist.
"....  For this task it has a range of tools and pro­
cedures at its disposal. It can intervene at its own 
hand in economic affairs in such ways as the provision 
of hotels in the islands, and by building factories, 
both bespoke and advance. It can commission surveys and 
J research in a region where natural resources are by no
means adequately explored but must nevertheless be 
n  exploited if full development is to be achieved.u ■,
n ■ ' ■ ' ■ ' ' '■
DD
D
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But the most important tool and the one most widely used 
is the right to issue public money by way of grant, loan 
or equity participation in support of what the Board 
regards as beneficial enterprises likely to contribute 
to its main objective.
In some respects, the Board resembles a small merchant 
bank. But there is this important difference, that 
whereas the success of the merchant bank can be measured 
in cash by an accountant, in the case of the Highland 
Board it is for all practical purposes only the failures 
that can be so measured. That is because we are (in 
effect) a merchant bank with a social purpose: our suc­
cesses become part of the way of life of the people and 
are much less easy to quantify. Some of them can be 
enumerated, in terms of fishing boats, engineering and 
processing plants, boarding houses and bathrooms; but 
the general impact on the social and economic state of 
the Highlands and Islands is much harder to assess."
Study of the Annual Reports of the HIDB from 1970 onwards 
yielded information of a general nature. The Report for the 
year 1 97 0 indicated that special attention had been given to 
the establishment of craft production units in remote 
locations. Cases were cited of financial assistance to craft 
businesses. An outline was provided of general assistance in 
terms of production and marketing and an agreement noted of a 
commitment to encourage art graduates to enter the craft 
industry. In 1971, the first Highlands and Islands Trade Fair 
at Aviemore was recorded. While commitment to the encourage­
ment of art graduates and the development of craft units was 
reiterated this Report is probably of major importance because 
of the recording of the first impact of North Sea Oil. There­
after, reference is contained within the Reports to specific 
events and policies such as:-
1972 : Introduction of the "Craftmade" Scheme.
Establishment of Balnakeil Craft Village. 
First editions of "Craftwork".
1973 : Financial assistance provided to 10 new craft
businesses.
1
[9-
19?4 : Financial assistance provided to 20 new craft
businesses.
1975 ; Financial assistance provided to l4 new craft
businesses.
Commissioning of feasibility study for a 
training centre to be established in the 
Highlands and Islands.
1976 : Financial assistance provided to 10 new craft
businesses.
Reference to the continuing study of training 
centre plan.
1978 : Highland Craftpoint approval
Financial assistance provided to 21 new crafts­
men.
These extracts provide evidence of policy, major developments 
and to limited degree information on the growth of new craft 
businesses. Howevever, the Reports do not provide evidence 
of total numbers nor is it possible to extract components such 
as expenditure specifically related to craft businesses from 
the financial statements.
2.2.2 Secondly, the Small Industries Council for Rural 
Areas of Scotland (SICRAS), a body which had replaced the 
Scottish Country Industries Development Trust and which itself 
during the course of this research was replaced by the Scottish 
Development Agency. SICRAS was established in 1969 to provide 
a range of consultancy, technical instruction and credit ser­
vices for small firms in the country towns and rural districts 
of Scotland with funding provided by the Treasury.
The best description and definition of the role and parameters 
ascribed to the Council are contained in their Annual Report 
(1 9 7 1/7 2 ) as follows:
1
Li lo-
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'■The Council is charged with the promotion and develop­
ment of small industries and crafts in rural areas of 
Scotland.
In practical terms, a small industry can be an individual 
or a small company engaged in manufacturing, craftwork, 
or, supplying a supporting service to other industries.
It is, in the main an enterprise where the proprietor 
himself is responsible for every function of management 
and where it is impracticable to employ specialist staff 
to tackle specific problems of administration, production, 
technology, accountancy or marketing.
The business may well be established or starting from 
scratch, and it is eligible for Council assistance so 
long as it meets one or more of the following conditions
1. It provides employment in a rural area.
2. It has a good prospect of development.
3. It can either make a contribution to exports, 
either directly or by import substitution.
4. It is helping to preserve special technical 
skills or crafts.
Agriculture and horticulture are not in themselves 
eligible for assistance. All the Council services are 
available to firms in country areas, small towns and 
burghs, but not in the cities of Aberdeen, Dundee, 
Edinburgh, the Glasgow conurbation, or the industrialised 
areas of Central Scotland.
In the seven crofting counties which are served by the 
Highlands and Islands Development Board the Council 
provides only trade instruction and advice on craft­
work. " (4)
Therefore, in terms of services and financial assistance, the 
Council clearly had a wide remit over most of Scotland but 
with reduced responsibility within the HIDB area and with 
no responsibility whatsoever for the major urban areas. Study 
of SICRAS Annual Reports from 1967 provide an interesting 
contrast to those of the HIDB in terms of the kind of infor­
mation provided. A summary of these Reports (fortunately 
obtained in the first year of research and prior to the demise 
of SICRAS) shows the following:-
n
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1 96 9 : (The First Year) The establishment of an index
of craft businesses.
Statement of some 700 small craft businesses in 
Scotland.
Statement of provision of 1,600 jobs provided by 
them.
Report of provisions for the technical and 
business training of craftsmen, a liaison with 
the Scottish Craft centre and the provision of 
an experimental apprenticeship training scheme.
1972 : Statement of over 800 small craft businesses in
Scotland.
Reports on the Apprenticeship Training Scheme, a 
Bursary Scheme and a Craft Entrants Scheme.
1 9 7 3 : Report on the first Scottish Crafts Trade Fair
(ingliston).
No reference to the number of craft businesses 
in Scotland.
1 97 4 : A major statement on Scottish Crafts including
the following:
Statement of 1000 craftsmen on Council records. 
Statement of an estimated £8 million contribution. 
Statement of concern regarding the number of 
organisations involved in Scottish Crafts and the 
lack of overall financial control.
1975 : Statement detailing grants awarded to craftsmen.
No statement on numbers, employment or financial 
contribution.
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It can therefore be said that SICRAS as a source had much more 
basic information available even though that information was 
not consistent.
As previously stated, SICRAS was in effect to become part of 
the Scottish Development Agency in 197^. There is, under­
standably, a gap in the information provided with the brief 
SDA First Report merely acknowledging the inherited plans of 
SICRAS and indicating that their Small Businesses Division 
was likely to take on increased responsibility for the crafts 
in Scotland.
n
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12.n 'J 2 .2 . 3  The Scottish Development Agency Act 1975 which brought
“I the Agency into being in December 1975 granted powers well
beyond those governing SICRAS even within the related crafts 
area. The overall purposes and functions attributed to the 
' Agency in the Act include the following:-
n a. furthering economic development;
b. the provision, maintenance or safeguarding of employ- 
ment;
c. the promotion of industrial efficiency and inter­
national competitiveness; and
n
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d. furthering the improvement of the environment
And Functions
a. providing or assisting in the provision of finance 
to persons carrying on or intending to carry on 
industrial undertakings;
b. carrying on, or establishing and carrying on, 
whether by themselves or jointly with any other 
person, industrial undertakings ;
c. otherwise promoting or assisting the establishment, 
growth, reorganisation, modernisation or development 
of industry or any undertakings in industry.
Thus, the SDA has much greater powers and responsibilities 
even within the craft area than those attributed to SICRAS. 
There is no geographical restriction within Scotland. There 
is a clear remit to assist, co-ordinate even possibly control 
development and growth in an industry. On the surface, these 
powers appear to conflict with those of the HIDE in that area
Study of the SDA Annual Reports clarifies this situation.
The 1977 Report includes this explanation:-n
L
13.n IJ ’’The area covered by the Highlands and Islands Development
Board is a special case. The Agency has a harmonious 
-1 i relationship with the HIDE, and leaves to the Board theJ generality of industry cases in its territory. The
Agency's investment powers are involved, whether alone 
~ or in company with the HIDE, where cases are large, or
where they arise in companies or industries operating 
both in the Highlands and in other parts of Scotland. ** (5)
This statement implies that unless there is a major case within 
the HIDE area then the Board are simply left to manage their 
own affairs. In the craft field, this Report provides further 
information;-D
0
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"The Agency has a special involvement in crafts and their 
encouragement throughout Scotland, especially south of 
; the Highland area. It has assumed direct financing 
responsibility, taking over certain functions from the 
Scottish Offipé and from the former Joint Crafts 
Cpmmittee. To advise it in this fleld^it has set up a 
Crafts Consultative Committee including representatives 
of craftsmen and of crafts training and encouragement 
organisations, under the chairmanship of Brigadier 
R. S. Doyle, whose interest and help are much appreciated, 
The Agency's crafts responsibilities are discharged 
through the Small Business Division." (6)
This statement, read in conjunction with the former, appears 
to clarify the position of authority and responsibility. The 
SDA does have overall responsibility for the crafts in 
Scotland but short of major developments leaves the HIDE to 
manage its own affairs. The establishment of the Crafts 
Consultative Committee in an advisory capacity and with rep­
resentation from HIDE, SDA and other bodies provides a forum 
for debate and presumably an element of co-ordination without 
detracting from the powers and responsibilities of the SDA. 
Thus, it must be concluded that the SDA is the body with prime 
responsibility for the crafts in Scotland. It should also be 
noted that in terms of industrial investment functions, a third 
body is involved (Scottish Economic Planning Department) which
1
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has responsibility for liaison and consultation between the 
SDA and HIDB before directives are issued by the Secretary of 
State - however this arrangement does not appear to contradict 
previous statements.
The SDA Annual Report (1978) includes a clear statement of 
encouragement for small businesses as a sector making an 
important contribution in its own right and as the foundation 
for larger businesses of the future. Specifically in relation 
to the crafts, the Reports for 1978 and 1979 acknowledge the 
following;
1978 ; SDA contribution to the HIDB 'Craftpoint*
Training Unit.
SDA awarded 28 Grants (value fl5,000) to new 
craftsmen.
SDA awarded 13 Grants for equipment (value
£5 ,165).
SDA estimate of value of goods ordered at 
Ingliston (£846,000).
197 9 : SDA introduce a Crafts Fellowship Scheme (£2,300).
SDA estimate of value of goods ordered at 
Ingliston (£800,000).
SDA Grants awarded to 51 businesses for all 
purposes.
As can be seen clearly from these summaries, there is no men­
tion of total numbers involved, the information provided is 
inconsistent and therefore of little direct value.
2 .3 . 1  A number of craft associations were identified, some­
times formed on a geographical basis and sometimes on a craft 
basis. However, the prime association is the Scottish Craft 
Centre, a body broadly representative of all crafts and open 
to membership from the whole of Scotland. During the period 
of research, the Scottish Craft Centre has undergone periods
n
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J of crisis, change and optimism. As a member of Council
~] representing the Central Institutions (Art) in Scotland it is
J
of course possible for me to give a detailed analysis of the
D
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affairs of the Centre. As this would not, in my view, be 
proper to record I prefer to use only the experience gained 
from service with this body in a general context throughout 
this research. The smaller craft associations are to an 
extent represented on Council by members serving in a dual 
capacity. It was therefore decided to avoid the complexities 
of small groups and associations and to concentrate on the 
broader issues.
2.4.1 There is only one body which could be described as 
representing the 'profession’ in terms of the crafts - The 
Society of Designer-Craftsmen. The Society, for which there 
is a set level of attainment in both elements (design and 
craftsmanship) and where there is a code of conduct, is in 
reality based in London but with a small number of members in 
Scotland.
2.5.1 As already demonstrated, bodies with specific respons­
ibility for the crafts in Scotland clearly lacked basic 
authoritative information. It was therefore anticipated that 
the official and usual sources of statistical information would 
not provide specific information relating to the crafts but 
would be available for general comparison over a range of 
factors from estimates of population to economic elements such 
as production.
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2.6.1 Once again, it was anticipated that there would be 
few, if any, general publications which could be regarded as 
authoritative source material. However, throughout the period 
of research there were a number of publications which provided 
useful complementary information. One particular publication, 
’Small Firms - Report of the Committee Inquiry on Small 
Firms* (l97l)» was given special attention. As the definition 
of a 'small firm' applied by the Bolton Committee of employing 
up to 200 people would have covered some 75^ of all finns in 
Scotland, the section dealing specifically with the crafts was 
of particular value.
2 .7 . 1  In conclusion, both preliminary and continuing 
research identified SICRAS/SDA to be the most reliable source 
of primary information. Their willingness to assist through 
the provision of information available to them has proved to 
be invaluable and essential. Thereafter, a variety of sources 
have contributed much valuable complementary information.
2 .7 . 2  The results of two surveys undertaken by SICRAS 
(1 9 7 2/3 ) and the SDA (1978) are contained in Appendix B.
These surveys relate to small businesses and not specifically 
to craft businesses but contain interesting points for com­
parison.
2.8.1 Literature on the subject area can broadly be divided
into three main areas
i) A small number of books dealing with elements of 
the crafts in Scotland either by location or by 
craft.
n
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n ^J il) An extensive range of books based on Individual
crafts and concentrating on the technical or 
n historical aspects.
n
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ill) A small number of books based on other countries 
and describing their traditional crafts and to a 
limited extent current activities.
2.8.2 In reviewing publications in the first category (ie 
those concerned with elements of the crafts in Scotland either 
by location or by craft) there are four books.
Brander (1974) acknowledges that his book 'Scottish Crafts 
and Craftsmen* is principally intended to assist the visitor 
to Scotland to understand the broad historical pattern of 
development of the crafts and to identify the genuinely 
Scottish Crafts. As this research programme is not solely 
concerned with the 'true* or 'traditional* crafts of Scotland 
but is concerned with the activities and wellbeing of all 
craftsmen living and working in Scotland during the period 
1975 to 1 9 7 8 then, unfortunately, there is little common 
ground. Perhaps the most striking example of differing 
ground occurs within the field of ceramics. Brander, in 
describing post-war activities within that field, broadly 
dismisses ceramics on the basis that pottery is international 
and although claiming that there are still some examples of 
pottery with a Scottish style, he fails to include ceramics 
(or pottery) in his list of Scottish craftsmen and craft 
shops. Yet this research will show that within a year of the 
publication of his book craftsmen in the field of ceramics 
were numerically the largest single group (l52 ceramic 
businesses recorded in 1975) accounting for l4^  ^of the total 
craft businesses in the country, and there is no evidence to
n
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suggest that relative numerical strengths had altered radically 
between 1974 and 1975. As there are other notable omissions 
from lists of craftsmen in other categories (eg. William Kirk, 
Edinburgh, SiIversmithing) then it must be concluded that this 
publication is neither sufficiently accurate nor consistent 
to provide an authoritative base.
Mackay (l9?6) in his book * Rural Crafts in Scotland' provides 
a general description of the roles played by the major bodies 
concerned with the crafts in Scotland; a description which 
closely accords with the early findings of this research 
project. However, Mackay's approach to the subject is, in my 
view, arbitrary. To deliberately exclude the four major 
cities of Edinburgh, Dundee, Glasgow and Aberdeen and then to 
categorise the remainder of the country as ' lural' or 'semi- 
rural' and as such worthy of inclusion within the rural crafts 
context is dubious in terms of logic and probably accounts for 
the overall impression of an interesting yet ill-fitting 
account of the subject. For example, considering the craft 
of Tapestry, Mackay acknowledges the international stature of 
the craft in Scotland, points to the important if not prime 
role of the Dovecot Studios in Edinburgh and proceeds to list 
the major craftsmen who are almost exclusively Edinburgh based. 
Similarly, silversmiths in Aberdeen and Glasgow who may live 
on the outskirts of the urban areas but who relied for years 
on their connection with the Art Colleges firmly within the 
respective urban areas in terms of workshops and business 
connections are included in the accounts and lists of craft­
smen, whereas Ian Davidson of Edinburgh whose work is commis­
sioned throughout the length and breadth of the country and
u
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has received formal recognition and awards from Goldsmiths 
Hall in London is omitted. Tlius, it can be said that while 
the geographical division is clearly stated the division 
between urban and rural crafts is both uncomfortable and to a 
degree misleading. In addition, a small section of the infor­
mation from the index of craftsmen contained in this book was 
tested during the pilot survey; it was found that one 
business (Caithness Crofting Crafts) had been closed since 
1974 and another (Lakaschus) was a gallery rather than a 
workshop. However, such minor errors are probably due to the 
same problem encountered during the early period of this 
research, the difficulty in obtaining reliable source material.
Manners (1 9 7 8 ) in his book 'Crafts of the Highlands and 
Islands' concentrates on the 'traditional' crafts of an area 
n^orth of a line between Dumbarton and Stonehaven. His approach 
to the crafts is interesting in that he clearly sees a division 
between the artist-craftsmen and the traditional crafts; the 
artist craftsmen being businessmen and the crofter-craftsmen, 
he suggests, gaining more satisfaction from achievement than 
financial reward. This research project provides evidence to 
show that at a comparable time the classification of artist- 
craftsmen as businessmen is not wholly accurate there being 
many whose attitude and approach to the craft is more akin to 
the crofter-craftsmen he describes. However, his view may be 
influenced by the range of 'crafts' covered; crofting 
'crafts' such as peat digging, thatching and dry stone dyking 
are not generally as commercially orientated as those practised 
by the artist-craftsmen and in that context the division 
becomes more realistic if somewhat misleading. Manners also
n
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provides a description of some of the major 'artist crafts' 
and identifies leading exponents of that craft within the 
area. However, the major emphasis falls on a description or 
outline of the craft techniques and there are only brief and 
unsupported references to an apparently high wastage rate 
among artist-craftsmen and to the general state of the 
various crafts.
Thompson (1 9 6 9)» in his book 'Harris Tweed - The Story of a 
Hebridean Industry' traces the social and technical develop- 
J ment of crafts associated with the early stages of the product
n , from their introduction some 300 B.C. to the present day;
from production of cloth for their own purposes to trade of 
surplus and to a major craft industry of considerable economic 
importance to the area. Thompson traces the birth of 'Harris 
J Tweed' in the mid 1 9th C., the marketing efforts of the home
" 1  industries bodies, the dilemma of the hand over mechanical
production of material preparation processes, recognition of 
the standard of the product with increasing demand, attempts 
to industrialise by mainland companies, the formation of the 
J Harris Tweed Association and the eventual compromise which
n allowed industrial processes and hand craftsmanship to combine
in the production of an internationally recognised and valued 
product. This book is well researched and documented.
J While these publications dealing with elements of the crafts
"] in Scotland by location or by craft vary in quality from the
subjective and shallow to objective study and analysis they 
provide little in the way of direction or evidence to assist 
in this research project. The main problems appear to centre 
U on the following:-
un
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1. A lack of accurate base information on the number 
of craftsmen, their locations and their crafts.
2. Emphasis on the 'traditional' crafts as opposed to 
the 'active' crafts.
3. A high degree of subjectivity relating to crafts, 
craft products and craftsmen selected for inclusion.
n 4. Emphasis on the technical aspects of the various
crafts.
2.8.3 There is a surprisingly large number of books based 
on individual crafts which concentrate on their technical or 
historical aspects. Many are simply aimed at stimulating 
interest in a craft and encouraging the reader to attempt 
practical exercises. In terms of this research, they are of 
no direct interest or value although it could be argued that 
they are in themselves evidence of the frequently claimed 
'crafts revival' in that publishers are unlikely to venture 
so heavily in this field unless there was a proven level of 
demand.
2.8.4 There are, however, some books which provide brief 
but interesting glimpses of craft activities in other 
countries.
Jones (1 9 7 8) in her book 'Welsh Crafts' points to a current 
upsurge in interest in their functional, economic, aesthetic 
and therapeutic values. In tracing the history of a wide 
range of crafts, she emphasises the status of the craftsman 
within the community, the role of the craftsman in serving 
the needs of the local community and in particular the needs 
of an agricultural community. Such relationships, disturbed 
by the Industrial Revolution, now appear to her to be returning 
slowly with a general migration from urban to rural areas.
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Jones, noting the traditionally poor business record of crafts­
men acknowledges the Importance of assistance to craftsmen 
from government particularly in terms of marketing organisation. 
This book is in many ways similar to the previously considered 
publications relating to Scotland; there is no attempt made 
to provide statistical evidence to support claims made and 
with the main emphasis being on the history and techniques of 
the crafts. However, a distinctly romantic and lyrical flavour 
assists in distinguishing this book from its Scottish counter­
parts.
Nylen (1 9 6 8) in her book 'Swedish Handcraft' provides what is, 
in my view, an outstanding contribution to literature on the 
crafts. The book contains evidence of a depth of research 
into historical aspects of the crafts in Sweden from the cul­
tural background to function and purpose to technical methods. 
Intended as a handbook for Swedish craftsmen and craft workers, 
this book regrettably does not cover current craft activities 
in Sweden nor does it provide base information which could be 
used for comparative purposes. It could however be recommended 
as essential pre-reading to intending authors in the field of 
'traditional' crafts in Scotland.
Sayer (l977) in her book 'Crafts of Mexico' provides a colour­
ful view of the crafts and the people of that country; indeed, 
the link between the people and their products is emphasised 
throughout building a picture of a vibrant, highly decorative 
and personalised range of expression which has remained 
virtually unchanged for centuries. Yet there is a hint of 
change in her description of the work of a craftsman in
u
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lacquer, the last in his village, admitting during interview 
that his son was not and could not in this age be expected to 
be interested in such hard and demanding work. Nevertheless, 
Sayer projects an image of craft as an integral part of the 
village culture and life of a substantial part of Mexico and 
of creativity and enjoyment emanating from these crafts.
2.8.5 It is, in my view, extraordinary and depressing to 
have to record what is in effect a total failure to locate a 
single authoritative assessment of the current state of craft 
businesses in Scotland or to find any real evidence of 
interest in the motivation, training and experiences of the 
craftsmen which could reasonably be expected to be among the 
major factors of influence on them.
In contrast, there appears to be an almost universal fascina­
tion for the cultural backgrounds, the historical and technical 
developments and the craft product with the craftsman as the 
mere vehicle of expression. Extraordinary indeed, unless 
their creative abilities, their skills and their service to 
the community are generally considered to be of less value than 
those of artists, painters, sculptors, composers and writers, 
whose lives and work have been scrutinised and analysed in 
depth.
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Chapter 3
n The Index : Compilation and Analysis
3 , 1  As described in the previous chapter, base informa-
tion available on these craft businesses was located in a 
J number of different sources. That information was, in my
n view, fragmented and inconsistent. For example, the results
of the surveys conducted by SICRAS (1972/3) and the SDA (1978) 
could not be applied with confidence to the subjects of this 
research for the reasons stated in para. 2.7*2. Even more 
important, initially there could be no value in accepting 
simple numerical information relating to these businesses or 
locations from bodies such as SICRAS, HIDB or the Craft Centre 
because of their inherent sectional interests which even in 
combination could contain elements of duplication or ommission. 
It was therefore considered necessary to consolidate informa­
tion from such sources into the form of an index of craft 
businesses maintained on a consistent base over a period of 
years.
3.1.1 The index was initiated in December 1975 and revised 
annually at December through to 1978. A period, generally of 
approximately one week, was spent by arrangement at the offices 
of the Small Industries Council and later at the Scottish 
Development Agency offices in Edinburgh listing the entries in 
their current records. Further periods were spent either 
later in December or in early January collecting similar infor­
mation from other sources.
D
Initially, in 1975, the following sources were used;-
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^  a) The records of the Small Industries Council for
Rural Areas of Scotland - later to become the 
n  foundation for similar records held by theLI Scottish Development Agency.
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b) The Society of Designer-Craftsmen membership lists.
c) The records of the Scottish Craft Centre.
d) Publications of the Highlands and Islands Development 
Board.
The Index was compiled on an alphabetical basis as the records 
of the principal prime source were recorded in this manner.
The entry was therefore placed according to the name of the 
proprietor if he or she was trading under his or her own name 
or under a business name. In examining the different sources 
and in compiling the Index every effort was made to avoid dup­
licated entry although this proved difficult because it became 
clear that in some cases the proprietor’s name was recorded in 
one source and the same business was recorded in either the 
same source or in another source under the business name. This 
difficulty was further aggravated by inadequate or incomplete 
listing of addresses.
In the case of the index and records of the Small Industries 
Council for Rural Areas of Scotland there appeared to be a 
major source of information covering the whole of Scotland 
and in many cases also noting membership of the Scottish Craft 
Centre or location within the Highlands and Islands Development 
Board Area.
Examination of the Scottish Craft Centre index and records 
likewise showed that a substantial majority of their member­
ship was already included in the SICRAS records. However, in
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the case of the HIDB I was informed by their crafts officer 
Mr Wilton that no such index or records existed and that the 
most appropriate source of information was contained within 
their publications .... ’Buyer's Guide to Retail Products of 
the Highlands and Islands' .... and their catalogue of the 
Highland Trade Fair, neither providing criteria for inclusion 
within the index. The records of the Society of Designer- 
Craftsmen were found to be incomplete as known, 'paid-up', 
members were not recorded.
Therefore, in 1975, examination of the source records identi­
fied a total of 1136 businesses as detailed in Appendix C, 
Table C 1. This number was used initially as a 'base' but 
with the acknowledgement that there was no means available to 
me of evaluating their level in terms of commitment (eg hours 
worked per week) which could be used to distinguish between 
the professional and the hobbyist.
3 .1 . 2  In 1976 an identical examination of source material 
took place. There were, however, two major changes in circum­
stances ;-
a) The Small Industries Council for Rural Areas of 
Scotland became part of the Scottish Development 
Agency.
b) I was informed by Agency staff that a major effort 
had been made during that year to extend and up-date 
records of businesses including those contained 
within the HIDB area and with that bodies' assistance.
Examination of the resulting index showed that the SDA records 
did indeed appear to be representative of the physical areas 
and interest groups. For example, the majority of businesses
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that had appeared in the 1975 index under the HIDB records 
only were now recorded in the SDA index. In terms of this 
research project, the change had a particular advantage - an 
independent body, the SDA, was now making an assessment of 
each business for the practical purpose of inclusion in their 
lists.
Under these circumstances it was considered to be both 
reasonable and practicable to revise the index for the years 
-1 1975 and 1976 on the firm base provided by the SDA records.I
Any business recorded by the SDA in 1976 which was recorded 
from another source in 1 97 5 was assumed to have been in 
business in 1975» Any business recorded from another source 
J and which did not appear in the SDA records for 1976 was
"1 assumed either to have fallen below the levels required for
j
inclusion or not to have been in business and was therefore 
^ deleted. In some cases, businesses recorded in 1975 from
sources such as HIDB publications failed to appear again in 
J 1976 under that saime source and were therefore removed from
ri the index automatically.D
n  3 .1 . 3  Thus, the results shown in Table C 2 of total numbers
recorded in the index for the years 1975-78 are based on then(J records of the Scottish Development Agency subject to the
"3 assumptions contained in Para 3*1.2 and must further be
assumed to be worthy of inclusion based on the knowledge of 
the staff of the Agency gained from a variety of sources 
including the reports of their own field staff.
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Craft businesses operating in Scotland 1975 to 1978
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3.2.1 Analysis of information contained in the index continued 
throughout the period from 1975 to 1978. The following aspects 
were examined in detail
a) Distribution by Craft Groups.
b) Physical Distribution.
c) Distribution in terras of Local Government Regions 
and Districts and related to population statistics.
d) Craft businesses related to Rural and Urban areas.
D
D
3.2,2 Distribution by Craft Groups: As it was suspected
from general knowledge of the crafts in Scotland and from 
factors such as intake into craft subjects at college level 
that some crafts were heavily subscribed while others appeared 
to be struggling to survive, then substantiated knowledge of 
numbers was considered to be essential.
The main craft groups were set down in a list of 21 headings
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with a further heading for those businesses where it was not 
possible to identify a particular craft or where the work was 
clearly of a very general and non-specialised nature. These 
groups are listed in Appendix C, Table C 3» Distribution 
over the period 1975 to 1978 is contained in Appendix C,
Table C 4 (l975), Table C 5 (1976), Table C 6 (1977) and 
Table C 7 (l978). Analysis of this information shows that the 
major craft groups by ^ to be (l) Ceramics, (2) Silversmithing 
and Jewellery, (3 ) Weaving and (4) Woodwork. Further analysis 
as contained in Appendix C, Table C 8, demonstrated that over 
the four year period concerned there were no dramatic changes
"I in the relative numerical strengths of the various craft
J
groups - on the contrary, the groups remained surprisingly 
level the only changes of note being ....
n
J a. Group 2 (Silversmithing/Jewellery) rising by 1^.
n b. Group 7 (Knitting) rising by approximately 2%.
c. Group 13 (Wrought Iron) falling by approximately 15^ .
d. Group 22 (Miscellaneous) with a 2.4% variation.
Such changes cannot be regarded as significant. In the case 
of Group 22 the greatest % of change is probably explained by 
the difficulties experienced by the bodies concerned in 
gaining accurate information on business and resulting in 
their initial placement in this general category.
Q 3 ,2 . 3  Physical Distribution; The index for the year 1975
was translated in terms of physical distribution and by craft
n groups as contained in Appendix 0, Figures 1 to 22.
U ,
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From this visual evidence it was possible to make a number of 
observations in general terms about the locations of the 
various craft groups
Group 1 -
Group 2 -
D
Group 3 
Group 4
D
0
Group 5 -
Group 6 -
Group 7 -
Group 8 -
D Group 9 -
Group 10
J
(Glass); Apart from the urban areas of 
Glasgow and Edinburgh, Crieff and Wick are 
major centres.
(silver and Jewellery); Widely spread 
throughout Scotland but with heavy concen­
tration in the urban areas and in the 
central belt.
(Lapidary); A small group widely distributed 
with a minor concentration close to Edinburgh,
(Ceramics); Wide distribution of this craft 
throughout Scotland and somewhat similar to 
Group 2 but with less concentration in the 
urban areas and no representation in the 
islands of Orkney and Shetland.
(Graphics): Widely distributed throughout
Scotland, with a concentration centred on 
Glasgow and minor concentrations in Edinburgh 
and Inverness areas.
(Weaving); Widely distributed throughout 
Scotland but with concentrations in the 
Western Isles, the Inverness to Bonar Bridge 
area, the Grampian, Fife, Lothian, Borders 
and Strathclyde Regions.
(Knitting); Concentrated in the central 
belt, the Orkney and Shetland Islands and the 
Border, Dumfries and Galloway Regions.
(Tapestry); Heavily concentrated in the 
Edinburgh area. This is an interesting 
distribution as the only Art College in 
Scotland to teach tapestry as a main subject 
is the Edinburgh College of Art and one of 
the most famous centres of this craft is the 
Dovecot Studio in Edinburgh.
(Textiles); Concentrated on the east coast 
of Scotland principally in or near Edinburgh 
and the Fife Region.
(Woodwork); Widely distributed throughout 
Scotland but with concentrations in the 
urban areas of Edinburgh and Inverness, the 
Lothian, Fife, Grampian, Highland and 
Strathclyde Regions.
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Group 11 -
Group 12 -
Group 13 -
Group Ik -
Group 15 -
Group l6 -
Group 17 
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(Furniture); Concentrated in the Fife,
Lothian, Borders, Dumfries and Galloway 
Regions and in the Orkney Islands.
(Musical Instruments); Concentrated in the 
Edinburgh area, and the Fife and Tayside 
Regions.
(wrought Iron); Widely distributed through­
out Scotland but with concentrations in the 
Orkney Islands, the Wick and Thurso areas, 
the Inverness to Bonar Bridge area, the 
Fife, Borders, Dumfries and Galloway and 
Lothian Regions.
(Hornwork and Crooks): Scattered throughout
the mainland of Scotland but outwith the 
main urban areas.
(Skins); Heavy concentration in the Shetland 
Islands with the remainder widely scattered 
throughout predominantly rural areas of 
Scotland,
(Leather); Concentrated in the Lothian and 
Border Regions and with no representation 
in the Western Isles or in the Orkney and 
Shetland Islands.
(Soft Toys and Dolls); Concentrated in the 
central belt and in the Highland Region.
(Embroidery); Concentrated in the central 
belt and in coastal strip of the Grampian 
Region.
(Candles); Small group which is widely dis­
persed.
(Plastics); Small group which is concentrated 
in the central belt.
(Shellcraft); Small group represented 
exclusively by Inverness and Wick.
(Miscellaneous); Heavy concentration in the 
Lothian Region and to a lesser extent in the 
Strathclyde, Borders, Tayside and Grampian 
Regions.
This visual evidence also suggested that there was a curious 
lack of placement in terms of markets and as this method of 
analysis could only produce indicators it was decided to change 
the method and base analysis on known factors such as popula­
tion distribution.
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J 3.2,4 Distribution in terms of Local Government Regions and
~l Districts and related to population statistics; The index was
revised to take account of the then new local government 
J Regions and Districts. Each entry in the index was then
tabulated as shown in Appendix C, Tables 9 to 37• Analysis 
over the period 1975 to 197& (Table 9) showed that in the 
-1 majority of Regions there was only minor change in the number
of businesses recorded in .1975 and 1978. However, four 
Regions in particular showed dramatic increases in numbers of 
craft businesses;-
"j a. Border Region; +45%
b. Western Isles; +30%
c. Orkney : +25%
d. Dumfries and Galloway; +15%
Revision of the index as described in para 3*1*2 allowed for
analysis on a consistent base of the numbers of businesses 
opening and closing. This information, illustrated in 
Figure C23, also records the temporary closing and re-opening 
of a very small number of businesses which moved from one 
Region to another.
Fig. C23/
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This information points to the importance of knowledge of 
factors such as duration in business. The total figures 
are obviously dictated by the numbers of new and closing 
businesses in any year. Within the short period covered 
by this research these elements have reversed from a larger 
number of new businesses shown in 1 9 7  ^ to a larger number of 
closed businesses in 1978.
n
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1 3 .2 . 5  Craft businesses related to urban and rural areas;
-j Information contained within the Tables CIO to C37 (Appendix
^ C) was used to test for any relationship between the craft
^ business population and the population as a whole. Using the
local government Districts as the unit, it was noted that 
there was a discrepancy between the represented by the 
p. District Home Population of the National Home Population and
the io represented by the District craft business population of 
n the National craft business population. On further examination
it was suspected that overall there was a difference between 
results for urban and rural areas. Using the Spearman Rank 
P  Order method (as applied by Freund (l970)) the coefficients
were calculated as r* =-0 . 8 7 6  (l975); -0.884 (1 9 7 6); —O.8 7 I 
r (1 9 7 7); -0 . 8 6 1  (1 9 7 8). It was found that over the period 1975
to 1978 there was a strongly significant and uniform relation­
ship between an area of low population density and a high 
P  proportion of craft businesses within that population. In
other words, a densely populated area such as a major city 
r or town contains a much smaller proportion of craft businesses
to the population than a small town or rural area. (Note 1.)
nLJ
The proven attraction of craftsmen, for whatever reason, toI^
 the rural areas was further tested against changes in that
n  craft population as opposed to changes in District Home
u
Populations with a negative result. It was concluded that 
r there was no relationship between changes in the craft
population and changes in the DHP over that period. The 
u  calculations for the above tests are contained in Appendix C,
J' Tables C38 to C43.
Note 1. (Page 3 8 )
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3 .3 . 1  Conclusions
Despite a seemingly strange reluctance on the part of 
SICRAS/SDA during the period of this research to publish 
figures on a consistent base to substantiate the individual 
and informal statements on numbers and growth made by staff, 
such claims appear to be justified. Experience has provided 
an explanation of that reluctance - clearly, records were 
only in process of up-dating in 1975 and staffing was 
inadequate to meet the requirements of detailed analysis.
This programme of research by initially investigating and 
recording evidence from a variety of sources has overcome the 
difficult problem posed in 197^ by a major up-dating of SDA 
records and has therefore avoided what could have been seen as 
a dramatic and yet artificial increase in craft businesses at 
that time.
As craft businesses are not obliged to 'register' it is of 
course possible that some may have existed and not have been 
recorded in any of the original sources either by omission or 
as a result of deliberate avoidance on the part of the pro­
prietor. However, I am reasonably satisfied that any notable 
contribution by craft product or service would have resulted 
in recognition, perhaps delayed, and inclusion. Therefore, 
it is reasonable to assume that such businesses are few and 
likely to be small in scale in terms of the figures produced 
for any one year. During the period of the research, I was 
asked by the SDA to provide numbers and analysis from my 
index. On receipt of the Tables C4 to C8 (Appendix C) the 
following written comment was returned;-
uD
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SDA Crafts Manager; 29th January 1979
"I appreciate your sending on the craft distribution 
tables for 1975-78. Your timing is perfect as I am 
just into the second draft of my paper and was at the 
point of making general assumptions which are to a 
large extent backed by your figures. The growth in 
the numbers of machine knitters and jewellers, the 
decrease in wrought iron and the influx of craftsmen 
into the Borders are well supported by your research. 
Presumably the Miscellaneous heading did not hold too 
many of these in the 1 97 5 analysis.” (7 )
It is therefore reasonable to assume that the analysis con­
tained within these tables accords closely to the 'rule of 
thumb' assessment of staff engaged in this field. Further, 
as research has failed to identify any other source which 
could provide a comprehensive and authoritative breakdown of 
craft businesses in Scotland during this period then the 
index and analysis compiled for the purpose of this prograjnme 
of research must be assumed to represent the best information 
available. Taking account of the importance placed currently 
on factors such as growth in production and employment this 
lack of official knowledge at the decision making level must 
be regarded as an indictment of the organisation and planning 
elements relating to craft businesses as a whole.
The physical distribution of these businesses raises a number 
of fascinating possibilities; do craftsmen locate their 
premises in relation to the raw materials, the market, the 
availability of premises or even in terms of tradition? What 
is the reason for the apparent attraction to an area which has 
a low population density? (Note 2.) Similarly, the relation­
ship between the total number of businesses, new and closing 
businesses must raise questions of importance related to 
duration and stability with the associated reasons. Speculation.
Note 2. (Page 3 8 ,)
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even on an informed basis, is of little value compared to 
authoritative answers provided by craftsmen themselves 
through a survey.
fj Note 1, (Ref: Page 35*)
There are some exceptions to the general pattern, notably,r (
IJ Edinburgh, While the research programme did not set out
specifically to establish reasons for such exceptions, in
Lj ■
the case of Edinburgh it is likely that its acknowledged 
Fj position as 'cultural capital' of Scotland with a lively
image in the arts and an influential section of the public 
C in the university and higher education fields combine to
n  make the city an 'exceptional' urban area in this context.
Note 2. (Ref: Page 37.)
The apparent attraction of a low population density area 
to craft businesses could not be fully tested through a 
"1 suiwey. However, the strong response in the survey con­
cerning location by the home area priority (Para 5.3*10) 
must have some influence and it is likely that the
availability of suitable properties or sites will likewise 
have some influence.
n  3 9 .D 
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Chapter 4 
Preparation for Survey
4.1.1 Investigation into the potential sources of base 
information had clearly failed to reveal any reliable evidence 
which could assist in answering the questions posed in this 
research programme.
The establishment of the index had provided some information 
on the craft business population as a whole.
U  It was therefore decided that the only practical method of
obtaining authentic answers to the questions posed was to go 
direct to the source of that information, the craft business 
proprietors, by means of a survey.
4.1.2 In preparing to embark on a survey of the craft 
businesses there were key areas to be considered:
i. The general nature and scope of information 
"1 necessary for realistic appraisal of results.u
D
n
ii. The preparation of questions and of a procedure 
for a survey.
iii. A 'trial* or Pilot Survey as a practical test.
iv. Assessment of information and procedure arising 
from the Pilot Survey and modifications made, 
where appropriate, for the main survey.
V. Selection of sample.
4.2.1 The major objectives of the survey were clarified 
in terms of the requirement to establish a clear picture 
of the likely numbers, size and range of craft businesses
u
41.nJ based on the index, their state of development considering a
n variety of elements including the training of proprietors and 
their previous experience, the reasons for their location and 
their contribution in terms of business generated and employ­
ment. Particular attention was given to a sub-group of artn_J college graduates who were known to be included in the index
-1 and to their performance and views on the suitability of their
training.
n
n
4.2.2 The questionnaire prepared for the Pilot Survey 
(Appendix D1) categorised the information required under 
headings:
I a) Nature of Business
It was anticipated that entry in the index under a par-
1
J ticular business name and craft product would not neces-
^ sarily adequately describe the real nature of the
business. For example, that business could be wholly 
involved in making and selling the craft product of that 
business, either directly to the customer or through 
other retailers or by a combination of both. As there 
could well be significant differences in approach to 
business problems arising from these elements, it was 
considered necessary to establish the facts.
n
n
G Similarly in terms of employees, it was necessary to 
establish whether their employment was on a full-time 
or part-time basis. It was also considered that the 
previous training and experience of the proprietor would 
play an influential part in the establishment, nature
n
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and development of the business. Such information, if 
found to be related to performance, could prove to be 
significant in terms of education policy and government 
policy.
The additional information concerning the date of estab­
lishment of the business and the age of the proprietor 
were considered likely to provide information related to 
experience and training and a base for assessment of 
development.
1 b) Location of Business
J ---------------------------
Information concerning the proprietors’ reasons for
n
I establishing that business in a particular location was
nJ
D
D
D
considered to be essential on two counts.
n , Firstly, as an indicator of the business or privateJ
intentions of the proprietor. In the knowledge of clear 
J theoretical and practical assessment criteria for choice
of location of business there were nevertheless indivi­
dual cases known where totally different criteria had 
Q  been applied based not on the business element but on
personal life-style.
D
Secondly, as a measure of compatability between then
J reasons for location offered by the proprietors and the
"[ policies adopted by the assisting bodies such as the
HIDE and the SDA.
n
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c) Assessment
It was considered useful to offer the proprietors an 
opportunity to comment on, enlarge on or simply explain 
where their original intentions and objectives for the 
business had been altered or modified by practical 
experience.
d) Development of the Business
An important element in the assessment of development 
was considered to be the actual pattern over the three 
previous years together with that anticipated for the 
next three years. The base for assessment was selected 
as volume of business and taken as the total sales 
figure for the year, a measurement which relatively 
easily allowed subjects to account for inflation.
Therefore, the proprietors were asked to categorise 
their business in terms of stability, expansion or con­
traction over both periods. Another important element 
was that of calculation based on the actual volume of 
business where it was recognised that some subjects 
might be reluctant to state a positive figure. For this 
reason it was decided to ask for an indication of volume of 
business within bandings which would still allow for 
calculation within tolerable limits.
It was also considered useful to attempt to establish the 
pattern of markets which could be influential in terras 
of future development. Similarly, that pattern could be 
expected to be strongly affected by external factors such 
as the availability of premises for expansion or by the
n
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provision of specialist services and it was therefore 
considered important to invite comment on the roles 
played by local and central government and by the 
professional and trade organisations.
e ) Community
In view of the craftsmans’ close association with the 
local community in historical terms, it was decided to 
invite proprietors to comment on the degree of acceptance 
by and support received from their local community.
f ) Art College Graduates
As it was known from personal experience that growing 
numbers of under-graduate and post-graduate students in 
one of the major art colleges were intending to establish 
their own craft business, it was considered to be of 
value to ascertain the views of previous graduates on 
the suitability of their college training.
g) Working Conditions 
J Experience suggested that craft businesses were situated
n in a wide variety of buildings from domestic houses
through to small custom-built premises. Information 
gained on the requirements would be of value particularly 
in terms of potentially increasing numbers and the costs 
involved in obtaining premises.D
0
h ) Personal Assessment
In any assessment of potential, factors such as the 
product range, the technical level of the product and
uD
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the creative element were clearly important. It was 
recognised that these would be difficult to assess by 
interview but nevertheless the section was included for 
use whenever the opportunity was presented.
4 .2 . 3  The procedure planned for the Pilot Survey was first 
to select a small number of centres and to visit the businesses 
listed in the index around these centres, second to interview 
the proprietors on a personal basis, and third to call on each 
at the address listed providing written confirmation of the 
nature and purpose of the survey.
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4.2.4 Four areas were selected (as illustrated, Page 46) 
and following examination of the index the details established 
as follows;-
Area 1 (Centre; Gairloch); An examination of the index 
showed that within this comparatively large area there 
were eight craft businesses engaged in ceramics (3)» 
hand weaving, tapestry, jewellery, graphics and knitting/
n  weaving. As this represented an acceptable spread of
craft subjects and as the number was viable all eight 
businesses were included in the pilot survey.
Area 2 (Balnakeil Craft Community): As the various
index sources had indicated either a lack of reliable 
information about this community or a high rate of 
change of businesses within the community there was 
little option but to visit the community to try to 
establish that rate of change and to interview as many 
businesses as possible over a spread of craft subjects.
Area 3 (Thurso): The index showed eleven craft businesses
in or close to Thurso and representing the crafts and 
products of ceramics, chairs to a traditional local 
design, perfume, knitting, wrought iron, lapidary, 
weaving, leather goods, woodcarving and spinning wheels. 
Once again, the natural spread of crafts was acceptable 
and all eleven were in the pilot survey.
D 
D
Area 4 (Helmsdale): Although this area contained the
smallest number of craft businesses listed in the index
48.
nJ these six represented the crafts of woodcarving,
0
D
jewellery, ceramics, weaving and woodturning and there­
fore all six were included in the pilot survey.
4.2.5 A letter (Appendix D2) was prepared for presentation
to subjects and for their retention of required. The intention 
of the letter was to provide a clear means of identification 
including that of ray own involvement with crafts, to state 
the purpose of the questions and to assure subjects of the 
anonymity of their responses thus encouraging participation 
and factual answers.
4 .3 . 1  The Pilot Survey was conducted during the period
July to August 1976 in the areas selected and using the 
procedure planned. Response from subjects was good, every 
proprietor who was available agreeing to be interviewed. 
Thereafter, there were three recurring and minor points of 
reservation .....
a) 'What kind of questions are they?' It was explained 
that the questions covered a range of subjects relating to 
the management of the business and if they did not wish to 
answer specific questions they were free to do so.
b) 'Who will see the answers on that form?' It was 
Q  emphasised that the form did not bear a name and could only
pj be identified by an index number which I alone held.
Q  c) 'Can you guarantee that you do not work for the Revenue
or the HIDB?’ Although this question was on occasions asked
D
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partly in humour it was nevertheless answered seriously by
^ stressing the independent nature of the survey with the aim
of obtaining accurate and unbiased information about the state 
of craft businesses in Scotland.
1— ^ After the initial interview it was also explained that in the
j case of a business where production and sale of the craft
goods was only part of that business the questions should only 
{" be answered in terms of the craft business.
1 Despite the fact that many of the interviews were conducted 
^ in the back of a busy shop or in the retreat of adjacent
private accommodation it was highly significant that the 
^  majority of subjects had relaxed sufficiently by the end of
the interview to enter voluntarily into discussion about the 
crafts frequently prefaced by questions about my own work.
J Although the 'formal' interview required between thirty and
sixty minutes depending mainly on the number of interruptions 
the 'informal' sessions that followed varied between ten and 
twenty minutes providing much valuable background material
ft 'which was recorded on the back of the form as soon as possible 
after the interview. This situation was in stark contrast 
to statements made that had the questionnaire been received 
by post then it would not even have been considered let alone 
answered.
D
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4 .3 . 2  While the Pilot Survey results were not intended for 
use as a base for assessment of any element other than that of 
the practicality of a full survey, the results were processed, 
examined and assessed in terms of the value of information 
gained.
n
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J 4.4.1 The first interview, where the subject owned a
PI general store which also sold the product of a small back­
room pottery, presented a problem in terms of the structure 
of the questionnaire by the omission of a question requiring 
 ^ a clear statement on the degree to which the craft business
J  accounted for the proprietors working commitment. In subse-
p  quent interviews this question was asked in terms of a percen­
tage commitment and was justified by the response where some 
6 9 ^^ were found to be engaged in the craft on a full-time 
basis, 2^/0 on a part-time basis in relation to another 
] business and with the remaining 6% having an unrelated full-
time business or occupation. It was therefore noted that a
J
change in the format of the questionnaire was necessary for 
Q  clarification.
LJ 4.4.2 Similarly, a clear separation had to be achieved in
p other elements such as employment where the inclusion of
employees like sales assistants dealing with the general 
merchandise as opposed to those employed to service the craft 
product would be misleading. It was therefore determined 
J that the full survey questionnaire should clearly identify
p the work element in terms of the craft or of general assis­
tance to the craft and the employees in terms of the role of 
proprietor, his wife/her husband, and the roles of other
--J
^  employees on a full-time or part-time basis.
.4.3 In preparing the Pilot Survey it had been anticipated 
that the sales channels used by the craft businesses were 
^ likely to vary between those selling their own product direct
to the customer and others selling through wholesalers. Assess-
D
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u  ment of the results proved to be difficult because of the
p omission of a major option where the product was sold directly
to the customer and to other retailers and because there was 
n no provision for I'ecording the proportions of the total
business distributed through these options. As it was evident 
J from the trial results that valuable information could be
P  gained by relating volume to distribution channel this
additional question was noted for inclusion in the full survey 
questionnaire.0
J 4.4,4 During the Pilot Survey a number of proprietors
P  indicated that they had been trained at further or higher
education level and when a supplementary question was added
n
j regarding the formal qualification it transpired that they
D
D
had been accepted on special courses which varied from a total 
of three or four days to the equivalent of several months of 
a full-time course. It was therefore determined that 
adequate distinction should be made in the full survey to 
avoid distortion.
4.4.5 It had been anticipated that some proprietors might 
be reluctant to state even within broad banding the total of 
sales generated by their business. In the event, only one 
proprietor declined to answer and therefore the result was 
very much better than expected, khat was considered to be 
even more important however was that there was no evidence to 
suggest that the stated levels were anything other than 
accurate; this is, of course, a subjective view or judgement 
of the honesty of people but in the absence of hard evidence 
in either direction then it is the best guide available.
n
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4.4.6 During interview a number of subjects referred to 
their husband/wife in terms which implied partnership in the 
business. This factor prompted consideration of the various 
forms of business organisation with their individual advan­
tages and disadvantages and of the likely implications for 
these craft businesses. It was also noted that the names of 
subjects listed in the index alongside the business name need 
not necessarily be the proprietor. It was therefore considered 
to be important to firmly establish ownership and the organisa­
tional structure of each business. Similarly, it was considered 
useful to establish ownership of the working premises.
4 .4 . 7  Few comments were received from subjects concerning 
their local community possibly from fear of repetition but 
probably because the invitation was too open and vague. On 
further consideration it was decided to ask specific questions 
relating to the community, to establish the subject’s place of 
residence before joining that community in a business context 
and thereafter to ask for comments. Similarly, that section 
relating to Art College Graduates required definition and 
clear channels for comment.
4.4.8 Fears regarding the difficulty in making an assess­
ment of the product range as recognised at the planning stage 
were confirmed by practice during the Pilot Survey. The 
advantage of being a fellovr-craftsman certainly appeared to 
contribute substantially to the co-operation of subjects 
before, during and after the interview; that same factor was 
an equally substantial obstacle in assessment of product 
quality. Iihile attempts were made to complete that section
33.n ■J of the questionnaire it was seldom possible for practical
p, reasons, for example, in the middle of a crowded shop or
because time and goodwill could not be stretched to allow for 
more than a superficial assessment of dubious value.
D
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4.4.9 In summary, the Pilot Survey proved on a personal 
and practical level to have been an absolute essential; con­
fidence was gained, possibly fortuitously, by the reactions 
and responses of subjects; errors in the structure of the 
questionnaire were identified; elements open to misinterpre­
tation were likewise identified; experience was gained in the 
lengthy and complex process of ordering and assessing results; 
all individually and collectively important factors in the 
planning and execution of the full survey over the following 
twelve months. The questionnaire prepared for the full survey 
and modified in the light of experience from the Pilot Survey 
is contained in Appendix El.
0
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4 .5 . 1  In preparing for the full survey careful consideration 
was given to methods of selection of units as a sample.
The 1976 index listing some 1217 craft businesses in Scotland 
clearly provided the population. The relatively small number 
of units initially suggested that a complete enumeration or 
census might be undertaken. However, as there was clear 
evidence provided by the Pilot Survey to suggest that the most 
reliable form of survey was that based on personal interview 
and as the units were scattered throughout the length and 
breadth of the country this possibility was discounted because 
the resources of time and finance could not be met. It there­
fore followed that the survey would have to be based on a 
sample of the units with two main avenues of approach ...
[ i) a random sample,
p ii) a quota or stratified sample.
J
jj 4 .5 . 2  In the case of a random sample and with the obliga­
tion to ensure so far as possible the elimination of all
n
J elements of subjectivity a sample could be extracted from the
p  index using random number tables. This method would certainly
have the advantage of ensuring that each and every unit had an 
equal chance of selection thereby eliminating subjectivity in 
this respect. However, this method had two major disadvantages
p  1 ) That as each unit would have an equal chance of
selection the physical distribution of the units 
selected could be so scattered that the resources 
of time and finance would not be sufficient. For 
example, visits to single units in the remote 
J northern and western islands could prove prohibitive
in time and cost.
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2) Similarly, it is possible even with a sample of up 
to 20^0 for a random sample itself to be biased in 
terms of factors already noted such as .«•
i) differing ratios between districts,
ii) apparent differences between urban and rural 
areas,
iii) and different craft groupings.
It therefore appeared that the obligation to ensure an equal
chance of selection for each and every unit had to be weighed 
against the availability of resources and considered in con­
junction with other known factors.
4.5*3 The use of a stratified sample in cases where the
composition of the whole population is known and individual 
strata can be identified was also examined. It appeared that 
the pre-conditions could be met as within the sample frame it 
was possible to identify units according to the following;-
i) Craft Groups
ii) Regions 
iii) Districts 
iv) Districts tabulated according to:
a) Craftsmen/population ratio
b) Population/area ratio
It was therefore considered reasonable to apply random or 
quasi-random selection to any one of these stratum through 
sub-strata and thereafter to the units within that sub-stratum 
Each option was evaluated as follows:-
u0
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1 ) Craft Groupsî as each unit had been allocated to a 
craft group it would be possible to take a random 
sample or a systematic sample of a given proportion 
over each craft group. While this would ensure that 
the sample fairly represented the individual craft 
groups by simple proportion it would also result in a 
widely scattered sample outwith the scope of resources 
or it could result in a sample which was biased in 
terms of geographical location.
ii) Regions; work arising from the index (Appendix C;
Tables C38/4l) suggested major differences between the 
regions in terms of density of population, proportions 
of urban and rural communities, and in craft populations. 
As each of these factors could be significant then it 
would appear that to apply random or quasi-random 
selection to the regions (ie to select two or three 
regions out of twelve) would provide too narrow a base 
for reliable results.
iii) Districts; while the existence of similar differences 
had been noted between the districts the mere fact that 
there are 56 districts as opposed to 12 regions made 
selection more viable. Nevertheless such a sample while 
contained within defined boundaries and therefore more 
likely to be within the scope of resources could still 
be biased in terms of urban or rural communities or 
between craft groups.
DD
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iv) Districts as tabulated; as previously recorded (Tables 
C3 8/4 1 ) there was evidence of a relationship between the 
craftsman/population ratio and the population/density 
ratio. Similarly, it was noted that a sample drawn from 
a list of the districts would provide a broader base yet 
leaving the factors of urban and rural communities and 
craft groups to the vagaries of random sampling.
J However, it was also noted that if the districts were
pj tabulated according to the craftsman/population ratio
and a systematic sample drawn from that table then it 
would appear to eliminate the risk of that sample being 
biased in all but craft grouping and at the same time 
being practical for survey resources.
n
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4 .5 . 4  After consideration of all the options available, it 
was decided to base the survey on a systematic sample drawn 
from the list of districts tabulated in order according to the 
craftsman/population ratio. As funding was not finalised, it 
" I was determined to proceed with three plans; one for a 5^ of
the districts survey, another for lO^ o and one for 20^.
In the case of the 5^ survey, a starting number between 1 - 20 
J would be drawn independently and that district together with
n each twentieth district thereafter would constitute the survey
population. In the case of a number exceeding the total of 
5 6 , the sequence would continue through 1.
J Similarly in the XOfo and 20% surveys with starting numbers
fj drawn between 1 - 10 and 1 - 5  respectively, the sequences
L
would be based on 10 and 5 respectively.
D
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38 .nJ 4 ,5 . 5  Following unsuccessful negotiation with an external
—I body for funds it was decided to proceed with the 5/^  survey
plan from private resources.
]
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CHAPTER 3
Survey Results and Analysis
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Chapter 5 
Survey Results and Analysis
Introduction
The survey was carried out during the period July 23rd to 
August 10th 1977 in accordance with the procedure set down 
under para 4.2.3, that is, that the subjects were each visited 
at the address listed in the Index and where available were 
interviewed on a personal basis. There were only three 
exceptions; in two cases a relative of the subject named as 
proprietor answered the questions and in both cases this was 
accepted as the relative was involved in the business and 
there was no reason to question the accuracy of their know­
ledge of the business, and in one case a business listed in 
the Index was clearly a confusion between two separate 
businesses one of which had ceased to function and therefore 
the remaining business was allocated an identifying number 
and the proprietor interviewed.
D
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5 .2 . 1  Survey; General Results
By visiting each of the businesses listed under the total 
survey population it is possible to assess the accuracy of 
the Index which formed the basis for selection. The results 
are tabulated.
TABLE El
Total
Survey
Popula­
tion
Subjects
Interviewed
Businesses 
no longer 
operating
Pro­
prietors
Deceased
Not in 
business 
at add­
ress
Not
avail­
able
69
(I00‘/o)
4l
(59'/)
8
(1 2/) (3/) (r/o)
13
(1 9/)
D0
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Of the businesses where absolute confirmation could be 
obtained, 4l out of 56 (73/0 were found to be actively in 
business. Adjusting for sampling error using the formula 
P = (Q = 100-P) it can be said with 95^ confidence
that of the 1147 businesses listed in the index between 704 
and 976 would be actively in business. This is, however, a 
pessimistic view because there was considerable indirect 
evidence to suggest that most of the businesses where the 
proprietor was not available for interview were in fact 
active thus increasing the overall proportion of active 
businesses.
There was also evidence to suggest that the index at any point 
in time was probably some 6 - 1 2  months 'behind*• There were 
examples where a business had ceased to function, liad moved to 
another location or where the proprietor was deceased which 
clearly indicated a time-lag of that duration. ^Vhile no 
evidence can be presented it is equally possible that a similar 
time-lag exists in the entering of new businesses into the 
lists which were the source of the index. Under these circum­
stances the most reasonable assumption must be that the index 
provides the best available estimate of numbers, groups and 
locations.
5 .2 . 2  The survey results were tabulated (Appendix E2), 
examined, assessed and tested individually and in relation to 
other components within the survey.
5 .2 . 3  In order to facilitate analysis and assessment the 
statistical tests are contained in detail in Appendix E3»
u
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n
_J arranged and tabulated in terms of both elements of the test
^  under headings of ....
n
p
J
A. Significant Results 
B* Indicators 
C. Negative Results
As it is noted (Page 3 2 2 , Appendix E3) that the comparatively 
small sample reduces the number of significant results, it 
has been assumed that the tests which clear the significance 
values (95# at 1* = 3.84 : 1 tail at 1® = 2,?l) are very 
positive results. It is further assumed that results falling 
within the banding 1 . 5 0  - 2.71/3*84 are useful indicators 
which could prove positive in the context of a larger sample. 
No direct claims are made on the basis of the latter results.
"I Each test is identified by number and references in the text
to specific tests are by that number.
n
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5* 3*1 Business Organisation
Question 1; Is the craft business run by •.
a) a.sole proprietor?
b) a partnership?
c) a company?
Survey Results TABLE E3
D
D
0
Result
Sole Proprietor 28 68.29
Partnership 7 17.07
Company 6 14.64
Total 4l 100.00
100-P)
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula = v  (Q
io c.i.
Sole Proprietor (a) 68.29 3 3 . 7 5  - 82.83
Partnership (b) 1 7 . 0 7 5 . 3 2  - 28.82
Company (c) 14.64 3 . 6 0  - 25.64
Before embarking on my analysis of the results in this section 
of the survey it is necessary to examine the basic differences 
between the forms of business organisation under consideration.
n
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A sole proprietor or trader, as the name implies, is a 
business owned by one person in his own name or under a trade 
name provided that in the latter case the name of the owner 
is registered subject to the requirements of the Registration 
of Business Names Act, I9 1 6 . The owner may manage the 
business entirely at his own discretion and may withdraw 
funds from that business at will. Similarly, he may close the 
business at his own discretion. However, what is frequently 
not appreciated, is that the owner is personally liable for 
all the debts of the business even to the extent of personal 
assets. If additional finance is required for the business 
then equally it is liable to be difficult to raise the 
appropriate security.
In summary, the sole proprietor has considerable freedom of 
action but this is obtained against a background of personal 
risk and limited financing possibilities.
In a partnership, there are two main sources of authority.
In the first instance there is the law of partnership as 
embodied in the Partnership Act, I8 9O, and which contains the 
following definition of a partnership:
"Partnership is the relation which subsists between 
persons carrying on a business in common with a 
view of profit." (8)
In the second instance partnership agreements either oral or 
in writing regulate the relationship between partners.
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As in the case of the sole proprietor the partners are 
required to register their real names if the name of the firm 
does not contain their real names. Each partner is eligible 
to contribute towards the management of the business but an 
individual cannot withdraw funds from the business without 
the agreement of the other partners.
In a partnership the liabilities are unlimited with any part­
ner being held responsible for all the debts of the business 
and therefore, if additional finance is required, the part­
ners have to be able to raise the appropriate security. A 
partner may only terminate the partnership with the agreement 
of the other partners. In summary, a partner carries the 
same degree of financial liability as a sole proprietor and 
may even be held to be responsible for debts incurred by other 
partners while in the management of the business decisions 
are taken by agreement between partners.
In respect of companies it is more difficult to generalise due 
to the range of different types of companies in existence, 
however the following summary is based on a private or public 
limited company within the framework of the Companies Act.
Such a company has its constitution embodied in formal legal 
documents which are registered and is deemed to have a 
separate legal identity with ownership interest represented 
by shares which carry certain legal rights and obligations.
A company is also required to supply the Register of Companies 
with a considerable amount of information including audited 
annual accounting information which is then available to the 
general public.
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Management of the company is in the hands of the directors 
who are elected at the annual meeting of shareholders.
As the liability of the owners is limited to the fixed value 
of the shares they hold, the risk element to shareholders is 
a known maximum quantity. Equally, finance can generally be 
obtained more easily than in the case of sole proprietors and 
partnerships.
In summary, the company organisation shares and minimises the 
risk element in a business but this security is obtained at 
the cost of individual control or management of the business, 
privacy, the initial legal costs of setting up the company and 
other legal obligations.
In conclusion it is clear that the scale of business must be 
considered along with the type of organisation. While a sole 
proprietor does have considerably greater freedom than a 
partner or a company director concerning the control and 
management of the business this has to be allied to his 
ability to manage that business without assistance, with 
limited financial scope and with total personal liability.
It should also be noted that the personal commitment to such 
businesses is often at the craft level and not at the manage­
ment level.
It is equally clear from the structure of the different 
organisational types that there is a relationship between the
n number of people involved in running the business, the volume
of business and the financial requirements.
n
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It is therefore reasonable to expect the small volume busines­
ses involved in this survey to be mainly organised on a sole 
proprietor basis grading through to the high volume businesses 
organised on a company basis.
n-J Findings
pj The clear majority of businesses were found to be organised
on a sole proprietor basis, the minority being relatively 
^  evenly divided between a partnership or company organisation.
J The emphasis on sole proprietorship is probably due in part
n to the scale of the businesses and in part to the independent nature of the craftsmen themselves. During interview many 
expressed views which were indicative of the weighting they 
gave to independence in terms of their freedom to design and 
make what they wanted to produce and to their determination 
^ to organise the way in which they worked to their own advantage.
Such views are perhaps further supported by the fact that all
the partnerships encountered during the survey were formed 
_ between husband and wife or between other family relationships
all of which would not, in effect, jeopardise such independence. 
It would therefore be reasonable to combine the categories of 
^ Sole Proprietor and Partnership as a true estimate of the
proportion of craftsmen seeking such independence. That esti- 
mate would therefore be approximately 8 5^.
Tests with business organisation as one element produced a 
number of significant results.
n
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Test 1 (x = 12.2) clearly confirmed the anticipated relation­
ship between organisation and volume of business with the sole 
proprietors and partnerships having a substantial majority of 
their number with a small volume compared to the companies 
totally contained within the higher volumes.
Test 12 (x^ = 4.43), Test 21 (x^ = 2.9l) and Test 99 (x^ = 2.92) 
support the contention that proprietors with previous craft
f experience or with previous craft and business experience
clearly favour the sole proprietor or partnership structure
Test 67 (x^ = 5 .8 0 ) likewise supports the contention by the 
significant result linking location (home area) to organisation 
with a similar indication of location (environment), both 
being contrary to normal business principles as considered in 
para 5,3*10.
Test 113 (x^ = 5 .6 8 ) and Test 119 (x^ = 4.75) linking business 
organisation and channels of distribution, although highly 
significant are more likely to be the by-product of volume ofny  business with the companies and their larger volumes of
PI business having either greater opportunity or requirement to
distribute their product as exports or in the remainder of the
D
n
y  It is perhaps surprising that the negative results included
the elements of previous training, previous business exper­
ience, previous or estimated development and distribution in 
terms of retailers or through their own retail outlet. In 
particular, the elements of previous training and business
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0  experience could reasonably have been considered to play an
important part in the decision making about business organisa­
tion; instead, the evidence points to previous craft 
experience as the formative element.
U  Summary ;
n A. The anticipated relationship between organisation and
volume of business is confirmed, 
n B. The dominant element in the proprietors background which
influences organisation is previous craft experience.
C. There is evidence of links between location, flexibility 
of objectives and organisation which combine to illumi­
nate the strongly independent characteristics of a 
substantial group of these proprietors.
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5•3•2 Proportion of time allocated to the craft business
Question 2; Does the craft account for ...
a) the whole of the business operation?
b) part of the business?
c) an additional form of employment?
d) if b) or c), what ^?
]
]
1
. J
]
]
Survey Re sult s; TABLE E4
Result % Time (Av . ?o)
Whole of the business 27 6 5 . 8 5 1 0 0 . 0 0
Part of the business 14 3 4 , 1 5 6 0 . 2 1
Additional employment 0 0 0
Total 4l 1 0 0 . 0 0
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula %  = (Q
100-P)
95% C.I.
Whole of Business (a) 6 5 . 8 5 51.04 - 80.66
Part of Business (b) 3 4 . 1 5 1 9 . 3 4 - 48.96
Additonal Employment (c) 0.00 0.00 0.00
This question was included in the survey to establish the 
accuracy of the generally accepted view that a subsantial
uD
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number of craftsmen do not earn their living by the craft 
alone. This view is accepted among the craftsmen themselves 
and evidence to support this view is contained within the SDA 
guidelines for inclusion in their Index, that is, that the 
craftsman should be engaged in the craft for a minimum of 
20 hours per week before he can be so included.
Such a definition although precise in terms of the requisite 
hours per week is nevertheless subjective in application. For 
example, a crofter with a craft business is likely to operate 
on a seasonal basis with more hours per week devoted to the 
craft in winter and with less hours in summer when the demands 
of the croft or perhaps inshore fishing increase. In such a 
case it would be reasonable to assess eligibility for inclusion 
on average hours per week over the whole year.
"1 Similarly, it was noted during the pilot survey (1976) that
there were a number of instances where a craftsman purported 
to earn his living exclusively by his craft and yet it was 
obvious to anyone with any knowledge of the craft that his 
J retail outlet was stocked with items which could not possibly
have been made in his workshop. It was equally clear in these 
instances that the craftsman was engaged in his craft for part 
of the year and yet in the summer months he was simply a 
retailer selling his own goods and the woik of other crafts­
men* It would therefore be reasonable to assume that at 
least part of his income was in fact derived from the retail 
profit generated by the sale of purchased or loaned goods.
Therefore, during the survey, care was taken to ensure that
72. \
subjects differentiated between time allocated to the craft 
business and to any fringe activities even though both went 
under the heading of one business. A similar point was made 
to subjects concerning volume of business.
Findings
6 5 .9% of the subjects stated that the craft accounted for the 
whole of the business. The remainder stated that the craft 
accounted for part of the business and the proportions esti­
mated ranged from 1 0% to 9 8% with the average over the l4 
subjects being 60.21%. In only three cases was the answer 
given as being less than 50%. As there was no valid reason 
to question any of the latter results concerning time allocated 
to the craft as part of the business then the result can be 
assessed with confidence. However, the same cannot be said 
of the results relating to the craft business being the whole 
of the business. In at least three cases the subjects pur­
ported to derive their income solely from the craft business 
and yet made comments during interview which would not support 
the premise that they were engaged in the craft business for 
at least 20 hours per week, and further, it was clear that 
invalid benefit, pension/superannuation and alimony accounted 
for a substantial part of the income in these cases.
It is therefore clearly necessary to weigh the result of this 
section with care and if an adjustment can be made on these 
grounds then it would appear that 24 subjects (58.54%) derived 
their entire earned income from the craft business while 17 
subjects (41.46%) derived part of their earned income from 
the craft business and in the latter case it can also be said
D73.
that on average that part of their income was approximately 
60%.
Conclusions
That a small majority of the craftsmen included in the Index 
derive their earned income solely from the craft business.
That a substantial minority of the craftsmen included in the 
Index derive more than 50% of their earned income from the 
craft business.n
PI That between 3.25% and 11.39% (95% C.I.) of the craftsmen
included in the Index would be unlikely to meet the criteria 
1 set for inclusion in the Index.
D
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5.3.3 Employment
Question 3 : How many people are employed in the
craft business?
Craft 
F.T. P.T.
General 
F.T. P.T.
a) proprietor .
b) husband/wife 
c j other ......
0 Survey Results;
Craft Craft General General 
F.T. P.T. F.T. P.T.
Proprietor 32 (78.05%) 7 (1 7 .0 7%) 0 1 (2.44%)
Husband/Wife 6 (1 4 .6 3%) 2 (4.88%) 0 1 (2 .4 4%)
Employees 125 36 23 18
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula ^  (Q
100-P)
% 95% C.I.
Craft F.T.
Proprietor (a) 7 8 . 0 5 6 5 . 1 2 - 9 0 . 9 8
Husband/Vife (b) 1 4 . 6 3 2 . 9 6 - 2 5 . 6 7
Craft P.T.
Proprietor (c) 1 7 . 0 7 5 . 3 2 - 28.82
Husband/Wife (d) 4.88 0.00 - 1 1 . 6 1
General P.T.
Proprietor (e) 2.44 0.00 - 7 . 2 6
Husband/Wife (f) 2.41 0.00 - 7 . 2 6
D
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'In the current climate of concern regarding high levels of 
unemployment it is inevitable that where public funds are 
being directed towards assisting the development and establish­
ment of small craft based businesses then employment potential 
is likely to be an important factor - even a key factor - 
influencing the selection of such businesses for assistance. 
However, it is possible that a conflict of interests exists - 
between the assisting bodies and the proprietors over the 
issue of employment potential.
During the course of this research programme an opportunity 
occurred for discussion of this issue with a senior member of 
staff of the Highlands and Islands Development Board (HIDB) 
who made it clear that there could be only one policy for the 
Board to the effect that .....
'The only successful businesses are those which expand 
or have the potential to expand in terms of their
volume of business and number of employees .....  these
are the businesses to be encouraged.*
Similarly, the Scottish Development Agency states that the 
criteria of employment potential and expansion are fundamental 
to their selection of businesses for assistance as follows ... 
(SDA 1977) ...
"Eligible Projects
First priority is given to projects which will improve 
the economy and employment opportunities, particularly 
to those which will;-
(a) maintain or increase employment;
(b) Make, or have potential to make a contribution 
to exports - either directly, by reduction of 
imports or by catering for overseas visitors;
n76.
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J (c) hold promise of significant development;
(d) provide a service to agricultural enterprises*"(9 )
^ It is therefore reasonable to deduce from these statements
that the main bodies with responsibility for assisting small 
businesses in Scotland will give a comparatively low priority 
_ rating to a business where the proprietor indicates that he
-3 is not willing to maintain or increase employment or to enter
”1 into significant development.
As the November 1977 unemployment figures show that Scotland 
was the only region in the U.K. to show a rise in unemployment 
and as Scotland is the U.K. region with the third highest rate
n (8.4%) of unemployment behind Wales and the North of England
then such priority rating for employment potential and growth 
would appear to be justified.
-3 However, as already stated and supported by evidence there is
"j a clear desire among a majority of craftsmen to organise their
business on a Sole Proprietor basis for the purpose of main- 
Q  taining the maximum freedom of operation. During the survey
it became clear during general discussion of the question 
J relating to expansion that many subjects had either consciously
"I or unconsciously established limits to that expansion often on
the basis of the twin factors of the problems of employing and 
n a desire to retain a personal connection with the craft rather
than being forced into the role of an industrial manager.
"1 In addition, it could be argued that the bias of recent
J .. ■ ■ : . '
legislation has promoted employee's, rights to the detriment
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of the employer whose ability to 'hire and fire' has been 
curtailed. Certainly, legislation such as The Trade Union and 
Labour Relations Act 1974 and the Employment Protection Act 
1975 together with their Codes of Practice have set down 
employer obligations over a wide field including redundancy, 
terms and conditions of employment, health and safety at work, 
union and employer relationships, maternity rights, grievance 
procedure all of which can be said to limit the employers' 
freedom of action.
Likewise, it could be argued that many small businesses have 
not received much financial encouragement from the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. Even allowing for the increase in V.A.T. 
threshold from £5,000 through £7 , 5 0 0  to £10,000 there was 
still considerable evidence from proprietors of resentment of 
the requirement to register and a general dissatisfaction over 
the 'paper work' requirements involved in VAT and employment 
with these elements being viewed as distractions from the main 
purpose of the business.
It would therefore appear that there is a conflict of interests 
between a section of proprietors - indeed,a majority of 
proprietors - who wish to retain their personal involvement 
with the craft and their freedom of action and the assisting 
bodies who are committed to development and expansion in terms 
of the product and employment. This conflict had been noted 
by some of the proprietors as a reason for not applying for 
assistance or as an objection to the pressure being applied 
to them as being in receipt of assistance.
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The examination of business organisation revealed that
p  approximately 15% of the businesses were organised on a
J
company basis. Test 1 established a relationship between 
U  that form of organisation arid volume of business. Analysis
of the survey results in terms of employment and business 
J organisation (Table e6) shows that the bulk of employment is
provided by the company form of organisation. However, 
between the sole proprietors and partners who do not employ 
and the companies which do employ there is a group of sole 
proprietors and partners who are providing employment. These 
factors combined to suggest the hypothesis that there are 
three main groups with common interests, these groups being
A. Proprietors who prefer to accept a small turnover and in
most cases a proportionately small income in order to 
maintain personal control and craft involvement thereby 
avoiding the problems of growth and employment.
B. Proprietors who may be willing to expand and employ at
a carefully controlled rate which would not allow the
limits of personal freedom to be impaired and where such 
expansion could be terminated without id sk to the business.
C. Proprietors who may be looking to maximise the potential
of the business.
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TABLE E7
Emnlovment
Self
only
Husband/ 
wife only
With
Employees
Craft
l-T
Craft
PT
Gen Gen Total 
FT PT
Busines# 
Organ!a/n
Sole / 
Proprietor
16
(39.0%)
2
(4.9%)
10
(24.4%)
30 22 7 10 69
Partner/p -
3
(7.3%)
4
(9.8%)
0 14 0 3 17
Coapaay — -
6
(14.6%)
95 0 16 5 116
Findings
The survey revealed that 95% of the proprietors were involved 
in the business on the craft level with 7 8% stating that in 
relation to the time devoted to the craft business their 
involvement with the craft was the equivalent of full-time.
It is interesting to note that in 19.5% of the businesses the 
wife/husband of the proprietor was also involved in the craft 
X0 vel and that in l4.6% of the businesses this was a full-time 
involvement.
D
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It would therefore appear that the emphasis among the proprie 
tors is placed on the craft and even in the company organisation 
4 out of 6 'proprietors' stated that their principal involve­
ment was with the craft although it should be noted that 2
'proprietors' stated that their role was administrative .....
these two were the largest businesses encountered.
n
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In attempting to identify features of the groups relating to 
employment, a number of elements were considered as shown in 
Table E8 (Appendix E5).
In examination it would appear that the craft subject does not 
exert a major influence in the matter of employment. The 
larger craft groupings of (a) Jewellery appears under both 
headings with 71.4% (^/7) of the jewellers employing, and
(b) Ceramics appears under both headings with 6o% (^/5) of 
the potters employing. Conversely, Graphic appears under both 
headings with only 33-3% (^/3) employing. Of the remainder 
leather, skin and horn goods appear only on the employing side 
and while there may be a temptation to suggest that such goods 
are highly popular with the tourists such suggestion could be 
partly counterbalanced by woven and printed materials, knitted 
goods and wrought iron products appearing in the group not 
employing.
Thereafter, a series of tests was used to establish sign^ificant 
differences between observed and expected frequencies relating 
to employment and a number of other elements. Further infor­
mation relating to Sales Channels and Markets of businesses 
employing and not employing was collated as shown in Table E8 
(Appendix E5)•
Test 157 (x^ = 2 9 .5 ) confirmed through a highly significant 
result the anticipated relationship between employment and 
volume of business with the bulk of employment being provided 
by the businesses with the greater volumes of business.
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n
J Test 155 (x^ = 0 .6 3 ), Test 156 (x^ = O.OI9 ) and Test 158
(x^ = 1 .1 7 ) failed to establish any relationship betweenJ
employment and factors related to the proprietors previous
n training or experience. This is a little surprising in view
2
of the result of Test 1? (x = 2.90) which indicated a 
J potential relationship between previous business experience
and volume of business. The only deduction that can reasonably 
be made is that the previous business experience of a proprie­
tor tends to lead to the production of higher volumes of 
business but not necessarily through employment to a degree 
significantly different from those without such experience 
and for reasons as yet unidentified.
Test 159 (x^ = 1.24) likewise failed to establish or suggest 
any relationship between employment and direct or indirect 
sales channels. Again, this is a surprising result given the 
relationship between these channels and volume of business as 
indicated by the result of Test 108, as it would be reasonable 
to expect that the greater volumes produced in the main by 
businesses employing would lead to a significantly higher 
proportion of indirect sales.
Test 160 (x^ = 0 .5 ) showed that there was no significant dif­
ference between businesses employing or not employing in terms 
of the proprietors estimate of development over the following
]
Ü
ny  three years.
Consideration of the factors of the proprietors age (employing, 
average 45.1 years; not employing 42.1 years) and duration of 
business (employing, average 1 0 . 7 years; not employing,
u
82.n -u  average 6.6 years) could suggest the possibility of a pattern
n of establishment and growth leading to employment. However,
it is not possible from the results of this survey to make
such a claim. Research conducted over a longer period and
with a higher survey population might establish such a relation- 
^ ' ship.
Conclusions
n  The only claim that can be made conclusively is that there is
a significant relationship between employment and volume of 
n  business. Broadly, the greater volumes of production achieved
n  in individual businesses the more employment is provided.0
^ Thereafter, any relationship between employment and other
factors was negative almost to the point of contradiction.
This suggests that employment is not linked directly to any 
element other than volume of business and that the most likely 
influence is that of the forces motivating the proprietors in 
terms of the level and pattern of development of the business. 
While it is evident that all the proprietors are motivated to
n
y  create their own employment, approximately half of them appear
p  to be content with the inevitably modest standard of living
which can be achieved from the proven volume of business in 
Q  return for relative independence, freedom of action and
expression and for job satisfaction all of which are inherent 
in real craftsmanship. In addition it is possible that their
p  product/market relationship may not be capable of major
I
development or that they may not be willing to adapt the 
product to a larger market and to increased production. Yet 
the other half of the proprietors appear willing to accept
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the many different challenges presented by development to 
employment level, and even derive satisfaction from attempting 
to maximise potential.
It is at this point that the conflict of interests between the 
assisting bodies and the proprietors is evident. While employ-
n  ment potential may be vital to Scotland at this time and there-
U
fore an important factor in the determination of use of public 
[j finance, the assisting bodies by their own policy statements
^  appear to be committed to assisting only half of these1
 ^ businesses because of the employment potential factor. Yet
every individual craftsman setting up in business is creating 
his/her own employment and even without moving to the employing 
stage is making a contribution to the employment of other 
retailers/wholesalers by distribution of some of the product 
and assisting the economy by the production of goods and ser­
vices. Further, as already demonstrated, there are no clear 
identifying factors which would enable the assisting bodies 
j to judge whether new or proposed businesses will develop into
employing businesses except by the motivating forces evident 
in the attitudes of the proprietors and such attitudes cannot 
n be considered to be constant or capable of objective assess­
ment. It would therefore appear to be more appropriate for 
n the assisting bodies to provide as broad a base as possible by
encouraging all new craft-based businesses provided that the 
D  proprietors have sufficient craft and business knowledge to
n survive and regardless of employment potential and then as a
second tier to assist in the development of established 
businesses where the essential factors are known and where the 
proprietor is motivated in that direction.
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Projection
Using the information obtained through the survey about the 
numbers and types of employment generated by the businesses 
and then applying the results to the adjusted estimate of the 
minimum number of functioning businesses in the year to 
December 19?6 it is possible to project the total employment 
generated by the craft businesses in Scotland in 19?6.
The calculations are contained in Table E9 (Appendix e6 ) with 
the results summarised below in Table ElO.
TABLE ElO
Projection of Employment Generated by the Craft Business 
in Scotland in the Year 19?6
Survey Averages/business
Full-time
4.32
Part-time
1 . 3 7
Applied averages to functioning businesses with
95% C.I.
Full-time employment total 
Part-time employment total
Upper
Limit
4216
1688
Lower
Limit
3041
1218
u
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Unfortunately, owing to the small scale of the survey, it is 
not possible to make a realistic assessment of the number or 
cost of jobs created as a result of grant aid to these craft 
businesses.
u
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5 .3 . 4  Duration of Business
Question 4: Date of establishment of the craft
business?
D
Survey Results;
FIG.El
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Findings
The factor of duration of business is obviously important in 
the determination of the long-term development and survival of 
these small craft-based businesses. It should therefore be a 
matter of priority to establish the success and failure rates 
and to identify factors related to each.
Unfortunately, the time span of this research programme does 
not allow for such independent examination nor are there suf­
ficiently accurate records available on which to base estimates 
Therefore, the only supportable enalysis of the facts derived 
from the survey is a projection over the indexed population. 
However, this projection has to be read in conjunction with the 
observations contained in Chapter 5 paras 5.2.1. The effect 
of the time-lag assuming a continuation of the established 
pattern of development will be negligible but a major swing 
in either direction from that established pattern might well 
not be noted until the following year.
Thus, a major problem is highlighted yet again. The time-lag 
itself means that contact with businesses ceasing to operate 
will be difficult and contact is necessary if the reasons for 
cessation are to be established and perhaps, at some future 
date, related to the factor of duration.
A number of simple facts can also be stated:
1. That the average duration of the businesses encoun­
tered in the Survey is 8 . 5 6  years /kl)•
uG
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2. The annual check on sources leading to the compilation 
of the Index for 197^ revealed an additional 172 
businesses. The projection contained in Table Ell, 
Appendix E7, suggested that the number of new 
businesses would lie within the range 86 to 119. 
However, as it had also been noted that the SDA 
source had included an up-dating of businesses in 
the HIDE area without any indication of their actual 
date of establishment then it is reasonable to assume 
that the figure 172 is inflated. Therefore, the two 
sets of figures cannot be said to be in conflict.
Conclusions
It must be stated that, so far as I know, the findings of the 
survey provide the most accurate assessment of duration 
available and that the related factors concerning the reasons 
for success or failure remain unidentified.
In this context, and because of the importance of knowledge in 
this area, it would be reasonable to propose that all the 
bodies concerned should combine to arrange for a regular six 
to twelve month check on every business incorporated in their 
Index. This ‘check* would be specifically for continuation of 
businesses. Such information could then be incorporated in a 
•register* of businesses which would contain base information 
on date of establishment, date of closure and where possible 
reasons for closure. By this means, information could be 
available to those with responsibility for decision making in 
this field.
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3*3*5 Assistance by Grants
Question 5 : Has the business been assisted by a
grant?
a) Yes ......  Source
b) No  .......
Survey Results
TABLE El2
Source
In receipt of grant 
Result io
Not in receipt of grant 
Result io
13 32.3 27 6 7 . 5
S.D.A. 9 '
H.I.D.B. h
Note: Total of replies -40; one subject uncertain.
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula p 
100-P)
cr = (Q =
fc 9 5% c.l.
In receipt of a grant (a) 3 2 . 5 1 7 . 6 9  - 4 7 . 3 1
Not in receipt of a grant (b) 6 7 . 5 5 2 . 6 9 - 8 2 . 3 1
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J General Considerations '
Some aspects of financial assistance to proposed or existing 
businesses from bodies such as the SDA and HIDE have already 
been considered under the section dealing with employment - 
aspects such as the pressure to use public finance for thenJ provision of employment and the difficulty of identifying
n potential employers,
Pj However, such consideration should not precede the matter of
principle concerning financial assistance to private enterprise 
from public funds.
For example, it could be argued that finance is available from 
a variety of sources at commercial rates. Banks, financial 
institutions and private investors are usually willing to con­
sider any business venture which could reasonably be assessed 
as potentially profitable and with an acceptable risk element. 
Therefore there should be no need to use public finance for 
this purpose.
Yet, in practice and from experience, such sources are seldom 
utilised or made willingly available to these businesses. A 
similar although wider view was expressed by C.C. Pocock 
(1 9 7 7) when he observed that the U.K. birth rate of small 
businesses compared unfavourably with other countries. In 
suggesting three reasons for this unfavourable comparison he 
cited the burden of taxation, availability of finance and the 
coils of red tape, and elaborated on availability of finance 
as follows;
D
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"We are told that obtaining finance is less of an 
inhibition, and I am sure bank managers do try to 
help. But a small entrepreneur is rightly chary 
of tying his survival to any institution. What 
he really needs is the ability to scratch and 
p  save his first £5,000 himself from his own after­
tax income, and the ability then to touch his
friends - or those who have some faith in him -
for similar amounts. Unfortunately, neither of 
1 these two sources is likely to be available
J today." (lO)
Pocock continued to discuss ways in which such small businesses 
could be assisted.
"What is needed? Above all, perhaps, a change of 
attitude in all of us - a fundamental acceptance 
that you cannot organise everything and you should 
not try to. The West German example is indicative.
The small business sector is encouraged as an 
article of economic faith. Support of small units 
is a Federal principle, and at the State level the 
so-called Handwork or artisan sector is given 
special status and access to favourable financing." (ll)
As the craft businesses would clearly be encompassed by the 
* artisan sector* this in turn prompts consideration of the 
factors which make such businesses unattractive investment 
material.
As already considered and deduced under the section concerning 
business organisation, a majority of these businesses are 
organised by the proprietors so as to achieve maximum freedom 
of operation. Therefore there is the obvious conflict between 
that concept and the requirement of an investor to secure and 
protect that investment. Further, it is unlikely that suf­
ficient personal assets can be raised by a new graduate or by 
younger craftsmen to act as security against a loan, although 
this may be less of a problem for *raiddle-aged* or * retired*
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entrants who have had more time to accumulate personal assets. 
In addition there are the factors of the time-gap between the 
establishment of a business and profitability, and confidence 
based on record, knowledge and previous experience. However, 
the most significant factor to a knowledgeable investor would 
be the product/market relationship, and it is at this point 
that a major obstacle is encountered. Aubrey Wilson (l9?l) 
lists six stability factors for consideration in selecting 
new products for development, (l) durability of market,
(2 ) breadth of market, (3 ) possibility of captive market,
(4) difficulty of copying, (5 ) stability in depressions and
(6) stability in wartime.
While these factors will be discussed fully under the mar­
keting section, one of these factors, stability in depressions, 
is of immediate significance as described by Aubrey Wilson:-
"A product distinctly in the luxury class, where 
purchases can easily be postponed, will be rated 
very poor, while one that is an essential constit­
uent in staple low-priced consumers' perishables 
will get a rating of very good." (l2)
, There is little doubt that the vast majority of the product
of these businesses fall in the luxury class or at best 
immediately below the luxury classification and thus to 
financial institutions and private investors such businesses 
are because of the product 'high risk'.
In addition, there is a long history of Chancellors of the 
] Exchequer using taxation to regulate supply and demand and in
j
particular using Purchase Tax to restrict demand for luxury
092.
] goods. From personal experience in the design and manufacture
P, of jewellery and silversmithing products over a period of
^ approximately 10 years under Purchase Tax, the rate of tax on
jewellery was never below 2 5% and for most of that period was 
levied at 5 0% or 55%. ^fhile the introduction and implementation 
J of V.A.T. has produced a levelling effect there is the continued
suspicion that higher tiers of tax could again be imposed on 
luxury goods.
Thus, it is perhaps understandable that the traditional com­
mercial sources of finance even with the prospect of good 
returns due to high interest rates are not generally enthusias­
tic about the possibility of investing in these businesses. 
Therefore many of the potential businesses looking for initial 
capital or established businesses considering expansion will 
be forced to rely on personal assets, profits generated and 
public funds if available.1
The increasing problem of unemployment during the latter 1970s 
and the generally pessimistic tenor of projections to the 1980s 
suggest that this factor could reach critical proportions. 
Public funds have been allocated to job creation which has 
variously been described at worst as cosmetic and at best as 
short-term. It would therefore appear equitable to apportion 
public finance to the establishment and development of small 
businesses if only for the employment of the proprietors, and 
indirectly of suppliers and retailers, as a longer-term invest­
ment. However, the problem of duration of support identified 
by this survey would have to be clarified.
J  ^ ■ : :
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This concept would appear to have some political support
n although on a broader base concerning small businesses; thus,J ' _
the Scottish Council of the Labour Party recognises that use of
public funds for this purpose is justified:-
n
The Labour Party Scottish Council (l977)
without a faster rate of formation and develop­
ment of new companies, the economy will become ever more 
concentrated in the hands of larger industrial groups, 
and much of the flexibility that the small firm sector 
provides will be lost. We call for a conscious and 
stated policy commitment to encourage Scottish 
entrepreneurs and industrialists to set up their own 
businesses, and in support of this we suggest that there 
are a number of steps that can be taken to help the 
sector.
 ^ (a) At the national level, we urge the government to
I investigate the taxation burden that is borne by
 ^ small firms in the period following formation. We
would urge that taxation foregone in a firm's 
initial phase will be fully recouped at a later 
stage if the company is given a chance to grow.
T (b) We would also wish to see any present restrictionsJ about entrepreneurs who have failed being prevented
from claiming unemployment benefits removed: it is
surely essential to provide some safety net if 
individuals are to take a risk and devote their 
energies and time to establishing new industrial 
enterprises that will contribute both output and 
'I employment to the national economy.
(c) We would suggest that consideration be paid to the 
possibility of giving grants to small companies to 
enable them to employ specialist management person­
nel in critical areas of their operations. This would 
allow the entrepreneurs to concentrate their attention 
on their original purpose. We also feel that such 
investment may well be ultimately more valuable than 
an equivalent amount of resources devoted to capital 
investment.............." (l3)
Similarly, C. C. Pocock concluded his lecture as follows:-
"I think it's common sense not to delude ourselves that 
shoals of new jobs are going to come from big corpora­
tions. The delusion is tempting because bigness is
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easier to 'organise*; government likes big units 
because they can be regimented. We like them too, 
and we can make them work efficiently. But it is 
not enough. Society needs a healthy small business 
sector, and we need to help it flourish." (l4)
Thus there would appear to be general agreement that a healthy 
small business sector is a necessary part of society and the 
economy and further that the current state of these small 
businesses in Scotland is not healthy. In addition it is 
clear that there are problem areas such as taxation, expertise 
and availability of finance and that in the latter case 
industry and government have a role to play with grants and 
loans being one element.
Currently, the SDA and the HIDB are the principal vehicles for 
the disbursement of grants and loans for craftsmen and small 
businesses generally in Scotland. The following synopsis of 
these grants and loans is extracted from SDA publications;-
1 "Apprenticeship Training
-J
To enable master craftsmen to take on young apprentices 
"I for practical instruction and training, discretionary
J grants can be given to offset the cost of wages and
maintenance during the first two years of the apprentice- 
^ ship.
Bursaries
Practising craftsmen may be given a bursary to attend 
_ special courses which will help them extend their tech­
niques.
0
n
J
Ü
Crafts Entrants Scheme
To assist new craftsmen to set up in business, grants of 
up to £ 7 5 0 may be made to graduates from Colleges of Art 
and those with equivalent training who propose to earn 
their living in Scotland by full-time craft working.
uD
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Craftsmen’s Grants
Special grants, up to a maximum of £500, may be awarded 
to established craftsmen for up to fifty per cent of the 
cost of an approved programme which is designed to raise 
their standards of production and increase output.
Loans
n  The Agency can offer loans within specified limits and
[ with suitable security, for building projects, purchase
of equipment and working capital." (l5)
It would therefore appear that there is a good opportunity 
taking account of the present role of the Agency for the use 
of public funds in the form of grants and loans to these small 
businesses and further, that more funds may have to be so 
allocated along with changes in taxation and the provision of 
services if these small businesses are to play a fuller role 
in society and in the economy.
Findings
It was established that 32.5% of the subjects had received a 
grant from either the SDA or the HIDB. Although one of the 
subjects insisted that his grant had been received from "The 
Small Businesses Agency" this is probably an error based on 
the reorganisation which took the former SICRAS (Small
Industries Council for Rural Areas of Scotland) into the SDA
(Scottish Development Agency). The manager of the Small Firms 
Information Centre in Glasgow agreed that this was the most 
likely explanation. It has therefore been assumed within the 
results that the source was the SDA.
As this group of businesses has received grants from public
funds it is of value to identify any differences that may exist 
compared to the businesses which have not received such assist-
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J ance. Tables El3 and El4, Appendix E8 , contain the basic
p information which was used for a series of tests.
J Test 162 (x^ = 6 .2 ) confirmed the anticipated relationship
between assistance and the formal training of proprietors 
J particularly in view of the SDA craft entrant scheme. It is
p. interesting to note that of the 9 subjects receiving assist-
ance from the SDA, 7 had training to graduate or apprenticeship 
n level and 2 had no formal training. Of the 4 subjects
receiving assistance from the HIDB, 1 had training to graduate 
level, 1 had been on a special course and the remaining 2 had
P no previous training. Clearly, the numbers involved are too
.
small to be a base for conclusions but results from a larger 
survey could be important.
Test 6 (x^ = 2 .6 5 ) provided an indication that there might be 
P a link between greater confidence regarding future development
and businesses in receipt of assistance.
D
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Thereafter, tests failed to establish or even indicate dif­
ferences between assisted and non-assisted businesses in terms 
of structure (Test 1 6 1 ) or performance (Test 4). The latter 
result could perhaps be considered to be evidence against the 
’production’ and ’employment’ objectives of the assisting 
bodies. Yet other factors should be taken into account; in 
terms of duration, the assisted businesses averaged 5 * 8 years 
to the total survey average of 7 * 6 years (in both cases 
excluding the one exceptional result); the average age of the 
assisted proprietors is 3 9 - 2 years compared to the survey 
average of 43.5 years. Thus the result has to be weighed 
against the facts that the assisted businesses do not appear
1
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] to have been in business for as long and the proprietors are
p younger than their non-assisted counterparts.
Conclusions
Approximately one in three businesses encountered in the survey
were in receipt of assistance from either the SDA or the HIDB.
Examination of problems associated with sources of finance 
r suggest that assistance from public funds is probably necessary
because of constraints existing in the open investment field.
J There is also evidence to suggest that serious consideration
should be given to providing, in the national interest, greater 
assistance and incentives.n
]
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The survey provides an indication that assisted businesses may 
be more confident of their development over the following three 
years perhaps because they have the ’strength* of the assisting 
bodies around them. However, the survey also suggests that 
there is no actual difference in performance although there 
are likely mitigating factors such as duration.
However, perhaps the most encouraging factor is that there is 
clear evidence that assistance is being channeled towards 
proprietors who have formal training. Over the years, there 
has been much criticism of the poor standard of craft products 
in Scotland. Perhaps this is not too surprising when the 
likely numbers of proprietors without any form of training 
and/or experience is noted; at least, public money appears to 
be being directed towards a level of minimum proven ability.
u ■ ,
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u Therefore, on balance, it is reasonable to conclude that the
n real return on investment from public funds cannot as yet be
measured because it is on a long-term basis beyond the scope 
of this programme of research. Indeed, it may not be possible 
to make any realistic assessment until the middle to late 
J 1 9 8 0s when the assisted businesses will have had some 10 - 15
n years in which to prove their powers of survival and demons­
trate their pattern of development.
D
0
0
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99.nJ 5 .3 . 6 Training and Previous Experience
"1 General Considerations
Prior to a detailed examination and assessment of the survey 
results over the field of training and experience it is per­
haps of value to consider these elements from the point of 
J view of the public - particularly, the buying public.
The dictionary definition of craft is ... "dexterity: art;
skilled trade; occupation; ...", and the definition of a 
craftsman is ... "one engaged in a craft;", (1 6 )
"j Historically, a person learning a trade or craft was an
apprentice and for a substantial period of years. A craftsman 
was someone who had served the period of apprenticeship and 
achieved the required standards, while a master craftsman was 
J someone who had achieved the very highest standards.
D Therefore, from both historical context and modern usage, it 
^ is reasonable to expect that persons calling themselves
craftsmen should have undergone a substantial period of 
J training and have achieved a standard of skill which sets
-j them apart from those who have not undertaken such training
and well beyond the level which could be attained by members 
of the general public who have had an interest in that craft 
on a recreational level.
D
Today, most professions demand evidence of set periods of 
training and standards before institutional approval can be 
granted to those claiming to be doctors, architects, lawyers 
and in Scotland, teachers.
n
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In this context it is interesting to consider the implications 
of the Trade Descriptions Act 1968 which is introduced as 
f ollows
"An Act to replace the Merchandise Marks Acts I887 to 
1953 by fresh provisions prohibiting misdescriptions 
of goods, services, accommodation and facilities 
provided in the course of trade;".(1 7 )
Thus the Act covers the accuracy of descriptions of goods and 
services both of which are offered widely by the businesses 
being considered in this examination and under the umbrella 
of craft.
The following extracts from the Act are particularly relevant 
to these businesses
"2.- (1 ) A trade description is an indication, direct or 
indirect, and by whatever means given, of any of the 
following matters with respect to any goods or parts of 
goods, that is to say -
(a) quantity, size or gauge;
(b) method of manufacture, production, processing or 
reconditioning;
(i) person by whom manufactured, produced, processed 
or reconditioned;
  " (18)
"3 .- (1 ) A false trade description is a trade description 
which is false to a material degree.
(2 ) A trade description which, though not false, is 
misleading, that is to say, likely to be taken 
for such an indication of any of the matters 
specified in section 2 of this Act as would be 
false to a material degree, shall be deemed to 
be a false trade description.
u
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n (3 ) Anything which, though not a trade description,
is likely to be taken for an indication of any 
of those matters and, as such an indication,
I would be false to a material degree, shall be
J deemed to be a false trade description.
"1 (4) A false indication, or anything likely to beJ taken as an indication which would be false,
that any goods comply with a standard specified 
'-'j or recognised by any person or, implied by the
approval of any person shall be deemed to be a 
false trade description, if there is no such 
person or no standard so specified, recognised 
I or implied."
f»4.-(l) A person applies a trade description to goods if 
he -
(a) affixes or annexes it to or in any manner 
marks it on or incorporates it ifith -
(i) the goods themselves, or
(ii) anything in, on or with which the goods 
are supplied; or
(b) places the goods in, on or with anything which 
the trade description has been affixed or 
annexed to, marked on or incorporated with,
or places any such thing with the goods;
(c) uses the trade description in any manner 
likely to be taken as referring to the 
goods." (1 9 )
Thus it is clearly the object of the Act to ensure that pro­
ducts and services are correctly and accurately described.
The businesses under consideration widely state or imply that 
they are craft businesses and that their product is craft made. 
It is even the practice of the HIDB to offer a ’craftmade' 
label as an indication that a product has been produced within 
their area.
As it will be demonstrated that only a minority of proprietors 
have undertaken any formal training in their craft and further
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that only a small majority have any previous craft experience 
then it could be said that a substantial number of persons are 
claiming to be craftsmen when they have no means of justifying 
that claim and by so doing are misleading the public concerning 
the standard of their knowledge, skills and ability in the 
craft and in the standard of their product.
Likewise it could be argued that bodies such as the SDA and 
HIDB by including persons in their published lists of crafts­
men who cannot substantiate their claims to be craftsmen, and 
by issuing labels which could be held to be authentication of
"j the fact that goods are made by craftsmen, are also misleading
J
the publie.
The strict legality of claims relating to the definitions of 
L 'craftsman', 'craftsmanship', 'craft products' and 'craftmade'
n is outwith the scope of this examination. However the prin­
ciple is central to this examination in relation to the 
standard of product, producer/consumer relationships, the 
preservation and development of skills and techniques and the 
J values attached to skills by society.
]
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5•3.7 Training
Question I : Have you received a training in the 
craft through
a) F.E. OR H.E.?
b) Trade Apprenticeship?
c) Special Course?
Survey Results :
D Result %
F.E./H.E. 8 1 9 . 5 1
Trade App/ship 7 1 7 . 0 7
Special Course 7 1 7 . 0 7
None 22 5 3 . 6 6
Note; 3 subjects had received training under more than one 
of the above categories
O' =Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula p 
lOQ-P)
n
D
95% C.1.
F.E./H.E. (a) 1 9 . 5 1 7 . 1 3  - 3 1 . 8 9
Trade App/ship (b) 1 7 . 0 7 5 . 3 2 - 28.82
Special Course (c) 1 7 . 0 7 5 . 3 2  - 28.82
None (d) 5 3 . 6 6 3 8 . 0 9  - 6 9 . 2 4
n
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Introduction;
The object of the question relating to formal training was to 
ascertain the level of proven ability and knowledge among the 
proprietors concerning their craft or complementary subject 
areas. The question was structured to show proven ability at 
graduate level, for example, of an art, design or technical 
nature; at trade apprenticeship level, for example, in a 
formal apprenticeship or at least in evidence of a reasonable 
period of time served under a craftsman; and at the level of 
special courses, for example, on a day per week basis for a 
year in a college or for a period of days or weeks on a special 
craft course.
In assessing the results, clear emphasis will be placed on the 
graduate and trade apprenticeship level as it is reasonable to 
deduce that these categories provide evidence of a level of 
skill and knowledge which can be quantified, while the special 
course category can only be assessed as evidence of a minimal 
attempt to achieve formal training which cannot be quantified.
It should also be noted that this division does not assume or 
imply that proprietors without formal training are devoid of 
knowledge and skill in their subject - on the contrary, there 
was considerable superficial evidence during the survey to 
suggest that these proprietors had achieved varying levels of 
skill - the problem being that judgement of their abilities 
would have been both time consuming and relatively subjective.
n Findings
The survey revealed that 15 (36.6%) of the subjects had
n
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received à quantifiable training in the craft or complementary 
subject, A further 4 (9 .8%) had undertaken some formal 
training. The remainder, 22 (53»7%) had not received any 
formal training in their craft or in a complementary subject.
J Thus it can be said that more than half of the subjects had
n not received any formal training, and that only one in three
had received a quantifiable training in the craft or complement 
n tary subject.
1 ; i
_J It is therefore important to test for distinguishing features |
D
n
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which may be the result of the formal training factor as 
evident in performance, Basic information about the group is 
contained in Table Elo, Appendix E9«
Test 162 (x^ = 6 ,2 ) has already confirmed the relationship 
between training and assistance.
enr Test 79 (x^ = 7 .0 3 ) pointed to a strong relationship betwe
proprietors with formal training and the decision to locate 
J the business in terms of the availability of a suitable
property or site. In view of the fact that this element of 
location is not considered to be of prime importance - a 
matter discussed in more detail in para 5 .3 .1 0 » - it is worthy 
of further consideration. It is reasonable to assume that 
these proprietors who have either undergone some 3 to 4 years 
training in a college or some 4 to 5 years working ’in the 
business' would be aware in varying degrees of elements such 
as the customer and his/her requirements, the physical 
requirements of their craft such as space, facilities and
□ . , • ■
■ -
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tools, and. of the general services necessary. Each proprietor
had the opportunity to state an alternative priority reason
J
for location, yet each cited property.
kliile it is obviously dubious to suggest that these proprietors, 
in answer to the survey question, gave 'the wrong answer' that 
^ possibility must be considered nonetheless. From experience
J
with graduate and post-graduate students about to embark in 
n business, the availability of premises is often seen as
critical and as such would probably rate as certainly a if not 
priority ...... but that does not mean that other extremely
important elements such as their potential market have been 
ignored, indeed they have been priority considerations up to 
that point in time. With this in mind, the strong link be­
tween training and location by property or site priority 
becomes understandable and is placed in perspective; it could 
easily be the practical priority of the moment; it may not 
be the overall priority for location. While a parallel argu­
ment could be advanced for proprietors with previous business 
experience it is doubtful if it would have the same force.
This argument certainly could not be applied to other groups.
For example, large scale businesses may be extremely limited 
in choice of location by the availability of a suitable site.
Test 113 (x = 4 ,7 4 ) indicating a positive correlation between 
training and the distribution of more than 20% of the product 
outwith Scotland and in the remainder of the United Kingdom is 
likewise difficult to explain in direct terms. There does not 
appear to be any direct reason why a higher proportion of 
proprietors with training should manage to 'spread' their
u
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product over this wider area. Test 8 shows that it does not 
relate to volume as there is no significant difference between 
the groups. Nor is it related to the market in terms of 
Tests 93» 109 or 121. The only element not eliminated by a 
negative result and which appears capable of producing a 
reasonable solution is the product itself; it is possible 
that the formal training element in the proprietors results 
in a product which is sufficiently different in design or 
workmanship and related standards to 'require' wider market. 
For example, the product may be aimed at the 'top' end of the
market  ....  London would be a suitable location. That
market could also be more lucrative.
Test 11 (x‘~ = 1 ,3 9 ) provides an indication that proprietors
with formal training might be more likely to be optimistic 
.J about future development and may be more influenced by environ-
n ment in their choice of location than the proprietors without
training. However, these indications cannot be substantiated.
It was also noted that the proprietors with formal training 
LI were, on average 3  years younger and had been in business for
n a marginally shorter time (excluding the exceptional result,
¥ 32 from both).
n
Conclusions
The element of formal training of the proprietor does not 
appear to influence the current performances of these 
businesses. However, as the proprietors are younger and have 
been in business for a shorter period, on average, then dif­
ferences in performance might become evident in the future if
r
U they remain in business.
1
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Formai training does appear to play some part in shaping the
”1 business. It is more likely that they will be able to gain
J
assistance to establish or develop their business. It is 
probable that they will be distributing a higher proportion 
of their product out of Scotland and in the remainder of the 
L United Kingdom and this may be due to a different product,
n The location of these businesses too may be influenced by the
training element although there must be some doubt about the 
form that influence takes.
But perhaps the most important statements that can be made 
are, firstly, that because these are the businesses most 
likely to get assistance then any influences exerted by them 
as a group could become a stronger influence over the whole if 
assistance is increased and, secondly, that they still have to 
prove what, if any, influences they will have.
IJ
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3 .3 . 8 Previous Experience
Question 2; Prior to the establishment of the 
business did you have .....
a) Previous Craft Experience? . .
b) Previous Business Experience?
Survey Results :
TABLE E17
Result %
Previous Craft Experience 23 3 6 . 1 0
Previous Business Experience 17 41.46
Previous Craft & Business Experience 12 2 9 . 27
None 13 3 1 . 7 1
D
D
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula ^p ” (Q =
100-P)
% 93% C.l.
Previous Craft Experience (a) 3 6 . 1 0 4 0 . 6 0  - 7 1 . 6 0
Previous Business Experience (b) 41.46 2 6 . 0 7 - 3 6 . 8 3
Previous Craft & Business 
Experience (c) 2 9 . 2 7 1 3 . 0 6 - 43.48
None (d) 3 1 . 7 1 1 7 . 1 8  - 46.23
n
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Introduction:
n
n
As under the section relating to formal training, the objec­
tive of the question was to ascertain the proportion of 
^ proprietors with previous experience in either or both of the
craft and business areas. As the weighting attached to a 
particular form of experience relating to the current business 
n would tend to be subjective, the question was kept as simple
as possible and to an either/or situation. Thus the results 
clearly differentiate between those proprietors with previous 
experience and those without previous experience but the 
results do not give any indication of the duration and 
suitability of that experience.
Previous Craft Experience 
Findings
The results show that 23 (36.1%) of the subjects had some 
previous craft experience before embarking on their current 
business. As previously stated, however, that experience 
could have been at any level or for any duration. Therefore 
it is the negative factor which is the more significant, with 
the implication that a very substantial minority of the sub­
jects had no previous craft experience of any kind or duration 
before embarking on their current business.
Similarly, the results show that 1? (41,3%) of the subjects 
had previous business experience with the significant negative 
factor that a majority did not have previous business exper­
ience of any kind or duration before embarking on their current
business.
IJ
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The results also show that there were 12 (29* 39^ ) of the sub­
jects who had both previous craft and business experience with 
the significant negative factor that 29 (70.7^) of the subjects 
did not have experience in craft and business before embarking 
on their current business.
Finally, the results show that 13 (31*7^) of the subjects did 
not have any experience of any kind or duration in either 
craft or business prior to the establishment of their current 
business.
"I It is therefore important to test the performance of these
groups against the performance of the survey population as a 
2 whole to identify any relevant factors.
J Tables El8 - E21, Appendices 10 - 13 contain base information
from which tests were developed.
Previous Craft Experience
Test 12 (x^ = 4 .4 3 ) provides evidence to show that the previous 
J craft experience of a proprietor influences the shape of the
"[ business and is associated with a strong movement towards the
sole proprietor and partnership forms of business organisation. 
J This movement is not surprising bearing in mind the equally
strong views and feelings expressed by craftsmen to me over 
[ the years and repeated during the survey concerning individual
(-j commitment to the craft - not to business methods, or size, or
growth - but to the craft itself. There can be little doubt 
] that for some, if not a majority, of these craftsmen * work
u
D
satisfaction* is virtually synonymous with * creative satis-
n0
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faction’ and with their freedom to express themselves. Success 
and status in business terms may well be associated with pride 
in that creative ability and survival rather than with profit 
and growth as such.
Test 110 (x^ = 4.37), providing confirmation of a link between 
previous craft experience and a higher proportion selling the 
majority of their product through their own retail outlet was 
also anticipated for two reasions. Firstly, those with 
previous craft experience are the more likely to have been 
involved in the selling aspect of craft work and should there­
fore be aware of the inherent advantages; this aspect is 
considered in detail in para 5*3*13* Secondly, from experience, 
there is a particular satisfaction to be gained from individual 
completion of a project - in this case from the concept through 
definition and production to the customer and user whether it 
be commissioned or made for direct sale to the public - a 
satisfaction which could not be fully appreciated without that 
experience.
Test 152 (x^ = 2.88) confirms the anticipated tendency for the 
older proprietors, remembering the low average duration, to 
have had more opportunity to gain experience. Only a minority 
of the younger craftsmen have that experience. This may be 
due to problems of job opportunity or it may be the result of 
a strong desire to ’get started’. From contact with teaching 
colleagues in England it appears that there is limited oppor­
tunity for graduates to obtain 'in training' or immediate post 
graduate work experience. In Scotland, in many crafts, such 
opportunities are extremely limited, even rare. It is probable
[J
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that the situation is similar for all levels of potential 
entrant. Examination of the employment element has shown 
that opportunity exists albeit limited, because these 
businesses do provide some employment. There may be a problem 
of matching supply and demand: the craft businesses are
diverse, scattered and do not usually engage in wide spread 
advertising. However, as a listed craftsman who does not 
specifically advertise at all, I have received some twenty to 
twenty five letters or circulars over approximately four to 
five years from young people aged sixteen to about twenty one 
looking for training or work experience which, unfortunately, 
could not be provided. In short, there is reason to suspect 
that some young proprietors may have genuinely tried to gain 
prior craft experience, been unsuccessful, and simply estab­
lished themselves in business direct. This is an aspect which 
could have been the subject of an additional or modified 
question in the survey and which, in future, warrants much 
closer examination.
Test 128 (x^ = 1 .9 7 ) provides an indication of a possible link 
between previous craft experience and a reluctance or inability 
to expand. Clearly, there could be links in terms of approach 
and attitude associated with observations arising from Test 12. 
Again, further examination in the future could be important.
Thereafter, despite an extensive series of tests, no signifi­
cant or indicative evidence was found for links with other 
factors.
n
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Previous Business Experience
Test 17 (x^ = 2 ,9 0 ) confirmed the anticipated relationship
between previous business experience and a greater potential 
to achieve higher volumes of business. Some of the pro­
prietors in this group also had previous craft experience and 
they will be examined separately as a sub-group. However, the 
point to be noted immediately is that of 10 proprietors with 
experience in both areas, 6 accounted for most of the 
businesses in the lower volumes of business suggesting that 
business experience separately is a very powerful influence 
concerning higher volumes of business and with factors assoc­
iated with volume.
Tests revealed a number of interesting indicators. Test 8l
p
(x = 3 *5 2 ) must be considered in the context of location and 
training (3*3.7 Test 79) and with the possibility of immediate 
practical rather than considered business priorities. Test 
135 (x^ = 1 .9 9 ) suggests that proprietors with previous 
business experience might be found to be the more confident 
of past and future development. Test 123 (x^ = 1.99) likewise 
suggests that a high proportion of proprietors with business 
experience may become involved in exporting a significant 
element of their product although that could be due to a 
relationship with volume.
Further tests did not establish any clear association with any 
other factor.
n
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Previous Craft and Business Experience
There is some confirmatory evidence in Test 21 (x^ = 2.9l) to 
support the view expressed above (ref. Test 17) that the force 
of previous experience is marked - indeed, on this evidence it 
is extremely powerful attracting all the proprietors with 
experience in both to the sole proprietor form of organisation
There is some indication that the proprietors with previous 
experience in both areas may he jao^ inclined to sell a sub- 
L stantial proportion of their product outwith Scotland in the
J remainder of the United Kingdom and to locate their businesses
in terms of the property priority (Tests 82 and II8 ). These 
indicators are not wholly consistent with the findings for the 
( separate groups; for example, there was an indication of a
greater tendency to export in the proprietors with previous 
J business experience and no indication of a link with 20^ o +
1 sales in the remainder of the U.K. in proprietors with either
craft or business experience. The link with location by the 
1 availability of a suitable property or site has already been
explored and the only surprise is that the result is not sig-
J nificant in view of the individual experience results. These
j combine to suggest that the elements of experience may be like
metals used to form an alloy - the alloy characteristics do not 
1 necessarily relate directly to those of constituent metals - a
new metal is created with its own set of characteristics.
However, the numbers involved are small and there is risk in 
placing too much emphasis on possibilities. There is sufficient 
evidence to suggest that proprietors with previous craft and 
business experience are influenced by one element or the other,
n
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but overall the group reaction cannot be described as the 
'middle', 'average' or 'aggregate' of individual influences.
Proprietors without Previous Craft or Business Experience 
Initial consideration of Table E21, Appendix E13> suggested 
that the group of businesses where the proprietor had no 
previous experience at all differed vexy little from those 
where the proprietor had experience. Although not centred 
specifically on the group the negative tests under the previous 
heading support this view and as the group is small separate 
tests would serve little purpose.
Expanding on information contained in Table E21, it was found 
that the missing element of previous training, which could 
have been a critical factor in comparison of performance, was 
likewise virtually identical (38.5/^ Group without/3^ • Group 
with previous experience).
Conclusions
What then is the value, if any, of either craft or business 
experience of the proprietor prior to the establishment of the 
business? The answer, in terms of significant evidence, is 
that there is no difference in terms of shape or performance .., 
and therefore there is an immediate temptation to draw the 
conclusion that such experience is worthless. This would 
however be a rather narrow and short sighted view. As already 
noted, it is not possible to compare the groups in terms of 
survival; for example, the businesses where the proprietors 
have previous business or craft or combined experience might 
represent 75?^  of those with similar experience who started
lJ
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out in business whereas the group where the proprietors have 
no previous experience might represent only 10^ of similar 
businesses starting. Fictitious figures certainly, but under­
lining a serious gap in our knowledge ......  the rate of
failure and the causes of failure. Equally, the factor of 
duration is short. It is not possible to project the effect 
of previous experience on development in the future.
Therefore, the only conclusions which can be drawn from evidence 
provided by the survey on the factor of previous experience 
are;-
a) That previous craft experience tends to shape the 
p  business in the mould of the independence provided
by sole proprietor/partnership organisation, and of 
similarly independent sales channels.
n  b) That previous business experience likewise tends to
Lj shape the business towards a stage of development
capable of attaining the higher volumes of business.
J c) That previous craft and business experience has an
influence towards the more independent form of
p. business organisation but, thereafter, the proprietors
appear to be influenced to differing degrees by the 
two elements with the overall effect not necessarily 
being the sum of the two elements.
L d) That there is little difference in shape or per­
formance of the business where the proprietors have 
n no previous experience.J
e) That a major gap in information, rates of failure and
Pj reasons for failure, prevents a positive assessment
of the value of previous experience of the proprietor 
^ to the business.
D
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5.3*9 Age of Proprietor
Question 3: Present age of Proprietor?
n
n
L
D
Survey Results;
FIG. E3
liar Chart : Dirftii Imtion by age on date of survey
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The factor of age of the proprietor may be important in a 
number of different ways. For example, if the results 
revealed that a substantial majority of the proprietors lay 
in the 55+ years age group then considerable doubt would be 
cast on the long-term development of these craft businesses. 
Similarly, weighting towards the younger age groups would per­
haps suggest that the overall number of these businesses was
increasing.
n 119._ However the age factor may also be linked to other factors
PI such as performance in business or even more widely linked to
social trends with the establishment and ownership of a small 
Q  business providing a release from the pressures of employment
in large scale industry or acting as the vehicle for relief
n
J to the proprietor and his family from an unacceptable urban
p environment.
Therefore the simple expression of the results as contained in 
Figures E3 and E4 demands further consideration.
n
J
p  Findings
Figure E3 illustrates the distribution by age of the proprie- 
"j tors on the date of the survey. The chart shows a much wider
and more even distribution than expected. Visually, there 
[j appears to be two major groups; the younger broadly between
p the ages 30 to 40, the older between 43 and 53* A series of
[j tests based on these age groups was prepared.
D
Test 143 (x = 3 .5 0 ) provided a strong indication that in a
np  larger survey, a positive link might be found between the age
^  groups and business organisation with the younger age group
centred entirely on the sole proprietor and partnership 
^ structure and the older age group providing a minority of their
number {2y/o) towards the company structure.
D .
„ Thereafter, Tests l44 to l48 found that there was no signifi-
1^
 cant difference between the age groups in terms of performance
^ (volume) or the previous training and experience of the pro­
prietors.
D ■
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period of years and a greatly increased average duration in 
business the distribution would not appear to suggest any 
major problem; there are high and low points but with the 
given conditions there is some evidence to suggest that in 
10 - 15 years time and with new entrants a reasonably even 
distribution by age would continue.
The more important point is to examine the distribution by 
age at the date of establishment of the business as contained
J in Fig. E4, page 121. Again, the visual evidence appears to
" j  suggest two groups with a division in the mid-thirties.
n 2Test 152 (x = 2.88) confirmed the anticipated relationship
between the age of the proprietor on establishment of the 
business and previous craft experience. A very substantial 
P  majority of proprietors in the older age group when they
started the business had previous craft experience compared 
to a minority in the younger age group. This had been antici­
pated if only on the grounds that these proprietors would have
1
J had more opportunity to gain such experience. This result is
n possibly supported by a negative result, that pertaining to
previous business experience (Test 153 (x^ = 0.2l)). It is 
 ^ strange that there should be such a large difference between
the two results when it can be argued that the same opportunity 
C applied in both cases and by the combined results (Test 154).
n
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Distribution by age of proprietor on establishment of business
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Yet the proprietors in this age group contain a much smaller 
proportion with formal training suggesting a different entry 
route which in turn suggests further consideration.
L
In general terms, one would expect the 35 years and under age 
group at the time of establishment of the business to contain 
a good proportion of graduates or trade trained proprietors 
with less experience and who would not normally have achieved 
positions of notable authority or responsibility in organisa­
tions or employment.
In the 36 years and over age group however, one would reason­
ably expect to find proprietors who had attained positions of
122.
some authority or responsibility in other organisations or in 
previous employment, who would therefore have experience and 
J who would be on or about their maximum earning potential,
n Within the group one might well find proprietors who had
moved into the crafts as a release from the pressures of 
industry and commerce. In the older part of this age group 
it would be possible to find proprietors who had turned to the 
- J craft as an occupation, following early retirai, providing a
n source of activity and supplementary earning.
^ While the survey did not require detailed information about
previous career pattern informal conversation with subjects 
J supported all these possibilities without providing quanti-
n fiable results. For example, one subject had spent his career
lifetime in the colonial/foreign service in many different 
parts of the world; he also had a lifetime hobby of and 
fascination for woodturning. As a result, he invited me to 
J see his workshop which contained a bulky and magnificent
"I collection of unusual and exotic wood collected over the years
around the world. Indeed, he had such a good stock that all 
he needed was occasional replenishment from his contacts 
abroad. Having retired early (mid/late 50*s) he had realised 
J an ambition which had grown over a number of years to start
n his own business in woodturning - a business which appeared to
be successful not least for the material content of the 
products. Other examples included an engineer in charge of a 
large company's Scottish operation who moved to the Highlands 
J and started a jewellery business relying heavily on his
n engineering background; a husband and wife partnership
(encountered during the pilot survey) from London where the
un
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husband had achieved a fairly high and responsible position as 
a stockbroker and his wife a fashion photographer who created 
their own successful textile based business as a release from 
the pressures of business yet based on her photographic skills.
Wiile a positive statement cannot be made based on these 
unsolicited pieces of information they nevertheless provide a 
possible solution to the problem. In each case the business 
has a basic skill available as a base yet business experience 
could not be said to be so relevant or constant. Therefore 
in the survey results and tests there may be apparent but not 
real conflict between results showing a relationship between 
older age group of proprietors and a greater likelihood of 
previous craft experience and the negative result on business 
experience in that age group.
Conclusions
The survey results appear to indicate that at any point in 
time it is likely that the ages of the proprietors will be 
fairly evenly distributed between the ages of 23 to 6 0 with 
a small number of older proprietors. Given stable conditions, 
continued entry and improved duration then such a distribution 
could continue.
The survey results point to two main age groups at^time when 
the business is established. Ttie largest, between 21 and 35 
years of age, with less experience and a higher proportion 
with training. The other major group, between 30 and 46 years 
of age combining with a sub-group of older proprietors with an 
overall tendency to have more craft experience. Thereafter,
uD
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no significant difference was found between groups in terms 
of the shape or performance of their businesses.
It must therefore be concluded that age of the proprietor when 
he/she starts the business is of little importance; they 
bring with them a variety of different experiences which at 
worst can be said to have little effect on performance and at 
best to add to the overall richness and diversity of the 
Scottish craft businesses.
u
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5.3*10 Location of the Business 
Question 1 ;
Please state the reasons for choice of location of 
the business as from the following  .........
1. Home A r e a ......................................
2. Known Area ..................................... .
3* Market Influence ........ ......................
4. Availability of Material Resources  ..........
5. Availability of Human Resources    ....
6. Availability of Property or Site ...............
7• Environment ....... ........ ....................
8. Condition of Award of Grant  ........ .
9* Other ....................... ......... .........
Survey Results :
D
TABLE E22
1st W )
Priorities 
2nd 3rd
3
Total (90
Home area 22 53.66 2 1 25 6 0 . 9 8
Known'area 1 2.44 0 3 4 9 . 7 6
Market influence 3 7.32 4 0 7 1 7 . 0 7
Material Resources 1 2.44 1 2 4 9 . 7 6
Human Resources 2 4.88 1 0 3 7 . 3 2
Property or Site 9 21.95 5 0 14 3 4 . 1 5
Environment 3 7.32 4 2 9 2 1 . 9 5
Condition of grant 0 0.00 0 1 1 2.44
Other 6 14.03 1 0 7 1 7 . 0 7
Note; A number of subjects stated that the selected reasons 
were of equal weighting while others stated that there 
was one single reason. Therefore the totals are at 
variance with numbers interviewed.
Table/
n
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TABLE E22 (Cont)
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula ^  \ / ^  (Q
100-P)
n
% 95% C.1.
Home Area (a) 60.98 45.74 - 76.22
Known Area (b) 9.76 0.49 - 19.03
Market Influence (c) 17.07 5.32 - 28.82
Material Resources (d) 9.76 0.49 - 19.03
Human Resources (e) 7.32 0.00 - 15.46
Property or Site (f) 34.15 19.34 - 48.96
Environment (g) 21.95 9.02 - 34.88
Condition of Grant (b) 2.44 0.00 - 7.2b
Other (i) 17.07 5.32 - 28.82
Introduction
In any attempts to determine the factors influencing the per­
formance of a business in the manufacturing category or to 
assess the potential development of such a business, then the 
location of that business in relation to market forces and 
resources would normally be of considerable importance.
0
E. T. Nevin (1 9 6 7) points to the historically influential 
factors of power supply and raw materials in the choice of 
location of industry and further suggests the following 
factors amongst others;-
a) Proximity to transport.
b) Savings in transport charges if the industry is 
close to the major markets for the finished product
n
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c) Availability of skilled labour,
d) Local availability of capital; for example, under 
the various government sponsored schemes to encourage 
industrial development in high or potentially high 
unemployment areas.
Similarly, Aubrey Wilson (l97l) in the first phase of a 
1 qualitative screening process concerning the resources of a
business, cites the following;-
"Location. Situation of plant or other physical 
facilities related to markets, raw materials or 
utilities," (20)
Thus it would be reasonable to expect the businesses subject 
to this survey, as contained within the manufacturing industry 
category, collectively to demonstrate general conformity to 
the pattern of historical and current location influences.
Findings
Proprietors were asked to select priorities from the list or 
to give an alternative. In some cases the answer was a single 
and sole choice and in other cases the answer was given as a 
main choice with subsidiaries in order. In a few cases, 
priorities had equal value.
Therefore, the results can be considered in two ways. Firstly, 
taking the main or first priority reason. Secondly, taking 
the combined results for each choice as an overall indicator 
of the importance of that choice.
n On the basis of the main or first priority choice the results
showed a clear leader in the form of the home area priority.
ri
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The next priority considered to be important to the prop­
rietors as a whole was that of the availability of a suitable 
property or site.
Taking the combined effect of the first three priority indica­
tors the home area priority remained the clear leader 
marginally increasing its proportion with the property and site 
priority remaining in second position and with the environment 
priority in third position, both with increased proportions.
Therefore, in either terms, there are three elements which 
require further examination - home area, availability of a 
suitable property or site and the environment priorities.
Tests relating to these elements are contained in pages 356 - 
3 6 1, (Appendix E3) and Tables E23-E26 containing raw data in 
pages 394-396, (Appendices El4-El6).
Home Area Priority;
Test 67 (x^ = 5*8 0 ) provided evidence of a link between 
location by the home area and business organisation with /3 
sole proprietors and partners locating their business with 
this as a priority compared to ^/5 of the companies.
Thereafter, tests failed to establish any other links with a 
variety of factors.
Availability of a suitable Property or Site ;
P
Test 79 (x = 7 .0 3 ) with a highly significant difference 
between expected and observed frequencies provided evidence of 
a link between location by property and the previous training
LJ
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[J of proprietors. A clear majority of proprietors with training
p  stated that this element was a priority compared to a small
U minority of those without previous training.
Test 81 (x'^  = 3 .5 2 ) provided a strong indication of a possible
[J link between location by property and the previous business
2"j experience of the proprietor. Test 82 (x = 2 .3 1 ) supported
this indication through a combination of the previous craft 
'1 and business experience of the proprietor.
Further tests failed to establish any other relationships.
D
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Environment ;
Tests 83 (x^ = 1 .9 8 ) and 87 (x^ = 1.79) suggested the possibility 
of links between the environment as a priority and the previous 
training of the proprietor and the form of business organisa­
tion adopted.
Market Influence;
Test 94 (x^ = 1 .5 2 ) provided a slight indication of a relation­
ship between location in terms of the market influence and 
volume of business. Bu this is, as stated, a weak indication 
and not supported by any other test results.
Summary
As previously considered (Para 5.3«7) it is important to 
recognise that the actual responses to the question could be 
misleading - it is possible that the responses accurately 
reflect the priorities at the moment of decision making but do 
not reflect the likely 'build up' of thought on general 
matters prior to that point in time. Certainly, elements
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J relating to the previous training and/or experience of the
n proprietor feature strongly in terms of the property and
environment priorities and these are elements where one could 
reasonably expect that a 'build up' period of general con­
sideration would have taken place.
n However, even making such allowances, there can be little
doubt that the home area priority is dominant either as the 
sole or joint priority and closely linked to the probable 
tendency for independence shown by the sole proprietors andnLJ partners. Thereafter, there are some small groups where more
"I specific factors such as the availability of property have
priority and these appear to have some links with the 
proprietors' background in terms of training or experience.
D
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Conclusions
Examination appears to provide strong evidence to support the 
view that the craft businesses do not conform to the expected 
criteria for manufacturing businesses in terms of location of 
business. They are not located in the main by factors con­
cerning markets, raw materials, transport, the availability 
of skilled labour, proximity to the market or in terms related 
to the availability of capital be it from normal commercial 
sources or from government sources. They are primarily 
located in terms of the home area of the proprietor and the 
availability of a suitable property or site even though these 
elements may contain some of the more traditional elements 
for consideration.
These findings provide further evidence to support the earlier
u
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conclusions relating to the strongly independent nature of 
many of these small businesses and the equally strong tendency 
amongst proprietors to lay stress on the creative element of 
their work.
However, it is possible that there are some practical reasons 
why these craft businesses differ from their manufacturing 
counterparts. Volume of business is one example; from the 
volumes (&'s) produced it can be assumed in the majority of 
cases that the volumes (bulk) in terms of materials and the 
finished product are comparatively small and therefore the 
pressures on transport facilities and costs may well be 
reduced to a point where they become factors of lower priority. 
Similarly, in terms of markets, the volume of finished pro­
ducts is comparatively small, capable of delivery by car, small 
van or even post; it should also be noted that many businesses 
also have their own retail outlet either in the same premises 
or nearby thus further reducing costs. Finally, again based 
on volume and on evidence relating to employment, there is 
seldom a need to rate the availability of skilled resources 
in a particular location as a priority.
Therefore it can be stated that the craft businesses do not 
conform to the normal industrial requirements regarding 
location and indeed may not require to conform because their 
needs may be different. If this is the case then it would 
appear that they are relatively flexible units and as such 
warrant special encouragement.
u
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Question 1; Have any of your original objectives 
concerning the nature and location of 
the business been altered or modified 
by experience?
Introduc ti on;
Having established responses to the critical factors relating 
J to the structure, organisation and location of the businesses
in the preceding specific questions, proprietors were given 
this opportunity to comment on their original decisions from 
PI the light of experience.J
Findings
In the case of two subjects the question was not relevant.
Of the remaining subjects, 20 (51«3%) did not feel that their 
original objectives had been either altered or modified by 
experience. There were 19 (48.7%) subjects who felt that their 
n original objectives had been altered or modified by experience
and there appear to be two main themes of change ......  a
change of product and/or a change in business policy.
J Firstly, 11 (28.2^) of the subjects had significantly changed
the product and it is interesting to note that this group 
contains roughly equal numbers of proprietors who have felt 
compelled to move from a high quality product to a lower 
quality, mass production product and those who have started 
J with more modest objectives and products and have then been
j" able to move in the opposite direction.
D
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Secondly, a number of subjects, either separately or in com­
bination with a change of product, had changed the objectives 
of the business, for example, by switching the emphasis from 
production to a combination of products and sales of other 
craft products, changing the emphasis in sales channels, or by 
identifying a new market.
There are however a number of comments arising from both groups 
which suggest that financial considerations have been very 
influential in the decision to change the objectives even to 
the point where one subject declared that expansion of the 
business had taken over his life with the inference that wi th 
hindsight he would have settled for less money and a better 
life style.
It is interesting to note that only one subject specifically 
stated that the location of the business had been badly 
selected, although a number of comments were made in relation 
to the community suggesting that the whole community could do 
much more to encourage the local businesses.
A series of Tests was prepared in an attempt to identify any 
factors which would account for the differences between the 
two groups in terras of retained or altered objectives. Base 
information about the two groups is contained in Tables E27/
E28 (Appendices E17/E18).
The only result of significance or indication was provided by 
Test 99 (x^ = 2 .9 2 ). As already noted during consideration of
u
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business organisation, the greatest freedom of action and 
flexibility lies with the sole proprietor and partnership 
structure. It had therefore been anticipated that changes 
j within the range of the question were more likely to have been
implemented by the sole proprietors and partners. The survey 
J results provide significant evidence on that basis.
n
Thereafter, the test results do not point to any clear relation­
ship between changes in objectives and any other factor and 
with particular reference to the proprietors' previous training1
LJ or experience which must be considered to be the likely sources.
Q  The only other factor which could have been an influence is
duration on the grounds that changes might have been expected
n to occur after a period, perhaps three or four years, in
n
D
operation. However, as shown by Tables E27 and E28 with the 
exclusion of the one business with exceptional duration, the 
averages of J,2 years (no change) and 7 * 9  years (change) do 
not support that expectation.
Conclusions
It would therefore appear that changes in objectives are more 
likely to come from the proprietors who opt for the sole prop­
rietor and partnership form of business organisation. As the 
main elements in the background of the proprietor do not 
appear to have any significant influence on this factor then 
it must be assumed that these changes are primarily motivated 
by the working experiences of the proprietors and their ability, 
due to the organisational structure selected, to respond.
un
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5*3*12 Marketing 
Introduction;-
Froin fifteen years of practical experience as a craftsman in 
Scotland I can say with conviction that if there is one single 
subject liable to generate impassioned debate among craftsmen 
then it is that of the market - such debate might not always 
be recognised under the title of 'The Market' but would often 
develop from elements such as, the relationship between a 
craftsman and his customers, 'difficulties' with retailers or 
even criticism of a craftsman's work (my own included) which 
invariably prompted market orientated questions such as ...
n ' ifhy is he producing these kinds of pots when he is capable of much better?', ... 'How can he earn a living from that kind 
^ of work?' ... 'How on earth does he get away with these
ridiculous prices?' ... and many more besides. Because of the 
[ importance of the issues involved in 'the market' it is con-
sidered valid to give considerable thought to the issues 
before examining the survey findings.
D
Prior to the Industrial Revolution the vast majority of the 
J population in these islands gained employment either directly
or indirectly from the land and consequently were scattered 
-5 widely throughout the nation in rural communities. The crafts­
men of that time served the community in which they lived and 
perhaps neighbouring communities as well. This social pattern 
was important because the craftsman knew the customer and 
likewise the customer knew the craftsman. The craftsman knew 
the requirements of the customer and the customer knew the 
capability of the craftsman. Further, if there was a matter 
for complaint then it could be reasonably dealt with on a
u
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face-to-face basis. Similarly, if a change of product vas
1 required then the specifications could be agreed and the
J ' .
product made accordingly. In many ways, this was an ideal 
0  producer/consumer relationship.
However, the Industrial Revolution completely changed that 
relationship with the capability of mass production, with the 
location of industry according to the new priorities such as 
transport, power sources and proximity to material sources, and 
with the growing realisation that enormous wealth could be 
generated through production distributed to a world market by 
means of naval supremacy and overseas possessions. Thus, 
producer and consumer were no longer in close contact, the 
producer became less conscious of consumer requirements, 
products were designed with production more in mind than con­
sumer requirements, and with industry placing increasing 
priority on production and technical development.
Industry was firmly 'production orientated' and remained 
production orientated until the second half of this century - 
and some would argue that there are many firms which have still 
not moved beyond this phase of development. However, with the 
rapid development of technology throughout the world, the 
inevitable change of balance between the forces of supply and 
demand meant that the producers could no longer rely on 
'selling' what they had made thereby initiating a period of 
'sales orientation' where a substantial part of the firm's 
resources were allocated to selling .... to applying pressure 
on the consumer to convince them that they really required 
the product 'x ' whether they did or no t, or to purchase
D
D
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product *x’ rather than product 'y'. Considerable emphasis 
vas still placed on production and little attempt vas made to 
determine consumer requirements.
Within the last decade the modern marketing approach has become 
one of the key factors for management in the setting of objec­
tives and the establishment of priorities. The modern 
marketing approach is concerned with the development of closer 
links between producer and consumer with the aim of identifying 
the requirements of the consumer and then of the product being 
designed and made to these requirements and thereafter of the 
product being passed through the appropriate channels for 
distribution.
A fascinating aspect of this pattern of industrial development 
is that the relationship between producer and consumer has, 
at least in theory, moved full circle from a close relation­
ship, through a period of complete indifference, and back to 
a close relationship. In practice of course it is still 
impossible for a large manufacturing business to deal with all 
its customers on a face-to-face basis and much of that relation- 
Pj ship depends on market surveys and the employment of skilled
intermediaries between the business and the customer. In 
J addition, the growth of the consumer movement and legal
requirements to acknowledge and act on consumer complaints is 
[j assisting the development of producer/consumer relationships.
[]
[]
An important element is missing from this relationship
the 'middle men * ...... the 'wholesalers and the r e tai1ers *.
Middle men are often thought of as a modern phenomenon by
n
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young craftsmen and students, yet in the late iBth Century the 
n  'father' of economics, Adam Smith wrote
LJ
To found a great empire for the sole purpose of 
raising up a people of customers, may at first 
sight appear a project fit only for a nation of 
shopkeepers. It is, however, a project altogether 
unfit for a nation of shopkeepers; but extremely 
fit for a nation that is governed by shopkeepers. (21)
This quotation which was the origin of Napoleon Bonaparte’s
much more famous derisory comment .....  "England is a nation
of shopkeepers." ..... is significant to this study if only
for the historical reference to the power of commercial 
interests at that time.
In recent years, government has made frequent reference to the 
importance of the increase of production mainly in terms of 
improvements per man/unit compared to overseas production and 
of earnings both direct as wages and indirect as social and 
other services as being generated by that production of goods. 
Yet there does not appear to have been much attention paid to 
relative roles of industry and commerce in practical terms; 
given the colonial implications of Smith’s observation, there 
is nonetheless an implication of trading relationships within 
the country which appear to have changed little since the 
iBth Century. Many craftsmen would argue that the shopkeeper 
or retailer is dominant today as yesterday.
The role of commerce in our economy is two-fold: first, as a
service in the form of banking, insurance and even of invest­
ment; and secondly, as a service in the form of the purchase, 
distribution and sale of goods. It is clear that industry and 
commerce are inter-dependent - without industry and the
uL J
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production of goods large areas of commerce would bave no 
purpose and without commerce much of industry would not be 
able to function.
These and other views related to the market were expressed by 
craftsmen and retailers in Scotland through the pages of the 
'Craftwork’ quarterly publication produced and supported by 
the Joint Crafts Committee, the Scottish Craft Centre, the 
Scottish Development Agency and the Highlands and Islands 
Development Board. In particular, reference is made to a 
series entitled ’Mark-up’ published in 197^ and 1973. (Future 
references marked for simplicity as ’Craftwork 74/75*•)
On one hand and in summary of the views expressed by the crafts­
men the published debate showed that there is much resentment 
of the fact that many craft goods are sold by retailers at 
more than twice the price which the producer receives and of 
the powerful position of the retailers who are in a position 
to dictate critical elements of the transaction such as the 
payment period.
On the other hand, the representatives of the retail trade 
variously claim that the retailers have created the demand for 
craft goods in opposition to mass produced goods, that quality 
craft goods are in short supply, that retailers have to invest 
capital in the purchase of goods for long periods prior to 
sale, that the attempts by producers to sell their own items 
direct to the public or to general retailers is taking the 
exclusiveness out of the product and finally that the costs 
of sale are much greater than that appreciated by the crafts­
men .
n
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At this stage, and in assessing the arguments presented by 
both parties, it must be declared that personal experiencenJ and judgement will be used
Assessment
1. The basic arguments presented by both parties are not 
new .... on the contrary they are typical of a debate that 
has been going on for at least the last ten years (and 
probably much longer) and therefore it is reasonable to assess 
their merits and weaknesses as being widely representative.
2. Ethel Stewart M.B.E. in her letter to the editor states 
(Craftwork 197^/73)
.... Those retailers interested in the crafts and the 
craftsmen are wholly responsible for the present 
demand for craft products, having fostered 
production and induced sales over a period when 
nobody wanted to "know" the craftsmen. (22)
This statement by the Managing Director of Highland Home
Industries must be the starting point for an examination of
the relationship concerning producer, retailer and consumer .
because she makes certain direct and indirect claims for the
role of the retailer in the development of crafts in Scotland.
J a) That retailers are wholly responsible for public
demand for craft goods.
^ ' b ) That the retailers have "fostered" the craftsmen.
DU  These claims may have some substance in that there was a
^ period in the middle and late oO's when it was difficult as
craftsman to find retail outlets which would give a craft 
[J  product a fair and equal chance of sale with mass produced
products. From experience, the traditional retail jeweller
J
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would take craft products on 'sale or return', at least double 
the invoice price and display the goods alongside mass produced 
articles which enjoyed economies of scale and were therefore 
displayed at an equal or lower price without informing the 
public that the product was hand made, of limited production, 
and therefore that the public were being offered a relatively 
rare product for the same or marginally greater cost.
It is true that there were a few retailers in this period who 
saw the potential of craft products, who changed the strategy 
of their business to accommodate the selling requirements of 
the craft product and who, by their actions, did much to assist 
the development of public interest in the crafts in Scotland. 
However, Ethel Stewart's claim for the role of the retailers 
is that they were wholly responsible for the present demand 
for craft products, and this must imply that in her view there 
was absolutely no interest in craft products on the part of 
the public and equally that there was no meaningful exposure 
of craft products except by these retailers.
The craft retailers of that period were not the only means of 
communication between the craftsman and the buying public. The 
four Scottish Art Colleges annually displayed the work of their 
graduating students including the design and craft graduates 
and consistently attracted large numbers of the general public 
and possibly of particular significance, large numbers of 
school parties which has positively had a long term effect on 
interest. But interest is one thing and demand another ......
here too, the colleges can supply evidence because I can recall 
that in my graduate and post-graduate years (19^3 and 19 ' ) the
college authorities issued a stern warning to students to stop
n
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selling their work to the public for fear of Customs and 
Excise intervention concerning Purchase Tax, a warning issued 
J after many student exhibitions were left with bare tables and
Q  empty showcases.
1 In addition, television programmes such as 'Scope* produced by
BBC Scotland have likewise done much to inform the public that
I ■■
J^ craftsmen exist who are capable of making products to a high
n standard, at a reasonable cost and different in concept to
mass produced products from the traditional trade sources. 
Again, my own experience is that exposure on television
„ attracted much interest and business direct from the public
1 '
'J after two such appearances. And continuing on the theme of
n mass communications, the daily press and magazines have all
made very substantial contributions to the development of
^ awareness among the public of the craftsmen and their products.
n ■tJ Similarly, on a local level, many craftsmen even at that
period were acting as their own retail outlet, displaying their 
oroducts to the public and attracting considerable attention.
D
Therefore, the implications contained in Ethel Stewart's 
3 statement that only the craft retailers presented craft goods
^ to the public and that there was no interest on the part of
the public for craft goods are at best a gross exaggeration of
nJ the facts,
D ... ...... .. ... ........... ....... ... ........
Q  and consumer is that of demand. Ethel Stewart states cate­
gorically that the retailers created the demand for craft
n
D0
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goods. If this view is assessed alongside the historical 
development of marketing then it will be seen that her conten­
tion is clearly 'sales orientated' based on the outdated
P assumption that the public can always be relied upon to pur­
chase whatever the producer or his agent (in this case the
—
retailer) wishes to sell. It is true that skilled promotion 
of a product can induce sales and some retailers legitimately 
employ their skills to good effect. Yet it is impossible to 
accept the basic contention that demand can be created in 
total by simply exposing goods to the public view and employing 
^ skilled persuasion to convince the public to make the purchase.
there is something much more fundamental to demand than that.[]
1 An example of a member of public becoming belatedly aware of
.J
these fundamentals is contained in an article by Alison Lambie
nII (1 9 7 5) where in common with many others she identified some of
^ the causes of a movement from the mass produced to the pur-
I
chasing and commissioning of craft products as a reaction 
 ^ against the impersonal product and impersonal service so often
J
associated with modern large scale industry. In commenting
n
J that this article was somewhat belated, it can be said from
 ^ personal experience that one of the most encouraging aspects
of the late '6 0s and early '7 0 s was a swing from the 'comfort­
ably off, professional and upper class' clientele to a much 
wider cross-section of the public. Indeed on a very personal 
note, the jobs which gave then and still give the greatest 
satisfaction to me are those where young people looking for 
some product with a deep personal attachment such as wedding 
and engagement rings, and from modest social and educational 
backgrounds, have sufficient trust to place commissions which
nLJ
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must be substantial in their terms and almost without exception 
show their appreciation of the product and perhaps more signifi­
cantly of the service as opposed to the service offered by 
traditional sources,
1 ’ ' , ' ■ ■
J Nevertheless, it would be wrong to suggest that the craftsman
"j is always in competition with the major manufacturers, a
common error made by retailers, journalists and craftsmen
r alike. Without entering into an area which would be the sub­
ject of a major study it could reasonably be argued that in1 ■
j many cases the craftsman offers an alternative in the form of
n  a product and service which has an appeal to that section ofu
the public which is the more adventurous, knows what it wants,
J has an appreciation of craft skills and finds the product to
be more than an impersonal article.
D
n In marketing terms, the demand for craft goods is often in
J '
reality a desire on the part of a section of the public to
]
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n
have
nJ ... a wider choice of product than that offered
n by the major manufacturing industries .....
or
... a desire to have a different service where 
they can influence by discussion with the 
J craftsman the design of the product to their
n personal requirements as opposed to the less
flexible service of the traditional retailers
and the anonymous, impersonal product ......
or
[]
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... a desire to obtain a product or products which 
are either unique or rare as opposed to a mass
produced product .............................
o I'
... a genuine and well intentioned desire on the 
part of a small section of the public to 
encourage 'artists' to 'lead' by their creat­
ivity ... in effect, the patrons of the arts.
At best, the retailers can display craft goods and use their 
skills to promote sales but they do not create the wider range 
of goods, they do not directly offer the public the opportunity 
to have goods made to different specifications, they do not 
create unique or rare products and they certainly do not act 
as patrons of the crafts unless it is in their long-term 
financial interests to do so.
Therefore, to state that retailers are wholly responsible for
nJ the present demand, no matter how it was originally created,
is not supported by the facts either as a statement of belief 
or even of exaggeration.
Ethel Stewart also suggests that demand was created by the 
retailers .... having fostered production and induced sales 
over a period when nobody "wanted to know" the craftsmen. (2 3 ) 
□  ■
"I While it would be easy to demonstrate on a word by word
examination basis that the above claim is false, it may never- 
J theless be indicative of a change in demand over recent years.
Unfortunately, the period relating to this claim is not
n
n
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identified. The claim may indeed refer to the early 19^0s and 
before and may appear realistic to a retailer although inac­
curate in fact. In the early '60s I was privileged to know 
many craftsmen who had been practising their craft for many 
years ... such as Miss Agnes Kindberg (Edinburgh - Fashion and 
Embroidery), Nora and Charles Creswick (Edinburgh - Silver and 
Jewellery), Bernard Harrington (Dundee - Silver and Jewellery), 
Mrs Helen Munro-Turner (Edinburgh - Glass) and Miss Katie 
Horsman (Edinburgh - Ceramics). Some of these craftsmen had 
built a national and even international reputation. So far as 
I know their work was not normally sold through retail outlets 
and mostly came by way of exhibition, commission and public 
recognition. Nevertheless, they were prolific craft producers 
and thereby provide further evidence of a demand for the pro­
duct even if that demand was not channelled through retail 
outlets.
There is also the claim that the retailers ...... "fostered
production"  ....  but this claim is not amplified or supported
by evidence. Whether the word fostered is taken in either of 
the mainstreams of usage as encouraging, cultivating or caring 
makes little difference in practical terms which from the point 
of view of the craftsmen could be ....
a) By granting cash aid to the craftsman.
b) By providing working facilities.
c) By entering into an arrangement with craftsmen to 
supply materials free of charge, such as wool to 
knitters, and then recouping the material cost in 
the sale.
By sponsoring competitions.
By immediate outright purchase.
1
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u  While it may be possible to find examples of all these means
~1 of encouragement and promotion they are but isolated examples
and cannot be taken to be the norm. On the contrary, there is 
Q  a clear suggestion in the letters of Ethel Stewart and Derek
Riley that they consider the purchase of craft goods to be the 
J main form of fosterage - an argument also related to the 'mark-
n up', and certainly this is ray own experience of the attitude
of retailers to this subject. For many years retailers in the 
Edinburgh area attempted to pressure craftsmen into a 'sale or 
return' arrangement which held the obvious advantages to them 
J of a saving in capital and no risk. And it is this 'risk
n element* which is the root of the problem: the retailers
naturally wish to minimise the risk element of making a pur­
chase and being left with unsold goods and thereby see any 
purchase as an act of fosterage. Yet the purchase and resale 
J of goods with all the inherent risk is the nature and purpose
of commerce and their claims to foster production by this 
means could be echoed by every wholesaler and retailer in the 
J country. In addition, it must be recorded that through the
retail 'mark-up' the retailer should be accounting for the 
] risk element, that the craftsman has just as great or greater
"I a risk element and that there is no good reason why craft
retailers should be exempt from that risk element or to claim 
that their relationship with the producer is in any way dif­
ferent from,the normal producer/retailer relationship.
0
u
Therefore the statement by Ethel Stewart even when it is taken 
only on the level of an indicator still suggests that the 
retailers in their commercial role consider that role as 
dominant.
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D Having identified the core of the problem, the risk element,
it is necessary to look at some of the most likely effects of
J '
that element. Rosemary Pettit (l977) cites seven examples of 
n costs related to craft businesses and ten examples of costs
related to shops and selling. Unfortunately, the information 
n  she provides is not consistent in terms of the elements in
ri each example and therefore it is not possible to extract sup-Lj - ' :portable evidence. Nevertheless, it may be of value to look 
I at some of these elements in broad general terms.
n
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Premises must be a widely variable element of cost for the 
simple reason of supply and demand related to location. For 
example, to obtain either workshop or retail premises in a 
centre such as Edinburgh will almost certainly be more expensive 
than equivalent premises in a smaller centre or in a rural area
It would be reasonable to suggest that in many cases the 
retailer is likely to bear the heavier element of cost on 
premises because the shop would normally be situated where 
there was a proven flow of potential customers, such as a 
recognised shopping centre, a tourist attraction, a service 
such as hotels and restaurants, or in conjunction with a 
comparable establishment such as a gallery, and these sites 
are usually in demand for a variety of commercial purposes.
Unless a craftsman is selling direct to the public his working 
premises do not normally have to be situated in a high demand 
area and in addition many craftsmen can operate effectively 
n from parts of domestic premises, from relatively small premises
or from a variety of premises which can be adapted for use at 
a reasonable cost.
U
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D Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that on average, retailers are likely to bear a heavier cost element for 
premises than craftsmen.
The normal services of gas, electricity and telephone would 
not usually account for a major difference in costs between a 
workshop and a retail outlet except where gas and electricity 
are fuels for furnaces and kilns when costs would more 
accurately be attributed to production.
A frequent claim made by retailers concerns the costs of 
insurance and the incidence of shop-lifting and damage. It 
is pointed out that the cost of insurance premiums is high in
some cases making it impossible to insure against all risks,
and in addition that insurance companies often demand the 
installation of expensive security systems prior to cover.
Once again this must be a variable item: craft shops
specialising in small scale high cost items such as jewellery 
must be more vulnerable to loss than shops specialising in 
^ crafts such as weaving, ceramics or wood. However, the
retailers frequently forget that craftsmen have a similar 
—' problem. From my experience it can be stated that most
^ insurance companies will insist that workshops are protected
by security equipment, that valuables are kept in a safe, and 
U  further, as in jewellery, that cover will not be available for
raw materials where ownership is difficult to prove and only 
-J readily available on finished goods carrying a hallmark which
n  can be traced.
U
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Therefore, it is probable that there is little difference on 
average between the cost of services to a workshop or retail 
outlet.
From the debate published in 'Craftwork* and from my own 
experience stock is a highly contentious element. Ignoring 
the issue of 'sale or return' and concentrating on the purchase 
of goods by the retailer, there is considerable evidence con­
tained within the letters from craftsmen and retailers to sug­
gest that the period between supply of goods and payment is 
extremely variable and this element is essential to analysis 
of cost and cash flow. Ruairidh MacLeod (Craftwork 1974/75) 
infers that the craftsman is subsidising the retailers and 
cites examples from the records of the Harris Craft Guild where 
a breakdown of 151 orders worth £11,000 were found to be paid 
as follows:-
33/^  of the value paid within 1 month 
Pj 3 0 /^ of the value paid within 2 months
9^ 0 of the value paid within 3 months 
, j 8^ of the value paid within 4 months
hio of the value paid within 5 months 
1 5 .5^ of the value paid within 6 months
n
D
Derek Riley (Craftwork 1974/75) points out that the normal 
department store will "require maximum credit as a matter of 
policy, and usually on a three month basis.". (24) He then 
refers to his own business stating that he has purchased 
£3,000 of craft goods which will not be sold for some two to 
three months and concludes that he is therefore subsidising 
the craftsman.
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3 On the surface these two apparently opposing views centre on a
common pattern.....  the traditional assumption that if every-D body in business can obtain maximum credit on purchases then 
n everything will be even in the long-term.
[1 But there are two major discrepancies in this assumption.
First, the craft retailers appear to be stressing the require­
ment of credit on purchases yet they do not usually offer any 
credit to their customer, the purchaser. Secondly, and again 
from ray own experience, there has been a major change in the
n ■[j craftsman's position concerning stocks of raw materials. Some
O five or six years ago it was possible as a jeweller/silversmith to place an order with suppliers of metal or precious stones 
n  by telephone and to receive the goods by post within four or
five days. Since that time, suppliers have had problems in 
Q  obtaining labour and the waiting time has extended to some
three to six weeks. This means that the craftsman has to 
carry a higher stock level to be sure of meeting orders.
Q  Perhaps most critical of all, suppliers of raw materials will
not usually allow credit in excess of one month and in the 
Q  case of precious stones the credit period can be as short as
seven days.
J
While the delivery time on raw materials makes little dif­
ference to the location of a business, the financial implica-
n tions are serious and a small craft business is unlikely to be 
in a position to force the large suppliers to extend credit
I ■ ' ' ' .
U  . , terms. Thus with the requirement to carry larger stocks of
Q  raw materials on extremely short-term credit and with the
retailers demanding considerably longer-term credit facilities
u
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then it is clear that the craftsman is being 'squeezed' into 
a cash flow problem. To illustrate the problem, a model was 
constructed (Table E29, Appendix E19) and the following graph 
clearly shows the result. The model assumes steady production 
and sales to retailers over a 24 month period; in each month 
the craftsman receives £100 of materials, incurs £200 of 
expenses and has to pay for materials and expenses within that 
month; at the end of each month £ 50 0 of goods have been 
produced and sold to a retailer on four varying credit terras... 
ie 6 months, 4 months, 3 months and 1 month.
The effect on the craftsman's cash flow can be summarised as 
follows:-
Craftsman to retailer 
Credit terras
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
1 month
3 months
4 months 
6 months
Maximum deficit
(m b )
£ Months
300 1 month
900 3 months
1200 4 months
1800 6 months
Break-even point
(b-e )
Months
2 . 5  months
7 . 5  months
10.0 months
1 5 . 0  months
D
0
FIG. E5/
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FIG E5
Cash Flow Model extracted from Table £29 Appendix £19Graph
Months 10
200
400
600
800-
B(MD)
1400
16(X)
1 month creili t B = 3 month:) credit 
D = 6 months credit
C a 4 months credit
The above graph demonstrates the obvious and accepted factor 
that terms of credit can be critical to the Liquidity of a 
business. But the graph also illustrates the effect of the 
'squeeze* imposed on craftsmen by suppliers through restricted 
credit at one end and by the retailers' delaying tactics at 
the other end.
The craftsman who can find retailers willing to trade on a 
monthly credit basis will quickly achieve a positive balance, 
will not be heavily overdrawn or require increased capital 
investment, and will comparatively quickly generate surplus
n
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for re-investment and development. At the other extreme, a 
craftsman who can only find retailers demanding extended 
credit will take a substantially longer period to reach a 
positive balance, will be heavily overdrawn for long periods 
or require undue capital resources, and will not be able to 
re-invest or develop for a considerably longer period.
Further, if the model were to be developed taking account of 
interest charges, the requirement to meet VAT payments based 
on dated invoices and seasonal fluctuations then it is 
inevitable that the effect of extended credit to retailers 
would be greatly magnified.
Returning to the statistical example provided by Ruairidh 
MacLeod it could be said that there is evidence to suggest 
that approximately one third of the value of production is 
paid by retailers within 1 month, that approximately one third 
of production is paid by retailers within 2 months and that the 
remaining one third approximately of production is paid by 
retailers within some 3 to 6 months. Relating these facts to 
the model it is clear that the retailers paying for their goods 
on a monthly basis are indeed acting responsibly and in the 
long-term interests of the craftsmen and themselves; that the 
retailers paying for their goods within 2 months are making 
modest demands of the craftsman which may not be crippling but 
which do nothing to assist the long-term development of the 
crafts in Scotland or to improve the regularity and consistency 
of their supplies; that the retailers deliberately extending 
payment beyond the 2 month period are extremely vulnerable to 
the charge that they are exploiting the craftsmen and to the
0155.
suggestion that they are the 'money-makers', 'the hard-headed 
business men out to make a killing in the crafts and tourist 
boom', charges which may be further supported by Ruairidh
MacLeod's observation that ......  "two out of three large
shops delayed paying for two months, while two out of three 
small shops paid up within a month.". (2 5 )
Therefore, in summary, it would appear that there is evidence 
to suggest that the craftsmen have a legitimate point when they 
variously claim that they are subsidising the retailers or that 
they are being exploited by the retailers. However, the claim 
would also appear to be rather too sweeping and somewhat over­
stated. There are many retailers, albeit a minority who are 
behaving responsibly and in the long-term interests of the 
craftsmen and the crafts in Scotland, and who may indeed be 
reversing the direction of 'subsidy' even if that 'subsidy' 
is little more than a component of a commercial enterprise and 
in effect a longer-term investment.
Equipment is also an extremely variable element particularly 
where the craftsmen are concerned as much depends on the craft 
and the scope of work undertaken by the craftsman. In my own 
case there is approximately £2,200 of capital invested in 
equipment for a one-man, part-time craft business in silver- 
smithing and jewellery and a full-time business for one man 
could easily require a further £1000. On a higher level 
crafts such as glass, ceramics and elements of printing could 
require some £5*000 + investment in equipment while on a lower 
level crafts such as tapestry, weaving and knitting might 
require as little as £1,000.
uD
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It is interesting to note that Derek Riley (Craftwork 197^/75) 
lists retail expenses and the only item of equipment included 
in that list is a cash register quoted at £ 3 0 0 with the 
implication that this is a major item of expenditure. However, 
I doubt whether other retailers would agree with his list; 
from experience of a number of retail outlets it would be 
reasonable to assume that substantial sums are required to 
provide appropriate decor, lighting and display facilities. 
Equally, from experience visiting craft shops during vacations, 
the pilot survey and the full survey, many retailers can 
provide a pleasant environment with relatively inexpensive 
decor and lighting and with simple shelving.
Therefore, on balance, it is probable that in the majority of 
cases the craftsman has to bear the burden of higher equipment 
costs.
As the element of cost relating to premises, equipment, ser­
vices and stock have already been considered, the costs centred 
on manufacturing and selling are really reduced to these 
activities in isolation. Therefore, the factors of efficiency 
and scale come into effect and these cannot easily be assessed 
on an abstract basis. However, it would be reasonable to point 
to economies of scale as being at least important; the 
retailers would appear to have an advantage over the majority 
of craftsmen in that the survey produced clear results con­
cerning volume of business which show approximately 5 0% of the 
craft producing businesses have an annual turnover of under 
£6,000, which in many cases must barely cover costs. Retailers, 
on the other hand, usually deal with the products of many 
craftsmen and from simple observation it would be extremely
157.
"J surprising to learn that approximately 50/^  of retailers had an
annual turnover of under £6,000 ...... indeed personal experi-
J ence would suggest that in Edinburgh a retail outlet run by
n the proprietor with only part-time assistance at peak periods 
could be expected to turnover £20,000 to £40,000 per year.
Q  Therefore, even if the craftsman's isolated costs of production
„ for a particular product equated exactly with the retailer's
LJ isolated costs of selling then the retailer would be likely to
U  be better-off by virtue of the fact that he can turn over a
much higher volume per year.
n
Thus, it is likely that the isolated costs of 'manufacturing'
U  the craft product will account for a substantially higher
p  proportion of the turnover than that relating to the 'selling'
function,
D
One of the curious revelations emerging from the development 
L of business studies with design and craft students is that
P when the students are asked to suggest how they would evaluate
their skills in relation to a price per hour for production
n
they frequently start with a series of wild guesses which
' J
 ^ range from £1.00 to £3.00 per hour. Seldom do they consider
IJ  comparable skills or the ratio of productive to non-productive
p time in a craft business; far less do they attempt to evaluate
requirements over a period of a year or the effects of holidays, 
^ illness or taxation. Yet these same students must be acquainted
with the current problems of inflation and with the seemingly 
J endless stream of figures arising from wage demands and settle-
n ments as widely quoted in the press and by television and radio.
Ü
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n
J When lit is demonstrated that currently a charge of approxi-
n
J
D
inately £%. 00 per hour is a necessity for survival then the 
response is one of amazement, of dismay at the realisation of 
the levels of speed and efficiency required to attain that 
target while keeping the product at a realistic price, and of 
disbelief that equivalent wages in real terms over a year are 
frequently earned by semi-skilled and unskilled labour.
Tills problem of recognition and understanding on the part of 
students may well be a real practical problem for many crafts­
men. The views of G.M. and R. Salt and of William Blair 
(Craftwork 1974/73) perhaps indicate that the craftsmen them­
selves are in a dilemma over appropriate remuneration for 
their skills. This dilemma is certainly evident in the fol­
lowing extracts from their letters
"The cash he may receive eventually for his labours is 
not the prime consideration in his creativity. It may 
not be a consideration at all."
"From remote glens in the Highlands and in the more 
populous plains there are murmurs of revolution 
from crafts people who need not only to survive, 
but to do so with dignity and for just rewards."
"If the true craftsman is to receive adequate pay for 
the use of his or her talents, and hours of work, 
he must be clearly distinguished from the tooled-up, 
employee-assisted maker of knick-knacks." (28)
In simple terms, many craftsmen are prepared to accept border­
line survival levels in return for the freedom to do the work 
they enjoy doing most of all. However, there are some who 
clearly feel that the price of this freedom is too high, that 
their work demands more return than simple survival and that 
their efforts appear to generate greater rewards for retailers
Li
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nJ than for themselves. And finally, there are those who directly
equate their skills and remuneration to those of others con-
! ,
—' sidered to be comparable and who are clearly dissatisfied with
"1 the results of that comparison.
However, it has to be pointed out that some craftsmen while 
complaining about their rate of return on skill and frequently 
blaming retailers for this devaluation are nevertheless quite 
prepared to inflict punitive conditions on fellow craftsmen. 
From experience, this situation most frequently occurs in 
Scotland in connection with knitting and the payment of out­
workers. Although it is not possible to present evidence as a 
result of this survey or the pilot survey, wages paid to these 
outworkers was discussed informally during the survey and the 
figures quoted closely relate to the figures produced in the 
report entitled 'Sweated Labour' by Marie Brown (l9?4).
D
n'-J Although the subjects of the report are not directly com-
Q  parable to the subjects of this present study, Marie Brown
has included home knitters in her subjects and her findings 
are summarised in the following quotations:-
n
"Hourly rates of pay - some examples.
0 ..........  Mrs Harrison earned 2Op for hand knittingArran sweaters, while Mrs Davis earned 4.4p an hour for doing exactly the same work. Machine knitting 
 ^ paid 4p and 5p an hour respectively for two ladies
in the sample."
"Weekly Earnings.
J   Mrs Dean machine knitted, hand sewed and
pressed garments, earning £2.40 a week after 60 hours 
of work. Mrs McFarlane, hand sewing hooks, eyes and 
J press studs on garments, earned between £10 and £11.?0
for her work of between 60 - yo hours a week."
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"Retail prices of the homeworkers goods
..........  Arran sweaters, hand knitted, labelled,
pressed and packed for £2 retail for £l6.95*
It would appear that there is no direct relationship between 
skill in the craft and hourly rates and it is even possible 
that some craftsmen may not even bother to calculate hourly 
rates. Under such circumstances it is impossible to make an 
abstract comparison of costs to the craftsman and the retailer.
Conclusions
Marketing is certainly one of the most critical elements in the 
success or failure, development or stagnation of craft pro­
ducing businesses in Scotland. That is, marketing in its full 
meaning covering all aspects from the establishment of customer 
requirements through to the customers use of the product and 
not just the selling aspect.
There is no doubt that the pattern of demand for goods and ser­
vices within a large part of the range included in the survey 
is changing, and that change is manifest in a swing from the 
impersonal mass-produced item to the craft made, individually 
designed item. It is clear, however, that all craft products 
cannot be the result of commissions directly between producer 
and consumer and that the craftsman either has to establish 
his own retail outlet or channel his product through traditional 
commercial routes. While there are some craftsmen for whom 
direct contact with the consumer is neither desired nor essen­
tial there are many for whom it is both desired and essential 
as a source of inspiration and satisfaction. Thus one would 
expect to find substantial numbers of craftsmen in each cate­
gory.
u
n 161.It is equally clear that the relationship between the crafts- 
^ men and the craft retailers in Scotland is at best uneasy.n^ There is evidence to sug&ast that many retailers are either
^ exploiting the craftsmen or using their intermediate position
to their own advantage. There is also evidence to suggest
nJ that a substantial minority of retailers is making a major
G contribution to the development of the crafts in Scotland bytaking a responsible attitude to the problems of the craftsmen 
n and acting accordingly. Perhaps the most distressing feature
of the relationship between craftsman and retailer is that
n ^
Ij some retailers appear to be of the opinion that they are the
raison d'etre of the crafts in Scotland and as such that they
[j
are free to dictate policy to producer and consumer alike and 
to dictate the rewards at all levels.
Q Therefore, the conclusion of this part of the study must centre
on the respective roles of industry and commerce. Until such 
time as our society decides to grant a greater reward to the 
creative, the skilled, the producers of products in demand, and 
in contrast to the greater rewards currently granted to com- 
merce then there would appear to be only limited potential for 
development of production capacity, for increased employment 
-J and for the retention and development of skills.
0 ■ _
To equate craftsmen with the proletariat and retailers with
Q the capitalists in the Marxist model might suggest an impending
revolution. Yet the strongly individual and independent
J characteristics exhibited by the craftsmen would not appear
Q to represent fertile ground. However, an aspect of the current
practical interpretation of that model, a strongly centralised
and controlled economy, might more competently deal with the 
problem.
n
u
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5.3*13 Marketing
Question 1; Is the craft product distributed
a) through wholesalers? ......
b) directly to retailers? ......
c) by own retail outlet? .......
Survey Resul ts :
L
[
Use of 
number
Channel
%
Volume
total
use of Channel 
(Product)
Wholesalers 6 1 4 . 6 3 180 4 . 3 9
P
-J Retailers 3 0 7 3 . 1 7 2 3 ^ 7 57-24
Own Retail Outlet 2 7 6 5 . 8 5 1 5 7 3 38.37
O' =Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula p 
100-P)
7 f  <«■
n
Use of Channel
io 959  ^confidence 
interval
Product 
Volume use of Channel
io 95% confidence 
interval
Wholesalers 1 4 . 6 3 3 . 6 0  - 2 5 . 6 7 (a) 4 . 3 9 -2 . 0 1  - 1 0 . 7 9  (d)
Retailers 1 7 . 1 7 5 9 . 3 3  - 8 7 . 0 1  (b) 57.24 41.79 - 72.48 (e)
Own Retial 
Outlet 6 5 . 8 5 51.04 - 80.66 (c) 3 8 . 3 7 2 3 . 1 8 - 5 3 . 5 6  (f)
D
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Findings
In view of the previous consideration of the relationship 
between the producers and the retailers it is important to
attempt to assess the use made of the major options open to
craftsmen in moving the product to the consumer. The question­
naire simplified these options to ....
(i) sales via wholesalers and retailers by and,
(ii) sales through the craftsman's own retail outlet
by io but including direct commission work.
The survey findings appear to be conclusive in demonstrating 
that a comparatively small proportion of craftsmen ( 14.639^ ) 
distribute their product through wholesalers, the proportion 
of the product overall being even smaller (^ .399^ )* Thereafter, 
the craftsmen are split into two groups, the larger group 
supplying a majority of their product to retailers and the 
smaller group supplying a majority of their product directly 
to the consumer or undertaking direct commission work.
It is therefore important to identify any features of the 
businesses using a particular channel and establish whether 
this is a matter of individual choice, of location, of product 
or any other factor. The means of undertaking this task is 
complicated by the fact that just over half of the subjects 
made multiple use of the channels. However, if the subjects 
are allocated to each group on the basis of greater than 509  ^
use of any particular channel then only four subjects are 
eliminated (A24, Sll?, ¥32 and Nil) and therefore the remainder 
provide a reliable base.
uD
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Tables of base information concerning the two groups are con­
tained in Appendices E20 - E22, and a series of tests completed 
comparing the two groups (a. More than through retailers,
b. More than 50% through own retail outlet).
Test 110 (x^= 4.37) established a significant correlation. 
Proprietors with previous craft experience were relatively 
evenly divided between the two channels. Proprietors without 
that experience showed a clear and positive tendency to dis­
tribute a majority of their product through retailers.
?Test 108 (x = 1.76) provides an indication that there might 
be a relationship between these channels and volume of 
business. Indeed it was anticipated that those producing the 
larger volumes of business would be much more likely to 
distribute the majority of their product through other 
retailers.
Thereafter, tests failed to establish a relationship with any 
other factors.
However, the most surprising factor to emerge from this exam­
ination of the two groups is that in each case the average 
volume associated with the respective channel of distribution 
exceeds 90%. As tests have failed to identify any significant 
factor or indicative factor other than that of previous craft 
experience which would account for such positive movement in 
opposite directions then it must be assumed that much depends 
^ on the proprietor's attitude to the customer. As previously
stated, some craftsmen are known to gain satisfaction from the
LJ
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process of designing, producing and serving the customer 
direct and this may be a major factor in the decisions 
relating to channels.
Equally however it should be pointed out that in some crafts 
it may be difficult to find appropriate retail outlets. For 
p  example, in wrought iron, taxidermy, model making and musical
instruments the craftsman may have little choice but to sell 
directly to the customer. This possibility may have support 
in terms of the crafts listed under each group and as con- 
^ tained in Table E33> Appendix E22, where these crafts appear
PI exclusively under the group retailing more than 50% through
their own retail outlet. Yet examples of all these crafts 
have been seen in a few, scattered, retail shops. In addition, 
some of the products may be outside the scope of retailers,
nJ for example, wrought iron railing or gates.
"3 As already considered in some detail, there are advantages
and disadvantages as a craftsman in supplying the retail trade. 
There are some disadvantages as a craftsman in selling direct 
to the customer but for most there is one major advantage; 
finance. First, there is the great benefit to cash flow in 
-3 obtaining payment immediately on delivery and from my own
"1 experience I should confidently expect the vast majority of
sales to be conducted on an immediate cash basis. Secondly,
nJ there is the benefit of cash reward for the selling service.
Again, from my own experience, retailers prefer the craftsman 
J to supply them at a 'wholesale' price and their 'mark-up'
n determines the final price. Retailers become very sensitive
to craftsmen supplying them and also selling the same item 
direct to the customer at a lower price, particularly if the
n ■:
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businesses are in close proximity.....  indeed I was asked on
several occasions to guarantee the retailer that direct sales 
would not undercut his selling price, a guarantee refused. 
There is therefore a particular advantage to be gained from 
direct sales by craftsmen such as jewellers who may be special­
ising in small numbers of high value items when one considers 
that the retail 'mark-up* would normally lie between +50% to 
+100%.
Conclusions ;
Distribution through retailers, wholesalers and through the 
craftsmen's own retail outlet of a majority of the production 
is subject to one major influence, the previous craft exper­
ience of the proprietor.
As there does not appear to be any reason other than those 
detailed in para 5.3.8 then it must be assumed that the 
working experience and job satisfaction elements are critical.
However, there is the possibility that a number of factors, 
outside the immediate scope of this survey and results, may 
have influence. Therefore, the influences would include
a) The previous craft experience of the proprietor.
b) The possible link with volume of business.
c) The possibility relating to the availability of 
suitable retail outlets.
d) The possibility of influence due to the personal 
preferences of the proprietors concerning ....
i. relationships with the consumer or retailer, 
ii. product range.
e) The possibility of gaining income from the sales 
function.
n
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5 .3 . 1 4  Estimate of Markets
Question 2; Estimate the % of your product going to 
the following markets ......
District  .... ............
Regional .....     -
Scotland  ...........
Remainder of the U.K.
Export...........  %
Survey Results;
Within
the
District
Within 
remainder 
of the 
Region
Within
remainder
of
Scotland
Within 
remainder 
of the 
U.K.
Export
Number 23 8 31 23 17
% 5 7 . 5 20.0 7 7 . 5 5 7 . 5 42.5
Volume 1012.0 410.0 1 5 7 5 . 0 6 2 7 . 5  ' 3 7 5 . 5
% (4000) 2 5 . 3 1 0 . 2 5 3 9 . 3 8 1 5 . 6 9 9 . 3 9
Note: One subject was unable to give even an estimated break­
down.
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula p 
100 - P).
cr =
0
0/, 9596 C.I. 
' Number
- 95^ C.I. 
 ^ Volume
Within 
District (a) 5 7 . 5 41.87 - 7 3 . 1 3 (f) 2 5 . 3
11.55 - 3 9 . 0 5
Within
Region (b) 2 0 . 0 7 . 3 5  - 3 2 . 6 5
(g) 1 0 . 2 5 0 . 6 6  - 19.84
Within
Scotland (c) 7 7 . 5 64.30 - 9 0 . 7 1
(h) 3 9 . 3 8 2 3 . 9 3  - 5 4 . 8 3
Within
U.K. (d) 5 7 . 5
41.87 - 7 3 . 1 3 (1 ) 1 5 . 7 4,20 - 2 7 . 1 9
Export (e) 42.5 2 6 . 8 7  - 5 8 . 1 3 (J) 9 . 3 9 0 . 1 7  - 1 8 . 6 1
U
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Introduction
The main objective associated with this question was to obtain 
a geographical breakdown of sales and then to relate these 
J results to volume of business.
In view of the importance placed on production and export by 
the assisting bodies particular attention has been paid to two 
areas of the market
a) Businesses exporting more than 10% of their product.
b) Businesses selling more than 20% of their product 
outwith Scotland and in the remainder of the United 
Kingdom.
Findings
Basic information about the two groups is contained in Tables 
E35 and E36 (Appendices E23 and E24).
a) Group exporting more than 10% of their product.
Test 119 (x^ = 4 .7 5 ) demonstrated a significant relationship 
between these businesses and the form of business organisation. 
Two out of three companies achieved 10% or more sales as 
exports compared to one out of four sole proprietors and 
partnerships.
Test 120 (x^ = 5 .5 8) likewise demonstrated a relationship 
between these businesses and the volume of business produced 
with more than half of the businesses with a turnover in excess 
of £10,000 exporting more than 10% compared to one out of every 
six businesses in the lower range by turnover.
D
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J Test 123 (x = 1 .9 9 ) indicated a potential link between these
businesses and the previous business experience of the prop-
,
^  rietor* However, as considered under para 5.3*8 this may well
Q  be secondary action following the confirmed significant
relationship between previous business experience and volume 
of business; the mere fact that businesses with proprietors 
„  who have previous business experience tend to produce the
larger volumes of business may mean that wider markets can be
n  considered solely because of volume and not because of pre­
vious experience.n
. Thereafter, tests failed to produce any further significant or
indicative results.
b) Group selling more than 20% of their product outside 
Scotland in the remainder of the United Kingdom
Test 113 (x^ = 5 .6 8 ) showed a significant relationship between 
this group and the factor of business organisation. In par­
ticular it was found that only 1 in 5 of the sole proprietors 
and partnerships sold 20% or more of their product outside 
Scotland and in the remainder of the U.K. compared to 2 out 
of 3 companies.
Test 115 (x^ = 4 .7 4 ) likewise established a significant 
relationship between the group and the factor of the previous 
training of the proprietor. It was found that approximately 
half of the proprietors who have previous training sold more 
than 20% of their product outwith Scotland and in the remainder 
of the U.K. compared to 1 in 6 of the proprietors without 
training.
Q
J
170.n 2J Test 118 (x = 2 .9 6 ) provides a strong indication that there
p , could be a link between the group and the combination of theu
previous craft and business experience of the proprietor*
^ However, in view of the conclusions reached under para 5*3»8
regarding the independent characteristics of the group with 
[j both previous craft and business experience it would not be
"j realistic to draw negative conclusions on other groups from
this one result*
Further tests on previous craft experience and previous 
] business experience as independent groups failed to produce
n  either indicative or significant results, supporting the1
decision taken above.
Conclusionsn
J Owing mainly to lack of available information on retail out-
-'1 lets in the survey areas and regions it is not possible to do
other than restate the volumes and percentages modified by the 
U  confidence intervals as being the most likely pattern of
distribution within Scotland.
D
Exports are shown to be more likely to be generated by the 
larger businesses and particularly by those organised on a 
j company basis. Whether these sales are particularly sought
after or whether they are the result of a requirement to 'sell* 
] an increasing volume or volume surplus to national requirements
is not known. There is one other possibility which will be
I :
considered in a more general context - the encouragement and 
1 assistance of various bodies to exhibit and trade abroad or
their efforts to match foreign trade inquiries to potential 
suppliers. While the total export contribution falls withinD
[J
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a wide range by confidence intervals it can nevertheless be
estimated as in para 5.3.1b, Table E45.
J  - ■
J Therefore, it is clear that if the assisting bodies now or in
the future wish to provide assistance with a view to encour- 
aging sales of craft goods made in Scotland as exports then 
U  they should look to the larger businesses by volume of produc­
tion and to those with potential to increase production. The 
^  difficulty lies in the identification of businesses with that
potential. apart from the obvious factor of the motivation of 
-i the proprietor the only clues which can be offered to assist
n in identification are those of business organisation (company
structure more likely to export) and the previous business 
Q  experience or training of the proprietor (proprietors with
these elements more likely to sell a substantial proportion of 
J their product outside Scotland).
n
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5 .3 . 1 5  Development of the Business
Question 1; Using total sales figures as a base and
accounting for inflation, in the last
three years has the business .....
a) Remained static
b) Expanded
c) Contracted
and your estimate for the next three 
years?
a) Static
b) Expand
c) Contract
Results ; (Last three years)
D
□
Result %
Remained static 7 2 2 . 5 8
Expanded 23 7 4 . 1 9
Contracted 1 3 . 2 3
Note; 1. In the case of 9 subjects the question was not 
relevant as they had not been in business over 
the period covered by the question.
2. In the case of 1 subject the answer was unknown.
% 95% C.I.
Remained Static (a) 2 2 . 5 8 7 . 5 6  - 3 7 . 6 0
Expanded (b) 7 4 . 1 9 5 8 . 4 7 - 8 9 . 9 1
Contracted (c) 3 . 2 3 0 . 0 0  - 9 . 5 8
Findings
The results show that 75% of the proprietors were positive that 
their business had expanded in real terms over the past three 
years. A smaller group, 23% of the total, had remained static 
and only one business had contracted* Tables providing base
n
LJ
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information about the two groups is contained in Appendices 
E25/E26.
The factor of previous development was tested against a series 
of other factors in an attempt to identify significant elements. 
The results of the tests show that no significant element 
exists within the range of elements which can be measured.
Test 125 (x^ = 1 .9 5 ) provides an indication that there could be 
greater potential for expansion within the larger volume 
business but this could be a dangerous assumption because some 
of these businesses could have been contained within the lower 
volumes of businesses during some part of the three year 
period.
Test 128 (x^ = 1 .9 7 ) suggests that there might be a relation­
ship between development and previous craft experience where 
the proprietors with that experience seem more likely to have 
remained static. Here again, the time factor is relevant 
because of the link between previous craft experience and the 
structure of the business (para 5.3.8) and the previously 
noted desire on the part of many of the proprietors to limit 
expansion to enable them to maintain contact with the craft 
itself. Considering the relatively short average duration of 
the businesses i,t is possible that many of these businesses 
had before or during the period in question achieved the size 
and pattern desired by the proprietor. This view is supported 
by the fact that 6 out of the 7 businesses concerned were 
organised on a sole proprietor basis. It would be countered 
however by Test 125 where business organisation over both 
groups was found to be a negative factor.
n
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Similarly Test 129 (x =1.68) suggests that the previous
business experience of the proprietor might be influential.
As previously noted (para 5*3.8) there is a positive link
between previous business experience and the higher volumes of
business. Thus it may be assumed that there is a movement
towards these higher volumes of business in stages as the
business develops which could account for the result of Test
1 2 9. Yet here again, the actual stage of development at the
time of the survey is not known and therefore the result
cannot be put into perspective.
Consideration of all three tests indicates a need to relate the 
results to stages of development over a longer period than the 
three years covered by the question. In that context the sur­
vey results concerning duration of business are the only guide. 
Examination on this basis provides evidence to suggest that 
the business which had remained static over the three years 
had a comparatively high average duration (l4.3 years). The 
business which had expanded had a much lower average duration 
(7 . 6  years, excluding the exceptional result ¥3 2 ). Subtracting 
the three years covered by the question, the businesses con­
cerned had been in operation for some 4% years on average. It 
is therefore reasonable to assume that many of the businesses 
contained in this group would still be in the process of 
achieving their 'natural* size be that determined by market 
forces or the motivations of the proprietor even in terras of 
the smaller business.
Conclusions
In view of the test results the only conclusion which can be 
drawn is that expansion appears to be largely determined by the
n
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period over which the business has been operating with the 
implication that expansion takes place mainly over the first 
7 or 8 years and thereafter that the businesses tend to 
stabilise.
n
n
Results ; Estimated development over the next three years
TABLE E40
Result %
Remain static 10 28.57
Expand 24 6 8 . 5 7
Contract 1 2.86
Note; In the case of 6 subjects the answer was recorded 
as unknown.
n
% 95“/ c .1.
Remain static (a) 28.57 1 3 . 3 0 - 43.84
Expand (b) 6 8 . 5 7 5 2 . 8 8 - 84.26
Contract (c) 2.86 0.00 - 8 . 5 0
Findings (Next three years)
As in the previous section dealing with development over the 
past three years, tests based on proprietor;^ responses failed 
to produce any significant relationship between estimated 
development and any other factor.
Test 6 (x^ = 2 .6 5 ), however, provided an indication of a pos­
sible linlc between future development and assistance in terms 
of grants, the recipients having a larger proportion of their 
number confident of development.
U
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Tests 135 (x^ = 1 .9 9 ) and 11 (x^ = 1,59) likewise indicated a 
possible link between future development and the elements of 
the previous business experience and training of the proprie­
tor.
In view of the conclusions reached under the previous section, 
the factor of duration was examined. The group estimating 
that they would remain static had an average duration of 9*8 
years. The group estimating expansion had an average duration 
of 6 , 3  years (excluding the exceptional result ¥3 2 ). These 
results provide confirmation of the conclusions already 
reached concerning the stages of development.
Conclusions
It would appear that the results and tests related to past and 
estimated development point clearly to the staged development 
of businesses since their formation as being the most positive 
factor of influence.
This conclusion must have serious implications for those con­
cerned in the encouragement of craft businesses in Scotland,
If there are no other factors clearly identified with expansion 
over previous years and none associated with estimated expan­
sion then there is no means of directing assistance to that 
end - the only possible approach is to provide assistance over 
the whole spectrum in the first instance to allow the busines­
ses to grow and mature to their ’natural* shape and size. 
Thereafter, specific requests for assistance in terms of 
expansion can be examined on an individual basis.
n
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] However, it must be recognised that circumstances such as
—I economic developments and market requirements are not constant.
It is therefore extremely important that factors associated 
with the development of these businesses in the past, present 
and future are kept under constant scrutiny; while this sur-
r
l] vey has failed to identify any such factors it cannot be
pj assumed that these factors will not exist in the future.
It is therefore essential that a data base for monitoring 
development in the long-term be established either by those 
J primarily responsible for the crafts in Scotland or perhaps
PI by a crafts association in which the majority of craftsmen
have membership.
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5.3«16 Volume of Business
Question 2; Volume of Business (£000) in the last 
full year?
.........   under 6 . .......
or 6 - 1 0 .... .
11-15 .....---
1 6 - 2 0  .
21-25 .....---
over  ....
Results :
Number % 95% C.I.
Under 6 19 5 0 . 0 0 3 3 . 7 8 - 6 6 . 2 2
6 - 10 5 1 3 . 6 2 . 1 9  - 24.13
11 - 15 4 1 0 . 5 3 0 . 5 7 - 2 0 . 4 9
l6 - 20 2 5 . 2 6 0 . 0 0  - 1 2 . 5 0
21 - 25 2 5 . 2 6 0 . 0 0  - 1 2 . 5 0
36 - 40 1 2 . 6 3 0 . 0 0  - 7.80
71 - 75 1 . 2 . 6 3 0 . 0 0  - 7 . 8 0
116 - 120 1 2 . 6 3 0 . 0 0  - 7 . 8 0
l46 - 150 1 2 . 6 3 0 . 0 0  - 7.80
196 - 200 2 5 . 2 6 0 . 0 0  - 1 2 . 5 0
0
Findings
Three proprietors refused to answer this question. Thereafter, 
responses appeared to be positive and without bias. For 
example, several proprietors asked for the bandings to be 
repeated prior to indicating their selection and in the cases 
where the answer was outside the bandings, the proprietors 
stated the actual figures which provides a 'bonus' of infor­
mation. In some other cases, proprietors went into another
n
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J room or part of the room to look at their own sources and
returning to give the answer and in one case the proprietor 
-3 gave the answer and called in his wife to confirm that the
n answer was correct. Under these circumstances there is no
reason to doubt the accuracy of the responses.
_ As the main purpose of the question was to ascertain the pat-
tern of these businesses in terms of the volumes (£) produced 
n  and the combined total which could then be related to elementsu ■ :
such as exporting, it is first of all necessary to clarify 
doubts about the total survey population to assist in the 
revision of the total craft businesses population. As stated 
J in para 5.2.1 there would be good reason based solely on the
' survey results to estimate that the total number of businesses 
in operation in Scotland at that time equated to 73% of 11^7 
(8 3 7 ). As the survey population was relatively small, this 
figure would be modified by the application of 95% confidence 
J intervals to a banding between 7^4 and 9?6 businesses. However,
n owing to the * time-lag’ in recording the cessation of existing
businesses and the probable recording of new businesses then 
the above solution based solely on the survey results would 
be misleading since it acknowledges cessations on one side of 
J the equation but ignores newly formed businesses. This view
n would be supported by the overall figures for the craft
population in Scotland (Appendix C: Tables C4, C5»C6, C7)
indicating modest increases in numbers. It is therefore 
reasonable to revert directly to the actual number of business
  contained in the Index without modification and to apply
Q  information gained from the survey such as the pattern of
distribution by volume (£) to that number. There is only one
n
an
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] problem with this revised solution - there is no way of
PI knowing whether the businesses which had ceased trading were
large, small or medium in terms of volume and yet there is 
reason to assume from the results relating to development that 
they will have been replaced by the new businesses which would 
probably be contained in the lower trade volumes. The nearest 
equivalent situation within my own experience relates to cal­
culation of global salary figures for groups of staff on 
incremental scales where it is assumed that there is steady 
progression through the scales with those at the top leaving 
and being replaced by new appointments at varying points within 
the scale according to their experience achieving a broad 
balance. On this experience I feel that it is acceptable to 
n  assume that a similar balance will be being achieved in this
case and that the revised solution provides a reasonable basis 
for estimation.
Calculations contained in Table e 44. Appendix E29 are based on 
1 a simple projection of the established distribution of the
survey population to the total craft population. The total 
value (£) of production has been calculated on the mid-point 
_  of each banding; while that cannot be claimed to be the mean
in each case, it has been noted that in the volumes stated as 
r £2 6 , 0 0 0 and over 5 out of 6 are in fact at the upper limit of
each band. In addition, the lowest volume (under £6,000) has
1. been taken as being £4,000 on the grounds that turnover of
less than £2,000 would be unlikely in a continuing business and 
-3 that figure represents the approximate mid point between
1 £2,000 and £5,999. From ray own personal experience, very much
larger volumes than £2,000 can be generated from a part-time
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business operated on very limited working hours. On this 
basis, it can be estimated that the total value of the produc­
tion of these craft businesses is in the region of £31m for 
the year prior to the survey.
From this information, it is possible to estimate the value of 
sales within the various market areas and as contained in 
Table E45.
TABLE E45
Estimated Value of Sales within the selected Market Areas
Market Area % Share £3 1 ,0 3 8 , 0 0 0
Within the District 2 5 . 3 7 ,8 5 2 , 6 1 4
Within the Region 1 0 . 2 5 3,181,395
Within the remainder 
of Scotland 3 9 . 3 8 1 2 ,2 2 2 , 7 6 4
Wi thin the remainder 
of the U.K. 1 5 . 6 9 4 ,8 6 9 , 8 6 2
Export 9 . 3 9 2,914,468
Conclusions
¥hen compared to the U.K. Gross National Product for 1975 as 
contained in the Annual Abstract of Statistics 197& of 
£93,l46m then their contribution can be measured as 0.033%*
If the craft business in the remainder of the United Kingdom 
follow the numbers and patterns of those in Scotland then one 
would expect to see an overall U.K. contribution to the GNP 
in the order of 0.18 - 0.20%. Small perhaps, when measured 
against major industries such as whisky and motor vehicles 
but certainly not insignificant.
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5 .3 . 1 7 Supporting Services
Question 1: Could you suggest ways in which central
or local government could assist in sup­
porting or developing your business?
n Findings
This question was included in the questionnaire to give res- 
pendents an opportunity to make creative suggestions concer­
ning the relationship between craftsmen and central or local
1 government or their agencies.
n In the event, the results were far from positive in creative
Q  terms, l4 respondents (34.1%) answering in the negative and a
further 7 (l7 .1%) either stating that there was already too
much interference at this level, or suggesting that the 
operation of the H1:DB was not efficient anyway.
Of the remainder, 6 respondents (l4.6%) thought that more 
assistance could be given towards the advertising and selling 
functions, 8 (1 9 .5%) felt that more readily accessible grants 
and loans would be of assistance and a further 3 (7*3%) 
suggested that help in obtaining premises would be of value to
them.
On examination, there is no positive relationship between the 
answers given by businesses which had received grants or loans 
and the remainder. Indeed, four of the proprietors who had 
received grants were among the most critical of such assistance
n
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Conclusions
It would therefore appear that no clear consensus exists among 
craftsmen of the role of central or local government or their 
agencies in the development of craft businesses.
However, there is evidence to support a demand from craftsmen 
for more assistance in terms of the provision of funds, of 
assistance in obtaining premises and in marketing and selling. 
This evidence should be interpreted as being beyond the ser­
vices already offered by bodies such as the SDA and HIDE.
The overall conclusion must be that this result is in accord 
with the general survey findings which indicate a strongly 
independent stance among craftsmen.
u : ■
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^ Question 2; Could you suggest ways in which profes­
sional or trade organisations could 
assist you in supporting or developing 
your business?
L J
[]
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Findings
Many respondents found difficulty in identifying a professional 
or trade organisation applicable to their craft. Wtii 1 e such 
organisations do exist in some areas, for example, the Scottish 
Craftsman Potters' Association and the Design and Research 
Centre for the Gold, Jewellery and siIversmithing indus tries(1 ) , 
there does not appear to be much interest among craftsmen 
either in existing associations or in forming their own associa­
tions.
With this background, it is therefore not surprising to find 
that 28 (6 8 .3%) of the respondents could not offer any sugges­
tions for ways in which such organisations could assist their 
business.
However, of the remaining businesses, 4 (9«77%) implied that 
help was needed in the area of employment, training and 
technical information, 3(7*3%) all from the HIDE area suggested 
that the range of services offered by the SDA would be more 
appropriate to them, and a further 3 (7*3%) thought that such 
organisations could perhaps give assistance in finding markets.
(1 ) Since re-constituted to form a trust, and later disbanded.
n
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Conclusions
Clearly, the positive suggestions which fall broadly within 
the anticipated ratige do not alter the general conclusion that 
a majority of proprietors feel that they do not wish assistance 
from professional or trade organisations. However, it is not 
clear whether this is because assistance is not required, 
because it is being obtained through their own activities or 
because it is being supplied from an alternative and uniden­
tified source.
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5.3,19 Description of Workshop Facilities
Question 1 ; How would you describe your workshop 
facilities?
a) Custom built for work ..........
b) Adapted property ................
c) Existing living accommodation ...
d ) O t h e r   ...............
j
Survey Results;
TABLE E46
Result
Custom built for work 9 2 2 . 5 0
Adapted property 28 7 0 . 0 0
Existing living accommodation 5 12.50
Other 0 0.00
Note: 1. In the case of I subject the question was not, relevant 
because all production was on an outworker basis.
2. In the case of 1 subject the premises consisted of 
elements of all three categories.
3* Base = 40
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula p 
100-P)
O' = PQ
N (Q =
io 95# C.I.
Custom built for work (a) 2 2 . 5 0 9.29 - 35.71
Adapted property (b) 7 0 . 0 0 55.51 - 84.49
Existing living accommodation (c) 1 2 . 5 0 2.04 - 2 2 . 9 6
n
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Findings
The results show that 70/i of these businesses were situated 
in adapted property which, from general observation during the 
survey, covered a very wide range from converted domestic 
garages to converted shops, church halls and warehouses.
A further 9 (22.5#) of the businesses were situated in custom 
built facilities. Further examination shows this group to 
contain a clear bias towards the middle and upper volumes of 
business. From observation, such premises had either been 
built as manufacturing units on the outskirts of towns, as 
extensions to domestic premises or as in one case an old 
building had been gutted and rebuilt to suit.
The remaining 5 (12.5#) of the businesses were situated in 
existing living accommodation and consisted entirely of those 
generating the lowest banding of sales.
In view of the findings of a clear majority use of adapted 
property it is pertinent to note some extracts from a technical 
study by John Worthington and Peter Eley (1978).
"If a building no longer suits its original use due to 
changing circumstances, why not start afresh? The 
'greenfield’ approach is attractive, but can we so 
easily afford to discard our past? Most of the redun­
dant buildings are well constructed, costly to demolish, 
in key locations and are integral part of the urban 
fabric.
They can also be viewed as a potential resource, which 
if rehabilitated could provide cheaper and often more 
appropriate premises for new and growing firms than 
building afresh. By leaving buildings unused they 
become vandalised, the fabric deteriorates and blight 
spreads. By finding fresh uses decay can be halted 
and whole neighbourhoods rejuvenated, while at the 
same time maintaining a re-use of time and place.
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Continued ...
"Small firms are an essential part of our economy. To the 
consumer they offer four main benefits.
o First, they can be more flexible and responsive to 
particular needs than large firms.
o Second, the product or service provided may cost less.
o Third, they are often more resilient, flexible and less 
vulnerable to disruptions such as industrial action.
"1 o Finally, they are an important source of innovation.
developing new products or services that large companies 
may well suppress or ignore.
It is often argued that small firms take up precious 
space, generate traffic and are eye-sores. In practice 
the small firm uses space very intensively, is often a 
good neighbour, helps pay for the services provided by 
local government and through their variety provide 
stability; the economic fortunes of one large firm may 
have a disastrous effect on an area whereas the passing 
of several small firms can more easily be assimilated."(2 9 )
"Small firms looking for accommodation have limited time 
and inclination to find out what is available or pursue 
the feasibility of overcoming the planning and financial 
n constraints to utilise empty buildings. Very small units
are in short supply and individually the firms are too 
small to organise the development of large empty buildings. 
Very small units of accommodation (below 2000 sq ft) are 
j a nuisance for the estate agent to deal with, and the
small firm has to rely on the grapevine, local advertising 
or possibly the local authority. The commercial developers 
I on both new estates and in converted buildings have been
reluctant to provide small units of accommodation which 
are seen by financial institutions and developers as:
j^ o more risky, as small firms are seen to be more vulnerable
to failure and have poor covenants
o less convenient to manage compared with a few large 
units
"J o more expensive to develop
o less profitable and attractive than investing in new 
accommodation for pre-letting to large and reputable 
organisations
'3 o difficult to provide with access for goods and supplies.
especially with a yard where a lorry can unload
o basic space which they can upgrade to their own require­
ments and standards using their own knowledge, energy 
and time
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o a location which is close to customers, suppliers, and 
a pool of skilled labour
There is no shortage of either the supply of space, or the 
demand for accommodation. The problem is a mismatch 
between the type of space available, the lending criteria 
I of the financial institutions and the types of accommodation
required. The missing element is new initiative for 
assisting the development to happen."
U
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Conclusions
Tlie technical study by Worthington and Eley clearly acknow­
ledges the importance of the small firm to the economy and 
highlights a particular resource problem of business accom­
modation .
This survey has already identified that resource as being the 
second most influential factor among craftsmen regarding the 
location of their business and as such is likely to be of 
major importance in the development of the crafts in Scotland, 
in both physical and geographical terms, in the future.
n
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5 .3 . 2 0  Ownership of Workshop Premises
Question 2; Who owns the premises?
a) the craftsman .....
b ) rented  .....
Survey Results :
]
]
Result 5^
Owned by Craftsman 27 6 9 . 2 3
Rented by Craftsman 13 33.33
Note: 1. In the case of 1 subject the answer was omitted
from the questionnaire.
2. In the case of 1 subject the question was not 
relevant because all production was on an outworker 
basis.
3 . Base = 39
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula ^  ~ (Q =
100-P)
955» C.I.
Owned by Craftsman (a) 6 9 . 2 3 5 4 . 4 5 - 84.01
Rented by Craftsman (b) 3 3 . 3 3 1 6 . 9 2 - 4 9 . 7 4
Findings
The results show that a clear majority of the premises used are 
owned by the craftsmen.
J As already demonstrated, the availability of a suitable property 
or site is the second most influential factor in the location
1
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of a business and the substantial majority use is of adapted 
property.
n Thereafter, and assuming that a business has been able to find
J- .premises, it is important to know whether the means of obtaining 
those premises has any effect on performance or if there is any 
link between the categories of premises and a particular group 
J of businesses.
Basic information about the groups owning and renting their 
premises was prepared as contained in Tables e48 and E49 
(Appendices E3O/3 1 ). From this information Tests 137 and 138 
were completed and found to be negative. However it was noted 
that the group of businesses renting their premises had prop­
rietors who, on average, were approximately ten years younger 
and who had been in business for less than half of the time of 
the proprietors owning their own premises.
Conclusions
The only link between the ownership or hiring of working 
premises would appear to be with the average age of the prop­
rietor and the duration in business.
The most likely explanation would be that the older proprietors 
had had longer in business to become established and to secure 
or generate capital with which to purchase their premises.
1
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5.3.21 Commun!ty
Question 1 : As a craftsman are you/liave y o u ....
a) accepted into the local community?
b) supported by the local community?
c) comments concerning the community?
Survey Results: (a) Acceptance
TABLE E50
Result #
Accepted 32 91.43
Not Accepted 3 8.57
Note: 1. In the case of 5 subjects the question was
not relevant.
2. In the case of 1 subject the question was not 
answered.
3* Base = 35
0 Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula ^  (Q =100-P).
# 95# C.I.
Accepted (a) 91.43 81.97 - 100.00
Not Accepted (b) 8.57 0.00 - 18.03
Findings
a) In the first part of the question, the survey results were
1
D
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conclusive in showing that the vast majority of craftsmen 
(9 1 .4#) had no problem in being accepted as part of their 
community.
Of the small proportion (8,6^ o) who felt that they had not been 
accepted into their community, two suggested that it was 
because the bulk of their business was not local and the third 
was situated in an old mill on the outskirts of a village 
where she felt isolated from that community.
ün
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Survey Results: (b) Support
TABLE E51
Result #
Supported by community 25 71.43
Not supported by the community 10 28.57
Note; 1. In the case of 5 subjects the question was not 
relevant.
2. In the case of 1 subject the question was not 
answered.
3» Base = 3 5
O'
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula p 
100-P).
= /pQ 
N (Q =
0
n
# 95# C.I.
Supported by community (a) 71.43 5 6 . 1 6 - 8 6 . 7 0
Not supported by community (b) 28.57 1 3 . 3 0 - 1 3 . 8 4
b) In the second part of the question, interpretation is more 
difficult as, on reflection, the word 'supported* could per­
haps have been identified with a positive element such as 
sales. Nevertheless, a substantial majority of the respondents 
were positive in stating that their businesses were supported 
one way or another by the community.
Of the remainder, calculations show that on average they sold 
only 1 1 .7# of their production within the district and there­
fore there is an element of doubt as to whether they wished to
1
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sell more locally and were unable to do so or whether they 
directed such a small proportion of their product towards the 
community that there was a basic problem of identification or 
communication.
c) The open question inviting comment from respondents 
produced little more than explanations of the answers given 
above except in 7 (20#) cases where comments were made about 
the development potential of the community and in a further 
2 (5*7#) cases where respondents were highly critical of the 
standard of craftsmanship of goods sold in local shops.
Conclusions
Based on experience gained during the pilot survey it was 
anticipated that there might be markedly different responses 
from different communities.
In the event, the survey results suggest that in general terms 
the small craft business has little if any difficulty in 
becoming an accepted part of the community and that it is 
likely to receive positive support from that community.
However, it should be noted that the survey covered three 
districts only and that it is still possible for there to be 
marked differences from the survey results in some communities* 
For example, it was reported in the media that an oil related 
survey had pointed to difficulties of integration between 
industry employees and their families and the local communities 
in the north-east of Scotland. There were hints during the 
pilot survey in Durness of 'unease' between the craft village 
and the local community. In particular, wives living in the
1
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craft village gave the impression of isolation, minimum con­
tact with the local community together with an ambience of 
strained tolerance. One example concerned the efforts of a 
craft business to obtain a girl trainee from the local com­
munity. It was stated that the local girls were not 
interested in learning a skill: they were only interested in
getting a job in a local hotel or bar, in finding a man and 
getting away from the area. There were also references to 
communication and transport difficulties: it appeared that
the craftsmen were irritated and disadvantaged by these prob­
lems whereas the local community was quite content with the 
situation.
While it is doubtful if the assisting bodies could do much to 
improve or ease relationships between craftsmen and the local 
community it is nevertheless an area which should be closely 
monitored to provide a better understanding of the areas of 
difficulty.
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5 .3 . 2 2  Previous Place of Residence
Question 2 ; Place of residence prior to the 
establishment of the business?
Survey Results: (Related to volume of business)
Foreign
England
Wales
Ireland
Scotland Local
3
(7 .3#)
6
(l4.6#)
15
(3 6 .65 )^
17
(41.5%)
Volume
of
Sales
< 6 6 6 .7# 5 0 .0# 6 1 .5^ 4 3 .5%
6 - 2 5 3 3 .3# 3 3 .3# 3 0 .8# 3 1 .3%
over 0.00# 1 6 .6# 7 .7# 2 5 .0%
Of the proprietors interviewed during the survey, 78/6 had been 
living locally or within Scotland immediately prior to the 
establishment of the business and approximately 22# had come 
from the rest of the U.K. or abroad.
In relating the place of residence prior to establishment to 
the volume of sales generated, tests based on the numbers 
external to Scotland are too small to act as a base for tests 
and cannot be combined to provide meaningful information. The 
above Table can only give an indication of possible relation­
ships between factors.
1
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J The surprising feature to emerge is that businesses established
by local proprietors appear to have a bias towards the larger
I
scale while those established by 'incomers' from the remainder
D
1
of Scotland tend towards the smaller scale.
Conclusions
From knowledge gained during analysis of the findings it would 
appear that this possible relationship between local proprie­
tors and the larger scale business could influence other 
factors such as employment. Conversely, proprietors settling 
into a new area tend towards the smaller scale business and 
will therefore be less likely to provide that level of 
employment.
Tills factor provides strong support to the poignant comments 
of craftsmen in the Lochaber District concerning the lack of 
support from the HIDB for local craftsmen. Although outside 
the terms of this survey, similar comments were made by other 
craftsmen in the HIDB area during the pilot survey and to the 
effect that it was comparatively easy to get assistance if you 
came from London or Hong Kong but if you were local and needed 
capital for a new piece of equipment then all sorts of 
obstacles were found. If such criticism is justified then 
this survey would appear to suggest that HIDB resources may be 
being misdirected if factors such as employment are to be given 
any realistic priority.
]
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5.3.23 Art College Graduates 
Numbers Identified:
J
n
Result #
Art College Graduates 9 21.95
Non Graduates 33 80.19
Note: In one case both members of a partnership were
Art College graduates and completed this section 
of the questionnaire. The base remains at 4l as 
there were 9 graduates within the 4l businesses.
n
Adjusted for Sampling Error using the formula p 
100-P).
cr =
y f  < » ■
# 95# C.I.
Art College Graduates (a) 21.95 9.02 - 3 1 . 8 8
Non Graduates (b) 80.19 6 8 . 1 1  - 9 2 . 8 7
Introduc tion
Throughout the preceding analysis the Art College graduates 
have been incorporated as any other respondent. Therefore, 
much of that analysis is relevant to these graduates. However, 
in view of the fact that they combine with trade-trained 
apprentices to form the core of craftsmen who can be said to 
have a formal training in their subject and because they alone 
will represent between 10# and 35# of the total number of 
craft proprietors, then it is important to look closely at 
them as a group.
[]
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Q  Such examination has particular relevance at a time when the
HIDB are in the process of establishing 'Highland Craftpoint*
J which will serve amongst other things as a school for crafts-
, . ' 
n  men.
The numbers of graduates recorded once again makes statistical 
testing invalid and examination must be confined to the 
[J observation of trends which might, in the context of a larger
p sample, prove to be of significance. .
J Similarly, the questions asked of these graduate respondents
relating to the College/s attended, the years of attendance, 
n  awards and specific subjects, were intended to act as a base
--j for further study through contact with the four Central (Art)
J
Institutions but with the small numbers concerned comparisons 
Q  would not be supportable.
j Findings
r’j Base information on the group of graduates is contained in
Table E34 (Appendix E3?). From this information it would 
1 appear that graduate training is unlikely to influence the
kind of business organisation adopted. However, there is a
nJ movement in the other results which suggests a relationship
 ^ between that training and the age of the proprietor, the
duration in business and the volume of sales generated. The 
comparatively high proportion of businesses in the lowest 
banding by volume may well be the result of the low average 
age of the proprietors and the low average duration of their 
businesses. Further, it is reasonable to suggest that these
.
factors may be linked to a greater tendency to expand over 
future years.
T
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Conclusions
On the surface there is evidence to support the conclusion 
that the formal training attained by the Art College graduates 
has little or no effect on the performance of their businesses 
other than a tendency towards the small scale. However, such 
a conclusion would ignore the fact that the graduates are 
younger than average, have been in businesses for a compara­
tively short period and therefore that they have not as yet 
had the same opportunity to develop.
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Art College Graduates (Continued)
Questi ons: 5 )  Now that you have practical experience in the
I craft, do you wish to make any comment on the
J suitability of your College training concern­
ing technical knowledge? . .  ............ ........
6 ) Similarly, do you wish to make any comment on
the suitability of your College training con- 
cerning business knowledge?  ................
7 ) Do you think that business studies should be
a compulsory part of the training of designer- 
J  craftsman in Art Colleges? ..................
J  Findings
Suitability of College training related to technical knowledge• 
j Response to this question was varied with a majority suggesting
that technical information was either not sufficiently 
1 emphasised or not readily available, while a minority stated
1 that in their experience it was comprehensive and of a high
quality.
]^
 Suitability of College training related to business knowledge.
j
J A substantial majority felt that their College training had
j either omitted this element altogether or that such a small
proportion had been included as to make the question irrelevant
Business Studies as a compulsory part of College training.
5 (6 2 .5#) of the graduates felt that business studies should 
be a compulsory part of a designer-craftsman's training. ,
3 (3 7 .5#) were positive in stating that it should not be 
compulsory. Of these, two felt that business studies should 
nevertheless be available as an option for students while the 
third was adamant that College training should concentrate on 
the creative and skill elements leaving business training to 
post-graduate level or something to be taken along with work
experience.
n0
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Conclusions
As a lecturer involved with these designer-craftsmen graduates
" 1  '
_j it is a matter of personal regret that the sample size of this
survey could not have been enlarged sufficiently to provide 
meaningful results for sub-groups of this kind. In effect, 
the results merely indicate what I have observed in practice. 
For example, it was almost Inevitable given the size of sample 
and the number of courses within the four colleges that the 
results would not show positive direction in terms of technical 
and business knowledge. Similarly, as responsible for one of 
the few compulsory courses in business studies in an art 
college I am aware of strong, almost passionate, arguments for 
and against the inclusion of business studies at that level - 
views held by colleagues on the staff as well as by students.
Therefore, the only valid conclusion is that this subject area 
should, in the not too distant future, become the subject of 
special attention.
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CHAPTER 6
General Conclusions
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Chapter 6 
General Conclusions
6.1.1 The research programme set out to find answers to a
L J
series of questions:-
n
^ i) Who are the craftsmen?
11) What are the major influences on them?
r ill) IVhat trends or patterns, if any, can be identified
LJ relating to numbers, location and personnel, over
a period of approximately 4 years?
[j iv) What is the development potential?
[]
6.2.1 Who are the craftsmen?
rj In the strict terms of numbers and identification, the index
provided a simple and direct answer. That information in 
[ conjunction with knowledge of the craft practised provided
pj opportunity for analysis of geographical location and the
relative numerical strengths of the various craft groups.
The survey based on a sample has provided a good estimate of 
information about the craftsmen in individual and overall 
terms.
We know that they enter the craft business over a wide variety 
of ages from their 20*s to their 60*s, and that the majority 
start in business between the ages of 21 and 35.(Pnra 5»3*9)
It has been shown that their background in terms of training 
and experience is likewise extremely variable. For example, 
a majority have no form of craft training prior to establishing
nn
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their business and only some 40# have craft training which 
can be quantified. Similarly, in terms of previous experience, 
a small majority were found to have craft experience and a 
minority to have business experience. Indeed one in three 
were found to have neither previous craft nor business 
experience prior to establishment. (Para 3.3.7 and 5*3.8)
We know that approximately two out of three located their 
business in their home area and therefore, by implication, are 
either native to that area or resident in that area. (Para 5.3*10/
What attracts such a variety of people into the crafts 
business? The answer which could of course be almost as 
varied as the numbers involved can nevertheless be grouped 
according to some likely possibilities
a) Employment; particularly within the younger age 
group of proprietors the current shortage of employ­
ment opportunities may well be responsible for them 
turning to self-employment. This certainly is true 
for many art college graduates for whom teaching is 
no longer a common source of employment. From the 
range of ages identified at the establishment of the 
business, retirement is certainly associated with 
employment in the crafts and probable that redundancy 
is too.
b) Independence ; throughout the process of analysis 
there has been a recurring theme of the search for 
independence as influencing the choice of business
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J  organisation of a substantial majority of proprietors,
n  This result does not appear to be unique. Golby and
Johns in a commissioned study for the Commission of 
Inquiry (Bolton 1971) on the attitudes and motivation 
of owner-managers of small firms concluded:-
n "This need for "independence" sums up a wide range of
J highly personal gratifications provided by working
for oneself and not for anybody else. It embraces 
PI many important satisfactions which running a small
I business provided - the personal supervision and
control of staff, direct contact with customers, the 
opportunity to develop one's own ideas, a strong 
” 1 feeling of personal challenge and an almost egotis-
J tical sense of personal achievement and pride -
psychological satisfactions which appeared to be much 
n  more powerful motivators than money or the possibility
[ of large financial gains." (3 0 )
c) Creative satisfaction; is closely linked to the
matter of independence. Bolton (l97l)» in a section 
dealing specifically with the crafts, introduced 
consideration of the creative element;—
"If the independent craftsman felt he could take 
employment in a larger organisation which offered him 
1 the same satisfaction and scope for developing his
J skills, and so make his special contribution to
society in that milieu, there would be little problem. 
Many craftsmen, however, would not willingly give up 
their independence. If forced to do so by circum­
stances their creativity, and hence their contribution, 
, would suffer." (3l)
D
This is, in my view, an extremely important reason why 
people become involved in the crafts. It can be 
argued that if some 40# of proprietors have no 
previous craft experience then it cannot be applied 
as a reason for their entry. Experience and training 
are not essential pre-requisites for the emergence
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at virtually any age of a strong creative urge.
There are many examples in different fields such as 
painting and writing.
d) Opportun!ty; The survey identified a small group of 
proprietors representing some 15# and operating on a 
company structure. There can be little doubt, 
judging by the numbers of employees and turnover 
that as individuals their association with the craft 
must be tenuous and responsibilities more associated 
with those of an owner-manager of a small fii*m. For 
them it would appear that the crafts offer a business 
opportunity and so they form a separate category by 
motivation from the majority of proprietors.
Unlike doctors, dentists, lawyers or members of other profes­
sions which all demand a standard set of entry requirements, 
craftsmen come from a wide range of backgrounds, training and 
experience. Nor do they have a common motivation. These fac­
tors are, in my view, largely responsible for the equally wide 
range of good and bad products, dull and exciting products 
which we can see under the general label of 'The Crafts*. Do 
we want a 'standard* product? Certainly there are strong 
moves being made (eg. Scottish Craft Centre) to raise stan­
dards supported by equally strong arguments relating to markets 
and consumer association with the crafts. As previously 
suggested, there is even an argument to support the view that 
proprietors without training should not be entitled to call 
themselves craftsmen. This is undoubtedly a major problem 
facing the future of Scottish crafts and craftsmen of the
future•
n
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^ 6.2.2 What are the major influences on them?
As it was found that approximately one in three of the 
Q  businesses had received assistance from either the SDA or
HIDB then clearly the policies and methods of implementation 
n  adopted by these bodies are a major influence on the crafts-
"I men as a whole. These policies appear to take two main
J : -
directions:-
n
1. Financial assistance in the form of grants or loans
f for the establishment or development of.the business.
IJ
2. Services.
As there is positive evidence to show that grants are being 
channeled towards craft entrants with formal training then 
r there is an incentive to obtain training or to encourage entry
from those with training. Equally, it is probable that this, 
intentionally or otherwise, will act as a discouragement to 
those without formal training. This is an important issue
because as demonstrated (para 5.3.5) these grants and loans 
n  may well be the only practical source of external funding to
craftsmen no matter what their background and training may be.
[ It could therefore be seen as a veiy powerful tool in modelling
the craft businesses of the future.
There is evidence to suggest that one of the major services 
offered by these bodies is also not as readily available to all 
craftsmen as many would suppose. Certainly, the annual reports 
relating to the two main marketing events, the Scottish Crafts 
Trade Fair at Ingliston and the Highlands and Islands Trade 
Pair at Aviemore suggest that approximately 35# (some 200 at
n
U
u
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U at each event allowing for some who appear regularly at both)
Q  of the craft businesses take advantage of these events. Yet
entry is by selection which has caused rumblings of discontent, 
fj the creation of a subsidiary event 'Scot Gifts* and accusation
of favouritism and lack of appreciation of the market on then. J part of the organisers. While there is no evidence so far as
Q  I know of restrictions in the other services offered by these
bodies it would nevertheless appear that there is a conscious 
effort being made to enforce standards. (Para 5*3.17)n
n
When these factors are set against evidence provided by the 
survey that some craftsmen wish to have more assistance 
available in terms of grants, premises, marketing and selling 
J and in turn allied to the recurring vein of independence and
the non-committed response to the role of these bodies thennL J  clearly there are grounds for concern. Another major influence
p on these craft businesses must centre on the market - and in
all aspects of the market from the wider economic climate to 
[1 their relationship with commerce and with the customer. In
I
n the general economic sense they certainly do not have any 
fox*m of additional protection through favourable taxation or
p  any other means - they have, at present, to compete with
 ^ larger enterprises working on a mass production basis.
0
Within the market, demand for craft goods has either risen or, 
by trial and error, found to exist. But demand is not a fixed 
and permanent commodity. The degrees of flexibility required
LI '
of the supplier to meet changes in demand must obviously vary 
^ enormously and a major factor in the favour of these small
craft businesses is that they have demonstrated a willingness
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j^ to learn by experience as shown by the 9^9^  who made changes
of product or policy. (Para 5.3*11)
r An adverse factor within the market is the luxury classifica­
tion which, as previously considered, generally places them 
in a 'high risk* category, vulnerable to taxation penalties
and the directing of spending to essentials in hard times,
n  (Para 5.3.12)
r i  A key factor however within the market context is their
relationship with the wholesalers and retailers. Given that 
p  approximately one third of the products are sold direct to the
customer by the craftsmen, then the remaining two thirds are 
distributed * through the trade'. (Para 5.3.13)i!
r
L
Research has found that relationship to vary considerably from 
one of mutual respect between craftsman and retailer to out­
right animosity frequently centred on the issue of payment 
J related to time. As demonstrated, this element can be crucial
j to survival and in the long term interests of the crafts,
something positive requires to be done. These external 
influences have to be set against the major influences on the 
craftsmen which they bring with them - their previous training 
and experience. These elements, already considered in their 
own terms, appear to have a clear association with decisions 
and tend to shape the business accordingly. They can be sum­
marised as:-
ri
u
D
n
1. Previous craft experience - associated with the
sole proprietor form of business o r g a n i s a t i o n . (Para 5*3.1)
n 2. Previous craft training - associated with location 
by the availability of p r o p e r t y  .(Para 5*3,7)
G
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3. Previous craft training - associated with sales
throughout the remainder of the U.K. (Para 5 .3 .7 )
1 4. Previous craft experience - associated with the
use of their own retail outlet for a majority 
of their product.(Para 5.3*8)
5* Previous business experience - associated with a
tendency to attain the higher volumes of business. 
(Para 5.3 .8 )
Thus, the influences on the craftsmen have been shown to be 
numerous and in many cases powerful, internal and external.
6 .2 . 3  What trends or patterns, if any, can be identified? 
The research programme has provided detailed information on 
the numbers of craftsmen within the initial definition over a 
four year period. It is not possible, however, for reasons 
already stated to supplement that information with reliable 
figures prior to 1975* Therefore, the only conclusions which 
can be reached are:-
a) That the figures produced (illustrated on page 34-» 
Fig. C2 3 ) have been accepted by those engaged in a 
specialist, full-time capacity within the crafts 
for Scotland. (Para 3.1.3)
b) That they provide evidence to support the widely held 
view of expansion in the number of craftsmen through­
out the 1 9 7 0 *s up to 1 9 7 7. In I978 it was found that 
the increase in new businesses was negated by a sub­
stantial increase in the number of * drop-out* or 
'closed* businesses resulting overall in a decrease 
in the number of craft businesses. (Para 3,1.3)
These conclusions inevitably prompt a series of questions.
Could 1977 be seen as the peak of expansion? Does the result 
for 1 97 8 signify the start of a trend of contraction, the 
start of a 'levelling-off* process or was it simply a 'bad year
1
J perhaps for general economic or trading reasons?
n
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nJ Unfortunately, the answers are not so easily supplied - indeed,
-n I am extremely reluctant to go beyond the stage of questioning
for two main reasons. First, because the time scale is too 
short for realistic assessment. It is quite possible that 
single year reversals in an overall trend have occurred in the 
C past and if so, the significance would be greatly reduced.
Q  Secondly, because there is no means of assessing the reasons
for the Increase in the rate of closed businesses which would 
r appear to be the major cause. The comparatively low period of
duration identified through the survey could be cyclical with
n ' ■J 1 9 7 8 as a peak year in that cycle. If such factors were known,
then a reasonable attempt could be made to assess the signifi­
cance of that single year result.
n
Therefore, the main conclusion must rest in terras of the 
requirement for a systematic approach to records and the assess- 
p  ment of reasons for failure - a task which, by definition,
should fall on the SDA. For reasons similar to those outlined 
rj above, that is, short time-scale of results and a lack of
supplementary information, this programme of research can only 
U  point to a series of possible trends or patterns. For example,
there is evidence to support the view that consumers have, in 
the past decade, gradually moved towards recognition of the 
fact that craftsmen are often capable of providing a real 
alternative to the mass produced article on a competitive basis.
n
jJ Measurement of that movement and assessment of the possible
extent of movement is, in itself, a subject for intensive 
research.
The direction of assistance, both financial and service, by the 
SDA to entrants with a proven level of ability and training
Ü
0
n
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214.nJ could be of major importance. The survey results do not show
" j  any real difference in actual performance between the groups
with and without these proven levels of ability or training,
|j yet the time-scale is too short for realistic appraisal.
n-J However, the pattern which emerges from the results and is
potentially of greatest importance is that of sub-groups which 
can be identified from a variety of factors already considered
n in terms of motivation and influences. There are three such 
sub-groups : -
n 1. Proprietors who place great emphasis on independence
probably measured in terms of their personal control 
p of the business and their freedom to express them­
selves through the craft. In return from these 
freedoms, they probably accept the likelihood of a 
small income as being the almost inevitable conse­
quence of avoiding growth with its associated 
problems.
2. Proprietors who still value their independence and 
their personal contact with the craft but who are 
willing to expand and employ within the constraints 
of their personal values. Such expansion may, in some 
cases, be extremely limited (eg taking on an appren­
tice) and in others quite extensive.
3* Proprietors whose independence and personal associa­
tion with the craft are subordinate to the interests 
of growth and expansion - broadly, the objective 
being to maximise the potential of the business.
0
0
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0
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Of course, there will be cases where proprietors might claim 
to be in between these groups. However, I believe that this 
is a fair and supportable conclusion.
6.2.4 What is the development potential?
Perhaps the most appropriate first response to this question 
is another question. Are' these businesses making any contri­
bution to our society which makes them worthy of consideration 
for development?
The survey has shown that the answer to this subsidiary 
question is undoubtedly positive. They are making a contribu­
tion - and that contribution can, to an extent, be measured.
In terms of volume of production, to achieve an estimated £31 m 
in 1976 cannot be regarded as insignificant particularly when 
that figure ignores the contribution by purchase of materials 
and services and the supply of goods and services to the 
retail/wholesale trade. In terms of employment the businesses 
have been shown to generate between 3,000 and 4,000 full-time 
jobs and some 1,200 to 1,600 part-time jobs. (Para 5*3.16)
Then there are the less quantifiable elements: the retention
of skills, the means of creative expression so essential to 
any progressive society and the element of competition for 
industry.
Overall, there can be no possible doubt that they do make an 
important contribution to our society and that they do merit 
serious consideration in terms of development.
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There is undoubted potential for development in a number of 
areas. In terms of •recruitment * the art colleges in par- 
ticular provide much of the background training needed for 
entry. The students are aesthetically aware but lack the
1 .
J years of practical work experience necessary for a confident
p  approach. There must also be some doubt about the colleges*
willingness to provide the essential component of business 
^ studies acknowledged by Bolton (l9?l), and further doubt as
to whether the students during their courses are sufficiently 
[ mature to accept and benefit from that business studies
P) component. But colleges are not the only source of recruit-
I
ment - as noted, redundancy, early retirement and reduced 
school-leaver employment opportunities are no longer vague 
possibilities but are present here and now, with every prospect 
Q of increase in the years to come. So, from the paths of
p, vocation, alternative vocation and reduced opportunity there
would appear to be an eunple supply of the raw material for 
recruitment.
Q If supply is assured, what of demand? As noted, there is
insufficient information available for assessment. However,
-G there are indicators. In January 1979» the BBC programme
n  'Spectrum* featured the crafts in Scotland. The transcript
(kindly forwarded by the producer) provides confirmation of
n •I a view held by many;-
n "COMMENTARY 22
Aesthetics aside, there is another reason 
to reassess our headlong plunge into craft 
The ten year boom is not immortal. Craft 
is subject to public whim and fad just as 
fashions in clothes, wallpaper and other 
artefacts.
NORMAN GRANT
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all the indications are that we are close 
to saturation point* Ten years ago when I 
started modern jewellers were a hundred and 
fifty miles apart whereas nowadays they are 
similar to grocers or bakers. I'm sure 
that we are reaching saturation point but 
that does not mean that new craftsmen won't 
be coming to the fore. What it does mean 
is that for every new craftsman, one has to 
fade away.
♦Statement abstracted from the transcript.
(32)
Norman Grant has publicly stated a fear expressed privately by 
many - saturation. Are there grounds for such fears? At the 
risk of accusations of repetition, there is no means of 
quantifying demand nor is there sufficient background infor­
mation on patterns of demand for assessment purposes. But his 
views should, I suggest, be taken into account.
While there is much we do not know about the market, there arenLj factors which are known if not in great detail. For example,
ri the market is not one uniform object; broadly, there is a low
end, a middle and a top end usually identified by quality and
r monetary value - even if the two are not always in harmony.
'Spectrum' (l979) commenting on the selection policy adopted
by the SDA at the Trade Fair drew a direct statement of policy
from the SDAi-
"COMMENTARY 13
Because of this selection policy, the lucrative 
souvenir market is scarcely represented here 
at all. And yet it's at the bottom end of the 
market that the retailer really rakes in the 
cash. The SDA are unrepentant.
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There are some, again at this Trade Fair, 
some very good quality low priced souvenir 
products which can be produced in great 
quantities. Eh, it’s all a matter of* taste, 
and the consumer needs educating, ah, just 
as you need educating in your palate so you 
need educating about the products you have 
about you in your own home and that you give 
away for gifts. And that’s one angle we’re 
working on.
REPORTER TO CAMERA
Ingliston’s a very successful Fair it does 
attract buyers and it did about a million 
pounds worth of business last year. But the 
curious thing about Ingliston is that it’s 
a very partial showcase of Scottish crafts. 
What you will see at Ingiiston, are the 
craftsmen with space in their orderbooks 
often young trying to get themselves off the 
n  ground. What you won’t see at Ingiiston are
[j the older established craftsmen with no space
in their orderbooks, or indeed the craftsmen 
who’ve decided to ignore the growing market 
and voluntarily decided not to expand their 
businesses." (33)
So here we have the addition of a further complication - the 
policy of education against the low end of the market for the 
promotion of the top end. In short, cutting off one market 
while attempting to build another.
Clearly there is a major dilemma facing the future of crafts 
in Scotland - a dilemma not primarily of markets and demand 
but of strategy. It appears that there is a strong movement 
amongst academics and planners to opt for the development of 
a smaller number of craftsmen of quality, perhaps with the 
intention of putting Scotland at the top of the quality league 
table.
D
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j The results of the current research do not, in my view, lend
n
[j
[j
I
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support to this strategy at this point in time. While the SDA 
should be congratulated for having at least stated a policy, 
it is certainly ill-timed and probably ill-conceived. 
Implementation will require the continuance of the policy of 
selection and rejection. What criteria will be used? The 
product? Certainly, value judgements can be made on existing 
products - but what of new entrants, of potential development, 
of the chances of success or failure, of individual motivation 
or of independence?
This research has demonstrated that much more work will have 
to be done (possibly over some 5 - 10 years) before there will
ri be sufficient information on which to base these decisions.
(Para 5.3.5)
Bolton (1 9 7 1) cited the crafts for special attention in terms 
of assistance:-
n  »*We do not think our readiness to contemplate support for
LJ the crafts inconsistent with our general rejection of
subsidies for small businessmen. In this respect ve 
n consider that support for the crafts is justifiable on the
L same social and cultural grounds as is the excellent
service to rural industry provided by the Council for Small 
Industries in Rural Areas and its Scottish counterpart 
and to the arts by the Arts Council. Respect and care for 
LJ these values is in our view obligatory for any rich and
civilised nation. Since a lively crafts sector may also 
r produce substantial economic benefits, complementing the
iJ contribution of the arts to the promotion of tourism,
we think that effective, if modest, financial support is 
n well worth consideration." (3^)
In that statement, Bolton has achieved a balance between the 
contribution of the crafts to our social and cultural wellbeing 
and our economic requirements - a balance which the SDA have 
patently failed to achieve probably due to their obligation
J1
Q
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to restrict their activities to economic development, inter­
national competitiveness, employment and industrial efficiency 
to the exclusion of social and cultural criteria.
As a direct result of this programme of research I would there­
fore suggest that an intermediate and alternative strategy is 
necessary.
1. That a major effort be made by the SDA to establish 
and maintain an adequate system of records of craft 
businesses throughout Scotland. That system should 
be capable of recording the following information;-
a. Date of establishment of the business.
b. Nature of the business and complete range of 
products.
c. The proprietors* objectives.
d. The previous training and experience of the 
proprietor.
e. In the event of closure, the proprietor’s reasons.
f. A 6 monthly check on all the above.
2. That in view of the sub-groups identified, a strategy 
of phased assistance be adopted.
a. Initially on a very broad base, thus allowing and 
encouraging entry from the total range of 
interests and abilities identified.
b. The awarding of financial assistance and services 
to meet the needs of the business as it develops. 
For example,
i) The small-scale business of a strongly
independent nature may well require assistance 
in the form of co-operative selling organised 
by the SDA and HIDE.
ii) The business with limited development potential 
may well require extended financial and service 
assistance.
iii) The businesses where development may be maxi­
mised could qualify for a further level of 
assistance.
u ' -
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n  3 . That once sufficient information is available for
"I the purposes of identification of potential within
J
the business, then a strategy could be considered 
r for selection and for the gradual improvement of
quality.
Q  6.3*1 The programme of research is concluded. The questions
have been asked and answered within the extremely limited scope 
^ allowed by the resources of time and finance. However, in
 ^ view of the major findings, I will perhaps be permitted to
[j revert to the role of a practising craftsman in Scotland and
n  express the hope that this work will not become an isolated
academic exercise; that others will approach this subject 
n  with fresh ideas and from different angles.
[]
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Chapter 7
Postscript
7.1 It is inevitable, in a programme of research such as
this, that many elements are explored and, for one reason or 
another, rejected. This research was no exception.
There is however one such element which should be recorded - 
the development of the ability in man of conceptual thinking. 
That ability allied to the progressive gains in basic skills 
and technical understanding is closely associated with the 
crafts and closer study of that historical pattern of develop­
ment may well lead to a greater understanding of the apparently 
basic need in many people today to express themselves by this 
means. Such knowledge could well provide a base for the long­
term development of the crafts and provide guidance for 
programmes of education in areas of projected growth such as 
’education for leisure’.
7.2 Following a line of inquiry into research currently
underway in the Lincolnshire and Humberside area by Frances 
Coleman Dip.A.D., M.Phil., an undertaking has been received 
that a copy of the final report will be sent to me immediately 
on completion, probably in September 1980. As the subject 
matter is understood to be parallel to the subject matter of 
this research, the report will be made available for comparative 
purposes.
u
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EXfUitples of Personal Cruft Uork
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D
n
Survey of Small Firms un de rt alien by the Small Industries Council 
for Rural Are^ is of Scotland and published in their Annual Report 
for the year ending March 1973.
Note : The survey does not relate specifically to craft businesses
"The Council decided to look more closely at the newly established 
small firms with which it was in touch, to enquire into the reasons 
why the owners started in business, how they had fared since their 
commencement and what their ambitions were for the future. The 
results of this enquiry are given in the tables..^.(1-Q).."
Out of those firms which had started during or since 1970, 58 
were selected at random, in the same ratio of business types and 
geographic location as in the whole gropp of firms. Each selected 
p, firm was visited individually and the Council is grateful to the
1 people who were interviewed for giving their time to answering
LJ the questions which were put to them.
„  Of the 58 firms, 21 had been helped specifically by the Council,
! either with advisory services, with credit assistance or with a
,J combination of the two.
0
D
D
D
The survey did not produce a picture of a typical small businessman. 
The ages of the owners ranged from the early 20s to late 50s, the 
majority of the people interviewed being in their 30s and 40s, 
married and with children. The business occupations covered a 
wide spectrum, although traditional industries such as joinery, 
textiles and general engineering formed the main proportion. This 
reflects the fact that in a rural area there is still a preponderance of 
traditional activity providing small scale industrial employment. 
Most of those interviewed had undergone no further education but 
had left school to serve an apprenticeship in the trade in which 
they started their business. In just over one-quarter of the firms 
sampled the owner's father had also been a proprietor of his own 
firm.
In spite of the bias towards traditional activities, 14% of the new  
firms, which had started since 1970, have been in such modern 
industries as electronics, plastics and food processing. This 
proportion is three times that of all the firms with which the Council 
is in touch and may suggest that there is a growing tendency 
towards the establishment of more firms in modern industrial 
fields. It was shown in the 1972 survey that such activities had a 
greater growth rate than the more traditional occupations (Table 1 ).
The chief motives for starting a business were given as better 
prospects, both financially and environmentally, and the independ­
ence of working for oneself. In some cases the ambition to own a 
business had been long-standing and the advantage was taken 
of the opportunity as it arose. The tabulated answers to the survey 
compare those who have started business for the first time with 
others who have run a business before and have re-started since 
1970.
9% of those interviewed were irppelled to set up in business through 
redundancy or in order to remain in a particular district. Of those 
who had been in business of their own before, nearly 20% under­
took their new venture because they saw demand for a specific 
product or service whereas only 4% of those starting for the first 
time gave this as one of the reasons for their action (Table 2).
The choice of business was very largely dictated by the experience 
or trained skill of the proprietor— covering 68% of the people 
interviewed (Table 3 ). .
^ .
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J choice of a location for a new business was given in almost
, equal proportions as the availability of a factory or workshop
prentises and housing (36%) and the wish to live in a particular 
I district (35%) Only half.of that number (17%) cited as a reason
LJ choice of area its suitability from the marketing point of view
tligibilily for government grants seemed to play only a small part 
^  determining location. Tfiroughout Scotland, however, grants 
1 available in all rural areas and the special development areas
J  of'Sr only minor additional benefits for a new business (Table 4 ).
The people interviewed were divided equally between those who  
n  received outside encouragement to persevere with their plans and
9^^ vvho did not. Only 15% said that they had encountered no 
serious problems in getting their businesses started. The chief 
rrioney— lack of working capital, credit 
difhculties, having to wait long periods for payment by customers— ■ 
and this financial experience applied equally to those who had 
L J been in business before and to those starting for the first time. The
second rnost common problem was that of finding customers and 
maintaining a flovy of orders. Other difficulties mentioned included 
j  (TaNe% ^^ materials, availability of labour, costing and pricing
which sought help towards solving these problems, 
n  4 1 6  obtamed advice and help from the Council while to a lesser
I ]  extent assistance was sought from business colleagues, bank
^ r ta g ^ s , accountants, solicitors or government departments 
(Table 6 ).
1 40% of the cases business was financed solely out of personal
- i  savings, redundancy pay, a mortgage or the sele of property or a
car. 22% of the firms obtained additional finance in the form of a 
• * '1  loen from the Council Banks helped in 38% of cases and private
sources in 1 7%. Other methods of financing included hire purchase, 
J  leasing and government or local authority assistance.
The ambitions expressed by those interviewed varied widely. About 
n  hsif wished to expand their businesses but still remain small
U  enough for personal control to be retained. In one or two cases the
desire to achieve complete financial independence was given, 
but in most instances the wish to run their own concern remained 
n  the principal motive. It is significant that 90% of those questioned
j  claimed that they had no regrets at having started out on their own.
A quarter of the sample claimed that they had little to learn from 
their past experiences, but lessons which were referred to included 
n  attention to costing and pricing, planning (particularly in finance)
[J  and care in personal matters such as the choice of colleagues or
partners with whom to share their businesses.
r i  The survey has shown that there are attractive opportunities for
any enterprising person wishing to establish his business in rural 
LJ Scotland.
The growth record of new small industries is an impressive one, 
r i  particularly where the activities are based on modern technology.
LJ Although 21 of the firms sampled in the survey availed themselves
of assistance from the Council towards developing their businesses, 
37 did not do so. It is the Council's intention to ensure that the 
benefits of its comprehensive services of management and technical 
advice and of its credit facilities are made known as widely as 
possible to the owners of newly established enterprises and to 
those intending to set up on their own. By complementing an 
individual's expertise with the Council's own range of skills a 
pattern can be established for the steady and profitable develop­
ment of a new business.^
0
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Appendix B
Typos of Business Total
First
Venture Others
B Idcksm ilh /A yricu lturiil Enym eers 3 3 0
C lo tiiirn j/T o xtiles /K n itw e iir . . 7 4 3
Elect! on ii;s 2 1 1
Engineers - Electriciil 1 1 0
General 6 4 2
Precision 4 4 0
Food . . . 3 0 3
Foundries 1 1 0
Furniture 2 2 0
Joiners /B u ilders 8 6 2
Plastics . . . 3 1 2
Pottery .................... 4 2 2
Printing 2 1 1
Saw m ills 1 0 1
M iscellaneous— Consum er 8 7 1
Industrial 3 3 0
' ■ • 58 4 0  , 1 8
Table 2
Reasons for starting in Business Total
%
First
Venture
%
Others
%
Better prospects 2 8 27 31
O pportun ity  arose 1 2 18 3
H ad alw ays w an ted  o w n  business 11 18 0
A lready in business part-tim e 1 0 11 7
S aw  dem and for product/service 9 4 19
Necessity, e.g. redundancy . . . 9 10 7
W ished to  live in a particular area 6 6 7
Suggested by others . . . 4 4 3
Extension to existing business 3 0 7
W ished to  m anufacture a particular
product ..................................................... 3 0 7
Others ................................................. .. 5 2 9
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
T a b l e  3
- - ..........
First
-------- :--------
Reasons for choice of Business Total Venture Others
% % %
Tiaili ! business qualifications 68 72 58
Kii . . . . . i ' i f  of the m arket 12 9 21
O p puC iin ily  . . . 9 9 11
Personal preference . . . 5 4 5
Otin rs . . . 6 6 6
j 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
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Tablo 4
t: ■ IIS for cfroice of Location Total
%
First
Venture
%
Others
%
I Avail. i. of ptum ises/froiising  
W ishco 01 live in a particular area 
i W ell Si', ..iiecf for m arkets
G o ve iiii ient grant available . . .
W istici! live in a rural district 
Suit.ifjli; îabour available . . .  . . .  
C o-opera tion  from  local authorities  
Labour troubles in previous area
37
3 5
17
4
2
2
2
1
38
3 8
12
5
3
0
2
2
3 5
27
27
0
0
7
4
0
1 : 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Table 5
M a in  Problems Total
%
Fir$t
Venture
%
Others
%
Finan ce /c red it d ifficu lties /w o rk in g
cap ita l/deb to rs  
Finding m arkets and custom ers/
3 0 2 8
1
m aintain ing flo w  of w ork .. . 13 15 9
N o delegation possible 9 11 4 1
S upply difficulties
Lack of experience in production, of
9 10 9 :
!
sales, or costing, etc. 8 11 0  1
Lack of labour 7 6 9 i
Others .................. 9 8 13 i
None 15 11 21
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0  !
Table 6
Sources of Help Total
%
First
Venture
%
Others
%
S IC R A S  .................................................... ... 41 51 15
C olleagues/previous em ployer 23 24 21
B an ks/S o lic ito rs /A cco untan ts 1 4 1 0 21
G overnm ent D epartm ents 10 6 21
Fam ily .................................... 6 6 7
Suppliers .................................... 6 3 15
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Ü
n
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Survey of Small Manufacturing Finns undertaken by the SBA and 
reported in their Annual Report 1978
Note : The survey does not relate specifically to craft businesses
The year saw considerable changes in the status and increased recognition of 
the importance of small businesses in the United Kingdom. Together they 
account for 93% of manufacturing enterprises, employ one-third of the 
country’s workforce and produce almost one-quarter of its output. The small 
manufacturing company is seen to be increasingly important to the national 
economy. The Agency has always been conscious of this importance, and 
committed to the encouragement of the sector. In autumn 1977 the Agency 
carried out an extensive survey of the needs of small manufacturing firms in 
Scotland.
The results of that survey showed that the needs of the smaller business for 
advice and help, some of which can be provided from the resources of the 
Agency’s Small Business Division, are at least as significant as those for 
additional finance. No less than 77% of the firms surveyed felt a need for 
outside assistance of one kind or another, principally in the areas of 
marketing and management.
In the survey of the needs of small companies throughout Scotland, the 
Agency asked about the firms’ expectations and intentions over the next five 
years. The results showed that some two-thirds of small businesses expect to 
expand their activities by investing in new plant and machinery, by 
diversifying their product range or by developing their markets a t home and 
overseas. One quarter of the firms expect to maintain their present position 
without expansion and only 4% of the businesses expect to contract. This 
encouraging result will help the Agency to develop further its own special 
services for the benefit of the small business sector during the coming year.
n
n 239.
Bourcea used for the compilation of the index 
in 1975
Appendix C
Table C 1
%
filCRAÏ CC HIDB SD-C SICRAS/^
CC
SICRAS/^
HIDB
SICRAS 
SD—C
TOTAL
A 25 1 6 13 1 46
B 55 2 3 - 14 3 1 78
C 53 6 7 - 14 2 1 83
D 23 2 2 - 10 2 1 40
£ 10 — ' - 1 - — 11
F 34 1 3 - 8 . 4 . ■ - 50
G 35 4 6 - 13 3 - 61
" U 52 3 8 - 24 5 - 92
I 13 2 2 - I - - 18
J 18 2 1 - 6 - - 27
K 18 1 3 - 9 1 - 32
r L 35 3 5 - 12 1 - 56
U M 128 6 4 - 33 3 - 174
N 16 2 3 - 4 - - 25
r 0 5 - 2 - - 2 - 9
P 25 2 1 - 6 2 — 36
Q wm ■ - - - - - — - -
R 32 4 3 - 5 2 1 47
S 77 9 11 1 20 2 - 120
T 35 2 6 1 12 1 - 57
U 1 - 1 - 2 - - 4
V - - 1 - 1 - 2
V 38 - - - 13 8 - 59
Y 5 — — _ 2 1 — 8
L. Z - - 1 - - - 1
733 52 78 3 223 43 4 1136—
SICRAS - Small Industries Council for Rural Areas of Scotland index only. 
CC - Scottish Craft Centre index only.
SD-C - Membership list of Society of Besigner-Craftsmen only.
HIDB - Highlands and Islands Hoard publications only.
SIRAS/CC - Recorded in Sicras as also being members of Craft Centre 
SICRAS/HIDR «• Recorded in Sicras as also being located in HIDB area 
SICRAS/SD-<% - Recorded as being in Sicras and SD-C.
r
U
r
u
L
In a few isolated cases businesses were found to be present in more 
than two sources in which instances they are recorded in terms of the 
first two sources only.
* Analysis based on the alphabetical (A to Z) sections within the Index.
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Table C 3
D
n
D
Identification by Craft Groupa
Group Craft
Number
1 Glass : blowing, engraving, stained
2 Silversmithing/ Jewellery : enamel, 
engraving and metalwork Iprecious)
3 Lapidary
4 Ceramics
5 Graphic ; prints, maps, cards, calligraphy
6 Weaving
7 Knitting : crochet
8 Tapestry : macramé
9 Textile ; silk screen, batik
10 Woodwork : carving and turning
11 Furniture : modern and reproduction
12 Musical Instruments
13 Wrought Iron : metalwork
14 llornwork and Crooks
15 Skins ; sheep, deer, seal
16 Leather
17 Soft Toys and Dolls
18 Embroidery
19 Candles
20 Plastic ; polyester, acryllic
21 Shellcraft
22 Miscellaneous
u 241.
n
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Table C 4
1975
Analysis of the Index of Craft businesses as in December 1975, 
by Region and by Craft Group
Group
«
k
shH
1
o
eHOj
s
o
eHrH(d
a
•H
1
Eh
s
«HH
• 1
s
J
I
i
is
CO
1sH
1 1
•o9
u
ad 1
1 1 1 0 1 6 0 1 12 4 0 0 7 33
2 7 11 7 1 7 2 4 22 38 3 5 24 131
3 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 3 1 1 0 3 13
4 8 13 9 11 12 6 9 22 42 0 0 20 152
5 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 4 16 1 1 10 39
6 6 13 2 6 8 16 4 8 22 2 0 27 114
7 3 2 1 5 2 4 4 3 10 12 2 14 62
8 2 0 0 0 3 0 2 8 0 0 0 2 17
9 3 2 0 0 1 0 4 8 2 0 1 3 24
10 7 11 4 5 5 7 3 11 15 2 1 25 96
11 5 2 1 3 1 0 5 5 1 0 3 3 29
12 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 4 0 0 0 1 11
13 4 2 2 7 7 3 5 5 6 1 7 23 72
14 0 3 3 2 2 0 1 0 11 0 0 10 32
15 0 1 0 0 3 1 1 0 3 10 1 7 27
16 2 1 0 2 2 0 8 6 4 0 0 5 30
17 1 3 1 3 4 1 2 6 10 0 0 9 40
18 3c 4 1 2 0 0 0 3 11 0 0 1 25
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 3 6
20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 7
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3
22 3 11 2 1 11 3 6 19 23 6 2 20 107
Totals 59 84 36 52 78 43 62 150 224 1 38 24 220 1070
uD
D
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Table C 5
1976
Analysis of the Index of Cruft Businesses as in December 1976, 
by Region and by Craft Croup
Group k
§
!
a
f—(
wk
s
Ü
f~4
<d
0
od
1
•S
>
H
CO&fHCO►H
•
M
u
1
a
5
S
•o
1
(0
*a
a•H
e
(0
1
o
1
"6
33 1
1 1 1 0 1 5 0 1 13 4 0 0 6 32
2 7 11 7 1 7 3 4 23 43 4 5 26 141
3 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 14
4 8 15 10 11 10 6 12 23 46 0 3 24 168
S 1 1 3 2 2 2 1 4 16 2 0 14 48
6 6 13 1 7 9 25 6 8 21 2 1 27 126
7 2 3 1 5 4 8 6 3 11 15 5 20 83
8 2 0 0 0 3 0 2 11 0 0 0 3 21
9 3 2 0 0 3 0 5 8 2 0 2 4 29
10 6 11 4 8 3 7 6 11 18 2 1 28 105
11 4 2 1 3 1 0 5 5 1 0 4 4 30
12 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 5 0 0 0 1 12
13 4 2 2 7 7 3 6 5 6 1 7 23 73
14 0 3 2 2 2 0 1 0 12 0 0 11 33
15 0 1 0 0 3 2 1 0 2 10 2 9 30
16 2 1 0 2 2 0 6 7 4 0 0 6 30
17 1 3 1 3 4 2 2 6 10 0 0 12 44
18 3 4 1 2 0 0 0 3 11 0 0 2 26
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 3 6
20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 7
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3
22 2 7 4 1 12 3 6 15 20 5 2 18 95
Totals 55 84 38 58 80 61 72 152 233 42 33 248 1156
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1977
Analysis of the Index of Craft Businesses as in December 1977, 
by Region and by Craft Group.
Group s
9
a
é
«u+*ait
u
i-H<0
0
oU
1
*0
(0
&
H
s
COM
•
» 1
S
1
1
Ï
a10
1iH
1 1
8fH
«
03
#0
/a
«S
1 1 2 0 1 5 0 2 13 4 0 0 6 34
2 8 13 7 2 7 3 4 25 49 5 4 25 152
3 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 14
4 9 14 12 12 11 5 13 22 45 0 3 25 171
5 1 1 3 2 1 2 1 7 18 3 0 12 51
6 6 15 1 6 9 24 8 11 21 1 0 27 129
7 2 3 1 5 3 8 9 4 13 15 5 19 87
8 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 14 2 0 0 2 22
9 3 2 0 2 3 0 7 9 2 0 2 6 36
10 5 12 4 7 4 6 9 12 20 2 1 29 111
11 4 3 1 3 1 0 6 5 1 0 3 4 31
12 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 5 0 0 0 1 11
13 4 2 2 8 7 2 6 5 5 1 7 23 72
14 0 3 2 1 2 0 2 0 12 0 0 11 33
15 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 2 10 2 9 29
16 4 1 0 2 3 0 6 6 4 0 0 5 31
17 2 3 1 3 3 2 2 7 10 0 0 9 42
18 3 4 1 2 0 0 0 3 12 0 0 2 27
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 5
20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 6
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
22 2 6 4 1 13 2 7 14 19 5 3 14 90
Totals 58 88 40 60 78 56 87 164 244 43 30 238 1186
"1
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Table C 7
1978
— An^ilysis of the Index of Craft Businesses as in 
hy Region and by Craft Group.
December 1978,
-n '
Group s
§
1
è
2
J
r4rH(d
O
od
44
9
a
o>•o•HI
H
atef-4
atM
•
» 1
83
s
1
1
is
V3
1
1 1
•a
a
&•H
as
•3
a
n 1 1 2 1 1 5 0 3 11 4 0 0 3 31
2 8 12 9 4 7 3 5 26 43 5 4 24 150
[ 3 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 12
" 4 8 14 9 12 10 5 13 19 45 0 4 23 162
5 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 5 18 1 0 11 45
6 4 14 2 7 6 20 9 9 21 1 0 22 115
7 2 3 2 4 4 8 10 8 13 15 4 14 87
8 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 13 3 0 0 2 22
" 9 3 2 1 2 4 0 6 8 0 0 2 4 32
- 10 4 9 3 7 4 6 11 13 18 2 1 23 101
11 4 3 1 5 0 0 6 7 3 0 3 2 34
12 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 6 1 0 0 3 15
1
u 13 3 2 1 6 6 2 6 4 5 1 7 19 62
14 0 3 2 0 2 0 1 0 11 0 0 9 28
15 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 7 1 7 21
16 5 1 0 2 3 1 5 7 4 0 0 5 33
n
17 1 3 0 3 3 1 2 6 10 0 0 8 37
D 18 2 5 1 2 0 0 0 3 11 0 0 2 26
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 3 6
20 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 6
] 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
22 2 5 3 1 11 4 8 11 22 7 4 28 106
— Totals 52 83 38 60 71 54 90 158 240 39 30 218 1133
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Table C 8
D
D
Craft Groups expressed as 
recorded in the index for
a % of the total of craft 
the years 1975 to 1978
businesses
Craft Group 1975 1976 1977 1978
1 (Glass) 3.08 2.78 2.87 2.74
2 (Sil./Jewellery) 12.24 12.20 12.82 13.24
3 (Lapidary) 1.21 1.21 1.18 1.06
4 (Ceramics) 14.21 14.53 14.42 14.30
5 (Graphic) 3.64 4.15 4.30 3.97
6 (Weaving) 10.65 10.90 10.88 10.15
7 (Knitting) 5.79 7.18 7.34 7.68
8 (Tapestry) 1.59 1.82 1.86 1.94
9 (Textile) 2.24 2.51 3.04 2.82
10 (Woodwork) 8.97 9.08 9.36 8.91
11 (Furniture) 2.71 2,60 2.61 3.00
12 (Musical Instruments) 1.02 1.04 0.93 1.32
13 (Wrought Iron) 6.73 6.31 6.07 5.47
14 (Hornwork and Crooks) 2.99 2.85 2.78 2.47
15 (Skins) 2.52 2.60 2.45 1.85
16 (leather) 2.80 2.60 2.61 2.91
17 (Soft Toys and Dolls) 3.74 3.81 3.54 3.27
18 (Embroidery) 2.34 2.25 2.28 2.29
19 (Candles) 0.56 0.52 0.42 0.53
20 (Plastic) 0.65 0.61 0.51 0.53
21 (Shellcraft) 0.28 0.26 0.17 0.18
22 (Miscellaneous) 10.00 8.22 7.59 9.36
D
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Notes on Tables C38 to C43
Examples 
Column 1
Column 2
Craftsman to population ratio.
From Table C22 - (l975) - Sutherland 
District Home Population - 11,877 
Craft Business Population - 40
Craftman to population ratio - Is 297
District llorae Population - 11,877 - Sutherland
Area (acres) - 1,108,783
Population/Area Density - Is 93*5 acre
n
n
Sources s Population -
** Area
•Annual Estimates of the Population of 
Scotland*1975/76/77/78, published by
HMSÜ
•Directory of Official Architecture and 
Planning 1977*, published by George Godwin 
Ltd.
** A number of obvious errors were found in the text and adjustments have
been made as follows j-
Caithness : Quoted in the text as 4,756,665 acres* As Caithness is
certainly not 4x the area of Sutherland the figure of
778,971 acres was deduced by subtracting the other 
districts from the total given for the Region.
Dundee City s Quoted in the text as 502,372 acres* Similarly, Dundee
City is not the same area as Angus and by deduction the 
figure of 58,081 acres was substituted.
Inverclyde : Quoted in the text as 105,801 acres. As this figure is
identical to the population of that district for 1976 and 
as the text quoted the population as 38,991 it has been 
assumed that the figures have been reversed in error*
ru
nI
L
u
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
0
D
D
D
D
D
a
D
D
D
D
n
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Table C38 ..........Year 1975
Table for tlie culculatiun ol the coefficient of rank correlation
üirtti'ct
Craftsman/
D.UjPopulat*! ratio X
D.H.Popu'fi/
rS!?§i^y
Rank
X
Rank
y
d d‘
Sutherland 297 93.4 1 56 55 3025_
Skye & Loch/h 345 63.4 2 55 53 2809-^
Badonoch & s/y 426 61.1 3 54 51 2601__
Shetland 487 46.1 4 52 48 230-4 _
Western Isles 689 24.2 5 48 43
Orkney 707 13.6 6 43 37 1369
Argyll 8c Bute 818 25.8 8 49 41 1681
Uoss 8c Cromarty 933 31.5 9 51 42 1764
Cai thness 800 26.3 7 50 43 1849
Stewartry 1.117 18.5 10 47- 37 1369
Tweeddale 1.542 16.1 15 45 30 900
Roxburgh 1,328 10.6 12 ' 37 25 625
Inverness 1.611 13.0 16 42 26 676
Berwickshire 1.251 5.3 11 30 19 361
Kincardine & D/^ 1.440 18.2 13 46 33 1089
Lochaber 1.525 55.7 14 53 39 1521
Nairn 2.326 11.2 18 40 22 484
N.E.Fife 1.804 2.88 17 ""50— 9 81
Ettrick & l/e 2.680 10.4 20 36 16 256
Perth 8c k/s 2,484 10.9 19 38 19 361
Stirling 2.817 6.79 21 34 13 169
Wigtown 3,754 14.1 26 44 18 324
Gordon 3.196 11.4 23 4l 1Ô 324“
Ni thsdale 3,302 6.3 24 9 81
Cunninghame 3.457 1.7 25 24 1 i
E. Lothian 3,033 2.2 22 25 3 9
Moray 4,030 6.840 27 35 8 64
Annandale 8c E/e 5,021 11.018 30 39 9 81
Edinburgh C. 4,846 0.139 29 2 27 729
Midiothian 4~412 1.055 28 21 7 49
Angus 5,505 5.703 31 31 0 0
Banff 8c Buchan 5.79^ 5.007 32 29 3 9
Dumbarton 7,282 1.472 34 23 ' il 121
E,Kilbride 6,775 0.843 33 is 15 225
Lanark 7,860 5.951 35 35 7 49
C1ackmannan 9,522 O.BOt 3t 17 20 400
Eastwood 12,643 0.565 40 15 25 025
Kirkcaldy 9,242 0.415 36 12 24 576
KiImarnock 8c., 11,187 1.125 38 22 16 230
Bearsden 8c•• 12,524 0.237 39 5 34 1156
W, Lothian 17^18 0.853 46 19 27 729
Dundee C, 14,979 0.298 42 8 34 1156
Aberdeen C* 0.21*^ 43 4 ^ 39 1521
Hami1 ton 0.304 44 ^ 9 35 1225
Dunfermline iS;435”"“ Ô.002.. 45 16 29 841
Strathkelvin 13,392 0.Ù83 41 20 21 ^ 441
Kyle & Car/k 22,263 2.918 47" 27 20 400
Renfrew i^3,Sôy"“ 0.3èS 48 10 38 1444
Cumnock & D^n 24,300 ..4.1iO" ■ ■ 45— 28 ' 21 441
Glasgow C# è7,51Ô 0.055 1 49 2401
Falkirk . 0.45?--- l3 3è 1444
Cumbernauld 54,08?" " 0.433 .. .32" i4 3ë 1444
Inverclyde 105,801 0.369 53 il 42 1764
Clydebank 56,529 0.156 54 3 51 2601
Monklands 108,689 0.294 55 7 48 2304
Motherwell 159,640 0.275 56 6 50 2500
54,878
u
D
D
0
D
D
0
D
0
0
n
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
a
Table C39 Year 1976
Table for tbe c a1c u1 ali on of the coefficient of rank correlation
Ü1 t re t
Craftsman/ 
D.H. Popul’n 
ratio X
D.H.Popul»n>
Density
ratioy
.....
Rank
X
Rank
y
d d*
Suthe r! and 248 95.305 1 56 55 3025
Skye & Loch/b 337 62.736 2 53 53 2809
B.idenoch & s/y 387 61.640 3 54 51 2601
She 11 and 441 44.912 4 52 48 2304
Western Isles 487 24.114 5 48 43 1849
Orkney 522 13.586 6 43 37 1369
Argyll 8c Bute 781 25.445 7 47 42 1764
Ross 8c Cromarty 793 29.394 8 51 43 1849
Cai thness 866 26.438 9 50 41 1681
Stewartry 975 18.416 l6
---
37 1369
Tweeddale 1,080 15.960 11 45 34 1156
Roxburgh 1,150 10.676 """57 ■ "55“ "655"
Inverness 1,412 -i^:'37i". .-'"'59 84l
Berwickshire 1.477 5.234 14 ^0 16 256
Kincardine & D/ _ _ 1,484 17.680 15 46 3i 961
Lochaber 1.508 56.3^3 i6 53 37 1369
Nairn 1,927 10.824 i7 39 22 48%
N.E.Fife 1,975 . 2.67Ù 18 56
---
64
Ettrick & L/e 2,031 10.3i3 19 36 -- 1 289
Perth 8c K/s 2,361 10.637 7o 40 20 400
Stirling 2,924 ...6:764.. 7i 34
--
169 "
Wigtown 2,985 i4.i6i 22 44 25 484
Gordon 3,186 ........... 23 ---38 15 555
Nithsdale 3,305 6.304 24 33 § 61
Cunni nghanie 3,603 1.676 25 ” 5’4' ■ f - 1
E. Lothian 3,951 2.23i 26 25 T 1
Moray 4,266 6.801 57" — 35" —  F 64
Annandale & E/e 4,393 11.020 26 41 13 169
Edinburgh C, 4,449 0.14Ô “■ ■ 55 2 27 729
Mi d1othi an 4,716 1.Ô42 3Ô 21 9 81
Angus 3,080 5.6Ô1 3i 31 0 0
Banff 8e Buchan 6,364 4.4i3 “ ?2 ■ 29 3 9
Dumbarton 7,358 1.456 33 23 10 100
E.K i1 bride 7,586 0.821 34 18 16 256
Lanark 7,864 5.948 35 32 3 9
C1ackmannan 7,975 0.803 36 17 19 361
Eastwood 10,120 0.565 37 15 22 484
K i rkcaldy 10,610 0.413 38 12 26 676
K i imarnock &.. 11,789 39 22 17 289
Bearsden 8c,, 12.674 0.234 40 5 35 1225
W, Lothian 13,812 0.832 41 19 22 484
Dundee C. 13.887 0.299 42 8 34 1156
Aberdeen C, 13.989 0.217 43 4 39 1521 _
Hami1 ton 15.311 0.303 44 9 35 1225__
Dunfermline 15.628 0.595 45 16 29 841
Strathkelvin 16.291 0.970 46^ 20 26 676
Kyle 8c Car/k 22.492 2.888 - 47 27 20 400
Renf rew 23.275 0.364 48 10 38 1444
Cumnock & l)/n 23.819 4.193 49 28 21 441
Glasgow C, 26.751 0.057 50 1 49 2401
F a 1 k i rk 47.722 0.422 51 14 37 1369^
Cumbernauld 56.268 0.416 52 13 39 1521
I riverc lyde 104.116 0,374 53 11 42 1764
Clydebank 56.529 0.157 54 3 51 2601
Monk I iuids 107.561 0.298 55 7 48 2304
Motherwell 161.104 0.273 56 6 50 2500
.
|1«(*55,126
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D
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Table C40 Year 1977
Table for the calculation of the coefficient of rank correlation
Ü i s t rc t
draftsman/ 
D.H.Popul*n 
ratio X
l . H . P o p u l W  
iensity 
ratio Y
Rank
X
Rank
y
d d*
Sutherland 303 82.97 1 56 55 3025 -
Skye Kc Loch/h 343 61,69 2 55 53 2809__ _
Badenoch & s/y 385 59.53 3 54 51 2601
She 11 and 473 41.84 4 52 48 2304
Western Isles 530 24.11 5 48 43 1849
Orkney 600 13.39 6 43 37 1369
Argyll 8c Bute 814 25.64 8 49 41 ;681__
Ross & Cromarty 781 28.22 7 50 43 1849
Cai thness 823 28.67 0 51 42 1764
Stewartry 938 18.34 10 47 37 1369 _
Tweeddale 988 16.19 11 45 34 1156
Roxburgh 1.022 10.64 i2 39 27 729
Inverness 1.466 i2.47 i6 42 27 729
Berwickshire 1^126 5.15 i6 30 17 289 .
Kincardine & d/ 1,429 16.94 14 46 32 1024
Lochaber 2,263 54.21 ' 19 53 34 1156
Nairn 2,006 10.39 ----Î7. 38 21 441
N.E.Fife 2,049 2.85 1Ô 26 8 64
Ettrick & L/e 1,469 10.23 i6 37 21 441
Perth 8c k/s 2,386 10,85 20 40 20 400
Stirling ^,649 6.75 èl 34 13 169
W igtown _ 2 . 9 7 2 14.24 23 44 21 441
Gordon 2,888 9.97 62 36 14 196
N i thsdale 3,305 6.30 26 33 8 64
Cunninghame 3,554 l.èl 26 24 2 4
E, Lothian 3,301 2.22 64 25 1 1
Moray ' 4,464 6.83 60 35 6 36
Annandale 8c E/e 3,8^6 11.06 27 4l 14 196
Edinburgh C. 4,106 0.14 28 2 26 676
Mi dlothian 4,726 1.04 30 64 9 84
Angus 6,423 5.59 32 31 1 1
Banff & Buchan 7,762 4.86 36 ... SO " 7 49
Dumbarton 6,721 1.46 33 63 40 100
E,K i1bride 5,305 0.807 31 20% l4 121
Lanark 6,912 5.92 35 32 0
C 1ackmannan 6,670  ^ ô” 6ô.... 34 18 16 256
Eastwood 10,144 0.56 39 15 24 576
K i rkcaldy 6,277 0.41 37 13 24 576
K iImarnock &.. 10,266 l.l4 40 22 18 324
Bearsden 8c.. 9,567 0.23 “"'■33“ 5 33 1089
W, Lothian 14,224 0.807 44 20» 24 576
Dundee C . ” l577S3r™“ 0.301 "42 ■ 8 34 1156
Aberdeen C. 15,Ô8Ô 0.22 4-y-- 4 39 1521
Hami1 ton 15.368 0.302 45 9 36 1296
Dunfermline 15,576 0.597 46 17* 69 841
Strathkelvin 13.754 0.597 41 i7» 24 576
Kyle & Car/k 28.291 2.87 67 23 529
Ren f rew 19,192 0.362 48 10 38 1444
Cumnock & o/n 15,630 4.26 47 28 19 361
Glasgow C. 21,897 0.059 49 1 48 _ 2304 -
Falkirk 47,995 0.419 51 14 37 1369 _
Cumbernaul d 57,725 0.406 54 12 42 1764
Inverclyde 51,623 0.378 52 11 41 1681
Clydebank 55.173 0.160 53 3 50 2500
Monk 1ands 111,154 0.288 55 7 48 2304
Motherwe11 153,922 0.285 56 6 50 2500
| 1 o(*^.736
u
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T.il» 1»‘ C4l Year 1978
f a b l e  f o r  tlu; c  a  1 c u  I a  ( i o n  o f  (lie e o e l  l i e  i o i i t  o f  r a n k  c o r r e l a t i o n
ü 1 I I t t
draftsman/ I 
D.H.Popul* n 
ratio X
).ll.Popul*n/ 
)ensity 
atioy
Rank
X
Rank
y
d d‘ 1
Su 1 her1 and 352 87.59 2 56 54
Skye & 1.oc h/h 326 60.79 1 55 54 2916 1
.. ,, 1 .1—-,------------
Badenoch & S/y 504 59.79 3 54 51 2601 1
Shell.nid 550 39.70 5 52 47 2209 1
Westei'ii laies 549 24.14 4 48 44 1936 1
Orkney 607 13.25 6 43 37 1369 1
Argyll & Dute 799 25.80 7 49 42 1764 1
Ross & Cromarty 821 28.94 8 51 43 1849 \
Cai thness 897 28.01 11 50 39 1521 1
Stewartry 896 18.43 10 49 39 136b 1
Tweeddale 1.155 16.16 13 45 32 1024 1
Roxburgh 1.025 10.61 lb 3b 27 729 1
Inverness 1.629 12.49 15 42 2y 729 1
Berwickshire 894 5.19 9 30 21 441 1
Kincardine & D/ 1.662 16.47 16 46 30 900 1
Lochaber 2.236 54.86 19 53 34 1156 1
Nairn 1.696 10.25 17 38 21 441 1
N.E.Fife 2,191 2.85 10 2é 8 6% 1
Ettrick 8t L/e 1.429 10.20 14 37 23 529 1
Perth & K/s 2,845 10.83 21 40 19 361 1
Stirling 2.568 6.74 20 34 l4 ibh“ l
Wigtown 3.305 14.23 25 44 19 361 “ 1
Gordon 3,179 9.56 22 36 14 196 “ 1
Ni thsdale 3.749 6.30 27 33 6 36 1
Cunni nghame 3,293 1.61 24 0 0 1
E, Lothian 3,425 2.24 26
"
25 1 1 1
Moray 4.529 6.76 35 6 36 1
Annandale & E/e 3.190 11.04 23 41 18 324 1
Edinburgh C . 4,076 0.11 b8 2 26 676 1
Midlothian 5.628 1.05 3Ô 21 9 81 1
Angus 6,567 5.46 32 31 1 1 1
Banff 8c Buchan 8,738 4,80 35 29 6 36 1
Dumbarton 5,677 1.48 3i 23 8 64 1
E.K i1bride 6.973 0.818 33 18 15 225 1
Lanark 7,011 5.84 34 32 2 4 1
C 1ackmannan 16,023 0.80 — v r 25 625 1
Eastwood 10,^ 228 _ 0.56 39 1'5 22 484 1
Kirkcaldy 9,972 0.41 36 14 22 484 1
Kilmarnock 8c.. 11,628 1.14 36 22 16 256 1
Bearsden . 12,963 0.23 40 5 35 122h 1
W , Lothian 16/527 0.791 45 i9 20 984 1
Dundee C. I2,7é8 0.30i5 3§ 0= ?0 900 1
Aberdeen C. 13,905 0.22 4i 5 36 1296 1
H am i1 ton Ô.5Ô3"- 49 9* 38 1444 1
Dunfermline 45;252— A.552-" ' W 16 32 1024 1
Strathkelvin 14,015'.. 0.939 " 42 20 22 484 1
Kyle 8c CarÆ 2.8b ■..5cr 27 23 529 1
Renfrew 0.358 46 10 36 1296 1
Cumnock & D/n 15:55?" 4.2B---- 43 28 15 225 j
Glasgow C. 24;535” 0.060 4'9 1 48 2304 1
Falkirk 36,034 0.419 51 14 37 1369 1
Cumbernauld 61^888 0.379 54_ 12* 42 1764 1
Inverclyde 51.420 0.379 52_ 12. 40 1600 1
Clydebank 54.225 0.162 53 3 ho 2500 1
110.094 0.291 53 7 48 2304 n
Motherwell .15&..5Û1... . „ ..Q...2Ôâ__ .... .as. 6 55*" 2500 1
M
54,458
u
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Table C42
Appendix C
Table fur the calculation of the coefficient of rank correlation
Ui^trct
% change in 
D.H.1opul'n
X
% change in 
Craft Pop*n 
y
Rank
X
Rank
y
d d*
Sutherland -0.013 -0.53 8% 56 48 2304
Skye & Loch/h 4 0.004 40.29 29m 5 24 576
Badenoch & s/y 0.0 —0 . 43 54. 34 1156 _
Shetland 40.022 -0.19 47 47 0 0 -
Western Isles 40.001 40.05 23 21. 2 4 _
Orkney 40.004 40.12 29m 14 15 225
Argyll & Bute -0.004 40.40 13= 3 10 100
Ross & Cromarty -0.019 -0.13 3 45 42 1764
Caithness 40,015 -0.04 41= 34 7 49
Stewartry 0.0 40.19 26= 10 10 100
Tweeddale 40.002 -0.12 24s 44. 20 400
Roxburgh 40.005 40.14 33= 13. 20 400
Inverness 40.00b -0.12 24= 44= 20 400
Berwickshire -0.002 40.42 ié= 2= l4 196
Kincardine & d/ 40.ob3 -0.16 48 46 2 4
Lochaber 0.0 —0.43 26= 54. 34 usé
Nairn 40.003 40.11 27= 15 ^ 12 144
N.E.Fife 40.007 —0.05 35 39= 4" lé
Ettrick & L/e 40.004 4O.16 26= 11 4ô 324
Perth & k/s 40.011 —0.51 39= 53 16 256
Stirling 4O.OO& 40.5i 36= 9= 27 " 729
Wigtown 40.004 -o.oh 29= 39= 10 1 100
Gordon 40.049 -0.01 52 33 i9 361
Ni thsdale ;o :ôo? “" -0.11 33* 42 9“ 81
Cunni nghame 4Ô.00É 40.45 36= 2. 34 ^ ii5é
E. LothicUi -ô.ôbf -. 40.01 i3= 30= 17 289
Moray 4Ô.ÜS1 40.07 46 16 30 900
Annandale & E/e 4O.ÔÔ3 40.51 27= 9= 18 324
Edinburgh C . -0.115 40.36 ■■ 2 4 2 4
Midiothian -6.007 .:0:50"... 11 49= 38 1444
Angus 40.044 46.06 81 19. 32 1024
Banff 8t Buchan ■40.054---- -0.65 49 39= 10 100
Dumbarton -O.OIÈ ’4O.23 ■ 4= 6 2 4
E.K i1 bride -0.018 -O.bô 4= 51= 47 2209
Lanark 4Ô.01Ô . 44 22 22 484
C 1ackmannan 40.605 -0:33... 24= ■ 52"“’ 28 784
Eastwood 4Ô.ôli 40.02 ■ 24= 15 225
K i rkcaldy 4O.020 -ô.iîO 45 49= 4 16
Kilmarnock 8c.. -0:003 - - -0:05— .. "15"' 39. 24 576
Bearsden 8c.. 40.015 -0.05 4l 4i 0 0
W, Lothian ■■■■40:055" “ -0.05 — 5T~ 39= 15 ■ ."225
Dundee C . -O.015 ■.;o':iT - -
.... jQ... 13= 3 9
Aberdeen C, 40.017... ' ";D:06 " - ■ ' '43 ' " l9= 24 576 "
Hami1 ton ■ ■ -o:oo!r -0.06 ---- 16= "40 " 24 576
Dunfermline 4ü :obü’ ;o.o5 ... 55 ■ “ïïî 34 1156
strathkelvin ;0.035---- ---- .50" 24 26 676
Kyle 8c Car/k -Ô.OOC ;o.oi .. 12* 30= 18 324
Renfrew 40.053 46.22 53 7 46 2116
Cumnock & D/n -0.001 40.01 18= 30. 12 144
Glasgow C. -0.382 -0.29 1 51 50 2500
Falk i rk 40.008 40,10 36» 17 19 361
Cumbernauld 40.084 40.01 56 30= 26 676
Inverclyde -0.001 40.01 18= 30= 12 144
Clydebank -0.015 40.01 7 30= 23 529
Monk 1ands -0.013 0.0 8= 32= 24 576
Motherwell -0.017 0.0 6 32= 26 676
648
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Calculation of Coefficient of Hank Correlation 
Using the formula ; r* = 1 - 2^ 
Year 1975 : r* m -0.876
Year 1976 I r« s -0.884
Year 1977 I r« m -0.871
Year 1978 : r* B -0.861
Change from Year 1977/78 : r* * +0.082
Applying the critical values of r* as contained in the following table 
from «Statistics : A first course* by J.E.Freund and for the value 
n « 56 that critical value would lie between #0.273 and -0.250 •
0
]
[j
C R IT IC A L V A LU ES OF r *
n r #;* r*#» n r.»H •".M*
3 0.907 18 0.408 0 690
4 0.950 0.999 19 0.450 0 575
5 0.878 0 959 20 0.444 0.661
6 0.811 0.917 21 0.433 0 649
7 0.754 0.876 22 0.423 0.637
8 0.707 0.834 27 0.381 0.487
9 0.600 0 798 32 0 349 0.449
10 0 632 0.766 37 0.325 0.418
11 0 602 0 735 42 0.304 0.393
12 0 676 0.708 47 0.288 0 372
13 0.653 0 684 82 0 273 0 354
14 0 632 0 601 62 0.260 0.325
IS 0.614 0 641 72 0.232 0.302
16 0 497 0.623 82 0.217 0.283
17 0 482 0 606 92 0 206 0 267
able i$ abridged from Table V! of K. A. Fibber and F. Yutfb,
1 ablet for Hiological, Agricultural, and hîedical Hettarch, publiuhcd by Oliver und 
Boyd, Ltd., Kdinburgh, by peniiuMiun of the author s literary executor and publisher#.
nn
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l’ilot Survey vjiftstiuanairg 
DB/OU/RESEAHCH PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE
Appendix D 1
Index No......
Group No......
Interview date 
Time taken....,
Nature of Business | 
Craft / Wholesale...
Craft / Retail......
No. of craft employees.
No. of other employees.........
Date of establishment
Previous business experience,
Previous craft experience.
Previous craft training,
Description of craft and products
self taught.,., 
trade trained*. 
Ffii or HE.......
Age,
( Location of I3usinesa 1
Comments;-
Known aroa
Market influence......................
Availability of material resources....
Availability of human resources.......
Availabilitv of nronertv/site.........
Environment
Condition of award of prant...........
other.................................
[^Assessment 1
Have your original objectives concerning the nature and location of your 
business been altered or modified by experience, and if so, how ?
0
D
[ Development of the Business"!
Using volume of business as the guide (total sales) and accounting for annual 
rates of inflation, over the last three years has your business.......
and estimate for next three years.....remained stable.... 
expanded 
contracted
I . . . , . . . . . . . . ............
Volume of business(£000) :!under 0 I^ S^ IO lfii-15 1116-20 Z]
Estimate of markets(%) lïîôcal 1 (regional I (national I 1 UK I
Could you suggest ways in which central or local governemnt could assist in 
supporting or developing your business ?..................................
Could you suggest ways in which professional or trade organisations could assist 
in supporting or developing your business .... . . . ........ .
n i Community I
j Invite comments on acceptance and 
support from local community
(Art College Graduate I 
Invite comments on suitability of Art 
College training
: i L . ... . .
t’H o t  airvtry ,Uv"r.-^tionnaire Appendix D 1 (C o n t . )
n
Working Condi t ions
D
Custom built for work  .
Adapted property; living/working. 
Existing living accommodation.••
Owned by craftsman. ........
Rented.
F.Â7
P.Rt
n
]
Te A
B
C
Cr A
B
C
n
u  Appendix U 2
D [ D B
Düuolds C J Brown. D.A.(Edin.), D M.S., M.S ü C 29 Hartinyion Placu, Edinburgh EH10 4LF Tel. 031 229 6
L
p
c
n
D
Pilot (^ustionnaire
Craftsmen in three selected areas
of Scotland. July/Augu.t 1976
Dear Sir,Madam,
As a practising craftsman and as a lecturer In design and crafts 
D  I am engaged in an authorised programme of research into the development of small
^  craft—based businesses in Scotland#
Much is written and said about the crafts in Scotland but there is 
]  comparatively little information available on which to base such statements. This
research programme is designed to obtain relevant facts and to this purpose I would 
l-l be grateful if you would agree to answer a number of structured questions,your
plies being identifiable only by means of a reference number.re]
Yours faithfully,
Douglas Code Brown
307.
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0
60 N
'I V,
56 N
0
0 10 20 30 40 SOniiles»
••••• Survey Area# : Lochaber Oiatrict, Perth end Kinroe# 
* District and QlacKmennmn p&etrict*
n
hu voy Area and riaii 308. Appendix I) 3 (Cont.)
0 1*1 an A (5'v) - Index number and üroup ( )
Lochaber
A 24 (tl) 
B 85 (7)
G 58 (21) 
H 26 (22)
d 35 (5) 
t U 71 U'J) 
L 17 (l)
M 55 (6)
M174 (2) 
S 7 (2) 
SI17 (5) 
T 2 (2)
W 40 (l&l
Clackmannan
U 28 (13)
K 57 (22)
Motherwell
Nil.
C 21 (17) 
8 2 (12)
C 47 (4) C 69 (5)
Total units included in this survey k 19 
This represents 1.66 % of the total units.
Therefore the sequence of 20 has been extended to include the following ;
Lerth and Kinross
0
D
A 3 (17) G 9 ( 17) M144 (16) S 63 (10)
A 5 (20) G 25 (1) M164 (1) S 77 (1)
A 22 (11) . G 27 (22) M 77 Ui) 8120 (4)
B 37 ( 17) Il 30 122) M196 (22) T 23 ( 14)
B 63 (4) H 19 (2) N 11 (2) T 35 (22)
U 88 (22) H 51 (10) N 16 (6) ï 65 (9)
C 39 (5) H 74 (4) ü 7 (12) w 32 (6)
C 98 (2) K 2 ( 13) F 12 ( 15) W 42 (15)
0 15 (8) K 7 (2) F 13 (1) y 5 (14)
D 16 (6) K 25 ( 16) F 30 (6) L 39 (4)
D 37 (8) L 21 ( 15) K 40 (22) M 74 (17)
F 44 (4) M102 (13) M 55 (5)
G 6 (6) M117 (7) 8 47 (22)
Revised total units in this survey ± 69 
This represents 6.02 % of the total units.
n
LJ 'üirv<^y ;%rea and P lan  Aj[)p*ndlx D 3 (C o n t .)
0 
n
Plan A (5“v)
!• distribution by (iroups
Group Number
t — 5
2 - 7
3 - Nil
4 - 6
5 - 5
6 - 6
7 - 2
8 - 2
9 - 1
10 -» 2
11 - 2
12 - 2
13 - 4
14 - 2
15 - 3
16 - 2
17 - 5
18 - Nil
19 1
20 - 1
21 - 1
22 - /O
69
Analysis of Cost of
Lochaber - Car : Ei burgh to Fort lAilliam ..... 120
In district.....  ...........250
Fort william to Edinburgh...... 120
490 ^ £0.14...... .£68.60
Subsistence : 4 days ^4 £l0.00. •^‘iO.OÜ
C 1ackmannan-CarÎ Edinburgh to Clackmannan (x2).« 60
In district........... ........ 25
Clackmannan to Edinburgh (x2).. 60
145 ^ £0.14....... £20.00
subsistence : 2 days '4 £5.00. ........ .,.,.,£10.00
Perth & Kinross ; Edinburgh to Pi11o c h r y 50
In district
Pitlochry to Edinburgh......... 50
510 d £0.14.......£43.40
Subsistence : 12 days ^ £ 1 0 . 0 0 » il22^ 
Total cost of Purvey Plan A............£302.^
310. 1977 Date of Interview •
Description of Business!
1, Is the craft business run by.......a) a sole proprietor V
b) a partnership ?
c) a company ?
2. Does the craft account for...a) the whole of the business operation ?
b) part of the business ?
c) an additional form of employment ?
d) if b)or c), what % ?
Craft General
3. How many people are employed
in the craft business?...a) proprietor
b) husband/wife
c) other
4# Date of establishment of the craft business?..»....«.{  ^ I
5. Has the business been assisted by a grant ?.....a) yes
b) no
ft pt ft pt
source |
I Training and Experience |
1. Have you received a training in the craft through?.....a) F.E. or H.E.
b) Trade apprent/p
c) Special course
2. Prior to the establishment of the business did you have?........
...a) craft experience :  ' _______________
b) Business experience :
3. Present age of proprietor?..... [ ]
I Location of Busines^
Please state the reasons for choice of location of the business as from the
following... Home area__ 
Known area
Market influence_______________
Availability of material resources
Availability of human resources___
Availability of property or site _
Environment ___________
Condition of award of grant 
Other _______
I Assessment |
1. Have any of your original objectives concerning the nature and location of 
the business been altered or modified by experience ?
I Marketing i A/
1* Is the craft product distributed...... /r. ..a) through wholesalers ?
b) directly to retailers ?
c) by own retail outlet ?
2. Estimate of markets % I District ] kegional I {Scotland *1 ^.K. 1
I Development of Business |
1. Using total sales figures as a base and accounting for inflation, in the 
last three years has the business.......
a) remained static ■ &) static
and estimate for next three years b) expand
c) contract
  1 L-» X ■ <■> =• I r
b) expanded
c) contracted
nr
311. Date of Interview
j Support i àervicea |
1. Could you GUKgewt waya in which central or local government could aaeiut 
in supporting or developing your business ?
2. Could you suggest ways in which professional or trade organisations could 
assist in supporting or developing your business ?
I Working Facilities |
1. How would you describe your workshop'facilities ?
a) Custom built for work_______________
b) Adapted property
c) Existing living accommodation^
d) Other___________________ -
2* Who owns th^ premises ?
a) the craftsman
b) rented
Yes No
1 Compiunity I
1. As a craftsman are you....
a) accepted into the local community
b) supported by the local community
2. Place of residence prior to the establishment of the business [ 
3* Comments concerning the community
I Art College Graduates |
1, College/s attended P
2. College graduated
3. Awards
r
]Year|
]  I
4* Specialist subjects
5# Now that you have practical experience in the craft, do you wish to make 
any comment on the suitability of your College training concerning 
technical knowledge ?
6. Similarly, do you wish to make any comment on the suitability of your 
College training concerning business knowledge ?
7. Do you think that business studies should be a compulsory part of the 
training of designer- craftsmen in Art Colleges ?
Yes No
o iirv e y  Utfsul is
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Tulile 2 a
■ ,>irv. Y  : D t - . c r i  I t ion of lUisnie^s
brantDateC.rT c.rr d.Kl’ <*.11
a h a a b c a b o b_c
source1 nJex
Ü 58 illDU
HlUttli 35
U 77
iliUU
IllUU
SI 17
H 30
K 25
1968
B 88
H 51
1963
II 49
f 23 bUA1972
C 39 olJ \
V 12
S120 1970
ii 40
1975
Ml 17 1970
H 74
1977
M164
N 11
1972
1975
1964
1968
1
ourvey k ts u ltü
313 Appendix E 2 (C o n t .)
n
| r = — Table 2 b  
Survey lîciiuitti • Iruinin/ç \ Experience
Index l 2 3
No a b c. a b Aire
A 21 — - - 30
G 58 - - - X - 17
11 35 — - X - X 13
II 77 « — - - - 31
112 ' — X X X - 40
S 7 X - - - X 33
S 117 — - - X X 44
T 2 — - - X X 32
U 46 X % X X 53
"A % , -1 - — -
- 31
KO
K 25 : — — — X Oém
0 7 - - - X X 59
P 13 — - - X 58
B 63 — - - X 58
B 88 - - X - 32
H 51 - - - - — 63
W 42 -, X - ■ - - 48
G 6 - - X X X 72
L 21 ' —, — X X 33
11 49 _ - X X 50/29
T 23 _ — - - - 52
C 39 — X — X X 36
P 12 — X - X - 50
o 63 _ - - - - 37
Y 5 - - - X - 38
S 120 X - - X X 32
i l 40 ■ - - - X - 15
T 65 X - - - - 23
C 98 X - - X - 23
W 32 -, X - - - 50
M117 X - - - - 23/26
H 74 - - % - — 67
A 5 - - X - - 29
M164 X - - - — 30
N 11 - - - X . X 51
K 2 - - - X X 67
T 35 - X X - 45
L 39 k -, X X - 48
r 57 X X 34
C 89 X - - - X 41
S 2 - — — X 43
n
n
S urvi'y  lîe; ul't::
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Table 2 c
Survey Hosults Location of llusinests
1 3 3 1 5 6 7 8 9
A 24 1 ■ - - - - - a - —
G 58 1 - - - - — 1H 35 , mm - - 3 2 -
11 77 1 - - - - - —
112 1 - - - - - -
S 7 l 1 l 1 1 1 1 —
S117 1 - 2 - ■ - - 3 —
T 2 1 - - - - — - *
W 46 1 - - - - . — —
H 30 1 — - - - ■ - —
K 25 — 3 - - - 1 2 —
0 7 1 - - - - 2 — —
P 13 1 - - - ' - - — — - —
B 63 - 1 . - - - — —
B 88 - - 2 - - 1 — —
H 51 1 — - - - - — “
W 42 - - - - - 1 —
G 6 - - - - - - - 1
L 21 1 - — - - - — —
Il 49 1 - - - - - — —
T 23 1 - - - - - — —
C 39 1 - 0 3 - - -
P 12 - - - - - - - — . 1
S 63 l - - - - - - —
Y 5 1 — • - - - - — —
S 120 - - - - - 1 - —
H  40 3 - 1 - - — —
T 65 - 3 4 - - 1 2 —
C 98 - 3 2 - - 1 - -
W 32 - — - - - - - — 1
M117 , - - - - - 0 1 3
H 74 - - - - - l 2 —
A 5 1 - - - - —
M164 1 - - - - - — —
N 11 - - - - - - — 1
K 2 1 - - - - - - —
T 35 •1 - - - - - 1 —
L 39 2 - - - - 1 - ' “
F 57 _ a 1 3 - -
C 89 1 « . - ' - - - — -
S 2 - - - - - 0 — — 1
0
n
IJ
D
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Table 2 d  
Survey Results : Assessment
Index
No. No Yes
A 24 - Started with toys; now making furniture and fittings
G 58 — Original product now too exjwnsive to produce
H 35 X -
H 77 X
112 X
8 7 X m
S117 X —
T 2 Ex])ansion has resulted in business taking over lives
W 46 - Not able to do as much now (part of business)
H 30 X
K 25 - Poor trading site chosen ; difficult to expand.
0 7 - Started with part product ; moving to whole product.
P 13 X -
B 63 X -
B 88 X
H 51 X -
W 42 X -
Q 6 X -
L 21 X —
H 49 - (Change of product
T 23 X -
C 39 - Initially good product/job satisfaction; now all financial
P 12 NK NU
8 63 - Initial aim high quality/low price ; now mass production
y 5 X -
8120 - Work now more commercial and realistic
tt 40 - Selling others' products has taken over from the craft
T 65 Started being commercial ; now doing her own natural work
C 98 Initially 50% commissions/50% manufacturing : now 100^ manuf.
W 32 - Now diversifying to sell directly to consumer.
Ml 17 X ' -
H 74 - For personal reasons
A 5 - Change of product
M164 NR NH
N 11 X -
K 2 - Because raw material (iron) impossible to obtain.
T 35 - Own standards improved ; new market identified
L 39 X m
F 57 X m :
C 89 Now prefers to teach and select best work in craft
S 2 X —
NH Î Question not relevant
LJ
D
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T a b l e  2  e 
.Sui‘Vt*v Results : Mtirketiiig (
Index 1 2
No. a b c Uist. Reg. Scot. UK.
A 24 50 50 25 50 25 - —
G 58 100 — - - 75 25 —
H 35 « 95 5 5 - 50 40 5
H 77 — 100 - 5 60 5 10
U 2 25 mm 75 75 25 - — '
8 7 — 60 40 40 60 - —
S U 7 50 50 - — - 25 75 **
T 2 - 100 - 5 50 20 15 10
W 46 - 100 100 - - —
H 30 100 » 100 - - —
K 25 - 90 10 -  ^ - 95 — 5
0 7 100 — - 70 — 30
P 13 — 100 - mm - 25 20 55
Ü 63 ' - 80 20 20 - 15 5 60
U 88 — 35 65 65 35 - -
H 51 — 90 10 10 - 75 15 —
Vf 42 ' — 70 30 30 - 50 10 10
G 6 - — 100 100 - - -
L 21 - 100 - - - 90 10 —
H 49 - 100 - — - 90 10 —
T 23 - 5 95 95 - 5 -
C 39 — 100 - - - 8 0 - 20
P 12 l 99 - - - 8 0 20 —
8 63 — 100 - - - 50 10 40
Y 5 — 7 0 30 30 - 7 0 -
S 120 - 25 75 75 - 25 - —  ■
H 40 20 - 80 80 - 15 5
T 65 75 25 25 - 75 -
C 98 — 90 10 10 - 80 5 5
W 32 49 49 2 2 - - 75 3
M117 - 90 10 10 - 20 30 40
H 74 - - 100 100 - — -
A 5 - 100 - U U U U U
H164 99 1 - - 40 60 —
N 11 35 25 - - - 50 10 40
K 2 100 - - 95 - 5
T 35 
L 39
- - KK)
100
-
75 25
75 25
F 57 _ 100 — — - 75 12.5 12.5
C 89 — 100 — - 50 50 / —
S 2 - - 100 5 35 30 20 10
n
L
U ; Answer unknown
n
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Table 2 f
.Survey Ucriultfci : development of business
Index i 2
No. h c A b c < 6 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 Over
f 24 X - X - - X - - -
-
G 58 — X m X — X — —
H 35 - X — X - - - - -
£40,000 +
H 77 . — X - u 13 u - X ■- —
112 X - - X - - X
8 7 — X - - X - — , — X
8117 , - X - - X - X
T 2 NR NR NR - X - - — — X
V 46 X -, — - X X - -
H 30 u U U u U u X - - - -
K 25 X - X - - R R R R R R
0 7 X X X - — ' —
P 13 X u U u — - - -
£200,000
B 63 - X - u U U - - - - -
£200,000
B 88 NR NR NR - X - - X
H 51 NR NR NR — X - X - - —
W 42 X - X - - - - - - £75,000
G 6 NR NR NR - X - X — —
L 21 — X  ^- u U U - " - X
H 49 - X - X - R R R R R R
T 23 X - - X - - - X —
C 39 - X - - X - - - — X
P 12 X — — X - - - - — X
8 63 — X - u U u - - - - - £150,000
Y 5 - X - - X - X - —
8120 - X - - X - X — —
R 40 - X - X - - - - X . — “
T 65 NR NR NR - X - X — —
C 98 NR NR NH — X - X - — —
W 32 X - - X - - - - - - £116,000
M117 NR NR NR - X - X —
H 74 - - X - X - X — —
A 5 NR NR NR X - - X — —
M164 NR NR NR X - - X - —
N 11 .. X — - X - - X —
K 2 X - - X - - K R R R R R
T 35 X -  _ - - X - X - —
L 39 jX X -, — X « — - —
F 57 • X - — X , - - X - - -
C 89 - X - - X - X : — •
S 2 X - - X - — — — X
NR t Question not relevant 
U J Answer unknown 
R I Refusal to answer the question
D
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D
Table 2 g 
Survtîy Ue.sults ; Supporting Services
Index 1 2
No No Yes No Yes
A 24 — Does not want be 1 p/li Ïbb si;A service is reasonable
(Î 58 - HI UP could a.sbist to empl oy To find wholesale market
11 35 - jue.stioii IIIDH on markets K
H 77 X - X
112 - Loans/grants for e»juip»u't Materials and marketing
S 7 - Signs for advertisement - SDA help/ Trade Fairs
S117 - Loans too slow / preinines X -
T 2 X X —
W 46 - More IIIHH assist .to Locals - SDA instructors
H 30 X X —
K 25 - Attack VAT X
0 7 - Provision of premises X - ,
P 13 - Getting off our backs X -
B 63 - Getting off our bucks X —
D 88 Finance for development X -
H 51 - CC best advertisement X —
W 42 X - ■ X -
('i 6 X - X -
L 21 - >iore bel'i on selling side X -
il 49 X - X
T 23 - Need toi* ei|ui piiieii ( g r a n  I K. -
C 39 X lb si’ou'-'i b 1 «' ag«*n t s/dec i s i on -' -
1» 12 - Export side - Day rele.i.-*» /aj'prent ices
S 63 X - X - ,
Y 5 - Do i1 yourself -, Don't want to pet bigger
S120 - Agent knowledf^)] e/c i a ft X -
R 40 X X -
Ï 65 - Grants/low interest loans - Id st s :itia te ri a Is, tools, ret ai 1 •
C 98 - Premises / advertising — Chambers of Commerce
W 32 - Advert'g/j»roduct and place - Getting good employees
M117 X - X -
H 74 X - - chasing delivery of supplies
A 5 - Grants X -
M164 - Local authority shops X -
N 11 - digger grants/ SDA expertise X -
K 2 X -, X -
T 35 X - X -  ' '
t 39 - In advertising & marketing - Technical information
F 57 X X mm
C 89 ~ More use of local talent - Getting work for locals
S 2 - Arts Council support X -
Ü
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D
n
n
n
D
0
Q
[
Table 2 h 
Survey Ke.suUi, ; Working Facilities
Index
No a
I
b c d a b
A 24 - X - - - X
G 56 - X - - - X
11 35 X - - - - X
H 77 - X - - 0 0
112 X - - - X
S 7 . - X - - X -
8117 - - X - X —
T 2 - X - - - X
W 46 X — - - - X
H 30 ' — — X - X -
K 25 - X - - X -
0 7 - X - - - X
P 13 X - - - X -
B 63 X . - - - X -
B 88 - X - - - X
II 51 — X - - X -
W 42 - X - - X -
G 6 X - - - X -
L 21 - X - - X X
H 49 X X X - X -
Ï 23 X - - - X -
C 39 - X - - X -
P 12 - X - - - X
8 63 X - - - X -
Y 5 - X - - X -
8120 - X - - X -
R 40 - X - - X —
T 65 - X - - - X
C 98 - X - - - X
W 32 X - - - X -
M117 - - X - X -
H 74 - X — - X — ^
A 5 - X - - - X
M164 - X - - X -
N 11 - X - - X -
K 2 - X - - X -
T 35 - X - - X -
L 39 — X — - X -
r 57 NR NR NR NR NR NR
C 89 —> X - X -
S 2 - X - - X -
0 ; answer omitted from queatioimaie 
NR ; Not relevant because employees all outworkers
nL
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Table 2 1 
Survey Re^u1ts : Community
Index la lb 2 3
No. Y N Y N PI.of Res, Coniiuenl.
A 24 X — X — Norway 30% are incomers so no problems
G 58 X - X - Local ■ —
II 35 X , — X — Western Isis
1
Lj H 77 X
- X - N, Wales Integrated well into the community
112 X - X - Local
S 7 X - X - Fort William Goodn Si 17 X — X — Hampshire
j T 2 X - X - Nottingham Fine - but local authority non-co-operat
W 46 X - X - Local —
H 30 NR NR NR NR Edinburgh , NR
K 25 X — X — Glasgow Community O.K. .
0 7 X X Local Too many gift shops selling foreign goodi
P 13 X X Local Small community/limited devel. potential
B 63 X X Local Development potential limited
D ; B 88 X - X - Speyside -H 51 NK NR NR NR Indonesia -
tf 42 X - X - Local -
G 6 X - X - Edinburgh -
L 21 X - - X Dunbar -
11 49 X — — X Dunbar —
T 23 X X Local Mostly new people in the area
C 39 X X Local No better/no worse than anywhere else
P 12 X - X - Glasgow NR
S 63 X _ X ex-RAF —
Y 5 X X Edinburgh Due to lack of facilities, few visitors
S120 X X Surrey Craftsmanship of tourist goods shocking
H 40 X — X - Local Community will grow as business centre
T 65 X . — - X Dundee -
C 98 X X Dundee Local people very funny
W 32 X — X Local Could expand tourist business more
1—. Ml 17 X — X - Sussex Good business centre
11 74 X - X - Ualmore -
A 5 X - NR NR Perth -
M164 NR NR X - Local -
N 11 U U U V Local A lot of old jieople
K 2 X X _ Local A few new industries/prosperity from ag.
T 35 % — X — Canada Very happy to be back
Î 39 X Local Not a tourist area. --------- ------
F 57 X NR NR Localn C 89 NR NR NR NR Paisley Works privately for more educated sectoru S 2 NR NR - X Glasgow —
NR ; Question not relevant 
U s  Answer unknown
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D
Survey
Table 
1 i C u 11 s >
2 j
Art Col lege Graduates
Index I 3 1 5 6 7
No Coll Yr Col 1 Yr Awd oubj Y
M
A 24 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR
N
G 58 NR NR NR NR NH NR NR NK NR
N
11 35 kX:A 57- CCA 60 DA Mur. Not enough No comment X
11 77 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
112 NR NR NR NR NR NK NR NR NR N
8 7 ECA 57 ICC A 62 DA 8cul, Not applicable No Comment — ■ X
8117 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
T 2 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
W 46 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
H 30 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
K 25 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
0 7 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
P 13 NR NR NR NH NR NR NR NR NK N
B 63 NR NR NR NR NR NR NH NR NR N
B 88 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NH NH N
H 51 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
W 42 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NH N
G 6 NR NR NR NR NH NR NR NR NH N
L 21 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NH N
11 49 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
T 23 NR NR NR NR NH ,\R NR NR NR N
C 39 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
P 12 NR NK NR NR NR NK NR NR NR \
8 63 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
Y 5 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR , NR NK N
8120 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
R 40 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NK NR N
T 65 Dun 71- Dun 76 DA D.Ds Have to 'dig* Not enough — X
C 98 Dun 71- Dun 76 DA 8&J Comprehensive Non-existant X
W 32 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
M117 B.Pol 70- 11. Pol 73 0 Fash Should be more N one X —
H 74 NR NR NR NK NR NR NR NH NH N
A 5 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
M164 EGA 69 RCA 71 RCA Gla. Excellent No comment X —
N 11 NR NR NH NR NH NR NR NR NR N
K 2 NR NR NR NR NR ÜR NR NR NR N
T 35 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N
1. r^Q hnn 47- Miiii 51 DA )XP NR Nona I —
F 57 NR NR NR NH NR NR NR NH NH N
C 89 G8A 53- G8A 57 DA Grap. Not enough Not needed X
S 2 NR NR NR NH NR NR NR NR NK N
Additional (M117) : above Female
below Male 
M117 W.8.P. 70- W.S.P 72 0 Text Should be more Noue X • -
NR Î Question not relevant ( and N)
0 ; Answer omitted from questionnaire
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n.
G
n
Q.
Series of Tests ou the Survey Results using Chi Square as a measure 
of the total discrepancy between observation and expectation • The 
formula applied as detailed by Anderson, T.R. and Zelditch, M Jnr 
(1974X Tests detailed are those at or near significance.
a + b 
c + d
n = a +  b +  G +  d
n(ad - be) ^
(a + b)(c + d)(a + c)(b + d)
Significant values (Fisher & Yates) ; 95% at 1^» 3.84 t 1 Tail at 1 =2.71
It has been noted that the size of the sample is critical to the 
results and in this case the comparatively small sample reduces the 
number of significant results assuming direct proportion, for example
Test 6 (actual) Test 6 (assume results x 2)
10 3 13 20 6 26
14 14 28 28 28 56
24 17 41 48 34 82
Result = 2.65 Result = 5.30
Thus, in the actual sample the result is not significant whereas the 
result on the sample assumed to be in direct proportion and double the 
size of sample is clearly significant.
For this reason, it has been assumed that all tests which clear the 
significance values are very positive results. Equally, it has been 
assumed that results within the banding 1.50 - 2,71/3.84 are useful 
indicators which could prove positive in the context of a larger sample. 
No direct claims are made on the basis of the latter results.
To assist in the assessment of the results each test is shown under the 
relevant headings and in the following sequence
A. Significant Results
B. Indicators
C. Negative Results
323.
D
Scries of Tests relating to Business Organisation
D
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n
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Tests relating tô the element of BUSINESS ORGANISATION
A. Significant Results
Test 1 : Volume of Business / Business organisation
<11 >11
Sole Prop & Part 24 8 32
Company 0 6 6
24 14 38
38(24 X  6 - B X  0) 
32 X  6 X  14 X  24
38(144 - 0) 
64512
787968
64512
m 12,2 Significant
Summary : This test demonstrates a strong and positive difference
between observed and ex;iected frequencies with the sole proprietor 
and partnership form of organisation having a small volume of buslnemm 
and the company form having a large volume of business. ,
Test 12 : Previous Craft Experience/ Business Organisation
SP & P Ç
With P.O. Experience 22 1 23
Without P.C. Exp. 13 5 18
. 2 41(22 X 5 - 13 X l)~
35
41(110
6
- 13)
41
2
35 X  6 X  18 X  23 86940
385769
86940
B 4,48 Significant
Snmmnry : there is evidence to suggest that previous craft experience
of the proprietor has a significant effect on the 'shape* of the 
business with a much higher proportion of those with training opting 
for the sole proprietor or partnership form of organisation.
Test 21 : Previous Craft & Business Experience/ Business Organisation
SP & P C
With PC & B Experience 12 0 12
Without PC & B Experience 23 6 29
35 6 41
2 41(12 X  6 - 0 X  23)" _ 41(72)2 212544
^ 35 X  6 X  29 X  12 ' 73080 73080
2,91 1 tail signif
Summary : it had also been anticipated that proprietors with both 
previous craft and business experience might well opt for the more 
independent form of business organisation. This test on a 1 tail
basis supports that view, .   —
Test 67 : Location / Business Organisation
SP & P C
Home Area Priority 24 1 25
Other Priorities 11 5 16
35 6 41
2 41(24 X  5 - 1 X  11)“
^ = 35 X  6 X  16 X  25
S S  ' 5i§2 Significant41(120 - 11)..... ...... .. 84000
Summary : this test shows that there is a significant difference 
between observed and expected frequencies, with proprietors opting for 
sole proprietor and partnership business structures tending to set 
up the business in the home area. . .. —
J  •
0
Business Organisation (Cont.)
A* Significant Results (Cont.)
Test 99 ; Objectives / Business Organisation
SP & V C
Changed Objectives 18 1 19
L'nchcuiged Objectives 15 5 20
33 6 39
n
D
2 39(18 % 5 - I X 15)
^  33 X  6 X  20 X  19
39(90-13)
75240
219375
75240
a 2.92 t tail significant
Summary : As there is considerably greater freedom of action open to
sole proprietors and partners compared to companies, it had been 
anticipated that the former would demonstrate more flexibility in term# 
of changes in objectives. This test supports that view.
Test 119 ; Businesses exporting>10% / Business Organisation
SP & P C
Exporting>10% 8 4 12
Others 27 2 29
35 6 41
.2 41(8 X  2 - 4 X  2 7 ) "  41(16 - 108)A * , I 1.1.—.-. _ _ ^ - e
35 X  6  X  29 X  12 73000 ‘ - iiZ2 Signifient
Summary î two out of three companies achieve 10% of more as exports 
compared to 1 out of 4 of the sole proprietors and partnerships. This 
tests should be substantiated by a similar test related to volume of 
business.   . .. __ . . - -
Test 113 : Group selling more than 20?v outwith Scotland/ Business
OrganisationSP K r C
>20% in rem. U.L. 7 4 11
Remainder 28 o 30
35 6 41
[)
D
.^2 41(2
A =
7 - 4 X  28)" 41(14 -112)
35 X  6 X  30 X  11 69300
393764
69300
= 5.68 Significant
Summary : This test shows that of the sole proprietors and partners 
only 1 in 5 sells 20% or more outwith Scotland and in the remainder 
of the U.K. compared to 2 in 3 companies.______________________
B. Indicators
0
n
Test 83 : Location (Environment) / Business Organisation
SP & r C
Environment Prior. 9 0 9
Other Priority 26 6 32
35 6 41
2 11(9 X  6 - 0 X  26)
^ - 35 X  6 X  32 X  9
41(54)
60480
2 119556
60480 R 1.98
Summary : As the result is not significant it can only be taken a# an 
indicator that in a larger survey it is possible that environment 
priority iupong the sole proprietors and partners might be strengthened
Business Organisation (Cont.)
B, Indicators (Continued)
Test M 3  : Age of Proprietor / Business organisation
30-40 43-53
oole Prop.& Part. 12 12 24
Company 0 4 4
12 16 28
2_ 28( 12 X 4 - 12 X 0) 28(2304) 64512
12 X 16 X 4 X 24 18432 18432
= 3.50
Summary : This test shows that at the time of the survey the sole 
proprietor and partnership forms of organisation contained equal number# 
from the two main age-groups whereas the company form of organisation 
was made up exclusively of proprietors in the older age-group. While 
it had been anticipated that the company structure would probably be 
created by the older age group which would justify a claim for 
significance on a 1 tail basis such a claim cannot be substantiated 
because their age at the date of establishment showed a more even split
Q
n
C. Negative Results
Test 63 ; Training and Experience / Business Organisation
BP & P. C
Without Tr.or Exp. 6 0 - ^ X^- 1.21
With Tr. or Exp. 29 6 35 * -
35 6 41
Test 7 : Training / Business Organisation
sr & r C
With Training 13 2 0.03
Without Training 22 4 26
35 6 41
Test 16 : Previous Business Experience / Business Organisation
SI' & P C
With P. 13. Experience 14 3 17 2X * 0.21
Without P.B. Experience 21 3 24
35 6 41
Test 91 Î Location (Market) / Business Organisation
SP & P C
Market Priority 6 1 ^ 0.0006
Other Priority 29 5
35 6 41
Test 75 ! Location (Property/Site)/ Business Organisation
SP & P C
Property Priority 12 2 14
Other Priority 23 4 27
35 6 41
0.002
u 327.
Business Organisation (Cont.)
G. Negative Results (Continued)
D
Test 125 ; Development irer last 
SP & p
3 years/ 
C
Business Organisation
Static 6 Î A  0 1#
Expand 18 5 23 O.le
24 6 30
Test 131 : Development eeitimated 
SP & p
»ver nexi 
C
3 years/ Business
Organisation
Static 9 1 .....IS Q Q2
Expand 22 2 _24
3431 3
Test 149 : Age of Proprietor at ec 
< 36
itablishm
>36
ent/ Business Organisation
Sole Prop. & Part. 23 14 ^7 0 QQ
Company 2 3 " ' g A » V*
25 17 42
Test 105 :>50% Own Ketai1, Retail 
SP & P
/ Dusin 
C
ess Organisation
Retailers 19 4 23 2
Own Retail 13 1 A a 0.7B
32 5 37
Test 137 : Premises / Business Or 
SP & P
ganisati
C
on
Owning 20 5 25 2
Renting 10 1 11 U#O0
30 6 36
Test 161 : Assistance / Business Organsiation
SP fic P C
Assisted 10 3 13
Not Assisted 25 3 28
35 6 41
2 41(25 X  3 - 10 X  5)" 4l(75 - 30)
35 X  6 X  28 X  13 76440
83025
76440 1,09
u  , 328.
0 
D
0
Series of Tests relating to Employment
D
Dn
329.
Employment
A. Significant Results
Test 157 ; Employment / Volume of Business
<  11 >11
Employing 4 14 18
Not Employing 20 0 20
24 14 38
''^'= 24^ X i 4 V 2 o V l ë —  = = 59455 Signincaiit
Suimnary ; It had been anticipated that the bulk of employment would 
be provided by the businesses with the greater volumes of business 
and this test provides c o n f i r m a t i o n . _________ _^ —
C. Negative Results
Test 155 : Employment / Previous Training
With With
-out
Employing 8 12 20
Not Employing 11 10 21
0 19 22 41
X"=
41(8 X 10 - 12 X 11) _ 41(2704) 110864
19 X  22 X  21 X  20 “ 175560 “ 175560
= 0.63 Negative
Test 156 : Employment / Previous Craft Experience
With With
-out
Employing 11 9 20
Not Employing 12 9 21
P 23 18 11
>- 41(11 X  9 - 9
^ ~ 23 X  18 X  21 X  20
12) 41(81)
173880
3321
173880
= 0.019 Negative
Test 158 : Employment / Previous Business Experience
With With
-out
Employment 10 10 20
Not Employing 7 14 21
0 17 24 41
2 41(10 X  14 - 10 X  7)
^ “ 17 X  24 X  21 X  20
41( 4900) 200900
171360 171360
= 1.17 Negative
Test 159 ; Employment / Bales Channels (l)IRect or INDirect)
DIR IND
Employing 12 8 20
Not Employing 16 5 21
L 28 13 41
2 41(12 X  5 - 16 X  8)^ " 41(4624) i æ ^ 4
28 X  13 X  21 X  20 ^ 152880 152880
= 1.24 Negative
Test 160 : Employment / Estimate of Development for next 3 years
(EXPand or STATic/ CONTract)
EXP
8TAT
CONT
Employing 10 6 16
Not Employing 14 5 19
U 24 11 35
X^= 24 X  11 X  19 X  16 80256
40460
80256
= 0.504 Negative
U
1
nD
n
0
D
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330.
Series of Tests relating to Assistance/ Grants.
u
D
D
n
0
n
331.
Assistance / Grants and Loaiin 
A • S i gn i f ioant Ro>->nl ts
Test 162 ; Assistance / Formai Training
With Without
Assisted .8 5 13
Not Assisted 7 21 28
15 1 26 41
2_ 41(7 X  5 - 8 X  21) 41(35 - 168)
ï r r ô ô i n m -  - -ïtocio - S  '
Summary : This results confirms the anticipated relationship between 
the award of grants and evidence of a formal and assessable element 
of training.   . . . -- ....-—
B. Indicator
Test 6 ; Development / Grants for assistance
e ipand stat.
contr.
Assisted 10 3 13
Not assisted 14 14 28
24 17 41
X^=
41(10 X 14 - 3 X  14) 41(140-42)
148512
293764
148512
2.65
24 xl7 X 13 X 28
Summary ; It had been assumed that businesses which had been selected 
for the award of grants would be more confident about their development 
over the next three years than others. Although the result cannot be 
claimed to be significant on a one tail basis it would be reasonable, 
on a larger survey, to expect a significant result. —
C. Negative Results
Test 4 : Volume of Business / ^Assistance (grants)
4t 11 >11
Assisted 7 6 13
Not assisted 17 8 25
24 14 38
X a 0.74
Test 164 : Assistance / Previous Business Experience
With With-out
Assisted 5 8 13
Not Assisted 12 16 _ 28
17 24 41
41(5 X 16 - 12 X 8)^ 41(80 - 96)" _ 10496 _ ^
= —  “ 1 % 8 ^17 X  24 X  28 X  13 148512
u
1
u
ü
332.
Assistance /  Grants (Continued)
C. Negative Results (Cont.)
0
Test 163 ; Assistance / Previous Craft Experience
With With-out
Assisted 6 7 13
Not Assisted 17 11-- 28
23 18 41
.2 41(17 X 7 - G X  11)" _ 41(119 - 66)" _ 115169 _ ^ 
^ = 23 X  18 X  28 X  13 “____ 150696______ 150696
Test 161 : Assistance / Business Organsiation
U 8P & 1* C
Assisted 10 3 13
1 Not Assisted 25 3 28
_ J
n  v2 41(25 X 3 - 10
35
X 3)" '
6
11(75 -
41
30)"
35 X  0 X  28 X  13 76440 76440
1.09
Ü
ü
n
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Geries of Tests relating to the Previous Training of the 
Proprietor.
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334.
Tests related to )*revioiis Training 
A, Gignij'icant Uesults
Test 162 : stance / Formai Training
With
With
out
Assisted 8 5 13
Not Assisted 7 21 28
15 1 26 41
2 41(7 % 5 - 8 X 21)" 4 1 ( 3 5 - 1 0 8 ) “ 725249
X = “15 X  26 X  23 X  13 116610 116610
= 6.2 Significant
Summary : This result confirms the anticipated relationship between 
the award of grants and evidence of a formal and assessable element 
of training
Test 79 ; Location (Property)/ Previous Training
With With
-out
Property Priority 9 5 14
Other Priority 6 21 27
15 26 41
2 41(9 X 21 - 5 X 6)
^ • 15 X  26 X  27 X  14
41(189 - 30)" 1036521
147420 147420
* 7.03 Significan
Nummary : this test establishes a significant relationship between
the location of a business by availability of property or site and 
the previous training of the proprietor with a much higher proportion 
with training taking the decision on this basis. ____
Test 115 ; Group selling more than 20% outwith Scotland/ Previous
Training
With With
-out
>20% in rem. U.K. 7 4 11
Remainder 8 22 30
15 26 41
n r r w T w i r . r
^2_ 41(7 X  22 - 4 X  8)
Summary : approximately half of the proprietors who have previous , 
training attain 20% or more of their sales outwith Scotland and in 
the remainder of the U.K. compared to 1 in 6 of the proprietors 
without training.
a. Indicators
Test 11 : Development/ Training
u e cpand stat.
contr.
n With Training 12 3 15J Without Training 12 8 20
24 11 35
J 2 35(12 X  8 - 3 X 12)" 35(90-36)^ 126000
^ " 24 X  11 X  20 X 15 " 79200 79200
1.59
huromary ; There is sufficient difference between expected and observe 
frefiuoncies to suggest that in a larger survey a significant result 
might be obtained.  ^
uD
D
Previous Training (Cont.)
B. Indicators (Cont.)
Test 87 : Location (Environment) /  Previous Training
wi th with
-out
Environment Priority 5 4 0
Other Priori ty 10 22 32
15 26 41
2 41(5 x22 - 4 X  10)" _ 41(70)^ 
A = 15 x26 X  32 X  9 ' 112320
200900
112320
« 1.79
Summary ; this test suggests that in a larger sample it is possible 
that the tendency for proprietors with previous training to be more 
likely to locate their business by environment as one of the major 
oMbions^ couId^ ^^ e_^ c^onfir^ ^
C. Negative Results
n
D
r
L
SP & P C
With Training 13 2 0.03
Without Training 22 4 26 *
35 6 41
Test 8 : Training / Volu lie of Bu! 
<  11
siness
>11
b'ith Training 10 5 X"= 0.13
Without Training 14 9 23
24 14 38
Test 71 ; Location (Rome \rea) / ] 
With
Previous
With
-out
Training
Rome Area Priority 9 16 ^  0.01
Other Priorities 6 10 16
15 26 41
Test 95 : Location ( ##arket ) 
With
f  Prevlou 
With 
-out
M  Training
Market Priority 3 4 0.14
Other Priority 12 22 34
15 26 41
Test 101 : Original Objec tives /  1 
With
^revloMS
With
-out
Training
Changed Objectives 10 9 ■ ' 1 19 .2 , _
Unchanged Objectives 7 13 20 ^ i*&5
17 22 39
1
n
j
Previous Training (Cent.) 
C# Negative Results
With With
-out
Static 3 4 ^ 0.03
Expand 9 14 23 * "
12 18 30
Test 133 : Development 06 timated c 
With
>ver next
With
-out
3 years/ Previous Training
Static 4 6 ,„I2 0.95
Expand 14 10 24 * 
3418 16
Test 145 : Age of Propri etor / Pr 
30-40
evious Ti 
43-53
raining
With Training 4 8 — r-J^ 0 70
Without Training 8 8 T e  * *
12 16 28
Test 151 : Age of Proprie tor at ee 
c  36
tublisha 
>  36
ent/ Previous Training
With Previous Tr. 13 6 X^B 1 14
Without Previous Tr. 12 11 23 * 1.1*
25 17 42
Test 109 ;>50?^ Own Uetai 1, Retail 
With
/  Previ
With
-out
ous Training
Retailers 10 13 „ .É2 x^s 0.63
Own Retail 8 6
18 19 37
D
Test 121 : > l O ^ for lixport / Previous Training 
With With
- out
>10?o export 4 8 . - 12 x t
Remainder 11 18 29
15 26 41
0.06
Test 155 : Ivmployment / Previous Training
With With
-out
Employing 8 12 20
Not Employing n 10_ 21
o l O l 22 41
,2 41(8 X 10 - 12 X 11)" _ 11(2704)
^ = 19 X 22 X 21 X 2Ô “ 175560 ^
110864
175560
» 0.63 Negative
337.
]
D
n
n
] ■Series of Tests relating to Previous Craft Experience
un
n
33».
Tests related to Previous Craft Experience 
Significant Results 
Test 12 : Previous Craft Kxperience/ Business Organisation
5P & P C
With P.C. Experience 22 1 23
Without P.C. Exp. 13 5 18
35 6 41
«2 41(22 X  5 - 13 X  l) 
35 X 6 X 18 X 23
41(110 - 13) 
86940
385769
86940
u  4.43 Significant
Summary : there is evidence to suggest that previous craft experience
of the proprietor has a significant effect on the 'shape* of the 
business with a much higher proportion of those with training opting 
for the sole proprietor or partnership form of organisation._______ ______
> >
lest 110 : Retailers (SQv), Own Retail (5(y;,)/ Previous Craft Experience
Wi th With
-out
>50% to retailers 10 13 23
>50^y to own retail 1 1 3 14
21 16 37
X"= 37(10 X  3 - 13 X  11)'" _ 37(30-143) ' 473453
“ 108192 4.37 Significant21 X  16 X  14 X  23 108192
Summary : This test shows that the group with previous craft experience 
divide more or less equally between those distributing more than 5036 of 
their product to retailors or more than 50)6 through their own retail 
outlet. This is in contiuist to the group without previous craft 
experience where 3 out of every 4 distribute more than 50% of their
Test 152 ; Age of Proprietor at business establishment date /  Previous
craft experience
<  36 >36
With prev.cr.exp. 11 12 23
Without 14 5 19
25 17 42
^2 42(11 X  5 - 12
A S
14)
25 X  17 X  19 X  23
12(55-168)
185725
i tail significai
Q
j
Nummary : it had been anticipated that the majority of the older age- 
group of proprietors would have had some previous craft experience and 
that there would be a smaller proprtion in the younger age-group. 
however, it had not been anticipated that the majorities would be 
reversed.
n
Previous Craft Experienc^ (Cont.) 
U, Indicator
Test 136 : Development over previous 3 years/ Previous Craft Experience
With With
-out
Static 6 1 7
Expand 13 10 33
19 11 30
2_ 30(6 X 10 - 1 X 13) 
19 X 11 X 23 X 7
30(00-13) 66370
33649 33649
« U97
Summary ; This test shows that of the businesses where the proprietors 
have previous craft experience 2 out of 3 had expanded compared to 
10 out of 11 where the proprietors do not have that experience* In * 
larger survey, this test wight prove to be significant which would 
certainly raise important questions regarding the attitude of 
proprietors
C* Negative Results
Test 15 ; Previous Craft Experience / Volume of business
D
D
0
C  11 >11
With P.C. Experience 13 7 — X^" 0 06
Without P.C, Experience 11 7
j^ g A — U*UO
24 14 38
Test 88 ; Location (Envi rorijoent)
With
/  Previou 
With 
-out
s Craft Experience
Environment Priority 4 5 -- y^_ 0 64
Other Priority 19 13 32 ^
23 18 41
Test 72 : Location (Home Lrea) / 1 
With
Previous
With
-out
Craft Experience
H o m e  Area Priority 14 11 -r^ , 0 OOO'’
Other Priorities 9 7
. gy A 3 V* W U w  
16
23 18 41
Test 80 : Location (Prop erty/Site]
With
1/ Previ 0 
With 
-out
US Craft Experience
Property Priority 8 6 14 Y^_ fi non
Other Priority 15 12 27 * — v*wvw
23 18 41
G
1
Previous Craft Experience (Cont.) 
C, Negative Uesultn (Continued)
Test 96 : Location (Market) / Previous Craft Experience
0
D
D
0
With With
-out
Market Priority 4 3 7 21 1 r. . - - Y _ /yvit
Other Priority 19 15
A » W.UWn*
23 18 41
Test 102 ; Original Objec:tives / 
With
Previous (
With
-out
:raft Experience
Changed Objectives 12 7 --n,— —  0 69
Unchanged Objectives 10 10
22 17 39
Test 116 :>20% outwith Scotland
With
/  Ihrevioii
With 
- out
I B Craft Experience
>209^ in remainder U.K. 5 6 X^ jL 0 69
Remainder 18 12 30 • •
23 18 41
Test 122 î>10?tl for Expc>rt / Prei 
With
fious Cral 
With 
- out
*t Experience
>10% export 7 5 12 0 03
Remainder 16 13
23 18 41
Test 134 ; Development e& timated c 
With
iver nex
With
-out
t 3 years/ Previous Craft 
Experience
Static 7 3 10 Of17
Expand 15 9 24
22 12 34
Test 146 : Age of Proi-rie tor / Pr€ 
30-40
(vious Cra 
43-53
ft Experience
With P.C. Exp 7 12 19 v2 0 D7
Without P.C. Exp 5 4
12 16 28
u
Test 156 I Employment / Previous Craft Experience
With With
-out
Employing 11 9 20
Not Employing 12 9 21
18 41
2 41(11 X  9 - 9 X  12)'
^ ” 23 X  18 X  21 X 20
41(81)
173880
3321
173880
0.019 Negative
D341.
Previous Craft tvX| crionce (Cont.) 
C . N'Ot ativo ( C o i i  L i iiuej)
n
n
Test 163 ; As.ist.uice / Previou.', Craft Experience
’.vith With-out
Assisted 6 7 13
Not Assisted 17 u  _ 28
‘ 23 18 41
2 41(17 X 7 - 6 x 11)" 41(119 - 6G)~ _ 115169 „ q 76
^ = 23 X 18 X 28 X 13 150696 ~ 150696 " — —
u
342.
n
Series of Tests related to the Previous Business Experience of 
the Proprietor.
[]
un
3 4 3 .
Previous Business Experience 
A# Significant Results
Test 17 : Previous Business Experience / Volume of Business
<  11 >11
With P.B. Experience 7 8 15
Without P.B. Experience 17 6 23
2 38(7 X  6 - 8 X  17)"
24
38/42
14 0 
- 136)“
38
335768
' ~ 24 X  14 X  23 X  15 115920 “ 115920
a 2.90 1 tail signify
Summary ; it had been anticipated that the proprietors with previous 
business experience might well have attained the higher volumes of 
business. The above test provides support on a 1 tail basis for 
that view.
B. Indicators
Test 81 : Location (Property) / Previous Business Experience
With With
-out
Property Priority 3 11 14
Other Priority 14 13 27
17 24 41
X“- 41(3 X  13 - 11 X  14)" _ 41(39 - 154)" 542225
17 X 24 X 27 X 14 " 154224 “ 154224 = 3.52
Summary : llie result of this test falls just below the level of a
significant result. While no positive claim can be made on this basis 
it is nevertheless reasonable to assume that in a larger survey this 
result might well be p o s i t i v e . _______
Test 135 : Anticipated development(3 years) /  Previous Business Experience
1 With With
-out
Static 1 ^ 8 10
Expand
1
13 24
1 13 21 34
»2 34(2 X  13 - 11 X  8)" 34(20 - 88) 130696
13 X  21 X  24 X  10 “ 65520 ~ 65520
C 1.99
Summary : a substantially higher proportion of proprietors with previous 
business experience had the confidence to estimate expansion over the 
next three years compared to the proprietors without that experience. 
This coupled with the result of test 129 suggests that in a larger 
survey the element of previous business expereince could be significant
Previous Business Experience (Cont.)
Tc.qI 123 : naj>ju» c-xpoi t*nf,>lCÇb /  Previous liusintExperience
k i th 
-out
Export in,;>10% 7 5 12
Others 10 10 20
17 24 41
2 41(7 A 19 - 5 X 10)' _ 11(133-50)"
17 X 21 X 20 X 12 1 11084
282449
141984
= 1.99
Summary : this lest only provides an indicator to the effect that in 
a larger survey it might he possible to establish a relationship between 
business experience and exporting. This test suggests that 4 out of 10 
proprietors with previous business experience export 10% or more of 
their product whereas only 2 outof l O ^ t h e  proprietors without previous 
business experience expoi t. , - - - - -
Test 129 : Development over previous 3 years/lProvious Bu s i n e w  Experience
With With 1
-out 1
Static 2 5 7
13 10 23
15 15 1 30
2 30(2 X  10 - 5 X  13)
^ = 15 X  15 X  23 X  7
30(20=65)
36225
60750
36225
= 1.68
Summary : this test indicates that a larger proportion of proprietors 
with previous business experience achieved expansion than those without 
that experience. In a larger survey, this indicator might prove to be 
significant.        """"
C# Negative Results
Test 16 ; Previous Business Experience / Business Organisation
SP & P C
With P.Ij. Experience 14 3 0.21
Without P.B. Experience 21 3 24
35 6 41
Test 20 ; Previous Busino;s l-.xperJ 
hxpimd
lence / D
Stat.
Contr.
evelopment
Vith P.B. Experience 11 3 X^= 1.08
Without P.B. Experience 13 8 21
24 11 35
Test 73 ; Location (Borne Area) / 1 
With
Previous
With
-out
Business Kxperience
Borne Area Priority 11 14 X^« 0.17
Other Priorities 6 10 16
17 24 41
u
nu
D
[]
0
Previous Business Experience (Cont.)
C. Negative Results (Cont.)
Test 89 : Location (Environment) / Previous Business Experience
With With
-out
Environment Priority 3 6
Other Priority 14 16 32 ^
17 24 41
Test 97 ; Location (Marke t) /  Prei 
With
tous Busj
With
-out
Lnsss Experienc#
Market Priority 4 3
Other Priority 13 21 34 * •
17 24
Test 103 ; Original Objec tives / T 
With
revious 1 
With 
-out
lusiness Experience
Changed Objectives 8 11 Y^ 0 03
Unchanged Objectives 9 11
17 22 39
Test 111 :>50% own Retai 1, Retail 
With
/  Previi
With
-out
)us Business Experience
Retailers 9 14 23 v2 - 0 05
Own RetaiI 6 8 14 ^ - Ü.UO
15 22 37
Test 117 :>20% outs w e Scotland
With
/ Previoi 
With 
- out
18 Business Experience
>20% in remainder U.K. 4 7 U  0 16
Remainder 13 17
17 24 41
Test 153 : Age of Proprie tor at ee 
<  36
tablislime
> 3 6
m t  /Previous Business
Experience
With Previous Bus.Exp. 10 8
Without P.B. Exp 15 9 24
25 17 42
Test 147 : Age of Proprietor / Previous Business Experience
30-40 43-53
With P.B. Exp 6 5 11
Without P.B. Exp 6 11 1?
12 16 28
X B 1.01
]
346.
Previous business Experience (Cont.) 
C. Negative Results (Coat.)
U
D
G
With With
-out
Assisted 5 8 13
Not Assisted 12 28
17 2 4 41
„ 2  41(5 X 16 - 12 X 8)“ 4l(80 - 96)" _ 10496 _ ^
^ = 17 X  24 X  28 ~x 1 ~  " 148512 "’148512
' ■ ' ' ' ' ' ' I
Test 158 : Employment /  Previous Business Kxperience
With With
-out
Employment 10 10 20
Not Employing 7 14 - 21
. 17 24 41
2 41(10 X  14 - 10 X  7)
^ ~ 17 X  24 X  21 X  20
- i O Z  Negative
D
D
347.
Series of Tests relating to the I’rovious Craft and Uusiness 
Experience of the rroprietor.
0
D348.
Previous Craft and Business Experience
A. Significant Result
Test 21 : Previous Craft & Business Experience/ Business Organisation
S V  & P C
With PC & B Experience 12 0 12
Without PC & U Experience 23 6 29
35 6 41
2 41(12 X  6 - 0 X  23)" _ 41(72) 
^ “ 35 X  6 X  29 X  12 " 73080
212544
73080
» 2.91 1 tail signif.
Summary : it had also been anticipated that proprietors with both 
previous craft and business experience might well opt for the more 
independent form of business organisation. This test on a 1 tail 
basis supports that view. —
B. Indicators
D
0
n
u
Test 1 IB ; Oroup soiling inoro th.ui 20)C outwith Scotland/ Previous craft
imd business experience
With With
-out
>20% in rem. U.K. 1 10 11
Remainder 11 19 30
12 29 41
Y-_ 11(1 X  19 - 10 X  11) ' _ 11( 19-110) ' _ 339521
" 12 X 29 X 30 X 11 - 114840 ' 114840 ” ^ —
.-iunimary : while this lest would provide a positive result on a 1 tail 
basis such a claim ciuinot be made - indeed the result is virtually 
opposite to expectation.- because one would have expected those 
proprietors with previous craft and business experience to be the more 
likely to pusli sales well beyond 'local' areas.
]
]
]
Test 82 ; Location (Property) / Previous Craft and Business Experience
With With
-out
Property Priority 2 12 14
Other Priority 10 17 27
12 29 41
X
41(2 X  17 - 12 X  10)" _ 11(34 - 120) 
12 X  29 X  27 X  14 ' 131544
303236
131544
2.31
Summary : Although not a significant result possibly due to the size 
of the survey there is an indication that the property priority is 
not important to the proprietors with previous craft and business 
experience, who, in the majority have other priorities.
1
u
D
D
n
Previous Craft and Business Experience (Cont.)
C . Negative Results
Test :M : Irrvlou; Craft .uid Business Experience/ Volume of Business
< 11 > 11
Kith P.C, C d. !.xper. 6 4 10
K i thout ; ,C. B. Expt-M'. 18 10 28
24 14 38
X *= 0.06
Tost 25 : Previous C m  f t and Business Experience/ Development
Expand btat.
J ' Contr
Vwith P.C. & H. J,xper. 9 2 11
P Without P.C.K.B. Exper. 15 9 24
24 11 35
Test 74 I Location (Home Area) / Previous Craft & Business Experience
n
n
J
nJ
wxut w#
-out
Home Area Priority 8 17 ^  0.23
Other Priorities 4 12 16
12 29 41
Test 90 : Location (Envir•omaent) / 
With
/ Previous
With
-out
i Craft and Business
Experience
Environment Priority 2 7 ^ 0.28
Other Priority 10 22 32
'
12 29 41
Test 98 : Location (Markc*t) / Pre 
With
vious Craj 
With 
-out
ft and Business
Experience
Market Priority 2 5 ^ 0.002
Other Priority 10 24 34
12 29 41
Test 104 : Original Objc<:tives / 
With
Previous 
With 
-out ,
Craft and Business
Experience
Changed Objectives 7 12 X^ st 0.64
Unchanged Objectives 5 15 20 *
-
12 27 39
Test 112 :>50% own Retail, Retail /  Previous Graft & Business
ExperienceWith With
-out
Retailers 5 18 23
Own Retail 5 9 14
10 27 37
X e 0.86
n
nU
Previous Craft and liusinesa'Kxperience (Cont. )
C. Negative Results (Cont.)
Test 124 :>10?j for Export / Previous Craft and Businass Experience
-------  with With
- out
>10% export
Remainder
12
22
29
12
29
1.26
41
0
Teat 130 ; Development over last 3 yeari^ Preview# Craft and B##ine## 
---------  Kxperianoa
With With
-out
static 2 5 7
Expand 8 15 M
10 20 30
X ^ m  0.09
D
D
n
Test 136 ; Development estimated over next 3 years/ Previous Craft
 --------  and Business Experience
With With
-out
Static 3 7 10
Expand 9 15 24
12 22 34
Test 148 ; Age of Proprie tor / Prei 
30-40
rious Cr 
43-53
aft &
With P.C. & B Exp 5 4 9
Without P.C. & B.Exp 7 12 19
12 16 28
X^* 0.17
X = 0.87
Test 154 : Age of Proprietor at establishment /Previous Craft &
With P.C. & B Exp
Without P.C. & B Exp 16
25
>36
11
17
Business Experience 
13
29
42
X » 0.25
n
!
u
n
u
u
0
n
n
351
Series of Tests relating to the Previous Training and Experience 
of the Proprietors.
0G
n
J
' 352.
Previous Training and Experience 
C, Negative Results
Test 03 ; Training «md i,\perience / Business Organisation
.sr & p. C
•ithout Tr.or Exp. 0 0 ^ X^- 1.21
With Tr. or Exp. 29 6 35 ~
35 6 r 41
Test 66 : Training and Ex; erience 
«  11
/ Volume 
>11
of Business
Without TR.or Exp. 5 1 ^  X^- 1.25
With Tr. or Exp. 19 13 JO " - —
24 14 38
Jn
353.
]
]
n
J  Series of Tests relating to the Age of the Proprietor
0
D 
0
n
lJ
U
n
J
D
D
n
n
D
n
J’
Age of the Proprietor 35^» 
li. Indicators
Test 143 ; Age of Proprietor / Business organisation
30-40 43-53
Sole Prop.& Part. 12 12 24
Company 0 4 4
12 16 28
28(12 X 4 - 12 X 0)" 28(2304) 64512
~ 12 X 16 X 4 X 24 18432 “ 18432 ~
Summary ; This test shows that at the time of the survey the sole 
proprietor and partnership forms of organisation contained equal numbers 
from the two main age-groups whereas the comfiany form of organisation 
was made up exclusively of proprietors in the older age-group. While 
it had been anticipated that the company structure would probably be 
created by the older age group which would justify a claim for 
significance on a 1 tail basis such a claim cannot be substantiated 
because their age at the date of establishment showed a more even split 
between the age groups.
C. Negative Results
Test 144 : iVge of Proprietor / Volume of Business
30-40 43-53
Volume <  11 7 8 ,^ 5 n no4
Volume. > 11 5 6
^^ A n U.VLrr
12 14 26
Test 145 : Ago of Propri etor / Pr 
30-40
evious Tr 
43-53
aining
With Training 4 8 .. Y^ ,, Q 70
Without Training 8 8
jg A & V# V O
12 16 28
Test 146 : Age of Proprie tor / Pre 
30-40
vious Cra 
43-53
ft Kxperience
With P.C. Exp 7 12
without P.C. Exp 5 4 /
g A U  V.Of
12 16 28
Test 147 : Age of Proprifîtor / Pre 
30-40
vious t i u h  
43-53
lines* Experience
With P.B. Exp 6 5
Without P.B. Exp 6 11 ^7 A » l.Uf
12 16 28
Test 148 : Age of Proprie tor / Pre 
30-40
vious Cra 
43-53
ft & Business Expsriencs
With P.C. & B Exp 5 4 1 - 0 87
Without P.C. & B.Exp 7 12 19
12 16 28
355.
Age of Proprietor at establishment 
A. Significant Results
D
G
0
n
0
Test 152 ; Age of Proprietor at business establishment date / Previous
craft experience
•c 36 >36
With prev.cr.exp. 11 12 23
Without 14 5 19
25 17 42
,2 42(11 X  5 - 12 X  14)" 42(55-168)
' “ 25 X  17 X  19 X  23 185725
f Ü i - S î M  1 tail «igniflca.
Summary ; it had been anticipated that the majority of the older age- 
group of proprietors would have had some previous craft experience and 
that there would be a smaller proportion in the younger age-group. 
However, it had not been anticipated that the majorities would be
C. Negative Results
Test 149 ; Age of Proprie tor at es 
< 3 6
ablishme 
> 3 6  .
. . ■ '........ . . ■
nt/ Business Organisation
Sole Prop. & Part. 23 14 37 0 00
Company _ . 2 3
g A 0 W . W
25 17 42
Test 150 : Age of Proprietor at esi
1 <  36
^ablishme
> 3 6
nt/ Volume of Business
Volume 1 j 16 9 25 v2 0 0-
Volume 1 8 5
1 24 14 28
Test 151 : Age of Propricïtor at es 
<  36
Lablishme
> 3 6
nt/ Previous Training
With Previous Tr. 13 6
Without Previous Tr. 12 11 23 ^ ^
25 17 42
Test 153 : Age of Propri#ttor at esl 
<  36
bablishme
> 3 6
nt /Previous Business
Experience
With Previous Bus.Exp. 10 8 ^  v2 Q 04
Without P.B. Exp 15 9 24 ^ O.-l
25 17 42
Test 154 ; Age of J'ropricîtor at est 
<  36
Lablishme
> 36
nt /Previous Craft &
Business Experience
With P.C. & B Exp 7 6 X^ ju. 0 25
Without P.C. & B Exp 18 11
25 17 42
uD 
0
]
356.
nJ Series of Tests relating to the recisons for Location of the
Business.
]
357.
Location (Home Area)
A. Significant Results
Test 67 ; Location / Business Organisation
SP & P C
Home Area Priority 24 1 25
Other Priorities 11 5 16
35 6 41
2 41(24 X  5 - 1 X  11)" 41(120 - ll)
^ “ 35 X  6 X  16 X  25
487121
84000 - 84000 = ^
Summary : this test shows that there is a significant difference 
between observed and expected frequencies, with proprietors opting for 
sole proprietor and partnership business structures tending to set 
up the business in the home area. _
C. Negative Results
< . It >11
Rome Area Priority 16 7 23
ether Priorities 8 7 15
14 38
X"= 0.76
rest 71 : Location (Rome Uea) / Previous Training
[]
D
u
n
h’ i th With
-out
Home Area Priority 0 16 or o----^  X - 0.01
Other iriorities 6 10 16
4115 26
Test 72 : Locution (Rome :lrea) / 1 
V.‘ i th
'revious
With
-out
Craft Experience
Home Area Priority 14 11 or 2X - 0.0002
Other i ri urities 9 7 16
23 IR 41
Test 73 ; Location (Home Area) / 1 
With
'revious
With
-out
Business Experience
Home Area Priority 11 14 . n..r 0 17
Other Priorities 6 10 16
17 24 41
Test 74 : Location (Home Area) / I  
With
Previous
With
-out
Craft &  Business Experience
Home Area Priority 8 17 ^.,,25 jr2 0 23
Other Priorities 4 12 16 “ ■
12 29
LJ
n
358.
Location (Property)
A. Si^ni fi can t Resn11 s
Test 79 ; Location (Property)/ Previous Training
Kith With
-out
Property Priority 9 5 14
Other Priority 6 21 27
15 26 41
' 2  41(9 X 21 - 5 X 6)'
^ = 15 X  26 X  27 X  14
41(189 - 30) 
147420
1036521
147420
s 7.03 Significant
Summary : this test establishes a significant relationship between
the location of a business by availability of property or site and 
the previous training of the proprietor with a much higher proportion 
with training taking the decision on this basis. _ _
B. Indicators
Test 81 ; Location (Property) / Previous Business Kxperience
With With
-out
Property Priority 3 11 14
Other Priority 14 13 27
17 24 41
_2 41(3 X  13 - 11 X  14)
" 17 X  24 X  27 X  14
41(39 - 154) 
154224
542225
154224
= 3.52
D
Summary : The result of this test falls just below the level of a
significant result. While no positive claim can be made on this basis 
it is nevertheless reasonable to assume that in a larger survey this 
result might well be positive.
Test 82 ; Location (Property) / I'revioue Craft and Business Experience
D
n
'J
With With
-out
Property Priority 2 12 14
Other Priority 10 17 27
12 29 41
2 41(2 X  17 - 12 X  10)^ _ 41(34 - 120)^
X =
12 X  29 X  27 X  14 131544
303236
131544
« 2.31
Summary : Ali^ough not a significant result possibly due to the size 
of the survey there is an indication that the property priority is 
not important to the proprietors with previous craft and business 
experience, who, in the majority have other priorities.
J  j y »
Location (Property) (Cont.)
J
n
D
C. Negative Results
Test 75 : Location (Troperty/üite)/ Business Organisation
S V  8c P C
Property Priority 12 2 — 0 002
Other Priority 23 4 27 v.uv*
35 6 41
Test 78 : Location (Property/Site 
<  11
)/ Volume 
>11
of Business
Property Priority 9 4
Other Priority 15 10
---«I X » 0.31
«
24 14 38
Test 80 : Location (Property/Site
With
)/ Previ0 
With 
-out
us Craft Kxperience
Property Priority 8 6
Other Priority 15 12
gy A  »
23 18 41
0
0
Li
D
n
360.
Location (Environment) 
li. Indicators
Test 83 : Location (Environment) / Uusiness Organisation
SP & P C
Environment Prior, 9 0 9
Other Priority 26 6 32
35 6 41
2 41(9 X  6 - 0 X  26)
^  35 X  6 X  32 X  9
41(54)"
60480
119556
60480
= 1.98
Summary : As the result is not significiuit it can only be talien as an 
indicator that in a larger survey it is possible that environment
jjrLoritg^^^m ong^^he^^ole^jgrojTrLetnrs^^a^
Test 87 : Location (Environment) / Previous Training
with with
-out
Environment Priority 5 4 9
Other Priority 10 22 32
15 26 41
2 41(5 x22 - 4 X  10)
^ ~ 15 x26 X  32 X  9
41(70)'
112320
200900
112320
= 1.79
Summary : this test indicates that in a larger sample it is possible 
that the tendency for proprietors with previous training to be more 
likely to locate their business by environment as one of the major 
on i o n s  could be confirmed. ---
C. Negative Results
0
u
Test 86 : Location (Envi ronment) 
<  11
/ Volume 
>11
of Business
Environment Priority 6 2 , ■§ 0.61
Other Priority 18 12 30 '
■ 24 14 38
Test 88 ; Location (Envi ronment)
With
/ Previou 
With 
-out
8 Craft Experience
Environment Priority 4 5 ® X^» 0 64
Other Priority 19 13 32
23 18 41
Test 89 ; Location (Envi ronment)
With
/ Previou 
With 
-out
s Business Experience
Environment Priority 3 6 _ ___ S x^- 0.31
Other Priority 14 18 32
17 24 41
Test 90 : Location (Environment) / Previous Craft aiid Business
Experience
With With
-out
Environment Priority 2 7 9
Other Priority 10 22 32
12 29 41
X = 0.28
u
[]
0
3bl.
f:
[I
Location (Market)
Indicators
Test 94 : Location (Market) / Volume of Wusiness
<11 >11
Market Priority 3 4 7
Other Priority 21 10 31
24
P
14 38
o
.,2 38(3 X  10 - 4 X  2 1) 38(30-84)
24 X  14 X  31 X  7
110808 _  ^
"729Ï2 - '"52
Summary ; Once again, no firm conclusions can be drawn from this test 
but there is an indication that proprietors who locate their business 
primarily on the market priority achieve a much higher proportion of 
their number in the larger volumes of business as opposed to the 
other businesses with different priorities. __
C. Negative Results
Test 91 : Location (Market) / business Organisation
SP & P C
Market Priority 6 1
Other Priority 29 5
A Vr#\AA^ O
35 6 41
Test i)5 : Location ( Malitet )
With
/  Preview 
With 
-out
B Training
Market Priority 3 4 -r.T^ 7 . 0 14
Other Priority 12 22 34 ^
15 26 41
Test 96 : Location (Markeït) / Pre 
With
vious Cra 
With 
-out
ft Experience
Market Priority 4 3 7 2 - —, * Y u  n 004
Other Priority 19 15
A St V#UV^
23 18 41
Test 97 : Location (Markci t )  /  Pre 
With
vious bus 
With 
-out
Lness Experience
Market Priority 4 3 . ir.,r-mm7 Y^. Q 86
Other Priority 13 21
17 24 41
Test 98 : Location (Markc»t) / I re 
With
vious Cra 
With 
-out
ft and business .
Experience
Market Priority 2 5 . .m-7! Y^ i- O 002
Other Priority 10 24 34 u . w x
12 29 41
nn
362.
Series of Tests relating to the groups with changed or unchanged 
objectives.
ü
n
D
[]
Objectives
A. Signifie an t. Kes u 11 s
363.
Test 99 ; Objectives / Hu.>iiiess Organisation
)P ik V C
Changed Objectives 18 1 19
Unchanged Objectives 15 5 20
53 0 39
x". = 4 ^ ^  = Ü i  = 1 tail Significant
Summary : As there is considerably greater freedom of action open to
sole proprietors and partners compared to companies, it had been 
anticipated that the former would demonstrate more flexibility in terms 
of changes in objectives. This test supports that view.________ -
C. Negative Results
0
Test 100 : Original Objec tives /  \ 
<  11
Volume of 
> 11
Business
Changed Objectives 11 5 0 1**
Unchanged Objectives 12 7 19 -
23 12 35
Test 101 : Original Objec tives / r 
With
’revious 'J 
With 
-out
raining
Changed Objectives 10 9 19 2
Unchanged Objectives 7 13 20 ^
17 22 39
Test 102 : Original Objec tives / 
With
Previous (
With
-out
Zraft Experience
Changed Objectives 12 7 0 69
Unchanged Objectives 10 10
22 17 39
Test 103 : Original Objec tives / 
With
■’revious i 
With 
-out
Business Experience
Changed Objectives 8 11 r-n.— Y^„ 0 03
Unchanged Objectives 9 11 20 U.uj
17 22 39
Test 104 ; Original Objec tives / ] 
With
devious ( 
With 
-out
Zraft and Business
Experience
Changed Objectives 7 12
0  61
Unchanged Objectives 5 15 20 **
12 27 39
u
D
D
0
364.
Series of Tests relating to the groups distributing 50% or more of 
their product through retailers and 50?' or more of their product 
through their own retail outlet.
LJ 365.
> >
5()R» retailers/SO^ o\m retail
A# Significant Kosults
> >
Test 110 : ketailers (50,:), Own Retail (50:)/ Previous Craft Experience
With With
-out
>50% to retailers 10 13 23
>50% to own retail 11 3 14
21 16 37
2 37(10 % 3 - 13 X 11)
^ ~ 21 X  16 X  14 X  23
37(30-143) 472453
108192 108192
« 4.37 Significant
Summary ; This test shows that the group with previous craft experience 
divide more or less equally between those distributing more than 50)6 of 
their product to retailers or more than 50% through their own retail 
outlet. This is in contrast to the group without previous craft 
experience where 3 out of every 4 distribute more than 50% of their 
product through retailers.
B. Indicators
0
n
0
Test 108 : Retailers (50;:), Own Retail (50%) / Volume of Business
1 <11 >11
>50% to retailers 1 10 6 16
>50% to own retail I 11 2 13
■ 21 8 29
2 29(10 X  2 - 6 X  11)"
* = 21 X  8  X  13 X  16
29(20 - 66) 61364
34944 34944
1.76
Summary : as the result of this test is not significant it can only 
provide an indication that in the lower volumes of business (<11) 
there is an almost even split between those distributing>50% to 
other retailers and those distributing>50% through their own shop 
compared to the higher volumes of business where 3 out of 4 distribute 
more than 50% through other retailers. ___________ _ ____
D
C. Negative Results
Test 105 :>50% Own Ketail, Retail / Business Organisation
SP & P C
Retailers 19 4 23
Own Retail 13 1 14
32 5 37
X » 0.78
[]
n
Test 109 :>50% Own Hetail, Retail / Prewiou. Training
With With
-out
Retailers 10 13 23
Own Retail 8 6 14
18 19 37
X %  0.63
u
n
[]
D
0
n
n
n
366.
> >
50% retailers/ 50% own retail (Cont.)
Ü* Negative Results (Cont. 
Test 111 :>50: own Retail
)
L, Retail 
With
/ Previc
With
-out
>us Business Experience
Retailers 9 14 ^  0,05
Own Retail 6 8 14
15 22 37
Test 112 :>50?i own Retai I, Retail 
With
/  Previ<
With
-out
)us Craft & Business
Experience
Retailers 5 18 23 v2 0 oa
Own Retail 5 9
* u U«00
10 27 37
Test 159 ; Employment / Sales Channels (DlUect or INDirect)
DIR IND
Employing 12 6 20
Not Employing 16 5 21
O 1 13 41
2 41(12 X 5 - 16 X 8)
28 X 13 X 21 X 20 152880 = T Ü 5 5  = itSl Negative
n
D
I
0.
n
j
D
n
j
n
367.
n
J  Series of Tests relating to liimiiieases Kxporting more than 10%
of their product.
üD
D
0
n
368.
Businesses Exporting more tlum 10%
A. Significant Results
Test 119 : Businesses exporting>10% / Business Organisation
bP & P C
Exporting 10?:- 8 4 12
Others 27 2 29
35 6 41
41(8 X  2 - 4 X  27) 
35 X  6 X  29 X  12
41(16 - 108) 
73080
347024
73080
a 4,75 Significant
Summary i two out of three companies achieve 10% or more as exports 
compared to 1 out of 4 of the sole proprietors and partnerships. This 
tests should be substantiated by a similar test related to volume of 
business. _________________ _______ ___________ _____
Test 120 ; Businesses exporting>10%- /  Volume of Business
< 1 1 >11
Export ing>109i 4 7 11
Others 20 6 26
24 13 37
»2 37(4 X  6 - 7 X  20)
24 X  13 X  26 X  11
37(24 - 140)" 
89232
= ^  Significant
oiumnary : One out of every 6 businesses with a turnover of up to (& incl) 
£ 10,000 achieves 10?: or more exports whereas more than half of the 
businesses with a turnover of £11,000 or over achieve that level.
B, Indicators
]
Test 123 : Businesses exporting>10% /  Previous Business Experience
With With
-out
Exporting>10% 7 5 12
Others 10 19 29
17 24 41
.2 41(7 X  19 -X - - 5 X  10)" 41(133-50)" 282449
17 X  24 X  29 X  12 141984 141984
= 1,99
Summary ; this test only provides an indicator to the effect that in 
a larger survey it might be possible to establish a relationship between 
business experience and exporting. This test suggests that 4 out of 10 
proprietors with previous business experience export 10% or more of 
their product whereas only 2 out of 10 of the proprietors without previous 
business experience export.
uD
D
D
0
]
0
0
369.
Businesses Kxi>ûrtin,; more than 10%
C. Negative Results
Test 121 :>10X. for Export / Previous Training
■... . With With 
- out
>10% export 1 4 8 X^» 0.06
Remainder I 11 18
1 15 26
Test 122 ;>10?o for Expo rt /  Prev 
With
ious Craf 
With 
- out
t Experience
>10% export 7 5 -— IS x^ ts 0.03
Remainder 16 13 29
23 18 41
Test 124 ;>10?: for Expc>rt /  Prev 
With
ious Oral 
With 
- out
t and Business Experience
>10?v export 5 7 12 2X c 1.26
Remainder 7 22 29
12 29 41
U
n
u
nU
n
370.
n
n
D
n
Series of Tests relating to the group of Businesses selling more 
than outwith Scotland and in the remainder of the U.K.
n
LJ
n
371.
>
Businesses Selling 2 ( y %  ou Wide Scotland 
A, Signi fleant Results
n
D
D
D
Test 113 ; Group selling more than 20*% out&idc Scotland/ Business
Organisation
S1‘ 8c P c
>20^: in rem. U.K. 7 4
Remainder 28 2 .. 1 30
35 6 1 41
2 41(2 X  7 - 4 X  28)" 4t(l4 -112)
X = —  = 69300
393764
69300
s 5.68 Significant
35 X  6 X  30 X  11
Summary : This test shows that of the sole proprietors and partners 
only 1 in 5 sells 20?: or more outwith Scotland and in the remainder 
of the U.K. compared to 2 in 3 companies.
Test 115 ; Groun selling more than 20% outside Scotland/ Previous
Training
With With
-out
>20?l in rem. U.K. 7 4 11
Remainder 8 22 30
15 26 41
2_ 41(7 X  22 - 4 X  8) _ 41 (154-32) _ ^^.9^44 _ ^ Significant
X = 15 X  26 X  30 X  11 128700 128700
Summary : approximately half of the proprietors who have previous 
training attain 20% or more of their sales outwith Scotland and in 
the remainder of the U.K. compared to 1 in 6 of the proprietors 
without t r a i n i n g . -------- -------------------------------------------
B. Indicators
D
Test 118 : Group selling more than 20% outside Scotland/ Previous craft 
----------------------------------------------- and business experience
With With
-out
> 2 0 P / o  in rem. U.K. 1 10 11
Remainder 11 19 30
12 29 41
2 41(1 X  19 - 10 X  11)" _ 41(19-110)
X = 12 X  29 X  30 X  11 114840
339521
114840
= 2.96
Summary : while this test would provide a positive result on a 1 tail 
basis such a claim cannot be made - indeed the result is virtually 
opposite to expectation.- because one would have expected those 
proprietors with previous craft and business experience to be the more 
likely to push sales well beyond * local* areas.
Ü
u 372.
Businesses Selling 20% aut#id* Scotland
C. Negative Results
[
[
D
Test 114 :>20% outside Sc otland / 
<11
Volume of 
>11
Business
>20P;’—  in remainder U.K. 6 5 X^“ 0*49
Remainder 18 9 27
24 14 38
Test 116 ;>20% outside Scotland
With
/  Previoi;
With 
- out
us Craft Experience
>20?: in remainder U.K. 5 6 0 69
18 12 30
23 18 41
Test 117 ;>20?: outside
- -
Scotland
With
/ Previou 
With 
- out
IS Business Experience
>20?: in remainder U.K. 4 7 . .U 0.16
Remainder 13 17 30
17 24 41
D
]
Ü
373.
Series of Tests relating to the Development of the Business over 
the Previous Three Years.
D
L
u
J t •
Development - Previous 3 years.
D D. Indicators
Test 126 : development over previous 3 years/ volume of business
<11 >11
static 4 1 5
Expand 10 12 22
14 13 27
^2 27(4 X 12 - 1 X 10)" 27(48-10)" 38988 \
A = "     = — '    & » 1.95
14 X  13 X  22 X  5 20020 20020
Summary ; This test provides an indication that in a larger survey 
evidence might be found to the effect that the greatest potential 
for expansion comes from the larger volume businesses
LJ
0
0
Test 128 : Development over previous 3 years/ Previous Craift Experience
With With
-out
Static 6 1 7
Expand 13 10 23
19 11 30
2 30(6 X  10 - 1 X  13)
19 X  11 X  23 X  7
30(00-13) 06270
33649 33649
= 1.97
Summary ; This test shows that of the businesses where the proprietors 
have previous craft experience 2 out of 3 had expanded compared to 
10 out of 11 where the proprietors do not have that experience. In a 
larger survey, this test might prove to be significant which would 
certainly raise important questions regarding the attitude of 
proprietors  ■
Test 129 • Development over previous 3 years/Previous Business Experience
With With
-out
Static 2 5 7
Expand 13 10 23
15 15 30
2 30(2 X  10 - 5 X  13)“ 30(20=65)^
^ - 15 X  15 X  23 X  7 36225
60750
36225
= 1.68
Summary : this test indicates that a larger proportion of proprietors 
with previous business experience achieved expansion than those without 
that experience. In a larger survey, this indicator might prove to be 
s i g n i f i c a n t . ................... ........................
0
C. Negative Results
Test 20 : Previous Business Experience / Development
Expand Stat.
Contr.
With P.B. Experience 11 3 14
Without P.B. Experience 13 8 21
24 11 35
1*06
n
n
-)0
Development - Previous 3 years (Cont»)
G» Negative Results (Cont.)
Test 25 : Previous Craft and Business Experience/ Development
Contr
With P.C. & Ü. Exper. 9 2 11
Without P.C.K.U. Exper. 15 9 24
24 11 35
1.31
n
n
Test 125 : Development over last 3 years/ Business Organisation
SP & p C
Static 6 1 7
Expand 18 5 23
24 6 30
Test 127 ; Development oifer last 
With
3 years/ 
With 
-out
Preyj
Static 3 4 7
Expand 9 14 23
12 18 30
X %  0.19
0.03
U Test 130 ; Development over last 3 years/ Previous Craft and BusinessExperience
With With
-out
Static 2 5 7
Expand 8 15 23
10 20 30
X » 0.09
0
ü
376.D
n
D
D Series of Tests relating to the Anticipated Development of the 
Business over the following Three Years.
D 
D
u
u
J7Y.
Anticipated Development - following 3 years 
U. Indicators
n
Test 6 ; Development / Gr.uits for assistance
e <p«md stat.
contr.
Assisted 10 3 13
Not assisted 14 14 28
24 17 41
X =
41(10 X  14 - 3 X  1 4 )  41(140-42)
24 xl7 X  13 X  28 148512
393764
148512
2.65
Summary : It had been assumed that businesses which had been selected 
for the award of grants would be more confident about their development 
over the next three years than others. Although the result cannot be 
claimed to be significant on a one tail basis it would be reasonable, 
on a larger survey, to expect a significant result._____________  ■ '
Test 135 : Anticipated development(3 years) /  Previous Business Experience
With With
-out
Static 2 8 10
Expand 11 13 24
13 21 34
2
y2 34(2 X  13 - 11 X 8) _ 34(26 - 88)" 130696
13 X  21 X 24 X 10 ~ 65520 ~ 65520
= 1.99
n
0
D
Summary : a substantially higher proportion of proprietors with previous 
business experience had the confidence to estimate expansion over the 
next three years compared to the proprietors without that experience. 
This coupled with the result of test 129 suggests that in a larger 
survey the element of previous business expereince could be significant
Test 11 : Development
e
/ Train 
cpand
ng
stat.
contr.
With Training 12 3 15
Without Training 12 8 20
24 11 35
X"=
35(12 X  8 - 3 X  12) 
24 X  11 X  20 X  15
35(96-36) 126000
79200 79200
= 1.59
Summary ; There is sufficient difference between expected and observed 
frequencies to suggest that in a larger survey a significant result 
might be obtained.
LJ
0
C. Negative Results 
Test 136 DevelojMttent estimated over next 3 years/ Previous Qraft
and Business Experience
■ ' With With
-out
Static 3 7 10
Expand 9 15 24
' 12 22 34
X m 0.17
n
J I ^  •
D
D
Anticipated Development - following 3 years (Cont•)
C. Negative Results (Cont.)
Test 111 : Development estimated over next 3 years/ Previous Craft
Experience
With With
-out
static 7 3 10
Expand 15 9 24
22 12 34
0.17
O'
Test 133 : Develoj)raent estimated over next 3 years/ Previous Training
-out
Static 4 6 10
Expand 14 10 24
18 16 34
0
Test 132 : Development estimated over next 3 years/ Volume of
Business
<11 >11
Static 5 2 7
Expand 17 7 24
oo 9 31
0.0009
Test 131 : Development estimated over next 3 years/ Business
OrganisationSP & P C
Static 9 1 10
Expand 22 2 24
31 3 34
0.02
Test 160 : Employment / Estimate of Development for next 3 years
(EXPand or STATic/ CONT%ac
EXP
STAT
CONT
Employing 10 6 16
Not Employing 14 5 19
24 11 35
..2 35( 10 X 5 - G X 14) 35(1156)
24 X 11 X 19 X 16 80256
40460
80256
= 0.504 Negative
n u
379.nu
n
Series of Teats relating to Volume of Business
0
]
LJ 380,.
Tests related to Volume of Business
0
LJ
n
D
r
]
1
A. Significant Results
Test 1 : Voliuiie of Business / Business organisation
<11 >11
Sole Prop & Part 24 8 32
Cooqîany 0 6 6
24 14 38
2
38(24 X 6 - 8 X O) 38(144 - 0) 
32 I 6 % 14 % 24 ■ 64512
= - 12.2 Significant
Summary : This test demonstrates a strong and positive difference
between observed and expected frequencies with the sole proprietor 
and partnership form of organisation having a small volume of business 
and the company form having a large volume of business.
Test 17 : Previous Business Experience / Volume of Business
<11 >11
With P.B. Experience 7 8 15
Without P.B. Experience 17 6 23
. 2 38(7 X 6 - 8 X 17)"
24
38/42
14 ,
- 136)"
38
335768
“ 24 X 14 X 23 X 15 115920 ~ 115920
= 2.90 1 tail signif.
Summary : it had been anticipated that the proprietors with previous 
business experience might well have attained the higher volumes of 
business. The above test provides support on a 1 tail basis for 
that view. ___________
Test 120 ; Businesses exporting>10% / Volume of Business
<11 >11
Exporting lOX- 4 7 11
Others 20 6 26
24 13 37
2 37(4 X Ü - 7 X 20)
" 24 X 13 X 26 X 11
37(.. - 14,2): ^ j g g  ^ ^  Signlllcant
89232
>umm<ary : One out of every G businesses with a turnover of up to (& incl)
£10,000 achieves lOJj or more exports whereas more than half of the 
businesses with a turnover of £11,000 or over achieve that level.
Test 157 ; Employment /  Volume of Business
<11 >11
Employing 4 14 18
Not Employing 20 0 20
24 14 38
2979200
100800
ss 29.55 Significant.2 38(4 X 0 - 14 X 20)" 36(260)"
^ = 24 X 14 X 20 X 18 100800
Bumraary ; It had been anticipated that the bulk of employment would 
be provided by the businesses with the greater volumes of business 
and this test provides confirmation. . ,
l i
D
381.
Volume of Business (Cont.)
B. Indicators
Test 126 ; UcveloiMuent over previous 3 years/ volume of business
<11 >11
Static 4 1 5
Expand 10 12 22
14 13 27
^2 27(4 X 12 - 1 X 10)"
A = 14 X 13 X 22 X 5
27(48-10)
20020
38988
20020 = 1.95
Summary ; This test provides an Indication that in a larger survey 
evidence might be found to the effect that the greatest potential
for expansion comes from the larger volume businesses ___
n > > ■
Test 108 ; Retailers (50%), Own Retail (50%) /  Volume of Business
< 11 >11
50?:- to retailers 10 6 16
50%- to own retail 11 2 13
21 8 29
X^ =
29(10 X 2 - 6 X 11) 
21 X 8 X 13 X 16
29(20 - 66) 
34944
61364
34944
« 1.76
Summary : as the result of this test is not significant it can only 
provide an indication that in the lower volumes of business (-10) 
there is an almost event split between those distributing 50%- to 
other retailers and those distributing 50%- through their own shop 
compared to the higher volumes of business where 3 out of 4 distribute 
more than 50% through other retailers.
0
Test 94 ; Location (Market) / Volume of Business
<11 >11
Market Priority 3 4 7
Other Priority 21 10 31
24 14 38
2 38(3 X 10 - 4 X 21)
^ - 24 X 14 X 31 X 7
38(30-84)
7^912
110808 _ -, 
"-72912"/"^^
Buiomary i Once again, no firm conclusions can be drawn from this test 
but there is an indication that proprietors who locate their business 
primarily on the market priority achieve a much higher proportion of 
their number in the larger volumes of business as opposed to the 
other businesses with different priorities. -
VUXUlUt; VX wwox V # /
D
n
n
J.
n
n
D
0
C. Negative Results 
Test 24 ; Previous Craft and Business Experience/ Volume of B n s i n o M
< 11 >11
With P.C. & Ü. Exper. 6 4 10 V* n nr.
Without r.C. & B. Exper. 18 10 2g A # O.Oo
24 14 38
Test 66 : Training and Ex perience 
< 11
/  Volume 
>11
of Business
Without TR.or Exp. 5 1 . -r-  ^ 4 25
With Tr. or Exp. 19 13 32
24 14 38
Test 70 : Location (Home Area)/ Vc 
<11
>lume of 
>11
business
Home Area Priority 16 7
Other Priorities 8 7 Ï5  * « 0 . 7 6
24 14 38
Test 78 : Location (Propc rty/Bite 
< 11
)/ Volume 
>11
of Business
Property Priority 9 4 13 y2 0 31
Other Priority 15 10 25 •
24 14 38
Test 86 : Location (Envir onment) / 
< 11
/ Volume 
>11
of Business
Environment Priority 6 2 8 y2
Other Priority 18 12
' 24 14 38
Test 100 ; Original Objec tives /  \  
<  11
Volume of 
>11
Business
Changed Objectives 11 5 18 n 1
Unchanged Objectives 12 7
A Ü 0.1*.
23 12 35
Test 114 ; 20% outwith Scotland / Volume of Business
< IJ >11
20?:- in remainder U.K. 6 5 11
Remainder 18 9 27
24 14 38
X = 0.49
Test 126 ; Development over last 3 years/ Volume of Dusine##
.2
<11 > 1 1  J
Static 4 1
Expand 10 12 2^
14 13 97
383.
Volume of Business (Cont.)
C. Negative Results (Continued)
LJ
0
D
Test 152 : Development estimated over next 3 years/ Volume of
Business
<11 >11
Static 5 2 7
Expand 17 7 24
22 9 31
0.0009
Test 138 : Premises / Volume of Business
<11 >11
Owning 14 9 X~u 0-46
Renting 8 3
22 12 34
Test 144 ; Age of Proprie tor / Vol 
30-40
ume of Bi
43-53
Asiness
Volume > 10 7 6 0 004
Volume 11 > 5 6
12 14 26
Test 150 : Age of Proprie tor at c« 
< 36
itabllshm
>36
ent/ Volume of Business
Volume >  10 16 9 25 .2
Volume 11 > 8 5
A s U.I/.3
' 24 14 28
Test 4 : Volume of Busin ess /  Asi 
<11
distance
>11
(grants)
Assisted 7 6 x"^ - 0.74
Not assisted 17 8 25 * “
24 14 38
n Test 8 : Training / Volume of BusinessLi <11 >11
With Training 10 5 15n Without Training 14 9 23u 24 14 38
0.13
Test 15 : Previous Craft Experience / Volume of Business
<11 >11
With P.C. Experience 13 7 20
Without P.C. Experience 11 7 18
24 14 38
0.06
[]
384.
Workshop Premises
C • Negative lvci>ults
Test 138 : : remises / Volume of Business
n <11 >11
M  Owning 14 9 23
Renting 8 3 11
22 12 34
p. Test 137 : Premises / Bu siness 0 
SP & P
rganiaat:
C
Ion
Owning 20 ^ 5 25
PI Renting 10 1 11
30 6 36
X^« 0.46
x K  0.65
0
]
u 
0
n
D 
D
n
J
385. Appendix E 4
Kactor-s relating to Employment
D
D
n
]
G
G
]
Table E 6
Not Employing Employing
c
.J
1
a
1 4
w
a
8
a
V
u0
@0
0 Q
>  Q
W)
c
*
V0
%
s
H
S S
c
V
su
a0
e
"J
►
A
<3
H
*8aw 20
h0 Q  
>  W
w>
"c
<u
H
«
(.
L
I¥
S.
A 24 Furniture 6-10 - - 24 4 X b H 35 Graphic 40 c b 43 8 X C
Q 56 âhell gds <6 - a 47 4 - b S 7 Jew/ry 11-15 a b 33 5 X b
U 77 Candles 6-10 - - 31 3 - U T 2 Jew/ry 21-25 - X 32 1 - b
112 Ceramics < 6 b a 46 3 X a k 25 Leather K - a 52 7 X a
S117 Graphic <6 - X 44 3 - b P 13 Glass 200 - b 58 9 - U
W 46 Wr.lroQ < S b X 53 22 X b B 63 Ceramic 200 - b 58 5 X u
U 30 Notelets < 6 - - 31 6 - U W 42 Skin/Je 73 b - 48 10 X b
0 7 Bagpipes <6 - X 59 6 X b H 49 Jew/ry R - X 40 6 - a
B 68 Taxid/st 6-10 - a 32 1 X b T 23 Horn 6-10 - - 52 27 X a
U 31 Woode/ng <G - - 63 1 X b C 39 Plaques 16-20 b X 36 5 b
G 6 Weaving <G c X 72 14 X b P 12 Skin 21-23 b a 50 16 - b
T 63 Sc.Print <6 a - 23 1 X b s 63 Plaques 150 - 57 22 U
C 96 Jew/ry <0 a a 23 1 X b Y 5 Horn <6 - a 38 10 X b
M117 knitting <G a - 25 2 X b S120 Ceramic <6 a X 32 3 X b
A 3 Pol/cast <6 c - 29 2 - a U 40 Lamps h/i 11-15 - a 45 7 X a
M164 6^1 ass Ca. <G a - 30 0 X a w 32 Weaving 116 b - 50 48 X b
M 11 Jew/ry 6—10 - X 51 10 X b u 74 Ceramic <6 c - 67 7 X b
K 2 Wr.Iron R X 67 27 X a F 57 Dolls 11-15 - X 34 2 - b
T 35 Models <G b a 45 5 X b s 2 Hus/1ns 11-15 - a 43 9 X a
L 39 Ceramic <6 a a 48 10 X a L 21 Skin/Je 16-20 - X 33 6 - U
C 89 Graphic <r> a b 41 13 X b
Table 12
0
R - Refusal to answer the question (5)
X (Column experience) - experience In both craft and business
U - answer unknown
- (Column Training) - a (m.or U.K.), b( Trad, appr.nt/y);
c (Speial course).
a,b,c - (Column Estimated Development) - m (static)( b (expand)
c (contract).
D
G
l J
n
]
n
n
G
n
J
386.
Factors relating’ to Employment
Appendix K S
Table ^ 8
Salca Channel* & Market# (%)
Not kjaolovine K#d1cTina
P
<
II
•H•M
«u
2 |
2 3»H O
(3 cX h
1 5
O  (X
.-4
# • 5
▲ 24 0 50 50 100 X u 35 0 95 5 55
G 08 0 100 0 75 8 7 0 80 40 100
X H 77 0 100 0 55 T 2 0 100 0 75
X 112 25 0 75 100 X E 25 0 90 10 100
8117 50 50 0 100 X P 13 0 100 0 25
W 48 0 0 100 100 X B 83 0 80 20 35
X U 30 0 100 0 100 W 42 0 70 30 80
0 7 0 0 100 100 X u 49 0 100 0 90
8 88 0 35 65 100 X T 23 0 5 95 100
U 51 0 90 10 85 C 39 0 100 0 80
G 8 0 0 100 100 P 12 1 99 0 80
T 65 0 75 25 100 X 8 63 0 100 0 50
C 98 0 90 10 90 Y 5 0 70 30 100
M117 0 90 10 30 8120 0 25 75 100
X A 5 0 too 0 u X U 40 20 0 80 95
X M184 0 99 1 40 W 32 49 49 2 2
M 11 35 25 40 50 U 74 0 0 100 100
X K 2 0 0 100 95 F 57 0 100 0 75
T 35 0 0 100 0 X 3 2 0 0 100 70
X L 39 0 0 100 100 X L 21 0 100 0 90
C 89 0 0 100 50
Total# 110 1004 988 1570 70 1348 587 1502
Avar#*# 5.24 47.81 46.95 78.5 3.5 67.15 29.35 75.1
Extracting (x)
Total# 25 399 278 490 21 870 310 710
ivarag# 3.57 57.0 39.42 81.67 2.1 67.0 31.0 71.0
n
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Table E  9
Calculation for Projection of Employment Generated by
41 buMineaaea give eaployaen t to
Sol# Proprietor# 15
Partner# 10
Employer# 21
Employee# 202
Total
Lea#
248..... .248
Proprietor# where craft i# 
only part of buaine## 14
Part-time hu#band#/wive# 3
Part-time employee#
Total 71..... , 71
177
Therefor# 41 bu#inea#e# employ ; 177 full- time average 4.32
71 part- time average 1.73
Applying th# adjuated range of functioning bu#ine##e# :
Full-time - 4.32 x 704 » 
4.32 X 976 -
3041.28
4216.32
Part-time - 1.73 x 704 « 
1,73 X 976 -
1217.92
1688.48
u
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Duration of Dik.Iiuss
Table E 11
D
D
J
Projection of Purvey Kc'Ults (Duration) to total craft Population
Duration of 
businesses 
in 
Years
Distribution 
of the 
'Survey 
Population: 
Duration in 
Years
%  by Year 
of the 
Survey 
Population
%  applied to total 
number of businesses 
in the Index and 
modified to give 9 5 % ,  
Confidence Intervals 
at 1976
• under 1 1 2.439 17.7 - 23.80
(1976) t 5 12.195 85.85 119.02
2 3 7.317 51.51 - 71.41
3 4 9.756 68.68 - 95.22
4 2 4.878 34.34 - 47.61
5 4 9.756 68.68 - 95.22
6 4 9.756 68.68 - 95.22
7 3 7.317 51.51 - 71.41
6 1 2.439 17.17 - 23.80
9 2 4.878 34.34 - 47.61
10 3 7.317 51.51 71.41
11 - 20 4 9.756 68.68 - 95.22
21 - 30 4 9.756 68.68 - 95.22
31 - 40 0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0
41 - 50 1 2.439 17.7
■
23.80
D
D
Note * : A businesses listed by the oDA at home address in 1975 
but not in operation until 1977.
n
ri
n
D
n
G
D
D
n
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Table E 13
Bu#ine##e# in Keceipt of a Grant
H 35 
H 77 
S 7 
S117 
0 7 
W 42 
C 39 
P 12 
Y 5 
C 06 
W 32 
M117 
M164
13
Graphie
Candie#
Jew/ry
Graphie
Bagpipe
Skin/Je
Plaque#
Skin
Horn
Jew/ry
Weav.
Knit/g
Gla##/C
Û.
tn o
auH
9
A.
a
b
a/b
a/b
a/b
a
a . 
a
6
»(D S
&
8
3
5 
3
6 
10
5
16
10
1
48
2
0
43
31
33
44
59
48
36
SO
38
23
50
25
30
510
TT
o>
40
6 -10 
11 -15
<G 
< &  
75 
16 -20 
21 -25 
<6 
<6 
116 
<6 
<6
H
Qh
6
9
8
2
1
12
11
6
1
1
26
2
1
73
CM«0
?►
H
O.
0
0
1
0
0
4
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
CM«0
S
c
U
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
a
Table E 14
L
Volume of 
Buuiness 
£0,000
Aeuisted
Uusinesae#
Uenainder
of
Busineaue#
Under 6 6 46.15% 13 52.0%
6 - 10 1 7.69% 4 16.0%
11 - 15 1 7.69% 3 12.0%
“ 16 - 20 1 7,69% 1 4.0%
21 - 25 1 7.69% 1 4.0%
36 - 40 1 7.69% 0 0.0%
, ' 71 - 75 1 7.69% 0 0.0%
116 -120 1 7.69% 0 0.0%
146 -150 0 0.00% 1 4.0%
196 -200 0 0.00% 2 8.0%
u
]
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Training-
Table E 16
n
D
D
Group with training at graduate/ trade app'p level
Index Bus, Organisât'n Eapl *nt #e/ BUB. Beveic»p't
No. #.p. P* c. F.T. F.T <0 6-25 over a b c
S 7 » X - 2 1 33 - 11-15 - - X - 5
S 120 X - 4 1 32 <6 - - - X - 3
T 65 X — - ' 1 - 23 <6 - « , - X - 1
C 98 X - - — 1 - 23 <6 ■ - ■ - - X - 1
M117 -, X - 2 - 25 <6 -, - - X - 2
M164 X , - 1 - 30 <6 - X - - 0
L 39 . X - - - 1 48 <6 - - X - 10
C 89 ' X — ■ - 1 41 <6 - - - X - 13
112 X «1 ' — - 1 46 <6 - - X - - 3
W 46 X - - 1 - 53 <6 - - - X - 22
W 42 - - X 12 4 48 - - 75 - X - 10
C 39 X - - 11 - 36 - 16-2C - X - 5
P 12 X - - 6 1 50 - 21-25 - - X - 16
W 32 - - X 25 - 50 - — ■ 116 - X - 48
T 35 X — 1 - 45 <6 - - - X - 5
Total# 11 2 2 67 10 583 10 3 2 3 12 0 144
Average# 73.3*
13.3*
13.3*
4.5 0.7 38.9
66.;*
20.0*
13.3* É
20*
10*
«
9.6
‘SiS 4ÎC)
business Organisation : 6.p«
P*
c.
Development (I'Titure) a.
b.
c.
Sole Proprietor
Partnership
Company
Static
Expand
Contract
D
n
J
LJ
n
0
D 
D
391.
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Table E 18
Group with proTiou* craft axperieac#
DurDevelopBu#.Organisation
47 <6G 58 
112 
S117 44
32
53W 48
K 23 52
8-1032
72
B 88
18-2033
3D
L 21 
H 4D
18-20
21-25
38
50
C 39 
P 12
1038
32S120
11-1545R 40
C 98 23
N 11
2787
45t 35 <6
48L 39 
F 57 11-15
11-15
34
43
20
1781021534118Total#
30.4*78.3*
17.4* 7.71.8 2.3
ilutàiness Organisation ; S,P.
P.
C.
Development (l’ulure) : a.
b.
Sole J'roprietor
Partnership
Company
Static
Expand
Contract
u
[]
D
D 
0 
D 
D
3 9 2 .
î ’r e v i o i t . s  U x j t e r i e n c e
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Table K 19
Group with provlou* buoinoM oxporionc#
M   g# Volume/ gug---
Cé r.T. P.T. <6 «-25 Over
DurBuo.OrganieetiQU 
S.P
Index
No.
4043
11-1533
<6443117
21-2532
22
« 46
<650
2005830
20058B «3
72
33
30
35
32
L 21 
H 40 12
15-2011C 30
3120 
N 11
10
27«7
11-153420P 57
80
t03 47 145ÏS  Î 3Totale
14.3% 7.1%
78.5%
8.5
business Organisation 
Development (Future)
S.r. - Sole Proprietor 
P, - Partnership
C, - Company
a. - Static
b. - Kxpand
c. - Contract
n
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]
D
l‘rovioiUi Craft and dusinests Experience
Table £ 20
D
Group with proviou# buoino** and craft exparianc#
DurDevelop*tBum•Organiaati onIndex
Over6-25P.Tr.TS.PNo
44S117
21-2532
2253W 46
59
72
16-2033L 21 
H 40 39
36C 39 
8120 
N 11
32
106-10
2767
11-153420
0 10525 44 552
Total 10
i 75 . C6?
81.8%46
25.0%
0.0%
Business Organisation : S.]'.
P.
C.
Development (Future) : a.
b.
c.
Sole Proprietor
Partnership
Company
Static
Expand
Contract
0
394.
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Table E 21
]
0
[]
0
Group without previous bueine## end craft experédnce
Index Bus • Or (ran i a a t i on E#pl*nt Volume/ Bu*. Develop*t. Dur.
No S.P. p. c. F.T P.T.
A|^ e <6 6-25 Over a b c
A 24 % — 1 - 30 6-10 - X - 4
U 77 X 2 - 31 - 6-10 - U U U 3
U 30 X ' ■ — - 1 31 <6 - » U U U 6
H 51 ■ X. . ~ - 1 - 63 <6 - - - X ■ - 1
V 42 — ‘ X 12 4 48 — 75 - X - 10
T 23 \ X - 2 3 52 - 6-10 X - - ■ 27
S 53 X - 16 1 57 - - ■ 150 V U u 22
T 65 X ■ - 1 - 23 <6 - - - X - 1
« 32 - X 26 - 50 - 116 X - 46
Mil? . - X - 2 - 25 <6 - - - X - 2
H 74 X - - 2 - 67 <6 - - - X - 7
A 5 X - - 1 - 29 <6 - - X - - 2
N164 X - - 1 - 30 <6 - X - - 0
Total* 0
2 2 67 9 536 7 3 3 3
10
7
10
-2
10
133
V » '  ' ■ • ■ ■
i . -i— J — 1
•
53.8%
23.1%
1 #
■ 30.0% 10.2
70.0%
23.1% , 0.0%
n
Business Organisation ; S.P.
P.
C.
Development (i'uture) : a.
b.
Sole Proprietor
Partnership
Company
Static
Expand
Contract
395.
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Table E 23
D
BuBineaaea establiehed with home area aa a major choice factor
Index ÛuâineaB Oraan'n Empl •nt Age
Volume / Bu b iness K&P Pur
No S.P. P. C. F.T. P.T. <§ 6 - 25 over Cr. Bu.
A 24 X - 1 - 30 6-10 - - - -
4
G 58 % - ■ — 1 1 47 <6 - - - X -
4
H 77 * X • 2 - 31 - 6-10 - - - -
3
1L12 X - - - 1 46 <6 - . - X X — 3
S 7 - X - 2 1 33 - 11-15 — X - X
5
S I X ? * X - 2 - 44 <6 - - - X X
3
T 2 X - - 2 7 32 - 21-25 - - X X
1
w 46 . X - - 1 - 53 <6 - - X X X
22
u 30 X - - - 1 31 <6 - - - - -
6
0 7 X - - 1 - 59 <6 - - - X X
6
p 13 - - X 30 1 58 - - 200 - - X 9
u 51 X - - 1 - 63 <6 - - - - - 1
L 21 - X - 1 2 33 - 16-20 - ■ - X X
6
H 49 - X - 1 12 40 U K R - X X
6
T 23 X - - 2 3 52 - 6-10 - - - -
27
C 39 X — — 11 - 36 - 16-20 - X X X 5
S 63 X - - 16 1 57 - - 150 - - -
22
Y 5 - X - 1 2 38 <6 - - - X - 10
H 40 X - - 1 1 45 - 11-15 - - ■ X - 7
A 5 X - - 1 - 29 <6 - - X -
— 2
N164 X - - 1 - 30 <6 - - X - - 0
K 2 X - - 1 . 67 K K - X X
27
T 35 X - 1 : - 45 <6 - X X -
5
L 39 X - - - 1 48 <6 - - X X
- 10
C 89 X 1 41 <6 - X - X 13
Total* 18 6 1 79 36 1088 13 8 2 9 14 11 207
* 7 ^ 0 .
h - ÿ Av Av Av 56.7
i 36.%'
i % AV
% and 24.0 3.2 1.4 43.5 34.8 56.0 8.3
average* 4.0 1 8.7 1 44.0 1
n396.
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Table E 24
0
Busineasea eatabliahed with availabilii
choice fac
ty. of property 
tor
or site ai1 a major
Index Bus* organiaat'n Eapl *nt Volume / Business Tr.
Pre Our
No S.P. p. C. F.T. F.T
Age <6 6-25 ever Cr Bu
S 7 — X - 2 1 33 - 11-15 - X - X 5
K 25 % -, - 2 1 52 R R R - X - 7
0 7 X - - 1 - 59 <6 - -  ^ — X X 6
B 88 X - - 1 - 32 - 6-10 - - X - 1
W 42 — - X 12 4 48 - - 75 X - - 10
S120 X - - 4 1 32 <6 - - X ' X X 3
H 40 X - . — 1 1 45 - 11-15 - - X - 7
T 65 X - - 1 - 23 <6 - - X - - 1
C 98 X - - 1 - 23 <6 - - X X - 1
M117 - X - 2 - 25 <8 - - X - - 2
H 74 X - . - 2 - 67 <6 - - X - - 7
A 5 X - - 1 - 29 <6 - - X - - 2
L 39 X - - « 1 48 <6 - X X - 10
S 2 - - X 2 1 43 - 11-15 - - X - 9
Total# 10 2 2 32 10 559 8 4 1 9 8 3 71
' ï " " "
averages
f“ v  '
14.3
.J" ' 1
Av
2.3
,
Av
0.7
1
Av
39.9
...1
61.5
,
i ^
30.8
i
e
7.7
i
>4 .3
i
i
>7 .1
1—
%
21.4
Av
5.1
1
D
0
Il
[]
D
n
J
D
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Table E 25
Wueineaae# «stablished with the environment a# a major choice factor
Volume / BnaineaaBus» Orpaniaat'nIndex
No
DurTr BuCr25 over
6-10 
11-15
30A 24
33
44
52K 25
23T 65
25Mil?
67H 74
45T 35
11-153420F 57
3635322Totals
AvAvAv
55.662.566.7
4.044.437.533.3% and 
averages 33.30.00.0
Table E 26
L
Businesses established with market influence as a 
major choice factor
i
Index Bus. Oriraiiisjation Emplv* nt Age Volume / Business Tr
Pre.,EXD
No S.P. P. C. F.T. P.T. <6 6-25 over Cr Bu
S 7 - X - 2 1 33 - 11-15 - X - X 5
3117 - X — 2 - 44 <6 - - - X X 3
B 63 - - X 40 - 58 - - 200 - - X 5
B 88 X - ' - 1 - 32 - 6mlO - - X - •
C 39 X - 11 - 36 - 16-20 X X X 5
K 40 X - 1 1 45 - 11-15 - ■ - . X T 7
C 98 X - - 1 - 23 <6 - - X X - 1
Totals 4 2 1 58 2 271 2 4 1 3 4 4 27
1 ^•57.1
% and 2 
averages
.....L_j
n r “
a.e
i
14.3 1
Av
8.3
Av
0.3
.J
Av
58.7
%
28.6
%
57.1
%
14.3
%
42.9
1
%
57.1
:
i
57.1
AV
3.9
u
DD
0
D
D
D
0
0
n
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Table E 27
D
J
D
D
Group of businesses where no changes in objectives have taken place
Index Dur Craft Tr Exner*ne
Bua.Orxan* ion Volume/ Business
No Cr Bu SP P c <6 6-25 over
H 35 8 Graphic X - X - - X - - 40 43
H 77 3 Candles - - - - X - - 6-10 - 31
112 3 Ceramic X X - X - - <6 - - 46
S 7 5 Jew'ry X - X - X - - 11-15 - 33
S117 3 Graphic - X X - X - <6 - - 44
H 30 6 Note*ts - - - X - - <6 - - 31
P 13 9 Glass - - X - - X - - 200 58
fi 63 5 Ceramic - - X - - X - - 200 58
B 88 1 Taxid*st - X - X - - - 6-10 - 32
H 51 1 Wood'rk - - - X - - <6 - - 63
W 42 10 Skin & J X - - - - X - - 75 48
G 6 14 Weav'g X X X X - - <6 - - 72
L 21 6 Skin & J - X X - X - - 16-20 - 33
T 23 27 Horn - - - X - - - 6-10 - 52
Y 5 10 Horn - X - - X - <6 - - 38
M117 2 Kniit’g X - - - X - <6 . - - 25
N 11 10 Jew*ry - X X X - - - 6-10 - 51
L 39 10 Ceramic X X - X - - <6 - -■ 48
F 57 2 Dolls - X X X - - - 11-15 - 34
S 2 9 Mus.Inst - X - - - X - 11-15 - 43
Total*
*144 7 10 9 9 6 5 6 8 4 883
1 Av k
--------- 1
i  : i i  * . i  ^ %  • Av
%  and 
averages
35.0
50.0
45.0
30.0
40.0
40.0 44.2
1
7.2 1
1_ j
45.01 25.01
,
20.0
L _
n
D
399
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D Table B 28
D
0
D
D
D
n
J
0
Group of businesses where change» in objective» have taken place
Voilée / Businessüxoer'nceIndex over
A 24
G 58
T 2
W 46
K 25
0 7
H 49
C 39
S 63
S120
K 40
T 65
C 98
W 32
U 74
A 5
k 2
T 35 
r ao
Dur Craft
4 K u m  * re
4 Shell
1 Jew'ry
22 Wr.Iron
7 Leather
6 Bagpipes
6 Jew'ry
5 Plaques
22 Plaques
3 Ceramics
7 Lampsh's
1 Sc.Print
1 Jew'ry
48 Weav'g
7 Ceramic
2 Polycast
27 Wr.Iron
5 Models
13 (tt*»nhic
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
<6
<6
R
<6
R
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
R
<6
<6
21-25
R
16-20
11-15
R
R
150
116
30
47
32
53
52
59
39
36
57
32
45
23
23
50
67
29
67
45
41
Totals
62.552.6
% and 25.063.2
n
u
400
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Mvii-Rc t
D
D
D
G
D
D
D
Table B 29
0
D
D
0
D
Model of Cash Flow/ 
Credit terms relationship
6 months credit credit 3 months credit 1 month credit
In Out Bal In Out Bal In Out Bal In Out U.1
1 300 - 300 300 - 300 300 - 300 - 300 - m .
2 300 - 600 300 - 600 — 300 - 600 500 300 — 100
3 300
300
- 900 300 - 900 300 - SOU
- 700
500 300 I t  IQO
4 -1200 300 -122Û . 500 300 500 300 + 300
5 300 -1500 500 300 -1000 500 300 - 500 500 300 + 500
6 300 -1800 500 300 - 800 500 300 - 300 500 300 + 700
7 500 300 -1600 500 300 - 600 500 300 - 100 500 300 + 900
8 500 300 -1400 500 300 - 400 500 300 1+ too 500 300 + 1100 X
9 500 300 -1200 500 300 - 200 500 300 + 300 500 300 + 1300 §
10 500 300 -1000 500 300 1 0 500 300 + 500 500 300 + 1500 e+?11 500 300 - 800 500 300 + 200 500 300 + 700 500 300 ♦ 1700
12 500 300 - 600 500 300 + 400 500 300 + 900 500 300 + 1900
13 500 300 - 400 500 300 + 600 500 300 + 1100 500 300 + 2100
14 500 300 - 200 500 300 + 800 500 300 + 1300 500 300 + 2300 
+ 250015 500 300 1 0 500 300 + 1000 500 300 + 1500 500 300
16 500 300 + 200 500 300 + 1200 500 300 + 1700 500 300 +2700
17 500 300 + 400 500 300 + 1400 500 300 + 1900 500 300 + 2900
18 500 300 ♦ 600 500 300 + 1600 500 300 + 2100 500 300 +3100
19 500 300 + 800 500 300 + 1800 500 300 + 2300 500 300 +3300
20 500 300 + 1000 500 300 + 2000 500 300 + 2500 500 300 + 3500
21 500 300 + 1200 500 300 + 2200 500 300 +2700 500 300 + 3700
22 500 300 + 1400 500 300 + 2400 500 300 +2900 500 300 + 3900
23 500 300 + 1600 500 300 + 260Q 500 300 +3100 500 300 +4100
24 500 300 + 1800 500 300 + 2800 500 300 +3300 500 300 + 4300
The above model assumes
a) Steady production and sales to retailers over a 34 month period,
b) In each month the craftsman receives £100 of materials, incurs 
£200 of expenses and has to pay for the materials and expenses 
within that month,
c) At the end of each month £500 of goods have been produced and sold 
to a retailer on four varying credit terms....0 months, 4 months,
5 months and 1 month.
The model traces the effect on the financial balance of the business over
24 .iiontJ\s.
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Table E 31
nL Businesses distributing more than 50)6 of their product through their owa retail
outle
Index
No
Bus.Organ*ion Empl*nt Volume / Business
Tr
Preir.Exp
Dur
% by 
this 
channelS.P. p. c. F.T P.T
Age <6 6-25 over Cr Bu
112 X — — 1 46 <6 - — % X — 3 75
W 46 X - - 1 - 53 <6 - - X ' X X 22 100
0 7 X - 1 - 59 <6 - - - X X 6 100
B 88 X mm . - 1 - 32 - 6-10 - - X - 1 65
Q 6 X - - - 1 72 <6 - - X X X 14 100
T 23 X ■ 4M - 2 3 52 - 6-10 - - - - 27 95
5120 X - - 4 - 32 <6 - - X X X 3 75
U 40 X - - 1 1 45 - 11-15 - - X - 7 80
H 74 X . - - 2 - 67 <6 - - X - - 7 100
K 2 X - - - 1 67 R R R - X X 27 100
T 35 X - • 1 - 45 <6 - - X X - 5 100
h 39 X - - - 1 48 <6 - - X X - 10 100
C 89 X - - - 1 41 <6 - - X - X 13 100
5 2 - X 2 1 43 - 11-15 - - X - 9 100
n
D
n
D
D
D
D
D
n
Total 13 1 15 10 702 ®/l3
I d l d ' 5i*" At' At i At* 51 ' i
% and 7*1
averages 0.0 1.1 0*7 50.1 30.8
■ I . I I"'"
/13 /13 8 11
"T
6 154 1290
0.0 57.1
78.6
% * Av#
11.0
I I I
92.1
Jn
402.
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Tahlft E 32
Uufa»iness distributing more than 5 W  of their product through retailer*.
Index Bus •Organ* ior Empl*nt Volume / Business Pre .Exp % kr 
this 
channel
No# S.P P. C. F.T P.T
Age
<6 6-25 over
Tr. Cr Bu
Our
G 58 X - - 1 1 47 <6 - - X - 4 100
H 35 - - X 6 - 43 - - 40 X • "* X 8 95
a 77 - X ■ ■» 2 - 31 - 6-10 - - - - 3 100
S 7 - X . 2 1 33 - 11-15 - X - X_ 5 60
T 2 X • 2 7 32 - 21-25 - - X X 1 100
H 30 X - . - - 1 31 <6 - - - - - 6 100
K 25 X - - 2 1 52 R R R - X - 7 90
P 13 - - X 30 1 58 - - 200 - - X 9 100
B 63 — - X 40 - 58 - - 200 - - X 5 80
a 51 X - ■ - 1 - 63 <6 - - - - - 1 90
W 42 - - X 12 4 48 - - 75 X - - 10 70
L 21 - X - 1 2 33 - 16-20 - - X X 6 100
a 49 - X - 1 12 39 R R R - X X 6 100
C 39 X - 11 - 36 - 16-20 - X X X 5 100
P 12 X - 6 1 50 - 21-25 - X X - 16 99
S 63 X - -, 16 1 57 - - 150 - - - 22 100
Y 5 - X - 1 2 38 <6 - - - X - 10 70
T 65 X - - 1 - 23 <6 - X - - 1 75
C 98 X - - 1 - 23 <6 - - X X - 1 90
M117 - X - 2 - 25 <6 - - X - - 2 90
A 5 X - - 1 - 29 <6 - - X - - 2 100
M164 X - - 1 - 30 <6 - - . X - - 0 99
r 57 X - - 1 20 34 - 11-15
. .
X X 2 100
Total 13 6 4 141 54 913 ®/21 V 21 */2l 10 10 9 132 2106
....
% and 
average*
" "X1 
26.1
1
%l Av ' 
6.13
l l L - i
Av 1 AvI
2.35
39.7 
1 1
*
42.9
1
i  '
33 .3
1
43.5
43.5
23.8. 1
% 1 Av 1 Av%
5.7 91.7
39.1 .
■ '
Ü
0n
403.
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Table E 33
0
J
a
D
a
J
]
Comparison between the groupe distributing more than 50% of their product 
through retailer» and the group distributing sore than 50% of their 
roduct through their own retail outlet, and rejaf^ -
Group distributing more than 50% of 
thair nrnduet throush retailer»
Location Index DistPrivrllzIndex CraftPriorilxCraft
Q 58 
H 35 
U 77 
S 7 
T 2 
U 30 
K 25 
P 13 
B 63 
U 51 
* 42 
L 21 
H 49 
C 39 
12 
63 
5 
65 
98
M117 
A 5 
M164 
F 57
Shell goods
Graphic
Candles
Jewellery
Jewellery
Notelets
Leather
Glass
Ceramics
Woodcarving
Skin / Jew.
Skin / Jew,
Jewellery
Plaques
Skin
Plaques
Horn
Screen Print. 
Jewellery 
Knitting 
Pol/ Casting 
Glass Carving 
Dolls
1st Priority
1 «59.1% 
6 «18.2%
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
Group distributing more than 50% of 
their product through their owm 
retail outlet
112 
W 46
0 7 
B 88 
G 6 
T 23 
S120 
R 40 
H 74 
K 2 
T 23 
L 39 
C 89 
S 2
Ceramics
Wr. Iron
Bagpipes
Taxidermist
Weaving
Horn
Ceramics 
Lampshades 
Ceramics 
Wr. Iron 
Models 
Ceramics 
Graphic 
Musical Inst.
1st Priority
1 «42.9% 
6 «28.6%
Note s t. Olmtrlctm ; Lochaber (L). Perthmhlr. (P), C l M k m ^ e a  (C)
2. Location Priorities ; Home Area (l), Known Area (2), Market 
Influence (3), Availability of Material Resources (4), 
Availability of Human Resources (5), Availability of Property 
or Site (6), Environment (7), Condition of Grant (8), and 
Other (9).
u 4o4.
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n Table E 35
D
D
]
Wu8in***e* exporting 10% or ■ore of their product.
Index Bus. Organis'ion Volume of sales Prev.Kxi^erienc# Our
No S.P. P. Cy <6 6-25 over Cjp Bu
T 2 X 21-25 - X X 1
0 7 X - - <6 - - X X 6
P 13 - - X - - 200 - X 9
B 63 - - X - - 200 - - X 5
W 42 - - X - - 75 X - - 10
C 39 X - - ' - 16-20 - X X X 5
S 63 X - - - 150 - - - 22
M117 - X - <6 - - X - - 2
N 11 X - - - 6-10 - - X X 10
T 35 X - - <6 - - X X - 5
F 57 X - - - 11-15 - - X X 2
5 2 - - X - 11-15 - - X - 9
Totals 7 1 4 3 5 4 4 7 7 8 6
1
'
58.3 M
i  *
25.0
'
^  ' ^  1
%  and 
averages
1 1
8.3
33.3 1
41.7
1
33.3 1
1
58.3
58.3 1
7.17
1
1
]
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Table E 36
U
D
n
Buaineaaea selling 20% or more of their product outwith Scotland and in 
the remainder of the U.K.
Index Bus. Organis' ion Volume of Sales PreV.Ex oeri ence
No. S.P. P. c. <6 6-25 over
Train Cr. Bu.
C 58 X «» - <6 - - - % 4
H 35 - - X - - 40 X - X 8
S117 - X - <6 - - - X X 3
P 13 - - X - - 200 - - X 9
P 12 X - - 21-25 - X X - 16
W 32 - — X - - 116 X - - 48
M117 - X - <6 - - X  . - - 2
H164 X - - <6 - - X - - 0
T 35 X - - <6 - - X X - 5
C 89 X - - <6 - - X - X 13
S  2 - - X r 11-15 -
. - .
X - 9
Totals 5 2 4 6 2 3 7 5 4 117
1 * ' % ' %  1 
45.5 '
^ 18.2 averages
, 36.4 ,
ji'
54.5
18.2
^ 1
27.3 1
j j
1
i '
45.5
^ 1
36.4 I
A,
1 0 . 6
1____ _ 1 1 1 1 1 •
J
u
n
406.
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u,. : oi Mi 2.1 ii.c .. ( Vi'i’vi iju.s three year«)
Table E 38
0
D
D
D
D
Group of businesses remaining static over the last three years
Index Bus. Organiia * i on Volume of Sales Train
Prev. Experience Omr
No. S.P. P. C. <6 6-25 over
Age Cr Bu
112 X <6 • — 46 X X • 3
W 46 X - ■ - <6 - - 53 X X X 22
K 25 X - - K R R 52 - X - 7
T 23 X - - - 6-10 — 52 - - - 27
K 2 X - - R R R 67 - X X 27
T 35 X - - <6 - - 45 X X - 5
S 2 - - X - 11-15 - 43 - X 9
Totals 6 0 1 ^/5 0/5 358 3 6 2 100
1
i 1
85.7
" i n
60.0
% * 1 AV 1 % ; *
42.9
% 1 Av
% and 
averages
0.0
14.3
40.0
0.0
51.1
1 1
85.7
28.6 1
14.3
______ . 1 1 1 1_____ 1 1
1
u
n
]
D
D
[
0
Vi'î i v . t  ()!'
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u.-is; (rrevious three year«)
Table E 39
Group of businesses which expanded over the last 3 years
Prev.ExperienceVolume of Salesus. Organis'onIndex Train
overS.P.
A 24
Q 58 
H 35 
U 77 
S 7 
8117 
0 7 
P 13 
B 63 
W 42 
L 21 
H 49 
C 39 
P 12 
S 63 
Y 5 
8120 
R 40 
W 32 
N 11 
L 39 
F 57 
C 89
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
<6
<6
R
<6
<6
<6
<6
6-10
11-15
16-20
R
16-20
21-25
11-15
6-10
11-15
30
- 47
40 43
- 31
- 33
- 44
- 59
200 58
200 58
75 48
- 33
K 39
- 36
- 50
150 57
- 38
- 32
- 45
116 50
- 51
- 48
- 34
41
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
4
4
8
3
5 
3
6
9
5 
10
6 
6 
5
16
22
10
3
7
48
10 
10
2
13
*
Totals 12 6 5 V 22 0/22 V 22 1005 9 13 13 215
1 1 i T — 5nr i i 1 AvI i i 1 Av
_1 * 52.2 31.8 39.1
% and 26.1 1 40.9 43.7
56.6 9.3
-
averages
I 21.7 1 ^ — I 1 56.5 J.,
G
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j.'Vfl* riU of Llu >hi (r>xt three years)
n
0
D 
D 
0 
0
D 
D
Table E 41
BuBinessea eâtiaating that they will remain static over the next 3 y**r*
Volume of Sale#Bus. Organis'op 
S.P.I P. I C
Index
No
DurTrain6-25
46112
52K 25
39U 49
27526-10T 23
4511-15R 40
29
30M164
2767
.48
43
L 39
11-15
96451Totals
At
40.057.1
9.870.0.45.142.910.0
20.00.010.0
D
u
409.
D
e v(= ; I J u . , i  . , r  .s ( l \ c \ t  liiref y  fi , \  r u )
Table E 42
Group of buaineeee* estimating expansion over the next 3 year»
Prev.ExueriepgAVolume ofBus.Urcanis'ien DurIndex
No.
TrainAge25 over
3010A 24
G 56
3311-15
44S117
3221-25
2253W 46
50<6
326-10B 88
U 51
104875W 42
72
3616-20C 39
5021-25
1038
32S120
23<6T 65
23<6C 98
4650116W 32
25M117
67H 74
10516-10N 11 
T 35 45<6
3411-15
41<689
iSi151028Totals 18
At
58.375.0
8.162.533.316.7
45.88.3
410. E 21)
D
D
D
D
n
Projection of Volume of 
the indexed total
Table E 44
liusineris from the Survey Population to 
craft business population (Scotland)
Survey
%
Total
Pop.
* Projected
Number
Volume (£Ü 
Banding
(£) Total 
Volume
50.00 X 1147 573 X 4,000 M 2,292,000
13.60 X 1147 156 X 8,500 M 1,326,000
10.53 X 1147 £ 120 X 13,500 SB 1,620,000
5,26 X 1147 = 60 X 18,500 S 1,110,000
5.26 X 1147 60 X 23,500 S 1,410,000
2,63 X 1147 — 30 X 38,500 s 1,155,000
2.63 X 1147 = 30 X 73,500 s 2,205,000
2.63 X 1147 30 X 118,500 3,555,000
2.63 X 1147 = 30 X 148,500 = 4,455,000
5.26 1117 - 60 X 198,500 11,910,000
31,038,000
* taU-..i if.'-'.' , t  i tho l  , w'
[
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Table £ 48
buaineaaea owning their premise»Group
Category premise#Volumebus.OrganisationIndex
No
DurAge6-25 overS.I
3311-15
44
52K 25
58200
58200B 63
63H 51
104875V 42
72 14
27526-10T 23
36C 39
22571505 63
1038
32
4511 — 15R 40
4850116te 32
25M117
67H 74
30M164
6-10
2767
45T 35
1048L 39
41C 89
43
/23 1186 265Totals
A - custom 
B - adapted 
C - domestic
52.264.0
26.116.0
% and 
averages
21.7 I 47^420.0
U
r i
J
cd
u
412
f; .iii . oT il Ci.U
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Table E 49
0
0
u
0
n
J
of businesses renting their premises
Volume of Sales,
No 8.P
A 24 X
G 58 X
H 35 -
112 X
T 2 X
0 7 X
B 88 X
P 12 X
T 65 X
C 98 X
A 5 X
Totals 10
90.9
%  and 
averages
P.
0 1
% * % %
0.0
-, 21-25
<6
over
40
%
Age Dur
30 4
47 4
43 8
46 3
32 1
59 6
32 1
50 16
23 1
23 1
29 2
%
414
Av
9.1
36.4 37.6 4.3
9.1
10
custom built
adapted
domestic
D
n
J
413. Appendix E 3:Z
"I 't JuT .1 - ur iJu.':j
Ü TabIff B 54
D
:i
D
n
]
LJ
u
Group of Art College graduates
fcat.of Dev. 1977/80Vol.of ^aleaBus.Organisât *nIndex
No
DurâtAge
6-25 over
4340H 35
3311-15
23T 65
23C 98
25M117
30M164
48L 39
41C 89
266 40Totals
Av Av
a=
b= expand 
c= contract75.062.5
33.3 5.012.525.0
%  and 
averages 0.075.025.012.5
n
